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INTRODUCTION

This second volume of the thesis contains append¬
ices which support the main text. Details are presented
of each survey undertaken, so that the purpose, methods
and data pertaining to each can be reviewed separately.
Some repetition with the main text was unavoidable. In
addition to the surveys is presented an historical
sketch of the study area and a number of miscellaneous
tables. Bibliographic references made in this volume
are documented in the main text.

Each of the first six appendices concerning surveys
is organised in a similar manner. Following a brief intro¬
duction, details of the methodology are explained. The
most important data are presented in tabular format, to¬
gether with a preliminary analysis. The instruments used
in each survey, including the questionnaires and interview
forms, are included at the end of each of the first six
appendices if applicable. A Key To Codes is also shown
for each of the questionnaire and interview surveys, this
being a list which indicates how the raw data were coded
numerically for storage in the TRIP system at the Uni¬
versity of Edinburgh. The Key To Codes for each survey
may also be consulted for a full listing of responses to
each question.

Readers desiring access to the coded data should
first seek authorisation from the Scottish Tourist
Board and the Highlands and Islands Development Board.
It has proven to be impossible to present in this thesis
all tabulations which were completed with the raw data,
owing to their format and bulk. As well, many of the
tables presented in this thesis are reduced or combined
from original ux'oss-tabulations. If additional tabulations
are required, the appropriate appendix and Key To Codes
should be consulted carefully in order to reveal any
limitations or qualifications. Planning Data Management
Services (PDMS) at the University of Edinburgh retain
a complete description of the data and the format of
its storage.



APPENDIX ONE

SURVEY OF OCCUPANCY IN ACCOMMODATION ESTABLISHMENTS

This survey was necessary in order to gain full
understanding of the tourist industry and patterns of
visits in the study area. Three specific objectives were
pursued:

- to reveal seasonal patterns of visits;
~ to reveal sub-areal variation in the pattern
of visits;

- to permit estimation of the total number of
visitors.

Section (A) of this Appendix describes the methods
employed in conducting the survey, followed by an assess¬
ment of the total supply of accommodation in the district.
Section (C) presents the initial analysis of the data,
including occupancy rates and an estimation of the number
of visitors in the Spey Valley for each of twelve months.

(A) Methodology

Four different methods of collecting information
were employed, reflecting the diversity of accommodation
in the area and the absence of occupancy surveys for cer¬
tain types. Each is described in the following paragraphs.

Hotels: Large-scale surveys of occupancy in accommo¬
dation have been undertaken by the STB since 1972 and by
the HIDE since 1971. Until 1974 the two Boards acted
independently, each ignoring the other's area. Then, in
the 1974-1976 period, a joint study was undertaken, foil-

* r /"4 0 rfn n V\ t r r-» ■v-* -v» <-s 4- r-« 4* -i 1 rl 4 <-« «4 v» n a 1 OHD FPV* -» «—« ->-% 4- 4- -v~> -»->

makes analysis of trends difficult, as the methods and
samples have not been consistent. When it was decided
that a special survey was required for the Spey Valley as
part of the jointly sponsored research it became necessary
to choose one of the two ongoing studies. The STB survey
included questions on overseas visitors and so it was
chosen. Operators contributing to the HIDB survey were
asked to switch to the STB survey.

All hotels in the district were contacted by mail in
September of 1977 by the Area Tourist Officer for the
SVTO, in order to introduce the research and to request
co-operation in the various studies. Subsequently, the
TRRU administered the Spey Valley sample as an integral
part of the Scottish sample and the data for Spey Valley
were not extracted until November of 1978. Analysis of
this Spey Valley sample was carried out by the author,
independent of TRRU. Whether or not the special appeal to



hoteliers from the SVTO had any significant effect is
difficult to judge. Many of those who promised, to partic¬
ipate either did not, or contributed only for part of the
survey. TRRU did no follow-up on monthly omissions, so
there is no way of knowing the reasons for variations in
response. However, the author wrote to those hoteliers
who had promised to participate but had not, and also to
some others, to obtain clarification of data. This yield¬
ed data from two additional hotels for the year (retro¬
actively) and a number of ammendments. The number of
hotels supplying information for each month of the survey
is indicated in Table 1.

Seven types of information were requested: the num¬
ber of new guests booking in daily, both of British and
overseas origins; the total number of guests staying in
the hotel each day, both British and overseas; the number
of rooms occupied each day; the total number of bedspaces
available each day; and the maximum tariff for rooms with
and without bath, at rates for bed and breakfast. Some
operators misinterpeted the form, and mundane errors in
completing the forms were common. Any that contained
obvious major errors or were otherwise suspicious follow¬
ing the final responses in November 1978 were not tabu¬
lated.

Guest Houses and Bed and Breakfast Places: No prev¬
ious survey of occupancy in this category had been
attempted and so a special survey had to be devised.
Initial contact with operators was made by the SVTO in
1977* All guest houses and about half of the B and B
operators listed in the SVTO register of accommodation
were contacted. Not all establishments of these types in
the Spey Valley were members of the SVTO, but it was con¬
sidered unnecessary to attempt contact with the non-
members because they were a minority and they would have
been difficult to trace. Responses from B and B operators
were so poor that, early in 1978, all the remaining B and
B otjeratnrs were renter.ted (t.Vn .e time hv the puttier) te
request assistance. Again the response was negligible,
and it might be concluded that B and B operators were
either too casual about their businesses to make the
effort or were afraid of adverse implications. Consequent¬
ly, there was little choice but to combine data from
guest houses and B and B establishments. Table 1 shows
the final sample for each month. An attempt was made in
November 1978 to boost the sample by requesting a number
of operators who had promised help but had not delivered
it, to supply figures retroactively. This produced a
minor increase in the size of the sample.

A survey form was mailed to the contributors each,
month, together with a stamped, return envelope. Opera¬
tors were instructed to indicate any dates on which their
establishment was closed, and the maximum number of
guests they could accommodate in a night during that
month. Each arrival (person or group) was noted as to the



date of arrival, the number of persons in the party, and
the total number of nights stayed. If a party stayed over
from one month into the next, the operator was to esti¬
mate the length of stay and record that figure, and to
ignore that party on the next month's form. In tabulation
of the results, any parties staying over into the next
month v/ere noted in both months, with the appropriate
number of bed-nights spent in each. This format worked
very well, and few errors were made.

Two statistics were derived from this information.
Occupancy rates (as percentages) were calculated by re¬
lating the total capacity of bedspaces to the total
number of visitor-nights spent in the house, for each
month. Variations in supply had to be taken into account,
and if an establishment was closed for most of a month
that month was not included. For example, some places
opened only for the last few days of December and so
these places were deleted from calculations for that
month. To include them would have increased unjustifiably
their apparent occupancy rate. Average lengths of stay
were also calculated, by dividing the total number of
guests into the total number of visitor-nights spent in a
house each month.

Self-Catering Units and Sites for Touring Caravans
and Tents: A survey of occupancy in self-catering units
and sites for touring caravans and tents was initiated in
1975 by the STB and HIDB, but was discontinued in 1978.
Therefore, another special survey was needed for the Spey
Valley. The Area Tourist Officer wrote to all the opera¬
tors of large touring sites and to k9 out of approximately
100 self-catering operators in the district. This sample
was selected on the basis of a good geographical spread
for each type - flats, houses, chalets, and static cara¬
vans. Many of those who were not contacted actually
resided outside the district. In November of 1978 those
operators who had agreed to participate v/ere sent another
blank form. anH an arirh' t."i nnal r>arrn nrfpr wor 1 afpr conf fn

those who had not responded® Table 1 shows the size of
sample for each type of unit or operation over the one-
year period of survey.

The survey form was designed to be completed v/eekly,
over a one-year period. A v/eekly summary was chosen
because most self-catering units v/ere not let for less
than one week. Three types of establishments could be
included on the one form as several operators had more
than one type. For static caravans and other self-catering
units it v/as a simple matter of recording the number of
units available for letting and the number actually let
during each week. Table 1 shows the size of the sample
measured in 'unit-weeks', which v/ere the number of one-
week lets available on all Saturdays of the month.

If a unit was let for 5 or more days in a week it
was to be counted as a full week, and if let for 3 or 4

!



Table 1: Size of Samples in Survey of Occupancy in
Accommodation

Size of Sample in Each Month

077 21 f) J78 F M A A J J _A _s 0.

L.H. - b 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 5
S.H. - b 5 8 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 5
G, H . /
B&B 8 8 8 7 7 8 10 11 10 9 6

S.C. - 72 99 99 9b 90 117 103 120 139 116 133 79
S.V. - 0 75 60 60 63 82+ 62+ 72 99 78 72+ 2+0
T.S. - 2 b b b b b 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+
Y.H. 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 -

o e o •
- 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Notes: Samples of Self-Catering and Static Caravans are
measured in 'unit-weeks' (i.ee, the number of one-
week lets available on each Saturday of the month),
and all others indicate the number of establishments
participating.

- In addition to the sample listed for Outdoor Cen¬
tres, two other establishments provided partial
data for the year.

Types of Accommodation: L.H. Large Hotels
5.H. Small Hotels
6.H. Guest Houses
B&B Bed and Breakfast
S.C. Self-Catering
S.V. Static Caravans
T.S. Touring Sites
i.h. Youun nosuej-s
O.C. Outdoor Centres



days of a week it was to be counted as one-half® Lets of
less than 3 days in a week were not to be counted. For
pitches on touring sites the operator was to enter the
weekly total of occupied pitches (i.e., one pitch occu¬
pied a full week was to be counted seven times) by tents
and touring caravans. Unfortunately, the largest partici¬
pating touring site could not differentiate between tents
and caravans, and so it was decided to combine data from
both types to yield a single measure of occupancy. Opera¬
tors were also requested to indicate any weeks in which a
self-catering unit was not available for letting or was
occupied by a party other than paying tourists, such as
friends of the owner or local residents.

The calculation of monthly occupancy rates for
houses, static caravans, chalets and flats was compli¬
cated by the practice of recording on a weekly basis.
Supply and occupancy figures for each month were based on
calculations for all Saturdays in the month, since Satur¬
day was the most common day for the turnover of lettings.
As a consequence, there was some spillover between months,
even though the yearly totals were unaffected. For exam¬
ple, the figures calculated for January included the week
beginning January 28, even though most of the week was in
February. But the first six days of January were included
in December because the week began on December 31« When
interpreting the statistics this 1forward slippage1
should be taken into account.

Youth Hostels and Outdoor Centres: There were three
hostels in the district operated by the Scottish Youth
Hostels Association, and information was obtained for all
three by writing to the SYHA. Outdoor centres were con¬
tacted individually, but only three could provide full
data. Two others provided some information that was use¬
ful, and one did not respond at all. Not contacted were
two centres owned by educational bodies outside the
district which used them for occasional, non-commercial
r"N r+ /-«. WI «V| ^ J « v. — |J o w «->, s—w> — "1 "1 -v\ v-»— »rr» 4« a! f» /■-* 1irv\ /J /"» /■> V> 4" /—> A~ t~\ 4"
w ^ W VA XX k/XVH p HA.XJ. VA Ai W L.UUUX ^ X V U k/^/.l_JP UlUiVU V/V^AAVJ. v-» V/1AIA V

was operated on a part-time basis. The data were obtained
for different periods: October-September for hostels and
November-October for outdoor centres.

Accommodation Not Assessed: In addition to the
accommodation mentioned previously, there were several
types not assessed in this survey. The military operated
three establishments for training and outdoor sports in
Spey Valley, and while many personnel might use these for
purely recreational purposes, it would not have been
possible to distinguish that from regular duties. Those
persons visiting friends and relatives cannot be reached
in an occupancy survey. Wild-camping (tents and touring
caravans outside formal pitches) was not assessed,
although a rough estimate of the number of such visitors
could be made by using data from 1973® Second homes bring
many visitors to the district, and an estimate of the size
of this group could be made by using previous research.

I
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(B) Supply of Accommodation In The Spey Valley

An analysis of the supply of accommodation was a
necessary step in devising a survey of occupancy. The
primary source for such information was the register of
accommodation published for 1978 by the SVTO, but for
non-members the Tourism and Recreation Information Pack¬
age of TRRU was consulted. Also, it was necessary to make
several assumptions about supply, and these are discussed
more fully in the following section. Table 2 summarises
the situation in terms of the maximum number of persons
that could be accommodated in each type, and Table 3
breaks down the supply by sub-areas of the district. This
information is also summarised graphically in Figure 16
in Volume One. Each type of accommodation is considered
more fully in the following paragraphs.

Hotels: Most hotels and motels in the Spey Valley
were listed with the SVTO and information was available
about the remainder in TRIP. Although the data in TRIP
were from 1976, it was considered to be reliable as any
major changes in the hotels would have been discovered
in the survey of accommodation and facilities. The policy
on closing in all establishments was also obtained in the
survey of operators.

Capacity was determined by counting bedspaces in
each hotel (i.e., a double or twin room could sleep two
persons, and it has been assumed that a family room could
sleep four). 'Maximum person-capacity' therefore refers
to a time when all establishments were open with their
full supply of bedspaces. In practice there are likely to
be minor fluctuations on a daily or weekly basis as re¬
pairs are undertaken or rooms witheld owing to low demand,
but these could only be taken into account for those
establishments participating in the occupancy survey.

An interesting feature of the hotel sector is that
"1 O V>(TQ O ^ O *1 nVint Die 4" ( A AVI i r.1' vc? v> -F -v-» wi /—» v* r\ V» ^ ^

»■» ~ *- ——.*.4. —4 >4 \ V/ -4- -A. VW.UA-l.a.*J. J- -4- a- V J.H W U. V-4 WWUJ. UO AAA A—> /

accounted for just over one-half of the total supply of
bedspaces in all hotels. There were 10 large hotels in
Spey Valley (and several others only slightly smaller),
but 6 of the largest were located in Aviemore and Coylum-
bridge. All but 6 of the 68 hotels were licensed for
alcoholic beverages (not all with public bars, however).

Guest Houses and Bed and Breakfast Establishments:
Most guest houses were listed by the SVTO, and informa¬
tion for the others was available in TRIP. One or two
guest houses appeared to be inoperative when the survey
of operators was conducted, and these have been deleted.
The supply of B and B places was more difficult to esti¬
mate, as it was known that many casual operators did not
list with the tourist organisation. Nevertheless, most of
the regular operators were listed, and the bulk of the
remainder probably only opened for a short period during
the peak summer months. As an estimate of total supply,



Table 2: Estimate of Supply of Accommodation in Spey
Valley (1978)

Type of
Establishment

Number of
Establishments

Maximum
Persons

Capacity
% of Total

Large Hotels 10 2052 (17.4%)
Small Hotels 58 1993 (16.9%)
Guest Houses 30 478 ( 4.0%)
Bed and Breakfast 91 701 ( 5.9%)
Touring Sites 12 4494 (38.0%)
Static Caravans 132 units 725 ( 6.1%)
Self-Catering Units 140 units 837 ( 7.0%)
SYHA Hostels 3 264 ( 2.2%)
Outdoor Centres 6 272 ( 2.3%)
Total 11,816 (100% )

Table 3: Estimate of Distribution of Accommodation Capac¬
ity in Spey Valley, in Persons (1978)

Area L.H. S.H. G.H. B+B s.v. s-c T.S. Y.H. o.ct Total

•Aviemore/ 1615 217 39 158 284 119 2530 188 1 10 5260
Glen More 46.0%
■Grantovm/ 228 546 157 105 24 28 1295 _ — 2383
Cromdale 20.8%
-Boat of - 118 65 43 252 54 340 - — 872
Garten 7.6%
-Newton¬ - 439 96 46 6 61 140 — — 788
more 6.9%
■Kingussie 291 37 110 6 60 1 40 76 — 720

6.3%
-Nethy- 114 58 - 11 4 187 — — 38 412
bridge 3.6%
•Carr- 95 94 45 75 5 52 ~ — 366
bridge 3.2%
•Kincraig - 56 9 4 V 6y — « i^4 <L~n
Area 2.4%
■Dalwhinni e 98 _u 9 — 49 — _ 156

1.4%
-Dulnain - 36 30 16 14 48 — — — 144
Bridge 1.3%
-Laggan - 4-0 — 7 — 20 — — 67
Bridge .6%
-Totals 2052 1993 00c--4" 584 604 698 4494 2.64 272 11439

100%
0//o 17.9 17.4 4.2 5.1 5.3 6.1 39.3 2.3 2.4 100%

Types of Accommodation (left to right): Large Hotels;
Small Hotels; Guest Houses; Bed and Breakfast; Static Car¬
avans; Self-Catering; Touring Sites; Youth Hostels; Out¬
door Centres.
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there fores the figure for bed and breakfast shown in
Table 2 includes all those listed with SVTO plus an add¬
itional 20%o This somewhat arbitrary figure applies only
to the peak season, and other assumptions had to be made
regarding monthly variations.

The capacity of guest houses and B and B places was
calculated, as with hotels, by allowing 2 persons for
double-bedded and twin rooms and 4 persons for family
rooms. It should be noted that actual differences between
guest houses and B and B establishments are often quite
unclear, and the only criterion used in this survey to
differentiate the two was the listing by the SVTO. One
guest house was, however, assigned to the B and B cate¬
gory following information gained in the survey of opera¬
tors when it was revealed that the operation was a very
casual one. In practice, it did appear that most guest
houses were operated on a full-time basis, but the serving
of evening meals was not a useful criterion to distinguish
the two types in the Spey Valley as some guest houses did
not serve meals while some B and B operators did.

Self-Catering Units. Static Caravans, and Touring
Sites: Most operators in these categories were listed
with the SVTO, but it was known that many individual
establishments were not contained in any inventory. For
self-catering units and static caravans, therefore, total
supply was estimated by including all listed units and
adding an. additional 20% to this figure. Touring sites
were listed either by the SVTO or TRIP and the total
supply was the number of pitches permitted by the local
authority on the license. One site operated without a
license and its capacity had to be estimated on the basis
of the maximum number of tents and caravans it actually
accommodated in the peak month.

In calculating person-capacity several assumptions
were made. Self-catering units and static caravans listed
vV_L l/Il 1/liC 1U dlbU toJUUvYtJU cX figure 1UJL — J_ UJ 5

and this has been used in Table 2. However, those figures
were not used when later calculations of the total number
of visitors were made. The figures on Table 2 include the
estimate of 20% for unlisted supply. For touring sites
it was assumed that 3.5 persons could be accommodated, on
average, in each occupied pitch. On Table 2 it is the
number of units that have been shown for self-catering
places and static caravans, rather than the number of
establishments, because some operators owned more than
one unit or more than one site.

Youth Hostels and Outdoor Centres: Information re¬

garding youth hostels was obtained directly from the
Scottish Youth Hostels Association. Their supply was
measured in bedspaces. Capacity for some of the outdoor
centres was listed with the SVTO, and additional informa¬
tion was obtained by writing to the establishments. Their
capacity also was measured in bedspaces. Outdoor centres



can be defined as establishments offering both accommoda¬
tion and recreational programmes, usually with instruct¬
ion by qualified persons. However, one of the establish¬
ments in this category functioned more like a hostel in
that it catered to parties which had to find instruction
elsewhere. This place has been included with outdoor
centres so that the SYHA hostels would form a distinct
group.

(C) Data and. Preliminary Analysis

(1) Occupancy Rakes

Table 4 displays the monthly occupancy rates for
each type of accommodation. Figure 17 in Volume One dis¬
plays this information in graphical form. Occupancy rates
were calculated by dividing the number of visitor-nights
into the capacity (in person-nights), for each month.
Only those establishments open for most of a month were
tabulated. The individual types of accommodation are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Table 4: Estimated Occupancy Rates; % of Available Supply
Each month

Percentage Each Month

m JL JD J78 _F M A. ii _J A S _0 N Ave,

Large
Hotels — 26 39 45 61 66 66 52- 57 79 79 59 63 — 59%
Small
Hotels 2 18 19 33 45 27 35 53 63 75 50 35 39%
All
Hotels — 21 35 38 54 61 58 48 56 75 78 57 57 53%
Guest
HonS 0s/
B and B

- 1 A
I v-/ 13 AS 33 18 22 47 64 79 45 16 .5 32%

Self-
Catering wm 1 1 43 19 44 63 48 71 88 96 92 64 49 57%
Static
Caravans mm, 0 2.0 30 42 22 40 11 25 90 96 36 25 36%
Touring
Sites 3 15 8 14 31 22 26 47 82 97 36 22 mm 34%
Youth
Hostels 38 31 41 28 72 63 44 31 39 89 82 42 mm 50%
Outdoor
Centres 23 23 35 82 69 56 78 58 78 72 39 58 „ 56%



Hotels. Gnor:t Houses. Bod and Breakfast Places: For
ease of comparison, the occupancy rates for hotels have
been displayed on the same graph as those for guest
houses and bed and breakfast places. Also, hotels have
been divided into two classes: those with fifty or more
bedrooms, and the remainder. Given the small number of
unlicensed hotels in the Spey Valley (only 6), it did not
seem appropriate to include them in a separate category.

The sample of large hotels was quite good, including
about half of those open at any time. They were also well
distributed, including four from the Aviemore/Coylumbridg
area and two from the northern part of the valley. Pro¬
portionally, the sample of small hotels was quite a bit
smaller and, unfortunately, did not include any from
Grantown, Carrbridge or Nethybridge. Higher confidence
can therefore be expressed in the sample of large hotels.
In both classes the lower numbers in November, December
and October were due to the closing of some participating
establishments.

It can be seen from Table 4 (and Figure 17 in Volume
1) that large hotels enjoyed the best overall occupancy
rate. While it appears that self-catering units had a
better rate than large hotels, it should be remembered
that self-catering rates were calculated on the basis of
units, whatever the size of party, and hotel rates were
calculated on the basis of bedspaces. Only in the peak
season did small hotels, guest houses and B and B places
close the gap with large hotels, and it can be suggested
that the success of the large establishments was related
to their ability to attract coach tours and conferences.
There was a distinct second peak in the winter, related
to skiing and winter sports, but it was a much more sig¬
nificant peak for large hotels. March was the busiest
month of the winter season, no doubt attributable both to
conditions suitable for skiing and to the occurrence of
the Easter holiday. November was the worst month for all
4-,,.^ ^ ^ X> ^ ^ ^ ^ -3 ^ ~ ~ ^ J ~ 4-4 ~ ~ 4-"U 1 ^ 4- ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 4-

w J uxuu, ».U. i/Xi UUiUXO. XiV K,^ KJ } to ^ ^ ^ ~
houses and bed and breakfast places doing negligible
amounts of trade. Many small establishments closed in
November, while some closed as well in December or for
the whole winter season.

In the sample of guest houses and B and B places,
only 2 to 4 of the monthly returns were from B and B
places, and so it was not desirable to separate them from
the guest houses. The limited evidence available does
suggest that B and B places experienced a lower occupancy
rate and shorter lengths of stay than did the guest
houses, and therefore the combined occupancy rate may
disguise higher overall occupancy in guest houses. King¬
ussie and Nethybridge were not represented in this sample
but it otherwise displayed a good coverage of the dis¬
trict. The rate for November was practically negligible,
but it has been given as 0.5 for purposes of estimating
the numbers of visitors. Most guest houses and B and B
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places were closed in November, and quite a few appeared
to open in December only for the period from Christmas to
New Year,

A closer examination of the monthly returns for
hotels reveals some interesting patterns. In December
1977s only the holiday period enjoyed good rates of occu¬
pancy, and this was concentrated in the last few days of
the month. This minor peak extended a few days into Janu¬
ary, but the middle of the month was very slow. Skiing
was the main attraction in February, and a peak at each
weekend was evident. The period of February 10-19 was
busiest, in part reflecting a school holiday, March also
showed peaking at weekends, but the last week was very
busy owing to the Easter holiday, April stayed busy for
the large hotels, as this was the beginning of visits by
many coach tours. Small hotels, guest houses and B and B
places had a much lower occupancy rate that month. There
was some spillover into April from the Easter holiday,
and then a pattern of weekend peaking followed for the
smaller establishments. Some places closed for part of
the month. May was a variable month, with large hotels
displaying a downturn and the smaller serviced establish¬
ments showing a modest upswing. June showed increases all
round, and weekend peaking was less pronounced. During
the two peak months of July and August the only apparent
fluctuations were seemingly random, and this was probably
due to the different schedules of operators of coach
tours. Some coach tours continued into October, so the
occupancy rate for large hotels did not fall as quickly
as that in small establishments. A peaking at weekends
returned, but by November there was very little trade for
any establishments.

Guest houses and B and B establishments displayed a
pattern very similar to that of small hotels. This includ¬
ed the overall occupancy trends as well as the minor
peaks at New Year, Easter and early April, and the build¬
up unj.'uu(5Ji ouij uu ll.it; hectv.y niuufh ui Augusu.

Self-Catering. Static Caravans and Touring Pitches:
For self-catering establishments the sample is expressed
in 'unit-weeks', which means the number of one-week lets
available on all of the Saturdays in a month. This meas¬
ure was adopted because of the considerable variation in
supply, probably owing to the preferences of operators as
well as to the use of units for friends or for long-term
lets. Variation in the supply was also attributable to
closing, particularly in October and November. There were
no static caravans in the sample for November, and this
was in part owing to the licensing requirements for clos¬
ure during at least one month of every year. The actual
number of self-catering units included in the sample
varied between 16 and 28, of which 3 were flats, 7 were
chalets, and 18 were houses, cottages or similar units.
This may be compared with the total number listed by
SVTO, which included 16 flats, 22 chalets, and 80 houses



or cottages. The proportions of each in the sample were
therefore reasonable, although the distribution did not
include any units from Boat of Garten, Dulnain Bridge or
Kincraig, and it underrepresented Aviemore. Regarding
static caravans, a maximum of 21 units were involved, and
up to 18 of these were on one site. The major bias in
this sample was the poor representation of Aviemore, and
therefore the occupancy rates may be, overall, too low.
The sample of touring sites was based, for the most part,
on four sites which accounted for 43% of all pitches in
the district. However, these did not reflect completely
conditions in the south, and north of the valley.

Self-catering units obtained much better occupancy
rates over the year than did static caravans or touring
sites. This gap was particularly significant in March,
May, June and October. In the peak summer months all
three types approached complete occupancy, and it is
known that on many nights during the summer, and in Aug¬
ust in particular, the occupancy of touring sites actu¬
ally exceeded 100%. These were the times when wild-
camping became especially noticeable. No attempt has been
made to account for this fact.

Youth Hostels and Outdoor Centres: Information was

obtained from the SYHA for all three hostels in the dis¬
trict, so the occupancy rates displayed in Table 4 are
quite accurate. The sample of outdoor centres, however,
was less reliable. Only three establishments were able to
supply monthly figures, but two others gave an indication
of the total yearly rate they had experienced. One of
those providing data more closely resembled a hostel than
an outdoor centre, as it supplied only accommodation for
groups who arranged for instruction independently. No
doubt the centres each displayed peculiar characteristics
of occupancy depending on their programmes and purpose.
The yearly trend, however, with a winter and summer peak,
is quite reasonable considering their emphasis on winter
snorts. What, "is di ffir.nlt to pynl pin is tha th-i r»d ranlr (i
May) displayed by the centres. Possibly this was attribut
able to school calendars, and possibly it does not hold
true for all the centres.

It should also be noted that information about the
hostels for the months of October and November came from
only one of the three. One hostel, closed between October
and April, except for weekends and a short period at New
Year, and the other two closed for one month each year,
alternating between November and October.

(2) Lengtb__o_f Stay_

This statistic has been calculated only for bed and
breakfast places and guest houses. In an ensuing section
some information on length of stay in hotels and self-
catering establishments is presented.
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The calculation of average lengths of stay was com¬
pleted by dividing the total number of visitor-nights in
a month by the total number of individual guests staying
at the establishment that month. In general, lower fig¬
ures indicate a greater number of touring visitors. In
Table 3, the figure for November has not been calculated
owing to the very small number of guests.

Table 5: Average Length of Stay in Guest Houses and Bed
and Breakfast Places

Average

Month Number of Nights

BeC. 77eo«etfte«G6ec»»ia 2.^1

Jan. 78................ 2.82
Feb I

March ^.O/-!-

Aprl. 1 .eoo..o. A. ....... 2.1 /

May .«.*«....... .*«««.. 2.^1
June 2.77

July .................. 2.37
Aug. 2.38
Sept. ................. 2«41
Oct, .................. 2.02

It is interesting that the average length of stay
was higher in winter than in summer, and the explanation
probably lies in the fact that many more people were
touring in the summer. Also, it should be remembered that
occupancy rates were much lower in the winter and. the
calculations were based on small numbers of guests. Look¬
ing specifically at bed and breakfast establishments (the
sample was only 2 to 4) ? the limited information suggests
a lower average length of stay than in guest houses. This
is to be expected, as guest houses are in general geared
to longer stays, but it may vary considerably depending
on location and the preferences of operators.

(3) Overseas_Visitp_rs

This information was collected only from hotels, and
not all of the contributing establishments were able to
provide it. The sample from which data were available
consisted of 8 or 9 hotels in all months except December
(5) and October (4). There were insufficient data for
November, so a calculation was not made. About half the
reporting hotels were small, and half were over fifty
bedrooms in size, so this division is adequate. The



yearly trend is likely to be realistic, but the monthly
figures themselves should be viewed with caution.

Table 6: Proportion of Overseas Visitors in Hotels

Month Proportion of All Visitor-Nights

HeC. 77 .... ........ Ij-%
JOn. 78 ............ 3%
Feb 7~P/r,j. ^ u 0 © o © ti o © © © © © o e © ©

March .............. 3%
April 3%
May ......»co...... 1 5%
June .............. 58%
July .............. 35%
Aug. .............. 53%
Sept. ............. 33%
Oct. ............... 8%

The majority of overseas visitors stayed in large
hotels, no doubt as part of coach tours. Analysis of the
survey of operators of accommodation shows that many
hotels in the Valley were dependent on coach tours.

(A) Estimate__o_f th_e Number_o_f Visitors_in Spey Valley

Multiplying occupancy rates by the total supply
available yields an estimate of the number of visitors in
the area. This must be done on the basis of the number of
visitor-nights per month, given the nature of earlier
calculations. The supply of each type of accommodation
was estimated for each month from information on the pol¬
icy for closing that was obtained in the survey of opera¬
tors and from data obtained from participating establish¬
ments (see Table 7). This combination of sources is
reliable, but cannot take into account any weekly or
daily variation in supply for the majority of establish¬
ments. It can be noted that supply increased, in general,
as demand increased, and even in the peak season there
was a surplus capacity. However, that surplus may have
been spread very thinly among establishments, and there
may have been no surplus on many nights of the month.

As discussed previously, the total supply of B and B
places, static caravans and self-catering units had to be
estimated by adding 20% to the number listed with the
SVTO. Similarly, the variation in supply of these types
had to be estimated, and several assumptions were made.
Some corroborating evidence came from the occupancy re¬
turns, and also from the household survey about the



policy on cloning. There was little doubt that supply
diminished quickly in the Autumn and was very low in win¬
ter compared to summer. November was known to have the
lowest supply. There fore, for B and B it has been assumed
that full supply was available in June through September,
that only one-half was available in January through May,
and only one-quarter was available during the remainder
of the year. For self-catering units and static caravans,
the survey of facilities revealed policies on closing for
the largest establishments, but for small ones it had to
be assumed. If the policy for closing was known for some
establishments it was taken into account and the assumpt¬
ions applied only to the remainder. Static caravans were
assumed to follow the pattern of B and B places, with the
exception that virtually all were closed in November.
Other types of self-catering units were known to remain
open longer, and it has been assumed that the maximum was
available in June through September, that 75% was open
during March, April, May and October, and that only half
was open in the remainder of the year - with the except¬
ion of November, in which only one-quarter was available.

Table 7: Estimate of Monthly Variation in Capacity in
Spey Valley (Thousands of Visitor-Nights Monthly)

Month L.H. S.H. G.H. B+B s.v. s.c. T.Pt Y.H. o.c. Total

N77 57 51 9 5 0 4 40 3 5 174

D77 59 52 10 5 4 7 96 7 5 245
J78 59 58 15 11 8 7 99 6 9 272
F 53 52 13 10 8 7 90 6 8 247
M 59 58 15 17 12 11 99 7 9 287
A 64 59 14 16 12 11 135 8 8 327
M 66 62 14 17 12 11 139 8 8 337
J 64 60 14 21 1 o1 w

1
1 -r 135 8 R

W
x/,n

J 66 62 15 22 17 15 139 8 9 353
A 66 62 15 22 17 15 139 8 8 352
S 64 60 14 21 16 14 135 8 7 339
0 66 59 13 17 12 11 139 3 8 328
Totals 743 695 161 184 134 127 1 385 80 92 3601

Notes: See text for explanation of assumption o •S 5

-All figures in thousands, rounded.
-L.H.; Large Hotels; S.H.: Small Hotels; G.H.: Guest
Houses; B+B:Bed and Breakfast; S.V.: Static Caravans
S.C.: Self-Catering; T.P.: Touring Pitches; Y.H.:
Youth Hostels; O.C.: Outdoor Centres



Figure 18 in Volume One displays the estimate, to¬
gether with the fluctuating gap between supply and demand
The total number of visitor-nights for the twelve month
period was approximately 1,389*000, and this does not
include estimates for certain types of visitors,, The pro¬
portion of visitor-nights attributable to the three
largest sectors of accommodation has been shown on the
graph, revealing the dominance of touring sites in the
two summer months. It is clear from the graph that the
short, summer peak is dominant, even though winter and
spring constitute an important 'second, season' „

A study of Second Homes in Scotland (Dartington
Amenity Research Trust, 1 977T reported an estimate of the
number of such properties in Badenoch and Strathspey.
About 237 second homes (including static caravans used as
second homes) were reported, excluding Grantown and Crom-
dale Parish. It seems reasonable that the number had
increased since the research for that report, and a fig¬
ure must be added for the missing part of the district.
It was therefore assumed that about 300 second homes were
located in the Valley in 1978. The actual use of second
homes probably varies considerably, and the 1977 survey
did not suggest an average number of days of use. If it
is assumed that each property was used for a total of 100
days each year, with an average party consisting of four
persons, then the total number of visitor-nights spent in
second homes was approximately 120,000. Many second homes
are lent to friends and relatives, and use of such prop¬
erties will be concentrated at weekends and in the normal
holiday seasons. In the Spey Valley this is augmented by
the skiing season, and so an average use of one hundred
days a year does not seem unreasonable. However, it is
possible that some second homes are let out to tourists,
and there may be an overlap of an unknown magnitude
between second homes and self-catering units or static
caravans.

A much estimate nf vrilrt-nsmrrinc ran he merle frrim
data in the Scottish Tourism and Recreation Survey (TRRU,
Report No. 27, 1977)• Based on a major cordon survey in
1973? these data concerned the behaviour of tourists dur¬
ing their entire holiday in Scotland, and it was not
based on local surveys in the Spey Valley. Home interview
were also conducted to investigate the travel patterns of
Scottish residents. STARS estimated that about 3% of the
total number of visitor-nights spent in Spey Valley for
the period May through October were in the form of wild-
camping and wild-caravanning. Applied to the estimate of
total visitor-nights for the same period (there is un¬
likely to be much wild-camping in the remainder of the
year), a figure of about 3k,000 visitor-nights is gener¬
ated.

(5) Some__Comparajtive_Data:„Analysis_ of_Trends

The analysis of trends is hampered by the lack of
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comparable data over a long period. This is particularly
true at the local level. In the following paragraphs
some comparisons are made for the main types of accommo¬
dation, and. general trends are examined, but it will
become clear that significant trends are not identified
easily from this information.

Hotels: The HIDB conducted an occupancy survey for
hotels in its area during 1971 » and from 1972-197'! the
STB and HIDB conducted surveys independently. In the IIIDB
area a neriod of only seven months was covered (April to
October) and its methods differed from those of the STB,
The HIDB did, however, conduct two special occupancy
surveys for hotels in the Badenoch District (excluding
Orantown and Cromdale) in the 1972/73 and 1973/7! winter
seasons. A joint occupancy study was carried out from
1974 through 1976, but in 1977 and 1978 the two Boards
again worked independently. For this special Spey Valley
research hoteliers in the district were all included In
the STB survey.

Direct comparison between the early HIDB and STB
surveys is not possible because the HIDB measured occu¬
pancy in terms of beds and the STB measured bedspaces.
This yielded vastly different rates in some instances.
Also, prior to the reorganisation of local government in
19755 Grantown was not included with the Spey Valley.
Consequently, it is only since 1975 that a reasonable
comparison can be made, and Table 8 Is restricted to that
period, using data from the STB survey. Earlier data are
considered in the paragraphs which follow. Only the pres¬
ent survey included the Spey Valley separately.

Table 8: Comparison of Occupancy Rates in Hotels, 1975
through October 1978 (% of Bedspaces Occupied)

Month.

JI975, J J H k_ Ji .J J A. s JO Ji Ji
njL&ii-Lcuiu nt^jLun
Scotland

**7

C-J

24
34
30

43
35

35
34

54
49

/-* o
UU

57

r—> i

(H

65

O A

V \

69 62

1 A

M- i

42

*

i y

26

a On/
1 u/u

21%
1976
Highland Region
Scotland

19
21

28
25

26
29

36
36

46
47

62
58

76
66

83
75

64
60

35
41

12
26

15%
19%

1977
Highland Region
Scotland
Spey Valley

17
23

23
27

26
31

35
35

44
46

61
60

70
66

72
70

61
60

35
42

13
26
21

18%
19%
35%

1978
Highland Region
Scotland
Spey Valley

17
23
38

24
26
54

33
31
61

35
35
58

45
47
48

54
56
56

69
64
75

75
70
78

62
62
57

40
42
57

_

-%
-%
-%

Sources: - for Highland Region and Scotland: STB Hotel
Occupancy Surveys (TRRU Report 2.9; TRRU monthly
reports for 1977/78)

- for Spey Valley: Original Data



Table 8 indicates that 1978 was not as good a year
as 1979 or 1976, but 1977 and 1978 were roughly similar.
Another very noticeable phenomenon is the higher occu¬
pancy rates in summer for the Highlands as opposed to
Scotland overall. For the one year in which a comparison
is possible, the Spey Valley displayed higher rates than
the Highland Region (except for September) and much high¬
er rates than Scotland or the Highland Region for Decem¬
ber through April. The Spey Valley's rates of occupancy
in summer (July/August) and in. October were also better
than for elsewhere.

The early HIDB reports permit a comparison of occu¬
pancy rates for Badenoch with those of the whole HIDB
area. It must be remembered that these surveys measured
bed occupancy and not bedspace occupancy, so that they
will appear to be higher than the STB statistics. Table 9
presents these data for the years 1971—197^f•

Table 9: Comparison of Occupancy Rates in Badenoch and in
the HIDB Area, 1971-1974 (% of beds occupied)
Month

1971 A X M A M J J A S 0 X D
Badenoch _ - 24 31 % 62 82 65 35 - -%
HIDB Area - ~ 23 40 70 78 86 66 26 - -%
1972
Badenoch - 58 50 65 81 94 64 49 _ 31%
HIDB Area - - 38 48 71 81 90 73 40 - -%
1973
Badenoch 34 32 51 72 48 58 79 89 70 59 23 37%
HIDB Area - - 47 49 65 80 87 73 48 - -%
1974
Badenoch 34 56 57 56 40 48 75 86 75 60 — --%
HIDB Area - - 34 47 64 76 84 73 48 19 20%

Sources: -- HIDB Hotel Oc!cupancy Sui r>-\r 0
Id. V J for 1972

T974 (1974 Joint survey with STB) 5

- HIDB Spey Valley Hotel Occupancy Survey,
November 1973-March 1974.

Note: - 1974 data refer to monthly capacity, and
include both licensed and unlicensed hotels;
1973 data are based on an average yearly
capacity and include only licensed hotels.

The well documented drop in occupancy rates in 1974
is shown in Table 9> but it did not apply to October and
September. There is no comparable information for winter,
but for the remainder of the months the following points
are apparent: April stands out as having been far better
for Badenoch, except in 1971; May and June were somewhat
better in the HIDB area, while July and August were very
similar; September was not clearly differentiated over



the four years, but in October Badenoch definitely appear
to have been better than the rest of the Highland Region.
Comparing Table 9 with Table 8 as to the relative posit¬
ions of Spey Valley and the Highland Region, it can be
seen that the Spey Valley seemed to have gained in July,
but had not made any other major improvements. Of course,
the winter season is not included in this comparison.

Analysis at the local level rests on rather sketchy
evidence, and there is even less that can be said about
sub-areas within the Spey Valley. Table 10 does, however,
demonstrate an important difference between Aviemore and
the areas to the north and south.

Table 10: Comparison of Occupancy Rates in Hotels, Spey
Valley Sub-areas, Winter 1973/74 (% of beds
occupied)

Month Spey Valley Aviemore S.V. North S.V. South

November 23 26 10 13
December 37 41 22 27
January 34 38 23 14
February 56 61 42 33
March 57 67 45 21

Average 41.4% 46.6% 28.4% 21 .6%

Source: HIDB Spey Valley Winter Survey, 1973/74

Some information on sub-areal differences is also
found in the 1968 study by Edinburgh University, Depart¬
ment of Geography (Impact of Tourist Development in Upper
Speyside). Although the sample is unclear, that survey
included occupancy data for serviced accommodation which
demonstrated a substantial lead for Aviemore, followed by
Grantown, Newtonmore, Carrbridge and Kingussie.

Turning to overseas visitors, it is known that this
group had grown substantially since 1973 and had made up
for much of the loss in domestic demand. The only pertin¬
ent data for the Spey Valley are from the present survey,
and so the table below is restricted to this period.

Table 11: Overseas Visitors as a Percentage of Total
Visitor-Nights in Hotels, 1977/78

Month

ID J FM A 1 J_J _A_S0
Spey Valley -44 3 3 4 13 58 45 53 33 8%
Highland Region 111123 9 16 24 25 19 6%
Scotland 4 3 3 3 3 4 10 13 19 20 1.6 7%

Sources: - for Highland Region: Hotel Occupancy Survey,
Monthly Reports (TRRU)

- for Spey Valley: Original Data



The Spey Valley sample in November was not suffici¬
ently large to permit an estimate. A very marked summer
peak occurred for overseas visitors, and the Spey Valley
figures were considerably higher than elsewhere. Data
from the survey of operators of accommodation establish¬
ments reveal the dependence of large hotels in the Spey
Valley on coach tours, and it is this type of visitor who
is more likely to be foreign. Many of the medium-sized
hotels also did a large proportion of their summer trade
in 1978 with coach tours. Therefore, while the Spey
Valley figures should be seen as rough estimates, there
can be little doubt about the importance of overseas
visitors to the district.

Length of stay is another important statistic when
assessing trends, but this has not been calculated for
the Spey Valley in any survey. Data from the STB survey
for 1972 through 1978 show little variation overall, but
several points are worth noting. The average length of
stay was slightly higher for the summer months, although
this was reversed for overseas visitors - presumably
owing to their tendency to tour. In almost every month
over the 1972-1978 period, the average length of stay for
hotels was between 2 and 3 days, with smaller hotels
attracting longer visits than large hotels. There is no
basis for suggesting that the Spey Valley differed from
the general Scottish trends.

Guest Houses and Bed and Breakfast Places: There
have been, no occupancy surveys of bed and breakfast
places, and only one other survey of guest houses in
Scotland. This was carried out over the summer of 1978 by
the HIDB. Only for the three months of July, August and
September were useful data compiled, and these should be
viewed with caution owing to the small size of the sample.
Table 12 compares the three months with data from the
Spey Valley. B and B places have been excluded from the
calculations for the Spey Valley.

Table 12: Comparison of Occupancy Rates in Guest Houses,
Summer 1978 (% of bedspaces occupied)

July August September

Spey Valley 58 78 35%
HIDB Area 72 77 50%

Source: HIDB Survey

Self-Catering and Touring: Three comprehensive sur¬
veys of occupancy in self-catering establishments were
undertaken jointly by the HIDB and STB for the years 1975
through 1977 and these data are shown in Table 13. Unfor¬
tunately, data for Badenoch and Strathspey were calculated
on the basis of bed occupancy, rather than unit occupancy,
so it is not comparable directly with the other informa-
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Table 13: Comparison of Occupancy Hates in Self-Catering Units, 1975-1977

ses L a t s Chalets Caravans

Month/Area

April
Spey Valley
Highland Heg.
Scotland

M&v
Spey Valley
Highland Heg.
Scotland

June

Spey Valley
HighlanaReg.
Scotland

Julv
Spey Valley
Highland Heg.
Scotland

August

Spey Valley
Highland Reg.
Scotland

September

Spey Valley
Highland Reg.
Scotland

October
Spey Valley
Highland Reg.
Scotland

Q75 21 22 21 2£ 77 11 21 77 25 76 77 22 21 22

24 30 30 39 39 39 _ 24 u 2 30 17 0/
JO beds

22 27 24 27 32 38 41 61 35 - 35 12 - 18 7 % units
21+ 34 32 29 40 41 40 43 42 U5 43 - 20 11 % units

22 16 1 i 43 23 18 10 3 19 2 7 _ 4 0 % beds
53 34 29 I fko 40 39 29 43 37 - k9 42 - 23 16 % units
1+3 43 36 if6 43 45 57 56 51 - 57 3o - 27 20 % units

34 39 12 47 46 54 33 100 47 _ 26 12 _ 9 14 % beds
64 72 63 76 81 82 53 35 31 - 75 74 - 61 51 % units
70 76 74 75 33 82 75 32 34 - 39 79 - 53 56 % units

50 65 66 64 62 73 62 100 65 LL 36 _ 31 63 % beds
37 93 39 93 95 90 83 94 91 - 92 36 - 92 33 % units
39 93 90 92 95 93 89 88 95 - 97 93 - 91 33 % units

55 60 59 72 66 63 94 77 61 _ 9 15 71 60 % beds
38 90 90 95 94 96 94 35 39 - 88 89 - 37 34 0/

.0 units
91 91 90 95 91 94 96 93 96 - 95 95 - 84 30 0/

/O units

23 37 30 31 43 39 35 30 41 _ LL 2 _ 5 15 0/
yO beds

49 56 49 60 63 63 69 7i 63 - 61 55 - 42 27 % units
59 63 55 65 72 63 70 72 63 - 77 62 - 44 23 % units

12 20 18 22 29 19 0 0 13 _ 3 0 13 % beds

15 26 18 13 33 27 27 7 25 - 31 24 - 13 5 /O units
27 35 24 33 41 33 21 37 25 - 45 29 - 18 6 0/

/o units

Sources: HIDB/STB Self-Catering Occupancy Surveys, 1975 - 1977.



tion. Winter months were excluded from these surveys, and
in 1975 chalets and static caravans were combined. Only
in 1975 was any information collected on touring pitches
(see Table 15)= In 1978 the HIDE conducted a self-cater-
ing occupancy survey for its area, though only over the
summer period, and this information is compared with the
1978 data for the Spey Valley in Table 14,

There are obvious deficiences in the data shown in
Table 13> probably owing to small samples in certain
months and especially at the local level. Although bed
occupancy will be lower than unit occupancy, this cannot
explain the very low rates for the Spey Valley for months
such as October', and for caravans throughout the period.
It is considered inadvisable to use the data shown in
Table 13 for a reliable comparison. Table 14 showing data
for 1978 is probably a truer representation.

Table 14: Comparison of Occupancy Rates in Self-Catering
Units, 1978

April May June July August Sept. Oct.
HIDE Area
(all types) 20 59 83 96 95 59 30% (units)

Spey Valley
25% (units)(caravans) 40 11 25 90 96 36

Spey Valley
49% (units)(others) 48 71 88 96 92 64

Sources: HIDB Self-Catering Occupancy Survey, 1978;
original data for Spey Valley

As mentioned previously, only in 1975 did the self-
catering surveys of the HIDB and STB include data on
J . —: —• 4— i, t m „ i- n - 1 rr j; _ *1 _? • j— x» ^ x .•

j.U5 jy-i- fuiio o » jl. 14. xawxu 1 y uaixo j—luij. uuu xii 1ui ma i/xun o

compared with the 1978 data from the Spey Valley, and
when interpreting this table it should be remembered that
the 1975 data are based on a sample which excluded sites
owned by local authorities and camping or caravan clubs.

Table 15: Comparison of Occupancy Rates in Touring
Pitches (% of pitches offered)

April May June July Aug. Sept. 0cte

Spey Valley (1978) 22 26 47 82 97 36 22%
Scotland (1975) 10 15 25 50 57 22 5%

Sources: HIDB/STB Self-Catering Occupancy Survey, 1975;
original data for Spey Valley



There is such a large difference between the data
for the Spey Valley and that for Scotland as a whole in
Table 15 that its reliability might be questioned. How¬
ever, it is known that the Spey Valley is on the main
Highland touring route, and. this undoubtedly accounts for
very high occupancy rates in the summer. Occupancy in the
spring will also be higher owing to skiing.

Measures of average party size and average length of
stay in self-catering units are not available for the .

Spey Valley. Looking to the 1975-1977 studies, it can be
seen that average party size in Scotland remained consis¬
tent at about four persons, with slightly higher averages
for houses and slightly lower averages for caravans.
Average lengths of stay appeared to be highest during the
summer, ranging from 7 or 8 days in April to a high of
approximately 11 days in August. The average length of
stay also appeared to be higher for houses than other
types, but the differences were not large. There is no
information available regarding overseas visitors in
self-catering or touring accommodation.

Youth Hostels and. Outdoor Centres: No comparative
information was compiled for these types of accommodation.
However, it can be said with some confidence that no
other area in Scotland will display rates in the winter
and spring as high as those enjoyed in the Spey Valley,
mainly as a result of skiing and other winter sports.

Total Number of Visitors and Distribution of Visi¬
tors in Accommodation: Several earlier studies have made
estimates of numbers of visitors and their distribution
in different types of accommodation in the Spey Valley,
although none have been based on a full survey of occu¬
pancy as has the current research. Butler (1973) estimat¬
ed that the Spey Valley and Grantown in 1965 received
approximately 1,037,156 bed-nights over a full year.
Carter (1974) estimated that the Spey Valley and Grantown
_• _. a o i . - j„ nr>/ _ o -i -» j_t. tt.; -i.
-hi l yuu lcboivcu c.buul/ ( /O V j- cXJL -1- vibi uui c> j.. 11 l/lic 11.l.

lands, on peak summer nights, but this was not translated
into an estimate of the number of visitors over one year.
For 1973 the STARS survey estimated that 6.8% of all
visitor-nights in the HIDB area (May-October period) were
spent in Badenoch-Strathspey. This yields a total of
approximately 800,000 bed-nights for the main six-month
season. The 1968 impact study (Department of Geography,
University of Edinburgh) also derived an estimate based
on an occupancy survey, which revealed that between
1,000,000 and 1,100,000 bed-nights were spent in the dis¬
trict. These earlier estimates compare with the current
estimate of over 1,500,000 visitor-nights, thus suggest¬
ing that the Spey Valley had experienced major growth in
a period of little overall progress in Scotland.

STARS calculated an estimate of the distribution of
visitor-nights by types of accommodation, and it is in¬
teresting to examine this information as it allows a



comparison between Badenoch-Strathspey, the HIDE area,
and Scotland in general (see Table 1 6). A major limita¬
tion of these data, of course, is that they are not based
on occupancy surveys but on cordon and household surveys.

Table 16: Distribution of Visitor-Nights By Type of
Accommodation, 1973 (May-Oct.)

Type Spey HIDB
Valley Area Scotland

Licensed Hotel 33.0 16.5 13.6
Unlicensed Hotel/Guest House 6.0 5.3 5.1
Bed and Breakfast 5.5 10.1 7.9
Private House, paying 0.6 1.8 1 .if
Private House, not paying 2.2 8.1 10.8
Rented House or Flat 7.5 6.9 7.9
Private House, unspecified 4.0 5.h 1 h. 6
Static Caravan 6.7 9.5 10.5
Tent on a Campsite 9.5 8.5 5.9
Wild Tenting 1.5 2.6 1.6
Touring Caravan on site 18.6 16.7 12.9
Wild Caravanning 1.8 3.2 1.9
Youth Hostel etc. 1 .^f 1,6 1 .2
Other 1.8 if. 1 4.5

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Source: STARS 75 Tourism in the Highlands and Islands,
TRRU Research Rejjort 27, 1977

Similar information can be compiled from the current
research for the Spey Valley, although for somewhat diff¬
erent categories of accommodation. Table 17 shows for the
Spey Valley the proportion of all visitor-nights attrib¬
utable to the main accommodation types, both for the May
through October period (comparable to STARS) and for a
period of 12 months.

Table 17- Distribution of Visitor—Nights in the Spey Val¬
ley By Type of Accommodation, 1977/78

Type % of 12 % of May-
month total October Total

- Hotels of 50 or more
bedrooms 27.2 22.5

- Hotels of less than
50 bedrooms 17.0 1608

- Touring Sites 33.0 37.8
- Static Caravans 3.7 4.0
- Other Self-Catering 5.1 5.4
- Guest Houses 3.4 3.5
- Bed and Breakfast 4.4 5.0
- Hostels 2.6 2.1
- Outdoor Centres 3.5 2.8



In 1973 all hotels and guest houses accounted for
39% of visitor-nights in the period May through October,
while in the current research a figure of 42*8% was
obtained. Over the 12 month period, however, the propor¬
tion in hotels and guest houses increased to 47.6%,
although this gain was entirely in large hotels. Touring
sites accounted for 28.1% in 1973 and 37.8% in 1978,
indicating a large increase in the popularity of this
form of self-catering. Over the twelve-month period, the
proportion attributable to touring decreased to 33%.
Little can be said about other comparisons between 1973
and 19785 owing to the use of different methods and cate
gories. The most interesting observation from Table 17 i
the fact that all the difference between proportions in
the six-month period and the twelve-month period is
attributable to a gain for large hotels and the loss for
touring sites, with other types of accommodation remain¬
ing virtually static.



APPENDIX TWO

INTERVIEWS WITH OPERATORS OF ACCOMMODATION ESTABLISHMENTS

AND TOURISM-RELATED FACILITIES

This survey was designed to obtain a wide variety of
information about the tourist industry in the study area
so as to permit the isolation of mechanisms of change
attributable to tourism.

There are four sections in this appendix. Methodo¬
logical aspects are discussed first, including a descrip¬
tion of the sample. Section (B) is a presentation of the
findings and a preliminary analysis, arranged topically,
A great deal of aggregation has been required in present¬
ing the data, and sub-areal or other specific features
are discussed only where considered to be significant.
The final part of this appendix contains survey instru¬
ments and a Key to Codes which shows the lists of vari¬
ables used in tabulating the data,

(A) Methodology

It was decided to attempt complete coverage of the
main facilities and accommodation establishments by means
of formal interviews using a prepared questionnaire. It
would have been difficult to select a sample which would
have reflected the diversity of types and locations in
the district, while complete coverage also assisted the
researcher by allowing contact with a large number of
people involved directly in the tourist industry.

All hotels, guest houses, and other large places of
accuuimudalion were contacted, out oea ana oreaKiast places
were ignored because of the large number of them, the
fact that many were very casual operations, and because
the household survey contained questions on the provision
of tourist accommodation. There were also many individual
operators of self-catering units and static caravans who
were excluded. A few of the larger self-catering opera¬
tions were included, where their owners could be contact¬
ed. The large touring sites ( for caravans and/or tents)
were canvassed, but several smaller ones were left out.
All of the full-time outdoor centres were included, but
several part-time centres were not. All the major tourist
attractions were covered, as well as all the sports-
related operations such as ski-schools and pony-trekking
centres. A few establishments related to tourism in some
other way were also approached. Table 18 presents the
sample compared with the total number of similar estab¬
lishments in the district, where known, by sub-area. The
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Central sub-area included Aviemore, Coylumbridge and Glen
More5 and the North and South sub-areas included the
remainder of the district.

Table 18: The Sample and Distribution of Tourism-Related
Establishments in Badenoch-Strathspey (1978)

Type

Number in Sub-Area. Number Interviewed

TotalNorth Central South Total North Central South

•G.H. 19 2 9 30 15 2 6 23
■S.H. 26 6 26 58 26 5 25 56
■L.H. 4 6 0 10 4 6 — 10
S-C _ — — — 2 1 0 3
T.S./
S-C 2 5 4 1 1 3 4 1 8
o.c. 1 1 3 5 1 1 3 5
Y.H. 0 2 1 3 - 1 1 2
■S.I. 3 6 4 13 3 6 2 1 1
M.T.A. 2 3 1 6 2 3 1 6
O.T-R - - - - 1 2 2 5
Totals 57 31 48 n.a, 57 31 41 129

Notes:-The total number of Guest Houses was estimated.
-The total number of Self-Catering establishments
was not apjjlicable, as only the largest were
interviewed.
-The total number of "Other Tourism-Related" estab¬
lishments was not applicable, as only a selected
few were contacted.

-The total number of establishments was not applic¬
able because of the above-mentioned qualifications.
-"Major Tourist Attractions" excluded the Cairngorm
Chairlift Company.
-"Outdoor Centres" included only full-time centres.
-G.H.=Guest Houses; S.H.=Small Hotels; L.H„=Large
Hotels; S-C=Self Catering; T.S./S-C=Touring Sites/
SeJ.f—Catering; 0.0.= Outdoor Centres; Y,H.=Youth
Hostels; S.I.= Sports Instruction; M.T.A.= Major
Tourist Attractions; 0,T-R=0ther Tourism-Related.

The exact number of guest houses in the district was
impossible to determine because several operations appear
ed to be closing or closed, and the definition of a guest
house, as opposed to a. bed and breakfast place, was not
clear. The sample was taken from those listed as guest
houses by the Spey Valley Tourist Organisation for 1978
and the TRIP data. The main difference between guest
houses and bed and breakfast establishments is that guest
houses are usually a full-time occupation, whereas B and
B operators are normally very casual in their business.
However, the distinction is not complete, and there were
a number of B and B operations in the district which
might just as easily have been called guest houses.



Several refusals were encountered, and the remainder
simply could not be contacted.

Hotels presented no difficulty, as most were regis¬
tered with th.e SVTO and others were listed in the TRIP
data. Only two refusals were received,, both from small
hotels. The categorisation into small and large hotels
was somewhat arbitrary, and several establishments in the
area were actually close to the dividing line in terms of
their number of bedrooms. However, this breakdown is com¬
mon in studies of tourism and it is useful in highlight¬
ing some of the important differences that arise from
size. Large hotels were those with fifty or more bedrooms

Some of the self-catering establishments have been
combined with touring sites because there was an overlap
between these types of accommodation. Only three estab¬
lishments canvassed in this survey consisted solely of
permanent self-catering units (flats, chalets or houses),
while the others mixed touring with static caravans or
other types of accommodation. It is estimated that there
were approximately 132 static caravans and 11fO other self
catering units in the Spey Valley, many of which belonged
to individual operators. Some of these were reached in
the household survey, and only major operators were con¬
tacted in the current survey. Several touring sites were
also missed, although some information was available for
some of them. All the large touring sites were contacted
successfully.

The Scottish Youth Hostels Association operated
three youth hostels in the district. The operators of two
of them were interviewed, and some information was obtain¬
ed about the third. Hostels have been grouped with out¬
door centres because of the small number of each and
their generally similar functions. Outdoor centres pro¬
vide both accommodation and instruction in sports,
although several of those included in the survey did not
Rati s?fv rt.r>i ct.lv thpcp r-ri tprl a TVip T?or»r>«+.r»v r.nmmi rrt nn
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operated a hostel at Glen More which was let only to
groups, but instruction was not provided directly. This
operation is not included in the data herein. Only one of
the five outdoor centres considered in this survey was
operated on a private, commercial basis, while all the
others were supported by institutions. In addition,
there were two centres owned by external educational
authorities which have not been included, as they were
not open continuously, and one part-time, private centre
which has not been included. However, estimates of
employment in these latter operations have been added to
the appropriate tables. There were three military outdoor
centres in the Valley, used regularly for training and
recreation, but they were not seen as being related to
tourism, and so were excluded.

Major tourist attractions were those establishments
of a large scale which were aimed directly at the tourist



Included were the following: Aviemore Centre; Santa Glaus
Land; Landmark Visitor Centre; Strathspey Steam Railway;
Clan Tartan Centre; and the Highland Wildlife Park. The
Cairngorm Chairlift Company might have been been consider
ed in this category, but it has been excluded (except for
data on employment) because of its somewhat different
nature and the involvement of the HIDB in its ownership.

Santa Claus Land was owned by the Aviemore Centre
company, but it has been treated separately throughout
most of this report because of its unique contribution to
the tourist industry in the area. In most tables the
Aviemore Centre as an entity is not considered, but its
component parts (Chalets, Motel, Caravan Park, and Santa
Claus Land) have been treated individually, as have been
the hotels located In the Centre which were owned by
other companies.

In the "sports-instruction" category were included /+
ski-schools, 1 all-year operation which included skiing
and water sports as the main activities, an outdoor guide
service which also instructed in skiing and sports, a
fishing school, and pony-trekking or riding centres.
Two small riding centres were not covered by the survey.

Many other tourism-related establishments could have
been included, but interviews were conducted only with
those aimed obviously at the tourists for a significant
part of their custom. This included a fish farm, nursery/
tea room, an alpine nursery for plants, the Highland Folk
Museum, and a ski manufacturer/repairer.

All hotels, guest houses, touring sites, and a sam¬
ple of self-catering operators were contacted by mail in
late 1977 to advise of the research and to request co¬
operation in its various aspects. This letter was sent
by the officer of the SVTO in order to demonstrate that
organisation's siipport for the project. At the time of
-Ft pi d v.mr>lr -i-.pl p-nhnrip r.al 1 r rpphvpd ari annointment. in
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most cases, while for some cases a great amount of work,
was required in order to find a convenient time. Conse¬
quently, not all of the interviews were conducted under
ideal circumstances, and some were not completed entirely
Interviews were sought with the owners, or with managers,
wardens, and the like, where necessary. In family-owned
operations the husband or wife was interviewed, as avail¬
able, although the data regarding owners concerned, the
male if at all possible.

Interviews were completed between April and Septem¬
ber of 1978. In some of the establishments where owners
were not available, not all of the important information
on financial assistance could be obtained. Therefore, a
supplementary postal questionnaire was employed in the
autumn to contact the head offices of those companies in¬
volved. Eight of 10 provided the requested data, while
2 large hotels did not respond,



A sub-sample of operators was asked to complete a
subjective portion. This was desired in order to provide
a group for comparison with the sample of the whole popu¬
lation that was being surveyed with the same subjective
material in the household interviews. In all cases,
respondents were assured of complete anonymity and told
that information would not be used in any way that could
lead to identification of the establishment. This rule
has only been broken where stating the name of an estab¬
lishment does not add to knowledge already made public,
independent of this current research.

On a more general point, it can be said that this
survey worked very well, and excellent co-operation was
received from almost all of the respondents. Some inter¬
views took much longer than anticipated, owing to the
interest of operators, but the average required close to
1 hour. The resources of time and money necessary to con¬
duct the large number of interviews was certainly justi¬
fied by the depth of information obtained, and, more
importantly, by the depth of understanding realised by
the researcher. Much too often academic research ignores
the personal side of business and industry, and these
direct interviews shed a different and valuable light on
the author's perceptions of relevant issues.

(B) Data and Preliminary Analysis

This section is organised by topics, each containing
a tabular or written presentation of data and relevant
comments. The types of establishments listed in the tables
conform to the categories mentioned earlier, and it should
be noted that the size of the sample varied between tables
owing to non-response or non-applicability. Also, it
should be remembered that the Aviemore Centre as an entity
and the Cairngorm Chairlift Company are not included in
the tables unless specifically stated. The component parts
of the Centre are normally included.

The tables and text refer to three sub-areas, as
presented in Table 18. Most of the district's accommoda¬
tion and facilities (and resultant pressure from visitors)
was concentrated in the corridor from Aviemore to Cairn¬
gorm, making it a logical sub-area on its own.

(1) Ownership, and Bapkprpund__of, the, Establishment

The first 2 questions in the interview asked for the
date of opening or building of the establishment and in
what year it was acquired by the current owners. As it
turned out, most owners were quite recent and their know¬
ledge of the origins of establishments was limited. Con¬
sequently, it is not considered necessary to tabulate the
information. It is sufficient to say that many small
hotels and guest houses were making use of old residen¬
tial properties. In Table 19 the date of purchase by
current owners is examined.



Table 19: Dates Establishments Were Pur
Owners

hased by Current

pre- 1960- 1965- 1970- 1975-
I960 196if 1969 1974 M. Totals

-Guest Houses 2 0 1 6 23
-Small Hotels
(under 50 bedrooms) 8 5 2 16 25 56
-Large Hotels
(50 or more bedrooms) 2 1 3 2 2 10
-Self-Catering and
Touring Sites 2 1 2 5 1 1 1
-Outdoor Centres and
Youth Hostels 2 1 1 2 1 7
-Major Tourist
Attractions 0 0 1 3 2 6
-Sports Instruction/
Pony-Trekking/Riding 2 3 2 1 3 1 1
-Other Tourism-Related
Establishments 0 0 0 3 2 5
Totals 18 11 12 38 50 129

It is clear that a very large turnover in ownership
occurred in the previous 8 years, and in particular in
the previous l\ years. Small hotels and guest houses were
particularly affected by this trend. Seven of 10 large
hotels were constructed since 1965 and the ownership of
these had not changed at all (but subsequent to the survey
the Coylumbridge Hotel was sold). Included in the self-
catering/touring category were the main touring sites in
the districtj but it should be kept in mind that one was
owned by the local authority (formerly by Grantown Small
Burgh) and one was owned by the Forestry Commission. Four
self-catering establishments were included, but this was
much too small a sample on which to make any general con¬
clusion about, the many self—catering operators who were
not surveyed. Only 1 of the 5 outdoor centres was operated
commercially, and the 2 surveyed youth hostels (along with
the third in the area) were run by the Scottish Youth
Hostels Association. Under the heading "major tourist
attractions", Santa Glaus Land and the Aviemore Centre are
listed separately, although in fact their ownership was
the same. All of the sports-related establishments were
operated on a private, commercial basis. In the final cat¬
egory, consisting of establishments related in some way
to tourism, 3 of the places were constructed recently,
and one of the others (Highland Folk Museum) was owned by
the Highland Region,

Several possible reasons for this high rate of turn¬
over in ownership can be advanced. No doubt the large
amount of publicity given to the Spey Valley had attract¬
ed some owners who were interested in purely commercial



factors, and this is shown by a later table which reveals
that all-year trade and potential was the largest single
factor affecting the business-related decision to locate
in the Spey Valley. Environmental reasons were also prom-
inant, with family, retirement, and a perceived improve¬
ment in environmental quality attracting many. Although
no data were available on the number of earlier sales of
establishments, many operators did comment that in guest
houses and small hotels there had been, and was continu¬
ing, a quite rapid turnover. In fact, several of those
interviewed in this survey had indicated that a sale was
imminent.

One explanation offered by those in the industry was
that many inexperienced operators ( a later table shows
this to be the predominant group) could not tolerate the
heavy demands made by a small business and they quickly
became disillusioned. Another possible explanation, again
proffered by local operators, was that an expectation of
high profits was often not realised, as the area's poten¬
tial had been "over-sold". Also, it is probable that some
natural adjustment occurs in the industry, although there
are no comparable data for other areas in Scotland. What¬
ever the reasons, however, it can be said that a rapid
turnover in ownership cannot, in general, be good for the
business affected (unless each new owner brings greater
expertise and investment than the last) nor for the comm¬
unity, which is deprived of stable leadership. A sub-
regional breakdown of this information was not tabulated,
but it can be seen that the small hotels and guest houses
were the largest contributor to the high turnover, and
they were spread throughout the district with the excep¬
tion of Aviemore, where there were only a few of each
type.

Question three in the interview asked about the pre¬
vious use of the establishment, but the level of Know¬
ledge of current owners usually did not extend beyond the
former owner. In most cases current owners bad bought-,
establishments already in operation, rather than setting
up new ones. This is revealed later in a table concerning
financial assistance given to initial developments.

Question four concerned ownership and was intended
to reveal the extent of external control. Table 20 summar¬
ises the data. Local ("resident") owners predominated,
and there were very few establishments not controlled
either by Scottish-based organisations or by government.
A more detailed tabulation was not warranted, but the
data do reveal that non-local ownership was concentrated
in the Aviemore area. Of the 6 large hotels in this cen¬
tral part of the district, 4 were Scottish-owned and 2
were English-owned. Elsewhere, it was interesting that 2
large hotels in the northern sub-area were owned by
English operators, one of which was a coach-tour company.
Local ownership was, therefore, a small-business phenomenon
and this probably held true for many of the self-catering



operators not covered by the survey* However, reference
to the SVTO register of accommodation indicated that
quite a few individual self-catering properties were
owned by non-residents*

Table 20: Ownership of All Establishments

Resident Scot. U.K. L.A. Other Gov. SYHA Other Total

102 15 4 3 3 11 129

Note: The three parts of the Aviemore Centre are shown
separately in this table*

: Scot.=Scottish Owned; U.K.=United Kingdom; L.A.-
Local Authority; Other Gov.-Other Government;
SYHA=Scottish Youth Hostels Association

Several questions were asked only of owners residing
locally, aimed at determining the motivations of operators
in coming to the area or in setting up the enterprise*
The previous experience of these local owners is shown in
Table 21* "Not Applicable" in Table 21 refers to those
establishments which had no resident owner. There were 3
cases missing, owing to non-response.

Table 21: Previous Experience of Resident Owners

Similar, Similar, Similar, Similar,
N* A, None District HIDE Area Scotland Other Area 1

G.H. 0 19 0 0 3 1 23
S.H. 2 42 3 0 7 0 54
L.H. 9 0 0 0 0 0 9
S-C 3 8 0 . 0 0 0 11
Hos. 6 1 0 0 0 0 7
M.T. 4 1 0 0 0 0 5
Snorts C) b 2 1 1 0 10
o>. 2 2 0 0 1 0 5
Totals 26 79 5 1 12 1 124

Note: G.H.=Guest Houses; S.H.=Small Hotels; L.H.=Large
Hotels; S~C=Self Catering; Hos.= Hostels etc.; M.T.=
Major Tourist Attraction; O.T.=Other Tourist

The predominance of owners with no previous similar
experience was an unexpected result, and it tends to
reinforce the hypothesis that many had been attracted to
the area by environmental reasons or thoughts of good
potential for business. It must be said, however, that
the definition of "previous similar experience" included
only the ownership of businesses, and some respondents
had previous experience as workers or managers in similar



establishments. Others had been experienced in the owner¬
ship or management of other types of businesses, but no
doubt felt qualified to attempt a new endeavour. For
those possessing previous similar experience, it can be
seen that most of this was gained in Scotland. Whether or
not the evident lack of experience of owners, especially
in small establishments, will lead to a lowering of qual¬
ity in the accommodation sector is a difficult question.
Based only on the researcher's subjective observations,
it is probable that some establishments had gained from
the injection of new management and capital, whereas
others might have suffered from the owner's lack of
experience. It appeared that a significant number of
inexperienced owners had been attracted to the operating
of accommodation or other tourism-related business by the
belief that a good living could be made in a better
environment. For those willing to work hard at it, this
appeared to be a reasonable belief.

Turning to the motivations of owners, it was reason¬
ed that birthplace and family connections would influence
many decisions. Tables 22 and 23 explore these factors.

Table 22: Resident Owners: Family Connections With the
District

Born Lived Not
Here Here Other None Applicable Totals

Guest Houses 0 2 1 20 0 23
Small Hotels 6 0 7 41 2 36
Large Hotels 1 0 0 0 9 10
Self-Catering 3 1 0 4 3 1 1
Hostels etc. 0 1 0 0 6 7
Major Tourist 0 0 0 i 4 5
Sports etc. 2 0 1 7 0 10
Other Tourist 0 0 0 3 2 5
Totals 1 2 L q 76 26 1 27

Table 23: Birthplace of Resident Owners

HIDE
District Area Scotland iUL, Europe Other ILnJLs. T

G.H. 0 cl 12 8 0 1 0 23
S.H. 6 7 28 11 2 0 2 56
L.II. 1 0 0 0 0 0 9 10
S-C 3 1 3 1 0 0 3 11
Hos. 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 7
M.T. 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 5
Sports 2 0 3 2 2 0 0 9
O.T. 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 5
Totals 12 10 47 25 5 1 26 1 26



It can bo seen that owners born in the Spey Valley
were a small minority. Four owners did live in the dis¬
trict before purchasing or developing their establish¬
ments, and 9 others claimed to have some other family
connection with the district, such as parents born there
or relatives living there. For the remainder of those not
born locally, 10 were native Highlanders, 47 others were
Scottish-born, and 25 others came from other locations in
the U.K. The 5 European-born owners were perhaps a sur¬
prise, but 4 of the 5 were associated with skiing. Of the
locally-born owners, 2 were operators of pony-trekking
places, and of the 6 owning small hotels it was interest¬
ing to find that 1 had been "in the family" since 1907,
and 2 had been owned since the early 1960's. The 3 others
owned by persons born locally were purchased in the
1970's. The large hotel owned by a native of the district
had been "in the family" for several decades- prior to the
1960* s.

It was somewhat surprising that no natives of the
district, and only 2 native Highlanders, owned guest
houses. Perhaps local owners sold out in the past or had
restricted their activities to bed and breakfast opera¬
tions, but it did show that in this type of establishment
(requiring much less investment than hotels) there was a
gap that natives could fill. The issue of in-migrants
dominating the prospect for business in a development
area is a difficult one to assess. On the one hand it is
desirable for as many local persons as possible to bene¬
fit directly from new opportunities, but on the other
hand, it is one of the problems of disadvantaged regions
that little native capital and entrepreneurial skill will
be available. The data do not provide any indication of
whether or not opportunities for native Highlanders had
increased or decreased, but this is an element which
should be closely monitored in the future.

It has been demonstrated, that many owners had moved
-i n + n I'Vip rln clr-i r-f yipr-pnf 1 v and p +- io pn +• nyiHov—
stand their motivations for the move. Resident owners
were asked: "What was your main reason for coming here?",
and they were prompted to make a choice of the following
responses: family reasons; business opportunity; retire¬
ment in mind; better place to live; or other reasons
written in a space provided. The purpose of this prompt¬
ing was to determine the primary motivating factor, but,
in the event, it was impossible for some respondents to
isolate a single, most important reason. Table 24 pre¬
sents the responses to this question.

The "not applicable" category in Table 24 included
establishments having no resident owner and those having
owners born locally. "Family reasons" included a wide
variety of motivations, such as connections with the area
and unspecified reasons which might have hidden a reluct¬
ance to be specific. "Business opportunity" was the pre¬
dominant motivating factor for locating in the study area,



and the combination of business and other reasons was
also common® A "better place to live" was the main reason
given by 10 respondents, and this was combined with reas¬
ons of business in 6 other cases. Ten respondents had
come to the area for another 30b or opportunity for busi¬
ness different from that in which they were currently
involved, perhaps indicating that good opportunities for
business existed for those with skill and initiative. It
was interesting to observe that for guest houses and
small hotels as many as 21 respondents were motivated by
non-business reasons or jobs. For this large group it was
clear that the operation of accommodation provided the
opportunity to fulfill a more important desire.

Table 2Z+: Resident Owners: Main Reason for Coming to the
District

Number of Times Mentioned

G.H. S.H. L.H. s-c Hps. M*T, Snorts 0, T Tot

-N. A. 0 8 10 6 6 '4 3 2 39
-(A) Family
Reason 3 k 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
-(B) Retire.
In Mind 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 7
-(C) Busi¬
ness 9 27 0 1 0 1 h 1 k3
-(D) Better
Place k 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 10
-(E) Other
Job/Business 0 k 0 2 1 0 2 1 10
-A+C 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
-B+C 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
-C+D 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 6
Totals 23 53 10 11 7 5 1 1 5 125

There was some interesting variation in responses by
sub-areas. A "better place to live" was the main reason
given by 7 owners in the north (out of 57)» compared with
only 1 in the central (out of 31) and 2. in the south part
(out of 37)o Family reasons and retirement displayed a
similar pattern (5 of each in the north., 1 retirement in
the central, and 2 family reasons and 1 retirement in the
south). It appeared, therefore, that the north of the
valley attracted proportionally more of those who were
motivated by reasons other than business.

Anticipating that motivations for coming to the Spey
Valley might vary with the birthplace of respondents,
those 2 variables were cross-tabulated and several inter¬
esting points emerged. Of 9 born in the HIDB area (out-
with the Spey Valley), h came to the area for family
reasons and 1 for retirement. Business reasons predomin¬
ated with other Scottish-born owners, but 3 came for



family reasons, 4 for retirement, 5 for a better place in
which to live, 6 for a new job, and 4 combined business
with the other reasons. For those born elsewhere in the
U.K., business was also the main reason, with none report¬
ing family reasons, 1 stating retirement, 4 desiring a
better place to live, 2 coming for a new job or other
business, and 4 combining business and other reasons. Of
5 European-born respondents, if came for business reasons
and 1 for a new job.

Tables 25 and 2.6 focus on business reasons alone.
Respondents were asked: "What were the main business reas¬
ons for buying/building in this location? That is, the
Spey Valley in general and this area in particular." No
prompting was given, and multiple answers were recorded
for each part of the question. In some cases, particularly
for large hotels and in the Aviemore Centre, managers
were not able to comment on locational decisions taken by
the owners.

Table 25: Main Businesis Reasons; for Locating in the Spey
Valley, Main Responses

To Be Ail-Year
None in Home Desired Near Aviemore/ Trade
Particular Area Area Skiing Potential

G.H. 4 4 9 1 8
S.H. 7 13 17 1 24
L.H. 0 1 1 0 0
S-C 0 6 2 0 2

l-Ho CO I? 0 1 0 1 1
M.T. 0 0 0 1 2
Sports 0 3 2 5 2
O.T. 0 1 1 1 2

Totals 11 29 32 10 41

That 11 owners of guest houses or small hotels
should indicate no particular reason for choosing the
Spey Valley must reflect a primary motivation other than
business, or at least a somewhat undiscriminating approach
to business. For this group it was probably the availabil¬
ity of an establishment or its innate attractiveness that
brought owners to the area. Of the 11, 8 were located in
the north and the remaining 3 in the south of the dist¬
rict, reflecting, in part, the different nature of the
operations in Aviemore.

The "home area" category included those who lived in
the area, had owned the property in advance of setting up
a business, or had chosen the area because of family
connections. Of the 29 respondents in this category, 21
gave "lived in area" or a similar response. This reason
was especially important in guest houses, small hotels
and self-catering places, and a more detailed look at the
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Table 26: Main Business-Related Reasons for Locating on
This Site, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

None in Familiar No Choice/ Liked
Particular Site Available Property Location

G.H. 0 2 10 9 4
S.H. 1 3 31 14 7

L.H. 0 1 0 1 0

S-C 0 4 3 2 1

Hose 0 1 3 0 0

M.T. 0 0 1 1 3

Sports 1 2 2 0 7
OeT. 0 0 2 0 1

Totals 2 15 52 27 23

Note: G.H.= Guest Houses; S.H.= Small Hotels; L.H.=Large
Hotels; S-C=Self-Catering; Hos.=Hostels etca;
M.T.=Major Tourist Attraction; O.T.= Other
Tourist



"home area" response revealed 15 cases in the north, 5 in
the centralj and 9 in the south of the district. Return¬
ing to Table 235 it can be seen that no current owners of
guest houses were born in the district, but Table 25
shows that 4 owners of guest houses gave "home area" as
the main reason. Similarly, 6 owners of small hotels were
born in the district and 13 gave a "home area" type of
response. The implication was that an opportunity for
business arose subsequent to moving into the district.

"Desired this area" was a category including reasons
pertaining to the special attraction of the Spey Valley
for the owners. Of the 32 cases, 11 indicated a prefer¬
ence for the district over other areas, 16 said they knew
and liked the area, 3 were attracted by sports and out¬
door recreation, and 2 others mentioned the area's gener¬
al amenities as the main reason. Only 2 cases in this
category were located in the central part, with 18 being
situated in the north and 12 in the south.

Ten respondents wanted to be near Aviemore or the
facilities for skiing, with 8 of them specifying skiing.
Only 2. of the 10 in this category were accommodation
establishments. For ski schools, the locational require¬
ment of being near the facilities is obvious.

"All-year trade" or "good potential" was the largest
single category of responses, with 30 of the Zf 1 mentioning
specifically all-year trade or an extended season as being
the main reason. The distribution of cases under this cat¬
egory was interesting, with 14 located in the north, 11 in
the central, and 16 in the south part of the district. As
there were fewer establishments in the south than in the
north, it would appear that expectations of all-year
trade were greater in the south. In the "other" category
were recorded the miscellaneous responses, including the
needs of a national tour system, the expectation of ob¬
taining grants from the HIDB, the belief that planning
■nprnmi ssi nn wonl rl hp parI pt» To oTi+ n-in fnr> hhp nrnnnrpd

facility, and the desire to bring evangelism to the area.
The fifth reason under the "other" category was the
availability of a property at the right price.

Many of the responses were not reasons related to
business at all, and this reinforces the conclusion that
many recent purchases had been made by persons interested
in things other than business. For those expressing a
genuine business-related reason, it was the expectation
of an extended season in the Spey Valley that influenced
the majority.

In Table 26 several reasons were permitted for each
respondent. A number of establishments were excluded,
owing to a lack of knowledge on the part of their mana¬
gers. Only 2 operators had no particular reason for sel¬
ecting their site, and 15 revealed that they were familiar
with the site before its purchase. Of those 15? 11 had
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owned the property or had family connections with the
previous owners, and the remainder had known the property
through working there or by some other means. The largest
number of responses was that either no choice was avail¬
able or the property happened to be available at the time,
generally at the right price. This seemed to be very in¬
discriminate, but no doubt it reflected an overriding
interest in the district as opposed to a specific site.
Also, perhaps many owners were only motivated to make a
purchase when suitable property came up for sale. Specific
attractions of a property did constitute the main reason
for 27 owners, especially in guest houses and small
hotels. Attractions of the property that were mentioned
were: a quiet village location (1 case); the desire for a
smaller hotel (1); the existing use as accommodation (1);
good location in a village (2); and a hotel large enough
to take coach tours (1). The remainder were attracted by
the innate appeal of the site or building itself, reflec¬
ting a strong demand for environmental quality.

Location was a major factor in 23 cases., including
the following specific considerations: good access to
rail lines (2 cases); good location in relation to other
villages (1); to be near or part of the Aviemore Centre
(5); good access to a major road (6); to be near but not
part of Aviemore (3); to be away from the Aviemore Centre
(1); the village was a good touring centre (1); to be a
part of hotel amenities or to locate on a site provided
by a hotel (2); and to obtain a suitable supply of water
(1). Of the 12 "other" reasons, 9 were the rather ambigu¬
ous consideration of "potential", which, presumably,
refers to the hope for all-year trade. Three were concern¬
ed with obtaining a location in the countryside or country¬
like amenities.

In a spatial sense some interesting variation occurs
in the reasons mentioned. Attractions of the site or

building were stated in 2T cases in the north, but only
in 1 case in the central and 2 in the south parts of the
area. Most of these cases were guest houses or small
hotels. Those operators stating a lack of choice or the
simple fact that a property was available as important
reasons were concentrated in the north (23 cases) and the
south (21 cases), with only 8 such cases in the central
part. It could be inferred from these observations that
the northern part of the district was more appealing to
small operators, and that the owners choosing the central
portion were more concerned with specific requirements of
the business. This is supported by the fact that location
was mentioned as a main reason by 9 cases in the central
part (5 of these being sports related), but only by 7
cases in the north and 7 cases in the south where the
combined number of establishments was much greater than
in the centre.

As already demonstrated, most establishments were
operated by resident owners. However, all 10 of the large



hotels had managers, and they were also to be found in
other types as follows: in 3 small hotels; k caravan
parks; 2 youth hostels (the third in the district was not
surveyed); l{ outdoor centres; /+ major tourist attractions
1 sports operation; and 2 other tourism-related establish
ments. Also the Glen More campsite was not included for
purposes of questions on managers as it was operated dir¬
ectly by the Forestry Commission as part of the whole
Forest Park. Tables 27 and 28 show the family connections
of the managers with the district, and their birthplaces.

Table 27: Mangers' Family Connections With the District

(All categories are mutually exclusive)
Not Born Lived Other

Applicable Here Here Connections None Total

97 2 0 2 22 123

Table 28: Birthplace of Managers

(All categories are mutually exclusive)
Not Born HIDB

Applicable Here Area Scotland U.K., Europe Other Total

97 2 3 9 9 2 1 123

As can be seen from the tables, natives of the dis¬
trict or of the Highlands did not hold many positions of
management. Large hotels in particular tended to bring
in managers and assistant managers as part of normal bus¬
iness practice, presumably in part owing to the lack of
suitable candidates locally, but also in order to provide
a variety of experience to those in management levels.
O /-x -r-r ^ ~1 ~i ~ ~ "U ~ J "1 ,.1 -5 J -? 3 4- ^ 1 » ^ 4- 4- n ^ ~l
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persons held many key departmental positions. No data
were collected regarding that level. The 2 locally-born
managers held positions in a large hotel and in a tourism-
related business.

Questions were also asked on how long managers had
lived in the district and how long they had held their
current positions. Again, information was not available
for all those known to exist. A tabulation of responses
to these questions is not necessary, given the low number
of applicable cases. Of 21 managers surveyed, 12 had
lived in the area l\ years or less, 1 had lived there for
5 to 9 years, 6 had lived there longer than 9 years, 1
had lived there all their life, and 1 resided outside the
district. There was very little difference in terms of
the number of years the current position had been held.
It is interesting that so many had lived in the area for



at least 9 years, and that 6 of those 7 were located in
the Aviemore/Glen More area. The significance of this
fact is not clear, but perhaps it does indicate a greater
opportunity for managers in the most highly developed
centres of tourism and recreation.

(2) Expo.ncions_b^ Current Owners^

Operators were asked if the current owners had ex¬
panded their business in the Spey Valley since buying or
building the establishment. Only major expansions were of
interest, with things such as work for fire precautions
not included. Some managers were unable to comment, and
the supplementary postal survey helped to fill some of
the gaps. Nevertheless, it is probable that the number of
expansions listed in Table 29 under-represents the true
situation. It must be remembered when interpreting the
table that no data were available for expansions under¬
taken by previous owners, and so the information is use¬
ful only for providing an indication of recent activity.
Also, the scale or cost of expansions was not taken into
account, as this would have required considerably more
information. The main point of this question was not to
reveal details of developments but to provide some indi¬
cation of general trends.

Table 29: Expansions By Current Owners (Number of
Projects)

Type of
Expansion G.H, S.H. L eH. s-c Hos. M.T. Sport 0tT, JE
-None 17 28 2 1 1 3 6 0 58
-Accommodation,
Since 1975 2 1 2 3 2. 0 0 0 10
-Accommodation,
i970-1 2 5 2 3 1 0 0 0 13
-Accommodation,
Beiore ipyu u 5 5 u 0 0 0 0 b
-Chalets Built
Since 1970 0 0 0 6 b 0 0 0 10
-Private Bath.
Before 1975 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 b
-Private Bath.
Since 1975 0 10 3 0 0 0 0 0 13
-Other,
Since 1975 3 12. 2 k 3 1 3 b 32
-Other,
1970-1975 0 3 k 0 0 0 0 3 10
-Other,
Before 1970 0 3 3 2 0 0 2 2 12
-Other,
Date Unknown 2 5 0 2 2 1 1 0 13
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Figures shown in Table 29 represent the number of
projects undertaken, and some establishments accounted
for more than 1 expansion. The exception is "chalets
built since 1970" which actually shows the number of
chalets built. There is also the fact that some expan¬
sions will have taken place over a long period of time.

Despite the bias towards more activity shown in rec¬
ent years (because many owners were quite recent) it can
still be seen that many establishments were continuing to
improve and expand their operations. The "more accommoda¬
tion" categories included expansions of the establishment
by adding more rooms or beds. It is somewhat curious that
more accommodation was added between 1970 and 1974 than
was added subsequently, but this can probably be explain¬
ed by the overall economic decline since 1973. The oppo¬
site situation occurred in the addition of private baths,
with a considerable number of projects commencing in the
previous 4 years. As the newer hotels were built with
private baths, the older ones had felt growing competi¬
tive pressure to modernise, and this became a necessity
in recent years with the growing dependence on coach
tours. Large increases in the number of foreign visitors
had also motivated operators to add baths, often at the
expense of a number of bedrooms. "Other expansions" in¬
cluded a variety of projects, such as dining rooms, rest¬
aurants, bars, staff hostels and major internal modifica¬
tions. The final category included projects for which a
date was not obtained, and consisted of 1 expansion of
bathrooms, 2 additions of accommodation, and 10 unspeci¬
fied expansions. Included in the "other expansions since
1975" category was 1 case of the addition of a static
caravan to a guest house.

Guest Houses appeared to be particularly inactive,
but this was undoubtedly attributable to the fact that
most were small and also used as a home by the owners.
Many small hotels were active, particularly by adding
r\r»i vq io "hq *h"h r»nnni c? on/-] m ol-i -n rv -ivrfovniol -1 FCT
the 23 small hotels undertaking no expansions, it is
possible that their recent acquisition had prevented the
initiation of changes, or perhaps the economic climate
was not condusive to investment. From the author's exper¬
ience it can be said that very few hotels in the district
were beyond improvement, and it should be expected that
most will eventually have to modernise. Another possible
explanation for the current lack of activity on the part
of small hotels was the recent heavy expenditure that
many had to make in order to satisfy new regulations for
fire precautions.

Two large hotels reported no expansions, but these
were both new establishments. Because of the importance
of the large establishments, a closer examination of
their activity was warranted. In the 4 older large hotels
which reported expansions, 3 had added private bathrooms
since 1970, 2 had added accommodation since 1970, 2 had
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added staff blocks since 1970, 2 had made major internal
changes in the early 1960®s, and 1 had made a major
internal change since 1975® Expansions in the new hotels
were different in that private bathrooms had been in¬
stalled at the time of construction. Of the l\ in this
category, 2 had added accommodation in the late 1960's
and i had added bedrooms in the early 1970's, Also, 1 was
adding bedrooms in 1978, and 2 were adding accommodation
for staff in 1978# One had also added an enlarged rest¬
aurant in the late 1960's# Of the similarities between
the old and new hotels, it was the obvious need for more
accommodation for staff that stood out#

In the remaining types of establishments, it was
notable that the self-catering/touring establishments had
expanded a great deal, as had the hostels/outdoor centres#
Three major tourist attractions had not expanded, no
doubt reflecting their newness (also, the Aviemore Centre
is not included in this table)# Sport-related operations
included 6 that reported no expansions, although it must
be said that this referred only to physical expansions
while ski-schools in particular had expanded greatly in
terms of employees. All of the other tourism-related
establishments reported some expansion#

Respondents were asked if they had any serious prob¬
lems when building or expanding in the district, the
purpose being to reveal any conditions adverse to, or
resulting from development# Interviewers prompted by read¬
ing out the possible answers printed on the interview
form, and any others mentioned by respondents were writ¬
ten in a space provided. Results are shown in Table 30,
giving the number of times each was mentioned.

Table 30: Current Owners: Serious Problems Experienced in
Building or Expanding, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

Fin- Planning Lack of Labour Suppl:
N, A# None arice Permission Services Shortage Short.

G.H. 16 k 1 1 0 0 1
S.H# 2.8 15 k 2. 0 3 1
L.H. 0 3 1 0 0 0 0
S-C 0 6 1 2 0 0 0
IIo s# 0 1 1 2 1 0 0
M.T, 0 1 2 0 1 0 1

Sport 3 2. 2 1 0 0 0
O.T. 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

Totals k7 33 13 8 2 h 3

The situation revealed by Table 30 was not one of
chronic problems, and of those mentioned, the predominant
problem was one of financial weakness on the part of
individual businesses# Either insufficient money was

!



available to carry out desired expansions, or the work
cost more than expected. Delays or difficulties in ob¬
taining planning permission were mentioned by 8 respond-
dents. A lack of water or sewerage affected only 2
establishments, a shortage of labour affected only 4»
and a shortage of supplies for building was mentioned by
only 3. The cost and availability of land were, perhaps
surprisingly, not mentioned at all. However, 1 of the
"other" problems was a difficulty in obtaining a lease
(1 major tourist attraction). The remaining problems
mentioned were: slow construction (1 major tourist
attraction); delays in obtaining grants (1 self-catering
operation); inability to bring staff due to a shortage of
housing (1 tourism-related establishment); getting ap¬
proval for work on fire precautions (2 small hotels); and
bad workmanship (1 small hotel).

Respondents were asked about any definite plans
for expansion in the future. It was not sufficient that
the owner wanted to, or was thinking about some expansion,
there actually had to be definite plans made in order to
qualify as an affirmative response. More than 1 response
was recorded, if volunteered, and the results are dis¬
played in Table 31°

Table 31: Definite Plans for Expansion

Number of Times Mentioned

None Similar, Different, Major Private New
Same Site Same Site Internal Baths. Site

G.If. 23 0 0 0 0 0
S.H. 37 11 1 5 8 0
L.H. 6 2 1 0 1 0
S-C 9 1 0 0 0 1
Hos. 4 1 0 0 0 0
M .T. s 0 0 0 0 0
Sport 6 1 1 0 6 ?

O.T. 3 2 0 0 0 0

Totals 93 18 3 5 9 3

The majority of respondents were not planning any
expansions, and it was only the small hotels which ap¬
peared to be dynamic. Most of the planned changes were
simple expansions of existing operations on the same
site, including 9 hotels planning to add bathrooms.
Only 3 establishments were planning to develop a new
site, 1 of which was to be a different type of operation
altogether. Geographically, of the 38 planned expansions
16 were in the northern, 9 in the central, and 13 in the
southern part of the district.



With regard to any serious problems associated with
planned expansions, there were 28 applicable responses of
which 12 indicated no problems,, A lack of finances was
mentioned 9 times, a shortage of labour was mentioned
twice, delays in construction were mentioned twice, and
red tape or uncertainty associated with the obtaining of
grants or loans was mentioned twice. Other serious prob¬
lems mentioned once each were: getting planning permiss¬
ion; lack of water or sewerage; getting estimates from
contractors; gaining proper access; and obtaining ap¬
proval for work on fire precautions. As with the question
concerning problems experienced in the past, most respon¬
dents had not experienced serious problems with planned
expansions. A lack of adequate finances was the main
difficulty.

(3) Financial As£istance__

A series of questions dealt with the receipt of
financial assistance from public bodies, and the effect
of this aid. The section commenced by asking how initial
developments or expansions, if applicable, were financed.
This was intended to lead into the matter of assistance
and, if not volunteered,later questions asked directly
about the receipt of assistance. Managers could not, in
most cases, respond, accurately or completely to these
questions and so a supplementary postal survey was sent
to the owners (mostly of large hotels). Responses were
received from 8 out of 10, but it should be noted that,
in total, no pertinent information was obtained from k
establishments (1 small hotel; 2 large hotels; and 1
youth hostel). This problem has been overcome by reference
to statistics supplied by the Boards. These data v/ere con¬
fidential and could not be used in a disaggregated form,
so they are not shown in the tables.

After having been asked how their developments had
been financed, respondents were then asked if they had
fnnriH "if. d"i f f"i mil t. t.n fi nanr-p i m' t.i al rlpirpl nnrrtpn-hp: nr»

expansions. This question was not included in the sup¬
plementary postal survey, so the answers for large hotels
are not known. Also, the Aviemore Centre was not included
in this question, although Santa Glaus Land was. Regard¬
ing the initial development, the majority of respondents
were not applicable, and 12 others indicated that no
difficulty had been experienced. Of the 8 who did express
difficulty, there were 2. in each of the major tourist
attraction, tourism-related, and sports categories, and 1
in each of the self-catering and outdoor centre types of
establishments. Regarding expansions, 59 were not applic¬
able and 29 had no problems. Of the 11 expressing dif¬
ficulty, 6 were in small hotels, and there was 1 in each
of the guest house, youth hostel, outdoor centre, and
tourism-related types of establishments. Although the
numbers having difficulty in financing developments
seemed low, these data should not be interpreted in
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isolation from ensuing tabulations. Also, the absence of
data for large hotels in this question must be remembered.

As most of the current owners had purchased func¬
tioning establishments, the number of respondents to the
questions on initial developments was small. On the ques¬
tion of assistance received, 17 had used only personal
sources of finance for their initial developments and
another 17 had received some form of financial assistance
from public sources. This latter figure included cases
from the supplementary postal survey and it included the
Aviemore Centre (but it also considered Santa Glaus Land,
the Centre Chalets and the Centre's caravan park as sep¬
arate entities). Table 32 gives the breakdown of types
of assistance received for sub-areas of the district.

Table 32: Current Owners: Assistance Received
for Initial Developments

Number Receiving Each Type

HIDB
Grant

HIDB
Loan

HIDB Grant
and Loan

Other
Sources To tals

North 3 0 1 0 4

Central 2 1 4 4 1 1

South 1 0 1 0 2

Totals 6 1 6 4 17

The types of establishment receiving this aid in
each sub area were: central - 4 large hotels, 3 major
tourist establishments, a sport and a self-catering estab¬
lishment, and 2 other tourism-related establishments; north
- 1 self-catering, 2. major tourist and 1 tourism-related
establishment; south - 1 major tourist attraction and 1
outdoor centre. It is known from data obtained from the
boards mat two other large noteis m tne central area
had received assistance from other sources for their
initial development, and these are not shown in Table 32.

The central part of the district had received the
greatest amount of public assistance to initial devel¬
opments. This reflects the fact that most of the post-
1960 development had taken place in that sub-area, As
shown in Table 33» assistance given to expansions had
been more widely dispersed. The Aviemore Centre has again
been treated as /+ entities. Some of the establishments
had received more than 1 grant or loan, so the actual
number of awards exceeded the 37 shown on the table.

Eleven operators had applied for assistance and
were expecting to receive it, and although there was no
assurance that aid would be forthcoming they have been
tabulated. The distribution of awards shown in Table 33
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was as follows: 10 small hotels; 6 large hotels; 3 self-
catering; 2 tourism-related; 1 major tourism; 1 guest
house; 2 outdoor centres; and 1 sports-related establish¬
ment. Of those 11 having applied for aid, 6 were small
hotels, 1 was a large hotel, and there was 1 in each of
the guest house, self-catering, sport and tourism-
related types of establishment.

Table 33* Current Owners: Assistance Received for
Expansions

Number Receiving Each Type

HIDB IIIDB HIDE Grant STB Applied for
Grant Loan and Loan Grant HIDE Aid Totals

North h 0 k 2 h ■ 13
Central k 1 3 2 3 12
South 6 1 3 0 k 12

Totals T7 2 To 7 TT 37

It was probable that some of the awards attributed
to the STB were actually from other sources, as the STB
administered a number of schemes in the past and some
operators were obviously unsure of the exact source,,

In addition to the recipients listed in Table 33s
data from the Boards were available to indicate all the
other establishments (whether current or past owners)
which had received assistance for expansions. From the
HIDB, grants have been received by 2 other small hotels
in the south and one small hotel in the north part, and
a grant plus a loan had been received by 1 guest house
in the central part of the district. From the STB, grants
had been received by 1 other guest house and 1 self-
catering place in the north part of the district.

Although financial assistance to initial develop¬
ments had been concentrated in the central part of the
district, the distribution of aid to expansions was
spread much more evenly among the sub-areas. It was inter¬
esting to note that the majority of assistance to initial
and subsequent developments had been received by current
owners. This reflected the increase in development in the
previous decade, the growing support of the Boards, and
the fact that ownership of the large establishments had
remained quite stable in comparison with the high turn¬
over noted in small establishments.

Respondents were not asked about the amount of
assistance received, but aggregated information was pro¬
vided by the Boards. The scale of that investment is
demonstrated in several tables in Appendix 8.

How effective was the financial assistance? Respond¬
ents were asked if the availability of assistance had



influenced their developments, and if their developments
would have been possible without assistance. Only those
actually in receipt of aid were so questioned, and the
supplementary postal survey also included these questions.

Of those in receipt of assistance for initial devel¬
opments, 5 claimed to not having been influenced, 5 said
the development would not have been possible without aid,
and 3 responded that quality or speed was improved be¬
cause of the financial aid. To the direct question on
whether or not the project would have been possible with¬
out assistance, if responded that it would have been poss¬
ible, 3 were not certain, and 6 said it would not have
been possible without aid. Of the 6 stating that develop¬
ment would not have been possible without assistance, if
were large hotels and 2 were major tourist attractions.
(Aviemore Centre was not included in this question, nor
was Santa Claus Land).

On the subject of public assistance given to expan¬
sions, 12 respondents were not influenced by its receipt,
8 were influenced as to speed, quality or quantity, and 3
(2 small hotels and 1 large hotel) indicated that the
expansion would not have been possible at all without aid.
In response to the direct question on whether or not the
expansion would have been possible without assistance, 15
said that it would have been possible, 3 were uncertain,
and 5 (2 large hotels, 2 small hotels and 1 outdoor cen¬
tre) said the project would not have been possible without
aid. (Aviemore Centre and Santa Claus Land were not in¬
cluded in these data).

The effects of public financial assistance, on the
basis of this evidence, appeared to be minimal in attain¬
ing development which otherwise would not have been pos¬
sible. However, there can be no assurance that those with
the means to develop would do so without assistance. It
was clear that the large establishments and tourist at¬
tractions were more denendent rm and than were the small
operators, particularly at the initial stage of develop¬
ment. The largest part of public financial assistance in
the Spey Valley was given to the setting uqj of major
establishments which had, in turn, contributed to the
general success of the tourist industry in the district.

Related to the issue of assistance to the industry
were the opinions of operators concerning the Boards and
their policies and programmes. Respondents were asked:
"In general, what is your opinion of the financial assis¬
tance policies and programmes of the STB and the HIDB?"»
Multiple answers were recorded, and no prompting was given.
Although both Boards were mentioned, it was clear that
most operators were only familiar with the IIIDB.

Many operators declined to answer the question or
had no opinions. Many of them would have had little or
no contact with the Boards, but some were probably



reluctant to criticise, especially if they had under
review any applications for assistance. The largest re¬
sponse (18 cases) was that of "good" or "very good",
indicating a general satisfaction with the Boards. Most
important of the complaints were criticisms of methods,
procedures and unclear policies, with this point attract¬
ing 14 respondents. Associated with this complaint, 8
others criticised dogmatism, red tape, and bureaucratic
and cumbersome procedures for applications/assistance.
Also related were the 8 who complained of delays in the
granting of assistance or obtaining the money once it had
been awarded. These 30 responses can be seen as a dissat¬
isfaction with the way in which the Boards did business.

Another major area of complaint was the feeling that
money had been wasted or given to the wrong types of
applicant. Nine respondents thought that too much money
went to large businesses and not enough to the small op¬
erators. Six felt that the Boards wasted money on enter¬
prises which lost money or on the wrong type of enter¬
prise. Five believed that outsiders obtained money while
local people were left out, and another 3 respondents
considered that Aviemore received most of the aid and it
should be spread out more in the district.

Of the remaining statements recorded, 7 said the
Board(s) had not been helpful to the respondents, 3 had
bad experiences with the Board(s), and 3 felt it was good
that assistance was available, but made no other comment.
There were, in addition, many other statements made by
1 or 2 respondents which might be classified as positive
suggestions or unique complaints, and. these are listed in
the Key To Codes.

Those points concerning the Boards and their pro¬
grammes or procedures are matters which only the adminis¬
trators can sort out. What is most interesting when
assessing the complaints is that many operators identi¬
fied crucial irrurr for thft Rnarrls. TIio.qp nr>praf.nrs who
noticed that a great deal of money went to Aviemore, to
large enterprises, and to outsiders (presumably meaning
non-natives) were quite correct. However, the implication
that this money was misdirected is not proven, given that
the public's image of the Spey Valley as a holiday resort
was shaped in large part by major attractions and that
externally-obtained skills and capital were necessary to
generate large-scale development. Of course, if operators
were really suggesting that large-scale development was
not desirable, that is quite a different issue. Even then
it is this researcher's opinion from talking with opera¬
tors that most were aware of the benefits to their own

operations which had accrued from large-scale develop¬
ments s

(4) Advertising and Marketing

Operators were asked what types of advertising were
done, the main attractions emphasised, and whether or not



they had in mind any special market. Nine establishments
did not advertise at all, although, it is probable that
they were at least listed with the tourist organisations.
Magazines were a more popular medium than were newspapers,
with many operators expressing the belief that newspapers
were not sufficiently aimed at specific markets. None of
the respondents indicated that radio or television were
used regularly.

There were 24 establishments without a response to
the question concerning the main attractions emphasised,
and 10 others that were not applicable. The full list of
attractions emphasised can be seen in the Key To Codes.
The main items are summarised in Table 34s and no doubt
this presents an oversimplified picture of the attractions
mentioned, particularly because operators can be expected
to have differed in their interpretation of the meaning
of "emphasise". Nevertheless, some important features
stand out, notably the emphasis on the district's oppor¬
tunities for recreation and sport. Added to that emphasis
was the category of "Special Interests" which included
those establishments catering for skiers, bird watchers,
anglers or other specific sporting interests. Also related
to this emphasis was the attraction of scenery.

Table 34: Main Attractions Advertised

Number of Times Mentioned

G. II, SjJL. L.Hft s-c Hos. MtT, Sport O.T. h.
Amenities of
Establishment

10 12 3 3 0 0 0 0 28

Scenery 3 5 0 1 1 0 1 0 11

Sport and
Recreation 14 27 5 3 2 0 3 0 56

Food 8 17 1 0 0 1 0 1 28

Friendly,
Personal 7 13 1 1 0 0 0 0 22

Special
Interests

2 3 1 2 0 0 4 0 12

Location 10 21 4 7 0 0 0 0 42

Amenities of the establishment were a major attract¬
ion, and the emphasis on food and friendly service was
allied to this. Several related factors were combined in
the "location" category, including 13 respondents who
emphasised a countryside or peaceful location, 11 who
mentioned being close to Aviemore or the skiing facilit¬
ies, 13 who stressed a location good for touring, and 5
who emphasised a good or pleasant location in a village.
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Regarding the markets aimed at, there were 16 estab¬
lishments from which no response was obtained, 9 that
were not applicable (because no advertising was done) and
a surprising 49 that aimed at no particular market in
their advertising. Not surprisingly, recreationists and
groups with special interests, were perceived to be the
largest market. The north of England and Scotland were
the primary markets in a geographical sense. The number
mentioning families was significant and that fact tends
to counterbalance the emphasis on recreation. Many respon¬
dents seemed reluctant to discuss markets of socio-econ¬
omic classes. However, it was obvious that more than the
2 large hotels which admitted it actually did cater to
upper-income groups. Coach parties were specified in 8
hotels.

Another important aspect of marketing was the pack¬
aging of accommodation with other aspects of holiday-
making, such as recreation, transportation or meals. With
the growth of winter sports in the study area, the Boards
and private establishments had increased greatly their
promotion of packages in the hope of attracting visitors
for longer stays. Ski schools in particular had been
responsible for many accommodation establishments commen¬
cing packages, and many accommodation places used resi¬
dent ski instructors in the winter. Summer and off-season
packages were also offered, with the majority focussing
on 1 or more sports activities.

Many establishments offered no packages at all, but
of those that did, skiing was predominant. Other sports
offered in packages included curling, climbing, pony-
trekking and "Adventure Holidays". The Aviemore Centre
(and the accommodation units within it) offered a range
of packages for all seasons. Other sports-related holi¬
days were particularly important for the hostels and
outdoor centres. Golf and fishing, the traditional pur¬
suits, were popular, and canoeing or sailing packages
were increasingly popular in recent years with the devel-
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canoeing on the River Spey.

Geographically, there were some interesting varia¬
tions. Skiing packages were offered by 26 establishments
in the north, 12 in the central, and only 9 places in the
south of the district. The most plausible explanation of
this distribution was the location of ski schools (al¬
though Kingussie had one) and the early development of
skiing in Cambridge, Nethybridge and Grantown. And yet,
Kingussie and Newtonmore both enjoyed a good deal of ski-
related business as they are closer to the southern
markets and have better access on the A9. The underlying
reason, therefore, appeared to be more a question of the
preferences of operators. For other packages (excluding
rates/tariffs) the north had 17 cases, the central part
also 17, and the south of the district only 10 cases.
Again, the south of the district appeared to be lagging
in terms of the packaging of holidays.



Coach tours are a form of packaging and they represented
a very important market to tourism in the Highlands,,
Respondents were asked how important coach tours wore for
their business, if at all, and (in addition to the quest¬
ions written on the interview form) an estimate was
obtained as to the proportion of business over the season
that could be attributed to coach tours. These data
should be interpreted as providing only an indication of
the significance of custom from coach tours, as the ans¬
wers were clearly "off-the-cuff", and because some opera¬
tors had different seasons. Also, 1 or 2 probably included
an estimate of custom from coach parties in the skiing
season. Table 35 gives the results in terms of the number
of establishments within categories representing the
approximate proportion of custom from coach tours for the
season from spring through autumn«,

Table 35: Proportion of Custom From Coach Tours,
Spring Through Autumn

Number in Each Category

30-
Minor 39%

40- 50-
23%

60-
6222

70-
2222

80-
89%

90- High,
100% Unspecified

Guest
Houses 3 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Small
Hotels 3 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 3

Large
Hotels 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 3 0

Totals 8 1 1 4 4 1 0 3 3

The number of hotels involved with coach tours was

relatively small, but they were the larger hotels in the
uitotriu L cuid accounted fox* the majori ty oi visitor—nights
spent in serviced accommodation. The data do not permit
an estimation of the number of visitor-nights attribut¬
able to coach tours, but it was obviously quite large. If
coach parties in the winter were also considered, the
proportions would be even higher (although two large
hotels closed in winter).

A question on the interview form was intended to ob¬
tain an indication of the average revenue obtained from
coach parties, but it proved more expedient to ask for an
estimate of average discounts offered to the operators of
tours. Many operators dealt individually with tour groups,
so the figures obtained must be seen as being only rough
estimates. The time of year, frequency of visits and
lengths of stay all influenced the discounts negotiated.
The discounts were sometimes quite large, with the major-



ity ranging from 6% to 2.0%, but this must be qualified by
noting that as the proportion of coach tours increased th
value of normal tariffs decreased and became, instead, a
premium tariff. There can be little doubt that the guaran
teed occupancy of beds can yield lower charges to clients
although in the case of coach tours much or all of the
'saving* accrues to the tour operators. Furthermore, some
respondents pointed out that coach q>arties spent much
less money in the hotel bars, restaurants, etc.s so that
a loss was incurred to the hotel relative to normal visi¬
tors. It should also be noted that some hotels in less
favourable locations, or those of lower quality, might
feel severe pressure from tour operators seeking maximum
discounts.

(5) Pplicy_for__Closing__

The main aim of policies designed to promote a longe
tourist season is to permit the all-year operation of
establishments, thereby leading to increases in profita¬
bility and permanent employmente Winter sports had brought
this advantage to the Spey Valley, but how uniformly was
the benefit spread? Respondents were asked if they closed
at any time of the year for a month or longer. If so,
they were also asked during which months, their reasons
for closing, whether or not they would stay open if there
was a demand for it, and if they ever had a different
closing policy. Table 36 displays the responses.

Table 36: Policy for Closing Establishments

Open Closed Closed Closed Other
All Year Winter Nov/Dec Nov. Closings

G.H. 14 1 3 1 4
S.H. iilj. 6 1 1 4
L.H. '8 2 0 0 0
S-C 5 1 1 4 0
AlWU £f
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M.T. 4 2 0 0 0
Sports 5 3 0 0 3
O.T. 4 1 0 0 0

Totals 89 17 5 6 12.
Total Cases =129

The data referred to the year of the survey (1978)
and the previous winter. Some owners, however, were so
recent that they might be expected to change their minds
after one or more seasons. In one case, that of a large
hotel, its normal policy was to close in the winter (it
has been so recorded) but it had stayed open the winter
previous to the survey as an experiment and concluded
that the opening was not justified.

Looking only at places of accommodation, the number
closing for one month or more in the northern part of the



district war. 14, compared with 3 in the central and 14
in the southern parts. From these figures must be sub¬
tracted those touring sites and sites for static caravans
which were required to close for at least 1 month every
year (this affected only November as a longer closing
must have been a matter of choice). It might be expected
that Aviemore and the central area enjoyed an all-year
season, but November and December were still slow months
(see also Appendix One), The south and north appeared to
be similar with regard to closings, but 2 of the closings
in the north were large hotels and were for the entire
winter season (usually October to Easter), The 2 closures
recorded for "hostels etc0" were SYHA hostels, as all of
the outdoor centres remained open. One of the hostels is
shown as closing all winter, though it did open for a
short period at Christmas/New Year and for weekends
thereafter to spring. The area's other two youth hostels
(one of which was not included in the survey) alternated
their closings from year to year so that one was closed
in November and the other in October,

The situation was different for the non-accommoda¬
tion sector. Two major tourist attractions closed in the
winter. One was the Steam Railway, which was operated
entirely by voluntary labour, and the other was the High¬
land Wildlife Park which had stayed open all year when
new. However, as the Wildlife Park discovered, not only
was custom slow in winter but the problems of maintaining
animals, roads and services to visitors were especially
troublesome. In the tourism-related types, it was really
the nature of the main activity which determined closings
and so the fish farm was closed in winter. In the Sports
group, three trekking/riding establishments closed for
the winter, primarily owing to the difficulty in keeping
animals. One riding centre did attempt to stay open all
year, however, if the weather permitted. Ski-related bus¬
inesses were naturally at a peak in the winter and it was
not surprising that 3 ski schools closed except in winter
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only with a few full-time staff, and another ski school
diversified and stayed open on the basis of a shop and
a water sports centre. The fishing school was naturally
open in summer, and there was limited winter fishing and
the operation of a shop to maintain winter openings. The
Highland Guides were an all-year operation.

Table 37 shows the number of times the main reasons
for closing were mentioned, A lack of trade was the pre¬
dominant reason, and this factor was also mentioned in
combination with other reasons in 9 cases - most fre¬
quently with the need to do work on the property and the
need for a rest or holiday. Other reasons included 2
trekking/riding operations which found it expensive or
difficult to keep horses over the winter, and 2 cases
related to family reasons (one of which was the unavail¬
ability of family to act as staff). Geographically, 11
respondents in the north gave no trade as a reason.



compared with 2 in the central part and 1 1 in the south.

A related question was asked of those who closed for
a month or longer: "Would you stay open all year if there
was a dernend for it?" Sixteen respondents said they would
not stay open all year even if the demend was present,
compared with a total of 39 who did close for a month or
longer. This indicated that closing for a substantial
part of the year was not necessarily a symptom of weak
demand, although, on the other hand, the Spey Valley en¬
joyed. a longer tourist season than other parts of the
Highlands and this might have permitted some operators
to take lengthy breaks from work.

The reasons given for not staying open all year, even
if the demand existed, were similar to those expressed in
Table 37» Five respondents in accommodation establishments
said they needed a rest or holiday, 4 operators of accomm¬
odation stated the need to do work on the premises, 2
operators (in a small hotel and a sports-related estab¬
lishment) thought it was not feasible, and 1 operator of
a small hotel believed that staff could not be obtained.
Four other operators of accommodation establishments gave
no reasonse All but 1 of those saying they would not stay
open were operators of small places of accommodation, and
this might have reflected the problems involved in running
a family business, especially with a short summer season
of high demand which undoubtedly placed severe strain on
many operators.

Table 37: Reasons for Closing, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

No To Do Take ;i Site
Trade Work Rest License Weath<

Guest Houses 5 4 3 0 0
~i -it i ~i
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Large Hotels 2 0 0 0 0

Self-Catering 1 0 0 5 0
Hostels etc. 0 0 1 0 0
Major Tourist 1 0 0 0 0

Sports etc. 4 0 0 0 1
Other Tourist 1 0 0 0 1

Totals 24 8 9 5 3

As many operators were quite new to the area, the
question on previous policies for closing did not reveal
a true indication of trends. The data did reveal a pro¬
cess of adjustment wherein some operators decided to stay
open or to close on the basis of experience, or perhaps
as a result of unique circumstancese A small net gain had
occurred (the time scale was unknown), but it was signif¬
icant that on the"loss" side were 2 large hotels. One of



these, however, had stayed open only the previous winter
as an experiment. In all, 10 establishments had once closed
for part of the year but now remained open, whereas the
reverse held true for 6 places - 5 of which were hotels.

In an effort to assess longer-term trends in closings,
some data available from earlier research were consulted.
The STB-sponsored study of impact in the Spey Valley in
1968 included a survey of staff in accommodation units
(conducted by the Scottish Hotel School). They obtained
information from 22 guest houses and 32 hotels, which was
a smaller sample than in the current survey, and asked
(amongst other things) about closure. The results showed
that % of the guest houses closed sometime during the
year, as did 27% of small, licensed hotels (under 20 bed¬
rooms in size), and 1 lf/0 of large, licensed hotels. In
addition, all ? small, unlicensed hotels which were sur¬
veyed had closed during the year. October and November
were the most common months of closuree Although the 2
surveys are not directly comparable (especially because
data from the survey in 1968 were not specific as to the
length of closures) it does appear that the incidence
of closing had decreased between 1968 and 1978. It was
also interesting to note that October was no longer a
month in which more than a very few establishments
closed, suggesting perhaps that the summer season had
lengthened.

Despite the fact that closing in the winter in the
Spey Valley was no longer a predominant occurrence, it
should be concluded that the seasonality problem had not
beon eliminated. Ensuing tabulations demonstrate that
quite a few operators considered a lack of demand, at
least during certain parts of the year, to be a serious
problem facing their businesses. Some operators informed
the researcher that opening in winter was not profitable,
and there were some small hotels that existed only on the
proceeds of bar trade. Yet, there are major advantages to
be gained by eteving open, such as the retention of key
staff, the building up of repeat custom, and the promise
(which must have been realised by at least some estab¬
lishments in the district) of enlarged profits. The ques¬
tion was perhaps most important for the largest hotels,
and in particular the older, large hotels. High rates of
occupancy are necessary to justify the opening of large
establishments, whereas small hotels or guest houses,
especially if used as the owner's residence, can be opened
at much lower rates of occupancy and remain viable.

Two important observations arose from this review of
closings and from the occupancy survey: first, the winter
season had not solved the problem of seasonality but had
significantly reduced it; second, most establishments
still depended on the peak summer season for the majority
of their profits, and looked to the winter season as
either a bonus or as a potential that might become prof¬
itable.
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(6) Local Link£iS13s„Betwe£ii_Busirie_BSG8

Onc of the objectives of policies for development is
to encourage the growth of local linkages between busi¬
nesses. The more these linkages form at a local or region¬
al level5 the greater will be the diversity and self-
sufficiency of the economy. Tourism might be expected to
stimulate secondary growth in the district, and several
questions were directed at this issue. (Question 17 on
the interview form has not been tabulated, as the number
of applicable cases was very low and respondents could
not estimate the proportion of local trade. No operator
thought they could stay open on just local trade).

Respondents were asked to list the goods and serv¬
ices normally obtained within Badenoch-Strathspey, the
source, and the frequency of purchases. Prompting was
used to remind respondents of common items that might be
obtained locally. Results of this question must be inter¬
preted as yielding only a general indication. Items or
services obtained from shops and businesses in the dist¬
rict were recorded, but items or services brought into
the district by external firms were excluded. For example,
milk obtained directly from Moray Estates Dairy was
excluded (the plant is in Moray District), but milk pro¬
cessed in Moray and sold by shops in the Spey Valley to
the respondents was included. Table 38 lists the most
common goods or services obtained locally according to
the number of establishments which mentioned that good or
service.

Table 38: Goods and Services Obtained Within the District,
Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

G,H„ .11. S-C Hos. M T
V.T., Snorts 0,1*. T

- TJn t Vi i n o* n o 2 n i 2 1 1 n

-Meat 19 39 b 0 b 0 0 0 66
-Milk 10 P-b 5 1 3 1 0 0 bb
-Trades 8 22. 5 3 1 3 0 0 bP-
-Vegetables 9 2.1 2 0 2. 0 0 0 3b
-Baked Goods 10 19 1 0 1 0 0 0 31
-Groceries b 10 2 1 1 1 0 1 20
-Fish 0 6 b 0 1 1 0 0 12
-Frozen
Foods 5 5 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
-Fruit 2 b 2 0 0 0 0 0 8

The follow-up question asked what proportion of
goods and services were obtained from within the district,
but it proved impossible to obtain realistic estimates
for any component other than food. Guest houses supported
local businesses the most, in proportional terms, but
their scale of purchasing was quite small in comparison



with the lorge hotels. Four of 8 large hotels responding
to the question had obtained little or no food in the
district, and it was usual for large hotels to have con¬
tractual arrangements with firms in the large cities.
.Small hotels did contribute significantly to local shops
and services, although l\, in this group admitted, to ob¬
taining no food at all in the district. Towns such as
Inverness and Perth gained from small operators who took
advantage of "cash-and-carry" and freez.er-food establish¬
ments. Purchases of food by the other types of establish¬
ments were minor, overall, in comparison with hotels.
Although there was considerable "leakage" from the dist¬
rict in purchases of food, it was still apparent that
large sums were spent locally, and this must have been a
great benefit to shop-keepers. Some operators, it was
revealed, had a policy to purchase locally in order to
support the community.

Returning to Table 38, a brief examination of each
of the items obtained locally is instructive. The item
mentioned most frequently was that of meat. Milk was men¬
tioned fewer times than meat, and this was attributable
to the fact that many establishments in the north of the
district obtained milk directly from the supplier in
neighbouring Moray. One supplier of milk did operate in
Badenoch-Strathspey, and the volume of business 01 that
firm had grown considerably with recent developments
(personal interview). The distribution of milk from farms
had all but disappeared in the Spey Valley, although one
farmer was still doing this for a few establishments. The
number of dairy herds in the district had actually declin¬
ed over the past decade (personal interviews), but this
'must be seen in the context of the industry as a whole.
Beef cattle are much more suited to the Highland envir¬
onment. The milk that was produced in the Valley was, for
the most part, processed outside the district and then
distributed wherever appropriate.
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this would have been on an occasional basis. The Aviemore
Centre had its own maintenance staff, and this added to
the permanent employment of men. Frobably the most impor¬
tant of the trades to benefit from tourism (aside from
construction which, in recent years, had no major build¬
ing in the district) was that of painting/decorating. The
situation regarding baked goods was very similar to that
of milk, as the main, supplier to. the district was located
in nearby Aberlour. As with milk, however, many respond¬
ents purchased baited goods from shops while others bought
them directly from the producer,. Groceries, vegetables,
fruit and frozen foods are a similar group, with local
shops able to supply them regularly to small establish¬
ments and at least occasionally to larger hotels. One
small freezer-food specialist had opened in Kingussie,
presumably in response to this demand. Fish could be
obtained from a van which delivered fresh produce from
Portsoy. The local fish farm had found a market in the
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area for its rainbow trout, although in at least one
restaurant in Aviemore the trout came frozen from Japan!

Other items included were 3 trekking/riding estab¬
lishments which obtained small amounts of fodder locally,
h places which obtained building supplies, 7 which used
the services of local garages, and 3 who mentioned "shops"
without being specific. Local crafts, veterinary services,
suppliers or manufacturers of recreational equipment,
photography, audio-visual services (this enterprise sub¬
sequently went bankrupt) and printing were also used loc¬
ally, One surprise was the insignificant use (mentioned
by only 2 respondents) of the local supplier of game in
an area that produced venison, grouse and other types.
Perhaps this reflected the dominance of frozen and
"universal" foods in catering. Laundry, which was a
major item in many hotels, was sent out by the majority
of respondents to a firm in Aberfeldy, while some of the
smaller places did their own. It was indicated that some
printing was done in Kingussie, but most establishments
used external suppliers.

The linkages between businesses that were revealed
in the survey were not substantial, although they were
certainly important to a small, rural economy. Many
shops and services existed in the Spey Valley which would
probably not have been feasible without tourism. And,
in addition, the current survey has not considered re¬
tailing, restaurants, and related manufacturing industries
which have multiplied in recent years. It would appear
that more could be done to provide ancillary services to
the tourist industry in the study area, such as in the
expansion of facilities for laundry and printing. How¬
ever, further expansion of services might require more
rapid growth. Also, it was apparent that external firms
gained from tourism in the Spey Valley, and the value of
those links should not be ignored.
/ n N m. ~i _ „ x.
V ( J ^

Tourism is often criticised for creating the wrong
types of jobs, for too short a season. Consequently, the
number of full-time jobs, and especially full-time jobs
for males, is an important indicator of progress. The
estimates made in Table 39 are quite complete and reliable,
subject to several qualifications. The various categories
of jobs hide variations of numbers throughout the year and
even between categories. In large hotels in particular,
where a great number of temporary staff were needed, fluc¬
tuations were normal. It was common for seasonal staff to
come and go according to their own preferences or the
changing needs of the employers. Thus, the numbers in the
table should be interpreted as being "normal" staff comp¬
lements. Estimates have been added for establishments
which did not provide information, although bed and
breakfast and the majority of operators of individual



self-catering places wero excluded. In guest houses,
estimates for 7 non-respondents were based on averages for
all the other guest houses canvassed. In small hotels (2
non-responses), the averages from 8 comparable establish¬
ments wore used for the estimates. Other estimates in¬
volved minor'sums and were based on knowledge of similar
operations in the district. The Aviemore Centre has been
treated as a separate category and it includes data for
the Chalets, Motel, caravan park and Santa Claus Land.
The Chairlift Company has been shown separately. Tourism-
related operations were excluded, as their employees
could have been considered in other sectors.

Table 39 reveals that the tourist industry in Baden-
och-Strathspey generated directly over 1 thousand full-
time jobs, of which 42% were for males. In addition,
another 209 part-time, full-year jobs were created (23%
for males) and a large number of seasonal jobs existed.
Not included in these figures were jobs in tourism-
related establishments, service-sector operations, and.
craft industries, many of which were at least partially
generated by tourism. Bed and breakfast and many individ¬
ual self-catering operators have not been included.

In many establishments the owners' families were the
only full-time employees. In the various types of estab¬
lishments, the families of owners accounted approximately
for the following numbers of full-time jobs: guest houses,
90 out of 53 (94%); small hotels, 123 out of 333 (37%);
large hotels, none; self-catering, 11 out of 19 (58%);
hostels and. outdoor centres, 2 out of 64 (3%); major tour-
ist/Aviemore Centre/chairlift, 1 (negligible); sports.
8 out of 2.7 (30%).

Comparing the three sub-areas, the dominance of the
central part was clear. It accounted for 65% of the full-
time jobs for males and 59% of the full-time jobs for
females. The major sources for employment for males were
the larffe hotels, the Aviemore Centre and the chairlift
company, although in all 3 sub—areas many jobs for males
were provided in small hotels. Guest houses were almost
entirely family operations, with little additional help
being used. Extra winter help was not required by most
establishments other than for short, peak periods such as
Christmas, New Year and Easter. Those accommodation
establishments catering to skiers also required assistance
on busy weekends. Consequently, the figures for extra
winter help, full-time, tended to exaggerate the actual
scale of this aspect of employment. The figures for extra
winter, part-time help gave a more realistic impression
of opportunities. The exception, of course, was the ski-
related sector which took on many males and females as
instructors in the winter, both on a full-time and a
part-time basis. These jobs were mainly attributed to the
central area in Table 39s but many of the instructors
lived in hotels around the valley as resident instructors,
others were local residents who commuted to the ski hill,



Table 39: Estimate of Employment Created Directly by Tourist
Establishments

Number of Jobs

Type of All--Tear All-Tear Extra Summer Ex. Summer Ex. '.'/inter Ex. Wii
Establishment Full-Time Part -Time Full.-Time Part -Time Full -Time P--T
by Sub-Area M _F _M _£ _M _F _M F _M _r _M p

North

Guest Houses 1 1 20 1 5 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 2
Small Hotels 16 83 7 11 11 73 1 11 7 7 1 1 1
Large Hotels 22 25 1 5 39 72 0 7 1 3 0 0
Self-Catering 1 5 3 3 1 3 3 2 0 0 0 0
Hostels etc. 5 5 1 5 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Major Tourist 1 8 0 0 2 18 2 6 0 0 0 0
Sports etc. 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 0

Sub-Total 93 117 13 62 61 169 11 31 15 11 1 13
Central

Guest Houses 5 2 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Small Hotels 23 31 3 7 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
Large Hotels 115 211 3 12 57 56 0 0 6 8 1 0

Self-Catering 6 3 2 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0
Hostels etc. 22 13 0 0 2 0 0 0 8 1 0 0
Major Tourist 1 6 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0
Sports etc. 13 7 2 0 12 5 6 0 18 17 35 10
Avie. Centre 63 107 18 27 20 22 11 2 0 0 0 0
Chairlift Co. 37 13 0 0 0 3 0 0 28 22 0 0

Sub-Total 315 396 28 53 95 91 20 11 90 18 39 10

South

Guest Houses 6 9 0 2 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 1
Small Hotels 51 99 5 12 10 31 3 30 1 15 1 2

Large Hotels - - - _ - - - - - - - -

Self-Catering 1 0 3 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hostels etc. 9 10 0 1 11 7 0 1 1 1 0 0
Major Tourist 6 3 0 0 8 12 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sports etc. 2 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 10 0 0 0

Sub-Total 75 121 8 15 31 51 3 39 12 16 1 3

Grand Total 133 667 19 o\0 190 V 311 31 87 1 17 73 11 26



and still others had to find temporary accommodation
wherever it was available in the district. The outdoor
centres employed quite a few staff who taught skiing in
winter and other activities in the remainder of the year,
and that fact hides some of the job-creating role of
skiing. The chairlift company doubled its staff for the
busy winter season, but it was able to maintain many all-
year jobs by encouraging use of the chairlift in summer.

Women were predominant in the part-time categories,
and it was probable that some of these opportunities were
taken by the same persons, although this would not have
been a significant phenomenon. The high demand for part-
timers was an important benefit to local women and it
undoubtedly provided needed income to many households.
Some of the establishments in the Aviemore Centre oper¬
ated a mini-bus service to outlying villages in order to
transport employees, but there were also part-time jobs
available in all the villages.

Respondents were asked what proportion of their
seasonal help was local, and what proportion consisted
of students,. There was some double-counting in these
data because some locals were also students. Results are
shown in Table 40, but these should be interpreted as be¬
ing only rough estimates. Respondents were asked, to estim
ate the numbers in terms of percentages, but for the
purpose of tabulation the proportions were converted back
into numbers of jobs.

Table 40: The Number and Proportion of Seasonal Jobs
Filled by Local Residents and Students

Loc;3.1s Students

Summer Winter Summer Winter

Guest Houses 10(100%) 2(66%) 2(20%) 1

/s

Slllcli-L Ku 73 v. 40%/ 26(54%) 74(41%) 1 u\2i/oy
Large Hotels 46(20%) 5(24%) 9K39%) 18(86%)
Self-Catering 12(50%) N. A. 14(58%) N. A.
Hostels etc. 25(86%) 5(45%) 14(48%) 5(45%)
Major Tourist 48(77%) 0 38(61%) 0
Sports etc. 17(59%) 62(67%) 5(17%) N. A.

Totals 231(41%) 100(56%) 238(42%) 33(18%)

Table 40 has combined part-time and full-time season
al jobs for purposes of the calculations. The data are
incomplete owing to some establishments not responding,
and the chairlift company and Aviemore Centre were not
included (although Santa Claus Land, the.Centre Chalets
and the Centre caravan park and the hotels were included)
The results should therefore be interpreted only as an
indication of the proportion of locals and students invol
ved in seasonal employment, An impression of the scale of
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the importation of staff can be gained by subtracting the
number of locals from the total number of summer or win¬
ter jobs. This yields a figure of 336 imported staff in
the summer and 79 imported, staff in the winter, but it
should be remembered that the data underestimated the
real totals. It must also be noted that many permanent
staff were imported and lived in staff accommodations
Small establishments were less inclined to import season¬
al staff than were large hotels, and they were also more
inclined, at least in the summer, to use students. How¬
ever, large establishments did prefer students from coll¬
eges of catering and management, and the chain hotels had
available to them small numbers of students from their
own training programmes.

Did operators find it difficult to obtain suitable
employees who lived locally? Responses to the question
are displayed in Table 4-1 (multiple answers were record¬
ed) .

Table Zf 1 : Difficulty in Obtaining Suitable Local Employ-
ees, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

Not Too Poor
Poor Enough Much Aviemore Work

None Ouality Available Choice Dominates Cond:

G.H. 9 2 0 2 1 1
S.H. 2J+ 1 1 3 6 5 8
L.H. h 2 3 1 2 1
S-C 6 0 0 1 0 2
Hos, 3 0 0 0 0 2
M. T. 1 2 2 0 0 0

Sports 3 2 4 1 0 1

O.T. 3 1 2 0 0 1

Totals 33 20 Tk 7T 8 IT

Fifty-three operators said they had no difficulty in
obtaining suitable local employees, and another 18 did
not use or look for local employees. Some of those who
expressed no difficulty actually imported some or all of
their staff, and this fact distorted the real signifi¬
cance of the "none" response. The largest single response
covered the poor quality of local employees. Fourteen
operators thought that not enough were available, or that
too few skilled workers were available locally. Some
operators blamed this on the high demand for labour in the
district. A related reason given by 11 respondents was
that local people had too much choice and could afford to
refuse opportunities not to their liking. Eight others
were specific in blaming the developments at Aviemore for
dominating the market for jobs. Sixteen operators cited
various working conditions as reasons why locals were
difficult to obtain,including inaccessability of the



establishment; lack of all-year work; low wages or peoples'
expectations of high wages; poor hours of work; and an
inability to offer other than part-time employment. Other
reasons cited were a "lack of accommodation for staff and
a belief that locals did not want the types of job offered.

Small hotels complained the most, and possibly this
was because they found it difficult to compete with large
establishments in terms of wages, working conditions,
provision of transportation, and choice of jobs. Four
large hotels said they had no difficulty, and this may
have been due to the above mentioned factors as well as

an established reliance on transient labour or students.
Operators of guest houses, self-catering establishments,
hostels and outdoor centres were mostly satisfied, but
their needs for staff were much smaller than those in
hotels. Major tourist attractions had problems, as did
several of the tourism-related establishments. Sports-
related operations seemed to be particularly troubled, and
perhaps this was attributable to the need for numerous
instructors on a seasonal basis. One operator of a ski
school remarked that in the 1960s there was a completely
new set of instructors each winter, but recently many had
settled into the Valley and took summer jobs or had found
permanent jobs combining skiing with other types of in¬
struction in sports. Nevertheless, quite a few instructors
did come into the district just for the skiing season.

Looking at the sub-areas, 25 respondents in the north
had no difficulty, compared with 12 in the central and 16
in the southern parts of the district. Those complaining
of poor quality, however, numbered 9 in the northern, 5
in the central, and 6 in the southern parts.

Some complaining can be expected from operators, but
talcing everything into account were they generally satis¬
fied with staff obtained locally? The majority of opera¬
tors (8.5 out of 100 reporting) were satisfied with their
local employees and mentioned no particular problems with
rnem. ui rue ip who were nor. satisiieq, 6 were operators
of small hotels and 3 were in the sports category. Prob¬
lems were mentioned most by the small hotels and by the
sports-related components. Some reasons have previously
been suggested why these two types of facilities had the
greatest difficulty with local staff. Of the problems
mentioned, 2. had to do with a wrong attitude to work, 3
mentioned a lack of experience or skill, 2 mentioned
problems with alcohol, 8 mentioned unreliability or late¬
ness, 4 mentioned a lack of initiative, and 4 stated
simply that poor quality was common. Other problems ment¬
ioned are listed in the Key To Codes.

A similar question was asked with regard to satis¬
faction with seasonal help obtained from outside the dist¬
rict. It was found that fewer operators (5 out of 55
responding) were dissatisfied with seasonal help from
outside the district than were dissatisfied with local



employees. Seventeen mentioned problems, with the only
grouping related to bad attitudes (5 cases). The remaind¬
er are listed in the Key To Codes. The numbers were few,
but they did reflect a bigger problem, proportionally,
for the large hotels.

The survey in 1968 by the Scottish Hotel School
found that operators of k0% of small, unlicensed estab¬
lishments were dissatisfied.with staff, and the compara¬
ble figures for small licensed and large licensed estab¬
lishments were 70% and 93%? respectively. The survey
indicated that a "dearth" of skilled labour existed in
the district. The current research shows a much lower
level of dissatisfaction with staff, but the reasons for
this were not clear. Part of the explanation could lie
in research methods and the wording of questions, and
part may reflect changing expectations and experiences of
operators. It was also possible that some of the problems
faced in the first years following the development of the
AViemore Centre had been reduced in significance, or that
local workers had acquired greater skills through exper¬
ience.

On this latter point, respondents were asked if
their staff were given any special training by the estab¬
lishment. Most responded that staff were instructed in
the undertaking of their duties but that no regular prog¬
rammes were in effect. This was consistent with the fact
that most jobs in tourism were not skilled occupations,
especially for the part-time workers. In any event, small
establishments could not undertake extensive programmes
of training, and it was the large hotels which offered
some training. Chain hotels were able to move staff
around for different experiences. Large hotels also offer¬
ed better opportunities for advancement, and several in¬
dicated that local peojjle had been able to secure quite a
few jobs as heads of departments. The chairlift company
employed a number of apprentices, and this was unique in
the Valley. Sport-related establishments required skilled
instructors, ana many oi the local instructors couia taie
advantage of the- training courses at Glen More Lodge. It
should also be noted that the two secondary schools in
the district arranged visits for pupils for experience in
local hotels, but this was not a training programme. The
Inverness Technical College had day-release training which
was used by only a few staff in the study area. The survey
in 1968 revealed that 21% of the large establishments had
on-the-job training, but that figure did not necessarily
reflect the true scope of planned training programmes,
which were probably fewer in number.

Two final questions regarding employment concerned,
the provision of accommodation for staff and problems
associated with the housing of staff. Housing had been a
major issue in the district since the major developments
of the 1960s, and the shortage of both private and public
housing aroused strong sentiments locally. Although



partially solved by the construction of large staff
blocks, especially in the central part, housing for mar¬
ried and senior staff had remained a problem.

In Table 12 is shown the available accommodation for
staff as provided by employers. For caravans and houses
it v/as the actual number of units that was tabulated. Two
establishments and the chairlift company were not includ¬
ed.

Table 1+2: Accommodation Provided for Staff
~ "

Staff Cara- Rented Owned Rented
H.A.. None Internal Block vans House House Rooms

G.H. 10 12 0 0 1 0 0 0
S.H. 3 17 21 16 12 1 1 1

L.H. 0 0 6 10 7 7 8 0
S-C 2 3 0 3 1 0 0 0
Hos. 0 0 6 5 if 1 0 0
M.T. 1 1 0 2 0 2 1 0
Sport 1 if 0 1 if 0 3 0
O.T. 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0

Totals: T7 39 33 39 29 _7 *13 T

Note: * Refers to the actual number of units mentioned;
all others refer to the number of establishments
providing that type of accommodation

There may have been some confusion between the cate¬
gories of "internal" and "staff block", as some of the
special staff blocks were attached to the main parts of
establishments. Staff blocks may have included houses as
well. Most of the staff blocks and caravans were provided
on-site, but a few were located away from the main estab¬
lishments.

Guest houses required very little accommodation for
staff. Small hotels relied heavily on internal rooms or
staff blocks, but it was significant that 12 caravans
were also required. Large hotels experienced the worst
problems in providing accommodation for staff, and this
was particularly acute in Aviemore where little alterna¬
tive housing was available. Large staff blocks were used
in Aviemore, together with caravans and houses. The num¬
ber of staff blocks was exaggerated because the Centre
provided one block used also by hotels. While the number
was relatively small, the fact that large hotels owned 8
houses and rented 7 others did exacerbate the problem of
housing for locals. The other types of establishments
were not major users of accommodation for staff, but one
interesting fact was that 3 houses were owned by sports-
related establishments.

The total number of staff accommodated in special



unite was estimated to be approximately 865. Figures pro¬
vided by operators v/ere often estimates, and they related
to the maximum number that could be housed rather than
averages. The Aviemore Centre was excluded (though not
its constituent parts), as was the chairlift company, so
the real total v/ould have exceeded 865. The northern part
of the district accounted for 273 of the total, with the
central part having Z+50 and the southern part having 142
spaces. The number of employees housed by employers can¬
not be associated directly with the total number of all-
year jobs available in the same establishments, as many
spaces for staff were used only by seasonal employees.

When asked if a lack of accommodation for staff in
the district was a problem for operators in recruiting or
keeping staff, 19 respondents answered that it was.
Twenty-five cases were not applicable, and 76 said it was
not a problem. Two operators said it had once been a prob¬
lem but was not one any longer. Of those claiming a prob¬
lem, 5 said they had lost potential employees because of
the shortage of housing, 3 said they could get better
staff or married staff if more accommodation was available
7 said only that the accommodation they had was not
adequate, and the remaining mentioned various aspects
which are listed in the Key to Codes. Seven of those who
said accommodation for staff was a problem were in small
hotels, four were in large hotels, 3 were in the sports
category, 2 were in each of the hostels/outdoor centres
and tourism-related categories, and the remaining case
was in a major tourist attraction. Even though all the
large hotels provided some form of accommodation for staff
they still experienced a problem.

(8) Pnoblems_and„Pro§p£c,ts_

All respondents were asked: "What do you think are
the main problems facing your business?". Several answers
were recorded, if volunteered, and no prompting was
f^'nron HVrovifM-.cno r"porsor»rlon fo orl -no oncv.ror*0 o-nmo

because they had no problems. The Key to Codes can be
consulted for a complete listing of responses, and Table
T3 shows the main categories of responses. Prominent in
the problems mentioned were those of staffing, with
problems of quality or skill stated 12 times and the
problems of obtaining staff mentioned 8 times. Quality
of staff was cited by 7 operators in the north, compared
with 3 cases in the central and 2 in the southern parts.
Getting staff was mentioned as a problem by operators
in the central part and 2 in each of the north and south.
Small and large hotels accounted for most of the cases
citing problems with staff.

Two related problems were those of costs and fin¬
ance. Under this heading were included wages, maintenance
advertising, rates, construction, and cash flows, or
problems with financing needed work. These problems



demonstrated that tho extended season in the study area
had not removed the worry of costs and profitability from
many operations. Of the establishments citing these prob¬
lems, 5 were guest houses, 12 were small hotels, 3 were
large hotels (all in the north), 3 were self-catering,
2 were in the category of hostels/outdoor centres, 3
v/ere in major tourist attractions, 7 were sports-related,
and 1 v/as a tourist-related establishment. Seventeen of
these cases were in the northern, 11 in the central and
10 in the southern part of the district, with an inter¬
esting fact being that all 5 guest houses expressing
financial concerns were in the north.

Table i+3: Main Problems With the Business

Number of Times Mentioned

Quality Getting Costs and Low Compet¬
of Staff Staff Finance Demand ition Weather hS.

G.H. 1 0 5 6 6 1 1
S.H. 7 3 12 11 9 1 6
L.H. 2 2 3 k 2 1 0
S-C 0 0 3 3 1 0 2
Hos. 0 1 2 2 0 0 0
M.T. 0 1 3 0 0 0 0
Sports 1 0 7 1 1 h 1
O.T. 1 1 1 0 1 i 0

Totals 72 8" 3cJ 27 20 5" To

Low demand was a problem in 27 establishments, with
16 of these being in the northern, 6 in the central and 5
in the southern part of the district. Guest houses and
small hotels accounted for 12 of the 16 cases in the
north. Within the "low demand" category, 3 operators spec¬
ified the poor economic or political situation as the
problem, /+. complained of a short season or lack of winter
j- n ^ ri r-1 _ j— .i - 1 — .• .. r» • i n • .. - j-i ~ r».n i
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shoulder seasons. Although Aviemore and large hotels
enjoyed the best occupancy rates, 3 large hotels in Avie¬
more nevertheless mentioned low demand in shoulder seasons
as a problem.

Competition, or over-supply in the area, worried 20
respondents. Of these, 9 v/ere in the northern, 3 in the
central, and 8 in the southern part. It was mainly the
small hotels and guest houses that feared competition,
but it was interesting that the 2 large hotels in this
category were in the northern part of the district. Inclu¬
ded in the general heading of "competition" were various
points, of which a resentment of private B and B opera¬
tions figured prominently (8 cases). A fear of the growth
in self-catering was important (5 cases), and 2. operators
resented the dominance of Aviemore. The weather was cited
as a problem by 8 respondents, of which 4 were in the
sports category. The general concern about weather was
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that snow conditions affected v/inter demand, and some¬
times bad weather interfered with normal operations„

Ten operators worried about the consequences of the
realignment of the A9 road and the by-passing of villages,,
Not surprisingly, 8 of these 10 were in the southern part
of the Spey Valley where the impact was direct. Nine of
the 10 believed that the by-passes would, or already had
taken away business, and 1 respondent was worried most
about gaining access to the new road. It should be
stressed, however, that many operators actually thought
that the road improvements would improve business, at
least in the long term, by attracting more visitors to
the area for longer stays in quieter villages. The types
of establishment most concerned about the A9 were those
which relied on casual trade from passing motorists. The
two major attractions of Landmark Visitor Centre and the
Highland Wildlife Park had conducted., surveys which demon¬
strated how important to them were visitors who stopped
without any forethought.

Many other problems were mentioned, and these are
listed in the Key to Codes. A general observation based
on these comments is that operators in the northern part
of the district appeared to have more problems than those
elsewhere in the Spey Valley.

Turning from problems to prospects, respondents were
asked: "What do you think, could be done to improve bus¬
iness, either by yourself or by public authorities?".
Predominant among responses was the concern for better
promotion, information and advertising. This concern was
apparent in all types of establishments, but was stressed
by large hotels and major attractions. Many specific sug¬
gestions were made, including 3 operators who desired
better promotion abroad, 8 who wanted better signs or
adequate signposting on the new A9, and 1 if who felt they
could improve their own establishments. Ideas for
Improvements included internal bathrooms, facilities for

A'p 4- 1-, "1 /~\ A r» r> Y"» fa «"•* "P \ r-» "I r\ V* r\ "1 -* r» V»ntrnv>»"i rpnn o /"4
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better service. Along similar lines were those who wanted
to develop more (10 cases), convert to or add self-
catering units (3) and 3 who needed more money in order
to undertake improvements.

The problem with staff was raised by 12 operators,
including h, in hostels or outdoor centres. Nineteen res¬
pondents suggested more or better amenities for visitors
in the area, including facilities and services. Eleven
operators looked to the Boards for improvement in the
procedures or policies of assistance.

(9) Satisfactions and Attitudes

The final portion of the survey obtained subjective
information from a sub-sample of'the respondents. This
section was identical to that included in the household
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survey, in order to allow a comparison between groups in
the population of the district. Only resident owners were
included in the sub-sample (plus 1 manager who was a
native of the district) and respondents were selected on
the basis of obtaining a good distribution by types and
location. It was not a random sample, but it did display
general representativeness of the whole population of
resident owners. The results from the sub-sample are
discussed in Appendix Five,

Of 47 respondents to the sub-sample, 21 were from
the northern, 6 from the central, and 20 from the southern
part of the study area. Thirteen of the respondents oper¬
ated guest houses (7 in north, 1 in central, 5 in south);
23 owned small hotels (9 in north, 2 in central, 12 in
south); 4 operated self-catering establishments (3 in
north, 1 in central); 1 operated an outdoor centre
(south); 5 owned sports-related places (2 in north, 1 in
central, 2 in south); and 1 managed a tourism-related es¬
tablishment (central). Regarding the birthplaces of res¬
pondents to the sub-sample, 6 were born in the district,
5 others in the IIIDB area outside Spey Valley, 17 in other
parts of Scotland, 15 elsewhere in the U.K., 3 in Europe
and 1 elsewhere. Four of the respondents had purchased the
establishment prior to 1960, 6 between 1960-1964? 3 between
1964™1969s 13 between 1970-1974? and 20 subsequent to
1975c



SURVEY OF ACCOMMODATION AND TOURISM-RELATED FACILITY OPERATORS IN SPEY VALLEY

CODES

Kama and Type of Establishment!

Location: (village etc.)

Name and Position of Respondents

Data of Interview: j Call-backs:

Interviewer! | Checked bys ; Date checked:

Coded bys ; Late Coded: ; Checked by: ; Date:

Special Instructions:

Interviewer's Comments:

I May I begin by asking in what year this
establishment was first opened/built? _(year) [ :unknown

In what year was it acquired by the present owners? _(year) j |SAHB
Has it always been used] |
as it is now?

I

1 i yes (IF NO) Do you know
its previous use?

□unknown

Is this business owned locally, T Ljq"—
that is by people who live in '—I1'——■
Badenoch and Strathspey? □YES

(IF NO) Would you tell me the name
of the owner(s) and the location
of the Head Office?

name location

"(ONLY FOR LOCAL OWNERS)(HOT TO BE ASKED OF MANAGERS)
Have you operated a similarl j
business, prior to this one?' ' fi-T

Qno
(I? YES) 'Where was that?

country town or region

_bj

IT

IT

Do you have any family ^
connection with this '

I [OTHER:district?

(IF NOT BORN HERE)
Where exactly were you born? ||Highlands/islands [^Jelsewhere Scotland

i | England/Wales f"~l Europe j~)other •

(IF NOT BORN HERE)
'What was your main reason i—i i—i1 4 , . ,

for coming heriT~ LJ family reasons LJ^iiess opportunity
(PROMPT) □ retirement in mind | |better place to live

( |other:



(ONLY FOR ESTABLISHMENTS WITH MANACERS - may be completed by owners)

aj Do you (the manager) have any i—[
family connections with this '—'
district? I I OTHER:

3 1-0' -ORil HFRr.) [""1Highlands/islands| lelsewhere ScotlandWhere exactly were ph 6 ' 1—1
you born? | | England/Vales l_JEurope 1 lotherj_

How long have you lived in this district?

And for how many years have you been manager here?

years

years

^T^What were the main business
reasons for buying /building/
in this location? That is, the
Spey Valley in general and this
site in particular.
(NO PROMPTING)

Spey Valleys

This sites

_8j Since buying /building/ here,
have you expanded your business
at all in the Spey Valley?

□ NO riTEg

(IF YES) In what ways'
(PROMPT)

(what, when, where?)

9|(ONLY FOR ESTABLISHMENTS WHERE PRESENT OWNERS BUILT OR EXPANDED IN DISTRICT)
Were any 3erious problems encountered CZ3cost of land | [shortage of land

st" O1"""■
getting planning permission

I1*01"*" f~~llack of building supplies
I Ilack of water or sewerage

□ others
10 (ONLY FOR ESTABLISHMENTS 'WHERE PRESENT OWNERS BUILT OR EXPANDED IN DISTRICT)
3 How was your initial development funded?

]=r

3 How were subsequent expansions funded?

Did you find it difficult to
obtain adequate funding for..

-the original development? OyES | | NO
-subsequent expansion? NO

jT (IF NOT VOLUNTEERED ALREADY)
Did you receive any financial assistance from
the Scottish Tourist Board or the Highlands
and Islands Development Board?

□ no □'YES

(IF YES) What kind?
Initials

Expansion!

KIDB grant
HIEB loan
STB grant
STB loan
KIDB grant
HIDB loan
STB grant
STB loan



11 (0I3X.Y FOR THOSE ESTABLISHMENTS WHICH RECEIVED BOARD ASSISTANCE)
a] Was the size or nature of your initial

development influenced by the fact
that you could obtain Eoard assistance?

□ no

(IF YES) In what way?

b] Was the size or nature of your
expansion influenced by the fact
that you could obtain Board
assistance? j—j,;Q

(IF YEo) In what way?

Would your initial development or
expansion have been possible without
Board assistance?

-Initial development: Oyes Qno
□uncertain

-Expansion: [ |YES 0NO [^UNCERTAIN
7] (ONLY IF EXPANDED 'WITH BOARD ASSISTANCE)

Can you estimate by what proportion your business turnover has increased
in real terns as a result of the assisted expansion? J{QuNCERTAIN

12 In general, what is your opinion
of the financial assistance policies
and programmes of the Scottish Tourist
Board and the Highlands and Islands
Development Board? (NO PROMPTING)

13 Have you any definite plans
ar for exnansion of your business

in Spey Valley?

(IF YES) What are they?

b[(IF YES) Are you encountering | |l"ES>
any serious problems? i—1,„
(PROMPT AS IN QUESTION 9) LJ1<U

(IF YES) What are they?

14| Does this establishment do
aT any advertising? ! I

uNO Qs£>
YES) In what [ [newspapers | |magazines

kinds of media?
|-jteleviaion (~jradio
) [other;

j>] (IF YES) What are the
main attractions you

ET (IF YES) Do you aim your
advertising at any snecial
narket? QnoQYYESIb

(IF YES) What in particular? (NO PROMPTING)

(ONLY FOR ACCOMMODATION ESTABLISHMENTS)
(IF APPLICABLE) Are they a major
part of your business? Q,.Q

jij Have you ever catered to coach tours?
□ NEVER P] OCCASIONALLY Q REGULARLY

UT Do you offer
or inclusive

any package
deals?

□»

(IF YES) What exactly do they include?
(WRITS IN DETAILS FOR EACH PACKAGE)
(Use back page)

_c](IF APPLICABLE) Can you say, on average,
how much revenue you receive per person,
per night, from coach tours? c



Does this place close at any j l-^Th-
time of the year, for a month j—
or longer? | |1I0

(Ir YES) During which months,
this past year?

bj (IF YES) '(/hat are your
main reasons for closing?

cj (I? YES) Would you stay
open all year if there
was a demand for it?

(IF SO) Why i3 that?

d] (YES OH t!0) Did you ever
have a different closing
policy?

cr

(IF YES) When, and what was different?

171 (ONLY FOR FACILITIES OTHER THAN ACCOMMODATION ESTABLISHMENTS)

a] Can you say about what portion of your trade comes from local
people, as opposed to tourists or holidaymakers? r—i

-°A L-ITEIKNQWN
b| Do you think you would be able to stay open with . . . . , ,

just local trade, and no tourists or holidayroakers? I I YES I I NO j" UNCERTAIN

isT Would you please give me some
details about any goods or
services your establishment
obtains regularly from sources
within this district?
(PROMPT RE AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS IF NOT MENTIONED)

Type Source Frequency

19 In terms of cash value, can you say about what portion
of your normal business purchases and services are
obtained from sources within this district?

% i [UNCERTAIN
20] Can you tell me exactly how many employees you have at different times
aj of the year? Also, how many ere male and female, full and part time, and

how many are members of your family?
-All Year, Full Timei Kales: ; Females
-All Year, Fart Time: Kales: ; Females

Of which

Of which

are family,
are family.

CW.4.^- I . _l~\ . TV.11 rn-1 ~ . i V*_T - .

Females: Females:

-Extra Winter (peak): Full Time: Kales:
Females:

Part Time: Kales:

Females:

T\(ian you say about what portion
of your extra seasonal help
lives in this district?
(this past year)

summer:

winter: 9<L

And about what portion
are students?

summer:

winter: ^
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21 Have you found it difficul
to obtain suitable employees
who live locally? |—|;J0 p~|^

(IF YES) Why do you think that is so?
(NO PROMPTING)

22 In general, have you been
satisfied with your seasonal
help from outwith this
district? QyEsQ

(YES OR NO) What problems have you had with
them, if any?| j n0NE qR: (WRITE IN)

NO

ill In general, have you been
satisfied with your
employees who live locally?

□*3 Q NO

(YES OR HO) 'What problems have you had with
them, if any?|

j |nOKS OR (WRITE IN)

24| Are you giving any of your
full time, all year employees
any special training?

QNOQyes^

(I? YES) What kinds?"(IF YES) How many?

>

Do you- provide any
accommodation for
employees (other than
family)?QJ0[~JYES

(IF YES) What kinds? How many males and females can
be accommodated? Where i3 it located?

Types:

Locations:

Maximum housed: Males: _J Females:

26 Is lack of accommodation
a problem for you in
recruiting or keeping

3taff?CP° CP

(IF YES) In what way3? (NO PROMPTING)

27 'What do you think
are the main problems
facing your business?
(NO PROMPTING)

28 'What do you think could
be done to improve this
business, either by yourself
or oy puoiic authorities?
(NO PROMPTING)

ir
h

29 TsATIgACrXONsTraSTRDCT RESPONDENT ON COMPLETION OF THE FORM)

30 What do you think would make
the Spey Valley a better area
to live in? (NO PROMPTING)

j1 | 'what do you think mi£ht_ happen
that would make this district
a worse place to live in?
(NO PROMPTING)

(ATTITUDES) INSTRUCT RESPONDENT ON COMPLETION OF THE FORM)

END OF SURVEY: ANY COMMENTS?

1 i 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 rm 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1



survey of tourism-related businesses and establishments in badstoch-3trathsp5y

Name of Establishment:

Part One: Part One relates to the original development or construction of
the establishment in its present use. If you were not the
original developer of this use, would you please try to answer
as many of the questions as possible, anyway.

(a) Did any public body/board provide financial assistance for the original
development of this establishment?
If NO, proceed to Part Two

(b) If assistance was received, what type(s)?

yesQ noQ
HIDB grant
HIDB loan

STB grant
STB loan

Other (please specify)

(c) If assistance 'was received, did that influence the size or nature of the
original development? (e.g., make it quicker, larger, better quality, etc.)

[ [yes [hnO -If yes, in what way?
(d) If assistance was received, would the original development have been

possible without it?
□yes □no

Part two: Part Two concerns major additions made to the establishment sub¬
sequent to its original development. This includes more accommo¬
dation, staff quarters, bars, bathrooms, or other major improve¬
ments. If possible, please answer for any major additions made
by previous owners.

(a) Have you made any major additions to the establishment since its original
development? (if NO, that is all!)

□YES Q10
(b) If major additions have been made, please write in the box below, for

each, the year and type of addition. If financial assistance was re¬
ceived for any edditiuu (fx-um uuuiic Docu.es/DoardsJ please write in
the type and the source.

year type of addition type and source of financial aid

(c) Were any of these additions influenced in size or nature by the fact
that assistance was available?

□ yes □ no
- If yes, in what way? (e.g., made larger, quicker, better quality, etc.)

(d) Would any of these additions have not been possible without assistance?

□ yes | | no
that is all. thank you very much for your help.



INTERVIEWS WI?II OPERATORS OF ACCOMODATION ESTABLISHMENTS

AND TOURISM-RELATED FACILITIES

KEY TO CODES

The sequence follows the coding spaces on the right-hand
margin of the interview form.

Case Number 1 and upwards
Location of Establishment 1:Grantown-on-Spey; 2:Cromdale
Parish; 3:Dulnain Bridge; if: Carrbridge; 5:Boat of Garten;
6:Nethybridge; 7:Abernethy Parish; 8:Aviemore, Coylum-
brid^e, Glen More; 9:Puthil Parish (excluding Rothiemur-
chus); lO:Kincraig; 11:Alvie Parish; 12:Kingussie; 13:
Newtonmore; 14:Kingussie/lnsh Parish; 15:Dalwhinnie;
l6:Laggan Parish (all areas are mutually exclusive; Parish¬
es consist of 'remainders', excluding villages)
Type of Establishment 1:(not used); 2:guest house; 3:un¬
licensed hotel; if:licensed hotel under 50 bedrooms; 5:
licensed hotel, 50 bedrooms or more; 6'.static caravan
site; 7:self~catering (flats, houses, cottages); 8:touring
campsite (tents and caravans;; 9:youth hostel; I0:outdoor
centre with accommodation; 11:combined campsite/static
caravans; 12: (not used); l3:major tourist attraction; 1 if:
(not used); l5:sports instruction/rentals/guides; l6:other
tourism-related facility; I7:mixed self-catering; l8:other
hotel-like accommodation, over 50 bedrooms; 19:touring and
static vans and other self-catering; 20:pony trekking/
riding; 21:campsite and other self-catering
Date Opened/Built (in Present Use) 0:no response or un¬
known; or, write in the year

Year Acquired. By Present Owners 0:no response or unknown;
or, write in the year

Previous Use 0:no response/unknown; 2:different, but un¬
known; 3:a private residence; if:other form of accommodation
5:other commercial: 6:other/or mixed uses: 7:has always
hpori iic?oH o o vi r\m
w v wii VA O v vi CAO i.i.v • •

Locally Owned? 0:no response/unknown; 2:locally owned;
3:not locally owned, head office unknown; if:head office in
Scotland; 5:head office elsewhere in Great Britain; 6:head
office other; 7:local/regional authority; 8:Government
Agency/Board; 9:Scottish Youth Hostels Association
Previous Experience of Owners 0:no response/unknown; 1:
not applicabie; 2:no previous related experience; 3:oper-
ated similar business in HIDE area; if:operated similar
business, elsewhere in Scotland; 5:operated similar busi¬
ness, elsewhere in Great Britain; 6:operated similar bus¬
iness, in other area; 7:operated similar business, else¬
where this district

Family Connections of Owners 0:no response/unknown; 1:
not applicable; 2:born in this district; 3:lived here
previously/lived here a long time; A:other family connec¬
tions with district; 5:no family connections with district



Birthplace of Owners Not Born Hero 0:no response/unknown;
1:not applicable; 2:KIDB area; 3: elsewhere, Scotland; 4:
elsewhere, Great Britain; 5*Europe; 6:other
Main Reason For Owners Coming Here 0:no response/unknown;
1:not applicable; 2:family reasons; 3:retirement in mind;
4: business opportunity; 5*. better place to live; 6:new job/
other business; 7:business opportunity plus better place
to live; 8'.business opportunity plus retirement; 9:busi¬
ness opportunity plus family reasons

Family Connections of Managers 0:no response/unknown; 1:
not applicable; 2:born in this district; 3:lived here
previously; if:other family connections with District; 5:
no family connections with District
Birthplace of Managers Not Born Here 0:no response/un¬
known; l:not applicable; 2:HIDB area; 3:elsewhere, Scot¬
land; 4:elsewhere, Great Britain; 5:Europe; 6:other
Managers' Lengths of Residence in District 0:no response/
unknown; 1:not applicable; 2:4 years or less; 3:5 to 9
years; 4:over 9 years; 5:none; 6:life
Managers. Length Holding Present Position 0:no response/
unknown; 1 mot applicable; 2:4 years or less; 3:5 to 9
years; 4:over 9 years

Main Business Reason For Locating In Spey Valley 0:no
response/unknown; 2:no particular reason; 3:lived in area;
4: to be near ski facilities; 5: extended, season/all year
tourism trade; 6:had been a holiday home; 7:wanted to live
in area; 8: liked this areain particular/'knew area; 9: good
area for recreation/sports; 10:general amenities of area/
touring area/education/good area; 11:felt area would ben¬
efit from evangelism; l2:good potential; 13:family con¬
nections; I4:related to needs of national tour system;
I5:part of own estate/inherited; l6:(not used); l7:to be
near or part of Aviemore Centre; 18:a property was avail¬
able in area at right price; 19:wanted grants from HIDB;
20:likely to get planning permission in Spey Valley
main business Reason for Locating At This Site o:no

response/unknown; 1:(not used); 2:no particular reason;
3:lived on the site/owned property/family connections;
4:nothing else available/no choice; 5:available at the
time and satisfactory; 6:wanted country amenities/loc¬
ation; 7:attractive/liked site or house; 8:convenient
train access; 9:quiet village location; 10:good location
in relation to other villages; 1l:good bar trade; 12:
wanted a smaller hotel; I3:had been used as accommodation;
14:good potential; 15:good location in village; l6:to be
near or part of Aviemore Centre; 17:close to major road/
good access; 18:to be near but not part of Aviemore; 19:
to be away from Aviemore Centre; 20:it was a touring cen¬
tre; 21:to be part of hotel amenities/site provided by
the hotel; 22:familiarity with site or business/worked
there; 23:supply of water suitable; 24:large enough for
coach parties
Expansions by Current Owners 0:no response/unknown; 2:no



expansions; 3:®ore accommodation since 1975; 4:more accom¬
odation between 1970-1974; 5:more accommodation between
1965-1969; 6;more accommodation before 1965; 7:other ex¬
pansions, since 1975; Brother expansions, between 1970-
1975; 9:other expansions, between 1965-1969; 10:other
expansions, before 1965; 11:private baths since 1975; 12:
chalets 1970-1975; 13:chalets since 1975; 14:bathrooms
before 1975; 15:self-catering caravans since 1975; 16:
some expansion, unspecified date; l7:more accommodation,
no date; 1'8:more baths, no date
Serious Problems Encountered 0:no response/unknown; 1:
not applicable; 2:none; 3:cost of land; 4:shortage of
land; 5:lahour shortage; 6:lack of finances; 7:getting
planning permission; 8:lack of building supplies; 9:lack
of water or sewerage; 10:slow construction; 11:difficult
to get land lease; 12:delay in getting grant; l3:no
housing available so unable to bring staff; 14:approval
of fire precautions work; 15:bad workmanship
Funding of Initial Development 0:no response/unknown;
1 mot applicable; 2:all personal finances; 3:some Board
assistance; 4:expecting/applied for Board assistance; 5:
some other government assistance
Funding of Subsequent Expansions 0:no response/unknown;
1:not applicable; 2:all personal finances; 3:some Board
assistance; 4:expecting/applied for Board assistance;
5:some other government assistance
Difficult to Finance Initial Development? 0:no response;
1:not applicable; 2mot difficult; 3:difficult
Difficult to Finance Expansions? Omo response; 1:
not applicable; 2:not difficult; 3:difficult
Type of Assistance Received for Initial Development
Omo response; 1 mot applicable; 2:no Board-assistance;
3:HIDB grant; 4:HIDB loan; 5: STB grant; 6:STB loan; 7:
expec ting/applied for HIDB assistance; 8:IIIDB grant and
loan; 9:some other form of government assistance
T.ypc uf Aafciiti L-cuiet; Heueiveu fur Expausiuiis 0:nu rsbpuuae;
1:not applicable; 2:no Board assistance; 3:HIDB grant; 4:
HIDB loan; 5:STB grant; 6:STB loan; 7:expecting/applied
for HIDB assistance; 8:HIDB grant and loan
Initial Development Influenced by Board Assistance? Omo
response; 1:not applicable; 2:not influenced; 3: v/es not
feasible without assistance; 4:yes, unspecified
Expansions Influenced by Board Assistance? Omo response
1 mot applicable; 2:not influenced; 3:was able to do more
because of assistance; 4:quicker; 5:better quality pos¬
sible; 6:could not have done it without assistance
Would Initial Development Have Been Possible Without
Board Assistance? Omo response; 1:not applicable; 2:
yes; 3:no; 4:uncertain
Would Expansions Have Been Possible Without Board
Assistance? Omo response; i:not applicable; 2:yes;
3mo; 4:uncertain; 5:half of it possible without aid



Increased Turnover With Assisted Expansions 0:no response/
unknown; 1:not applicable; 2:no increase noticeable; 3:
less than 10%; If: 10% to 20%; 5:20% to 30%; 6:over 30%; 7:
significant, but not specified; 8:uncertain
Opinions of Board Policies and Programmes 0:no response/
unknown; 2:no opinion/lack of knowledge; 3:should give
grants to villages; l+:not helpful to respondent; 5:very
helpful/very good/good; 6:questionnaire is too personal
and invades one's privacy; 7'. good that assistance is
available; 8:bad experience with Board staff/not very
helpful; 9:Board should assist training in catering; 10:
Board should assist in conversion of farm buildings or
derelict buildings to self-catering; 11:grants should be
available for work to satisfy fire regulations; 12:criti¬
cal of methods/procedures/do not make policies clear;
13:too much aid given to big owners and not enough to the
smaller establishments; 14:too dogmatic with red tape/
application cumbersome/bureaucratic; 15:money should be
available for projects other than bedrooms, such as bar,
furnishings; l6:have to conform to their specifications/
they dictate terms; 17:slow in processing applications
and granting money; 18:STB assistance comes too late in
building programme; 19:element of uncertainty in STB help,
as to what you will get from them; 20:promised money and
then refused grant; 21:should set high standards; 22:
should give 100% capital grants; 23:opens up new potent¬
ials when you are involved with them in tourism; 24:out¬
siders/ foreigners/newcomers/losers/big companies/are
given grants and the locals left out; 25:"left-handed
grants" (i.e., rates are raised to pay HIDB); 26:most
help goes to Aviemore/should spread benefits to villages;
27:Boards waste money/support losing enterprises/wrong
types supported; 28".support too much accommodation in
area/a glut; 29:too hard to obtain grants; 30:distorts
market; 31:loans better than grants; 32:better to support
higher quality than just create new jobs; 33:should seek
out ideas; 34: need. for special kind of assistance to older
establishments; 35:should expand non-tourism-related pro¬
grammes

Definite Plans For Expansion 0:no response/unknown; 2:no
plans; 3:similar development, new site; 4:different type
of development, new site; 5:expansion of same operations
on site; 6:different operations on site; 7:major internal
modifications; 8:chalets on site; 9:bathrooms to be added
Serious Problems Being Encountered With Planned Expansions
0:no response/unknown; 1:not applicable; 2:none; 3:cost
of land; 4:shortage of land; 5:labour shortage; 6:lack of
finances; 7:getting planning permission; 8:lack of build¬
ing supplies; 9:lack of water or sewerage; 10:getting
estimates from contractors; 11:red tape/uncertainty; 12:
construction delays; 13:access; 14:approval of work to
satisfy fire precautions
Advertising 0:no response/unknown; 2:none used; 3:news-
papers; 4:magazines; 5: radio; 6: television; 7'.travel
agent; 8:tourist organisation publications; 9:church



publications; I0:automobile clubs; 11:brochures distrib¬
uted abroad; 12:brochures/posters/bills; 13:SYHA litera¬
ture ; 14:directories/guides/journals
Main Attractions Advertised 0:no response/unknown; 1:not
applicable; 2:caters to special interests (angling etc.);
3:long experience in area/in business; 4:amenities of
establishment; 5:country location/country style of accomm¬
odation; 6:scenery/natural setting/attractiveness of area;
7:central situation/location/touring centre; 8:licenced;
9:entertainment/dances (in house); lOtgood food; 11:
friendly atmosphere/personal service/family run/home com¬
fort; 12:reduction for children; 13:caters to families;
14:Automobile Association quality stars; 15".good village
location/in centre of village/nice village; 16:good recre¬
ation facilities/opportunities in area; 17:restaurant;
l8:meals, bar lunches, teas; 19:quiet location/peace and
quiet; 20:open all year; 21-.christian fellowship; 22:
close to Aviemore and Centre; 23*.attractive site/facility;
24:bargain holidays for general public/ski packs; 25:
close to Cairngorm chairlift; 26:exhibition; 27:Highland
tradition/location; 28:reasonable price; 29:choice/flexi¬
bility of accommodation; 30:accommodation advice; 31:
equipment hire/ski/tuition/bike/ski packages; 32:quali¬
fied instruction; 33:self-catering plus full hotel facil¬
ities; 39:close to station; 35".all year round sport; 36:
part of the Centre/Centre facilities; 37:conference fac¬
ilities; 38:business incentive resort; 39:close to steam
railway
Markets Aimed At 0:no response/unknown; 1:not applicable;
2:no particular market; 3:Scotland and N. England; 4:fam¬
ilies; 5*.people with recreational interests (skiers, bird¬
watchers, anglers etc.); 6:middle class/income; 7:senior
citizens off season; 8-.school children/groups; 9:N.England
10:people with special interests (i.e., shooting parties);
11:coach parties; 12:Europeans; 13:in winter, N. England
and South of Scotland; 14:English; l5:North Americans; 16:
all incomes; 17:higher income and middle aged; 18:young
"neoiile* iQrfrl asPTiw? PD-nnnpr dIarr r>r> inrnrne/nnnpr" middlp-
21:English and Scottish; 22:mature people; 23:Aberdeen;
24: conferences; 25: Edinburgh; 2.6: big companies; 27: steam
railway buffs; 28-.Scotland; 29: day trippers
Catering to Coach Tours 0-.no response; 1:not applicable;
2:never; 3:occasionally; 4:regularly this year but not a
major part of custom; 5:regularly this year and a major
part of custom
Percentage of This Summer's Trade From Coach Tours (if a

major part) 0-.no response; 1:not applicable; 2:40-49%;
3:50-59%; 4:60-69%; 5:70-79%; 6:80-89%; 7:90-100%; 8:
very high, unspecified; 9:30-40%
Packages Offered o:no response; 1:not applicable; 2:
Christmas holiday; 3:ski packages; 4:types unknown; 5:
reductions for stays of a full week; 6:STB off-season
week/spring break; 7:none offered; 8:curling package;
9:fishing - instruction or permits; lO:Golden Rail;
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11:golfing holidays; 12:"go as you please"/meals/activ-
ities; 13:HIDB winter packages; l4:Holiday card; I5:sail-
ing/canoeing packages; 16:climbing package; 17:Adventure
Holiday; l8:pony trekking; I9:special W/E rates; 20:Cen¬
tre summer package; 21:Thistle High Life package; 22:
Scottish Wanderer

Tariff Reductions For Coach Tours 0:no response; 1:not
applicable; 2:none/none in high season; 3:1% to 5%; 4:6%
to 10%; 5:11% to 15%; 6:16% to 20%; 7:over 20%
Policy For Closing 0:no response; 2:open all year; 3:
closed November; 4:closed December; 5:closed Nov. and
Dec.; 6:only open in winter; 7:not open in winter; 8:
closed Oct., Nov., Dec.; 9:closed October or November;
10: closed Oct.-Dec. and April or; May
Reasons For Closing 0:no response; 1:not applicable; 2:
no business; 3:to do renovations/maintenance; 4:take a
rest/holiday; 5:family not available as staff; 6:site
licence prevents all year opening; 7:high expenses/prob¬
lems keeping horses; 8:weather; 9:family reasons
Would Stay Open If Demand Existed? 0:no response; 1 mot
applicable (i.eT^ they do not stay open); 2:would not stay
open because of holiday for staff/owners/break needed; 3:
need time to do renovations/decorating; 4:not interested
in employing non-family staff; 5:would not stay open, ..no
reason given; 6:not feasible (i.e., horses cannot be kept)
Had Different Closing Policy Once? 0:no response; 1:not
applicable; 2:always had same policy; 3:once closed part
of year; 4:once stayed open all year
Trade From Locals 0:no response; 1 mot applicable;
2:very little/negligible; 3:50% to 75%
Could Stay Onen With Just Local Trade? 0:no response;
1 mot applicable; 2:uncertain; 3:could stay open; 4:could
not stay open

Goods and Services From District 0:no response; 2:none;
• 11 • m*i "I 1-r • ^ nnl / o v» o rrn /on +• a n> vr\nnccio • C~. • ri»or/in /

- — - — - ? » ? ^ " ir " — — —/ o—— ~~ ~ ? ^ '

venison; 7:local shops/variety of goods; 8:trades/decora-
tors/plumbers; 9:frozen foods; 10:vegetables; 11:bread/
baked goods; 12:groceries; 13:fish; 14:fruit; I5;crafts;
16:timber/building supplies; 17:fodder; 18:veterinary;
19:recreational equipment; 20:photography; 21:audio vis¬
ual; 22:printing
Proportion of Food Obtained in District 0:no response;
1 mot applicable; 2:uncertain; 3:1% to 24%; 4:25% to 49%;
5:50% to 74%; 6:75% to 99%; 7:none; 8:negligible/minor;
9:all; 10:most
Number of Employees iri Various Categories each from 0
upwards
Seasonal Helpf Various Categories each from 0 to 100%
(o also means not applicable)
Difficult to Obtain Suitable Local Employees? Omo re¬

sponse; 1:not applicable; 2:no difficulty; 3:yes, they are



not hard working enough; k:not enough trained or experi¬
enced staff in area; 5:too many jobs in the area to choose
from/competition; 6:Aviemore takes too many; 7'.inaccessi¬
bility of the establishment; 8:not open all year and there¬
fore do not provide full time employment; 9:do not like
employing young people; 10:low wages/better off on dole/
they expect high wages; 11:not satisfactory/poor quality;
12:low population/high demand; . 13:hours and days of work
do not attract locals; Ik", can only offer one morning of
work per week/limited number of hours; 15:people not in¬
terested in this type of work (i.e., with animals); 16:
they are very particular as to who they hire; 17:yes, but
no reason given; 18:unreliable/not loyal; 19:locals behave
the same as the incoming transients; 2.0: they live outside
and care less for business; 21:no accommodation for them;
22:they do not want jobs in hotels; 23:they flit from job
to job
Satisfaction With Seasonal Help 0:no response; 1:not
applicable; 2:satisfied; 3:not satisfied; k:yes/no (unsure);
3:no problems; 6:not hard-working enough; 7:require super¬
vision and training; 8:drink too much; 9:like to have a
good time; 10:difficult to get them for odd hours; 11:
personal problems; 12:high turnover rate; 13:low standards/
poor quality; 1k:no accommodation; l5:not dependable; 16:
will not hire Glaswegians; l7:not satisfied (no reason
given); l8:lack initiative
Satisfaction With Local Employees 0:no response; 1:not
applicable; 2:satisfied; 3:not satisfied; k:yes/no (un¬
sure); 5:no problems; 6:attitude to work is wrong; 7:
young employees have bad attitude; 8:staff gossip; 9:lack
of experience/skill; I0:not willing to learn; 11:getting
people to work odd hours and weekends; 12:drink too much;
13:unreliable; 1k:lateness/not turning up; I5:lack of
work; 16:immature; 17:low intelligence; 18:arrogant; 19:
high turnover/staff transient; 20:poor quality; 21 tempera¬
mental; 22:apathetic; 2.3:lack initiative; 2k:unspecified
problem; 25:lack stability
Special Training Kor Staff U:no response; 1:not applica¬
ble; 2:none given; 3:casual/occasional training, numbers
variable; k:regular programmes; 5:some special training
(e.g., day release); 6:plans to offer training
Kinds of Traininp; 0ffered 0:no response; 1 :not applic¬
able; 2: full training programme; 3*. receptionist; k:
instructional training/sport; 5:training for department
head/management; 6:training for nursery; 7:food prepara¬
tion/chef/restaurant; 8:other
Staff Accommodation Provided 0:no response; 1:not applic¬
able; 2:none provided; 3:provides internal rooms/flats;
k:provides staff block/building on site; 5:provides cara¬
vans on site; 6:provides caravans off site; 7:house/cott¬
age rented off site; 8:house/cottage owned off site; 9:
staff block off site; 10:rented rooms off site
Numbers of Staff Accommodated. Maximum each from 0 up¬
wards (0 also means not applicable)
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Staff Accommodation A Problem? 0:no response; 1:not
applicable; 2: at one time but not now; ~j>: no; 2+: lost poten¬
tial employees; 5:some staff do not want to share accomm¬
odation; 6:lack adequate staff accommodation; 7:could get
better staff/couples if accommodation 'was available; 8:
shortage in area of accommodation; 9:staff turnover in¬
creases; 10:finances difficult to get/find accommodation;
11:difficult to get people from outside the area

Main Problems Facing Business 0:no response; 2:quality
of staff/lack of trained or professional staff; 3:quantity
of staff/not enough/unable to get; 2+: finances difficult/
cash flow; 5'. cost of holidays/skiing in area is too high;
6: cost of advertising; 7*.needs more guests/higher demand;
8:building defects/maintenance problems/upkeep/reconstruc¬
tion; 9:not large enough/expansion needed; 10:road signs;
11:Aviemore takes most of business; 12:A9 bypass will
decrease tourist trade/has caused decrease; 1*3:overworked/
lack of time to do work needed/dependence on self (owners);
12+:inflation/high costs/rates/high wages; 15:caravans,
camping or self-catering has taken away from business/
will take away; l6:poor economy/political situation; 17:
international competition in tourism; l8:high expectations
of visitors (from overseas) who do not distinguish guest
houses from hotels; 19:short season/lack of, or no trade
in winter; 20:lack of financial assistance from HIDE; 21:
lack of transportation/bus to Aviemore or ski slopes; 22:
maintenance of high standards all year round; 23:condi¬
tions attached to Board grants; 22+: getting staff to work
odd hours; 23:inadequate local sewage system; 26:private
B and B homes have taken away from business; 27:Centre
takes most of business; 28:bad reputation of previous own¬
ers; 29:local authority will not allow a road sign to ad¬
vertise establishment; 30:uncertainty of market; 3"i :
filling shoulder season/spring/autumn/off-peak; 32:high
staff wages/having to compete with other lodges; 33:charg¬
ing enough to keep viable/getting right price strategy;
32+:still building a reputation; 35:weather; 36:planning
permission; 37:need access to new A9; 38:not prepared for
severe winter conditions/'everytnmg stops; qy:to una tne
right advertising market; Z+0:need a good supermarket; 2+1:
local hoteliers working together/regular meetings; 2+2:
distance (for business trade, conferences); 2+3:over supply
of self-catering in Valley; 2+2+:business tied to Centre's
prosperity; 2+5:Spey Valley is wrong location/cost of get¬
ting here high; 2+6: too much pony trekking competition in
area; 2+7: overcrowding of ski facilities; 2+8: competition
from large chain stores; 2+9: difficult land lease arrange¬
ments; 50:fire precaution act
How Business Could Be Improved 0:no response; 2:indepen¬
dent tourist office for village; 3:share out business
from Aviemore; 2+:give grants to villages; 5:better trans¬
portation/bus to ski slope; 6:table licence; 7-permanent
water supply; 8:can not afford needed staff; 9:need expan¬
sion/more rooms/more land; 10:better signposting/signs on
new A9 for villages; 11:more publicity through the tourist
boards/better kinds of promotion; 12:tidy public roads/



improve village amenities; 13:provide leisure facilities
at hotel itself; 11+: conversion to self-catering/add self-
catering; I5:have staff better trained/better quality
staff; Ifo:remove "dead-end" sign; 17:advertising by self;
l8:improve quality of establishment/better facilities
such as bathrooms/site improvements; 19:improved local
tourist information/advertising by SVTO etc./referrals for
bookings; 20:stable currency/less inflation/economic re¬
covery; 21:staff more willing to work; 22:more personal/
better service; 23:better standards in U.K./competitive
with continent; 21+:re-opening of railway line; 25: reduce
noise from nearby industrial site; 26:more integrated
local tourist organisation efforts; 27:local tourist or¬
ganisations and the tourist boards should advertise more
abroad; 28:more facilities and amenities for bad weather/
more local tourist facilities; 29:less emphasis on Avie-
more; 30*.better image in community; 31:increased staff
accommodation; 32:board/government grants should be given
for improvements/repairs/renovations/machinery; 33:better
promotion for Scotland as a whole/joint board efforts;
31+: more publicity for Aviemore/Aviemore Centre; 35:keep-
ing abreast of public needs/desires/changes; 36:package
holidays can be varied; 37".slip road from new A9; 38:
publicise each village in turn each year; 39:better pro¬
motion of Scotland as a winter destination; 1+0:improve
local attitudes to visitors; 1+1:better promotion of spec¬
ial events (i.e., golf tournaments); 1+2:low wages for
staff at present/should pay better; 1+3: subsidised courses
undermine price potential; 1+1+: 100% grants for capital
expenditures; l+5:more facilities for children; 1+6: too
much interference by boards/should be left to competition;
1+7-.indoor riding school; 1+8:improve T.V. signal; 1+9:limit
number of beds/establishments in valley; 5C:moratorium on
bed supply in area; 51:"better local services/trades; 52:
better liaison between boards and local authorities; 53:
offer lower cost holidays in off season; 54:use/develop
local amenities (i.e., loch for fishing, picnic areas);
55:"better apres-ski entertainment; 56: advertise for famil-
i oe /rrurnl^ho n r\ +" a n n a la fmrno ♦ • wir\vi mr fn v» -n-amrDw ori "f* c* •
58:better information to public regarding availability of
rooms; 59:get more part-time staff; 60:Board should assist
in work to satisfy fire precautions; 61 :more co-operation
from local authorities (i.e., site access); 62:more char¬
ter landings in Scotland; 63:better landscaping; 61+-:
fairer rates system/lower rates (i.e., property taxes);
65:better legislation on employment (i.e., it is too re¬
strictive); 66:raise standards/quality of services to
tourists; 67'.promote conferences; 68:promote peace and
quiet rather than outdoor recreation; 69:push advertising
for late spring skiing; 70:have education bodies release
students during term-time for Scottish skiing; 71:provide
more support services locally; 72:more ski facilities/
develop Cairngorms further; 73:indoor riding centre at
Aviemore; 7k' huts in hills for pony trekking accommodation
75:staggering of holidays to prevent overcrowding; 76:
government freight subsidy to remote areas; 77:summer
package/summer skiing; 78:better Board policies/procedures



79: Board financial assistance to advertising by indiv¬
idual establishments; 80-.statutory legislation on accom¬
modation standards; 8l:ban "private" bed and breakfast
places; 82:add caravan site to operation; 83:tourist
office on A9 bypass; 8^:more accommodation in area for
young people; 85:better service from British Tourist
Authority
Satisfaction Scores 0:no response; or, enter scores
from 1-11

Attitude Scores 0:no response; or, enter scores from
1-5



APPENDIX THREE

SURVEYS OF VISITORS (QUESTIONNAIRES AND INTERVIEWS)

In this Appendix two related surveys of visitors are
described and preliminary analysis is undertaken. Over
1000 self-administered questionnaires were completed by
visitors in the Spey Valley and this provided the bulk of
data considered herein. Also, a limited number of inter¬
views were completed to supplement the main survey.
Unfortunatelyj the number of interviews completed was too
small to justify full analysis.

The first part explains the methodology and problems
encountered, and the second presents the most important
results. Not all tabulations are displayed, as it is
adequate to discuss some information in written terms.
Section 3 contains copies of the survey forms, the prompt
sheet used in interviews, and a Key to Codes for both
the questionnaire and the interviews.

(A) Methodolomy

Surveys of visitors are usually difficult to under¬
take with a high degree of statistical reliability, and
this problem is more serious in the study of large areas
with diverse types of tourists. Seasonal and monthly
fluctuations in the numbers of visitors also exacerbate
the problem. A critical decision, therefore, was what
groups to sample and how best to reach them. Figure 5
in Volume One illustrates the types of visitors expected
to be found in the study area, but it was not known in
advance what the relative sizes of the types might be.

A survey based on commercial places of accommodation
would capture most overnight visitors except "wild-
campers", those staying with friends and relatives, and
users of second homes. Site surveys would reach an un¬
known proportion of overnight and day visitors (depending
on the number and types of sites canvassed) or the
majority of users at individual sites (e.g., skiers).
A full cordon survey would be necessary to gain a reliable
estimate of the total population of visitors (see
Carter, 197^3 TRRU, 1975)3 hut it would have to cover all
major entrances to the area at various times of the year.

In this research it is the overnight visitor staying
in commercial accommodation who is of vital importance.
This group is the main source of income from the perspec¬
tive of regional development. Consequently, emphasis was
placed on reaching as large a number of this group as
possible. Self-administered questionnaires were thought
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to be the best way to obtain a large number of completions
compared with the time-consuming method of interviewing.
By reaching visitors at their place of accommodation, some
bias was avoided. Bias arises when people are surveyed at
particular places with no knowledge of the characteristics
of users as opposed to those who do not use the site. A
limited number of interviews were also completed in an
attempt to check results of the questionnaires (by includ¬
ing the same questions) and in the hope of obtaining
detailed knowledge on some key points. Interviews were
also conducted at places of accommodation, although an
exception was made to include some skiers at the facilit¬
ies on Cairngorm.

Many hazards are associated with self-administered
questionnaires (Davidson, 1970; Moser and Kalton, 1971)»
and the use of operators of accommodation to distribute
the forms greatly increases the difficulties. A random
sample of establishments of all types would have been
optimal, but only a limited number of operators actually
agreed to participate. An attempt was made to balance the
types and locations of places of accommodation, but even
this rough sampling was subject to problems as some
operators later withdrew. Several places closed in the
autumn or winter, resulting in further complications. A
few operators were excluded after it became clear that
instructions were being ignored.

Once the questionnaires were placed in the hands of
operators of accommodation places, all control over dis¬
tribution of the survey was lost. Instructions given to
the operators asked that all parties arriving during the
week be given 1 form. Coach tours were to be given 1 form
per room, as it would have been difficult to differentiate
families from other groups. However, some operators did
not want to sample coach tours because of the large num¬
bers involved, and so it was decided to ask operators
to sample at least one tour from these arriving during the
week. Consequent!v. there was undoubtedly an under-rep-
resentation of coach tours in the sample. Children pres¬
ented another problem, and operators were instructed to
give the forms to adult leaders. Individuals under the
age of 16 were not to complete questionnaires.

Types of visitors change with the seasons, so 5
one-week periods were chosen to sample such variations,
with 1 week in each of the months of May, July, August,
and October of 1978, and 1 week in February of 1979. May
and October were off-peak periods, and both July and
August were selected because of the differences in Eng¬
lish and Scottish holidays. February through April was
the main skiing season, and the survey had to be com¬
pleted as early as possible because it was the final
piece of field work in the research. Prior to each of
the selected weeks all participating operators were
contacted and provided with sufficient- numbers of
questionnaires to reach all expected arrivals. Interviews
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were conducted in July through September of 1978, and in
February and March of 1979* The author and 2 persons
instructed and supervised by the author undertook the
interviewing.

Table bb lists the sample of establishments which
distributed questionnaires in each of the 5 periods.
North, refers to the sub-area north of Aviemore/Glen Mores
central refers to Aviemore/Coylumbridge/Glen More, and
south includes the remainder of the district.

Table bk> Number of Establishments That Distributed
Questionnaires (in May, July, August, October,
February)

St, Vans;
Guest Self- Touring Bed and

Hotels Houses Catering Sites Breakfast

_J _A 0 F M J A 0 F M J A 0 F M J A o F M J A 0 F

N. 6 6 7 5 5 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1
C. 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S. 5 5 5 b 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 13 13 14 11 12 b b b 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 2. 2 2 1 2 2 1 2

Note: In addition, one youth hostel in the central part
contributed in all months but October, when it was
closed.

: N.tNorth; C,: Central; S,: South T: Totals; St, Vans:
Static Vans

Up to 26 establishments participated, although sever¬
al of these are double-counted in the table as the opera¬
tors had more than one type of accommodation to include.
For the interviews, considerably fewer establishments were
used and they were over-concentrated in several villages,
Tiirni t.ati nns nf f.hp sflrnnl pr nr-p rl'i GniQHPrl mnrp fill 1 v in

subsequent pages.

An attempt was made to account for the numbers of
questionnaires distributed by each operator or retained
until the subsequent survey period. Unfortunately, this
proved to be very difficult for several reasons. Some
operators were very casual in their treatment of the sur¬
vey, although others took it very seriously. Changes in
staff at large places of accommodation undoubtedly
affected performance and the keeping of records, and it
is known that some forms were thrown away if' not used.
The total number of questionnaires given to operators and
the total number returned by tourists is known, but only
an estimate can be made of the number actually distribut¬
ed correctly to visitors. Although somewhat arbitrary, an
allowance has to made for wastage of questionnaires.
Accordingly, 10% of the total numbers given to operators
seems reasonable, based on the author's experience in the



study area. Table 2 in Volume One shows the number of
forms given to operators and returned completed, but 10%
has been deducted from the number distributed to operat¬
ors before calculating the estimated, response rate.

Results from May through October were combined
because it was not possible to separate the numbers
distributed to operators from those actually given to
visitors in each month. However, the number of completed
forms from each month was: 114 from May; 283 from July;
336 from August; and 133 from October. An additional 24
completed forms belong to either July or August. A small
number of returns could not be used, owing to improper
completions or obvious duplications by persons in the same
group. The total number of usable returns was 1,130.
In February 250 questionnaires were returned completed.
Approximately 270 of the 934 distributed forms in that
month were given directly to visitors on Cairngorm at
the parking areas. A random sample could not be obtained
in this manner, but every effort was made to avoid bias
by giving questionnaires to all visitors v/ho could be
approached, including those on buses. The response to
forms distributed in person was much higher than those
distributed in places of accommodation, with 112 out of
190 distributed in mid-week. Approximately 80 others were
given out in the parking areas on a weekend, by an assis¬
tant, but for that sample the response was very low. It
may be that personal approaches can obtain higher re¬
sponses, but this must be weighed against the extra costs
and the possibility of bias.

The estimated response of 31% compares with many
postal surveys which have not obtained a better response
(Moser and Kalton, 1971)» although the techniques are not
directly comparable. In the STARS cordon surveys, trav¬
ellers were stopped on the roads for short interviews and
also given self-administered questionnaires to complete
at home. A response of 66% was achieved in this way, and
■? i IT o ^ -v> Vv^ "U m 1 «r v i ti T-> v* « -l"4 «« ia »— /"A *--» "1 -v-\ v» /-» !•"» » «—i
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and the incentive of prizes which attained this high rate.
In the Spey Valley it seemed that small establishments,
where the operator met all guests in person, attained the
best responses. The large Forestry Commission campsite
also received a high response, undoubtedly because of the
interest by management in this research. Youth, hostellers
were another group which completed the forms in large
numbers.

Regarding the interviews, a total of 92 were com¬
pleted, of which 30 were from the winter period (see Table
3 in Volume One), As with the questionnaires, it was
desirable to interview visitors in their places of accomm¬
odation. As well, in order to obtain information about
the entire visit, it was desirable to talk only to those
persons who were at the end of their stay. This combina¬
tion of criteria for selecting respondents meant that it
was very difficult to. find appropriate parties. However,



the alternative method of interviewing a general sample
of all visitors (whether or not at the place of accommo¬
dation) would have required a completely different analy¬
sis of important points on expenditure and activitiesc
Serviced accommodation, particularly large hotels, proved
to be more difficult for interviewing than were campsites
and self-catering. This was partly because of the diffi¬
culty of contacting people in hotels and partly because
of a reluctance by operators of hotels to permit inter¬
views on the premises. As a result, there were proport¬
ionally too few interviews from the serviced sector.

Approximately 10 of the interviews in winter were
completed on Cairngorm, at the same time that self-admin¬
istered questionnaires were distributed there. This
method has considerable advantages, especially when an
easily identifiable group is the target, but it is subject
to severe restrictions owing to weather and other factors.

A small pilot survey using self-administered quest¬
ionnaires was completed in the study area in February of
1978, with forms being given to a campsite and one large
hotel for distribution. A good response was obtained from
the campsite, but none were returned from the hotel des¬
pite assurances that all 100 forms were given to visitors
(when this unfortunate occurrence happened in the first
main survey that hotel was dropped from the sample, as it
was evident that forms were not being given out). No
detailed analysis of the pilot survey was carried out,
but partly on the basis of conversations with operators
and the fear that respondents would be discouraged by a
long questionnaire, the final version was shortened con¬
siderably. It was also decided after the pilot survey to
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope in every
questionnaire so that respondents could complete the
forms at home. A small gift was included, with each form,
as an incentive, this being a souvenir programme of the
Queen's Silver Jubilee Visit to Scotland (provided by
SSXA W -L- X—J J a

The contents of the questionnaires and interviev/s
were similar, and based partly on the need for data com¬
parable with other surveys such as STARS. Other questions
were determined by the particular objectives of the cur¬
rent research. On the questionnaire was included a map
of the Spey Valley so that confusion about the area would
be minimised, while during interviews the interviewer
could explain the area under question. Following convent¬
ion, personal questions were placed at the very end of the
forms. Interview forms were much more packed with quest¬
ions, but the general format and sequence was quite simi¬
lar to the questionnaire. Specific questions on each form
are discussed in the next section.

In summary, the two surveys lacked statistical rand¬
omness and they cannot be used to estimate parameters for
the whole population of visitors. The results of the



interviews are particularly restricted in use. In retro¬
spect, it is difficult to see how results of the self-
administered survey could have been improved significant¬
ly, given a dependence on the co-operation of operators.
Another method of distribution could, not have reached as

many visitors, and site surveys would have been effective
only for examining specific groups such as skiers. Without
the resources being available for a major cordon survey,
it is certain that most surveys of tourists will encounter
similar problems of response and bias. The best that can
be done with resulting information is to identify prob¬
able biasses and to restrict analysis to topics for which
complete randomness is not prerequisite.

(B) Data and An a],ysis

(1) The Sample^

It is useful to compare the sample from the question¬
naire with data from the occupancy survey to determine if
major biasses are present. Table 45 shows the proportions
of all visitors staying in each type of accommodation, as
estimated in Appendix One, compared with the proportions
of returns from the questionnaire from each type. Returns
from May, July, August and October have been combined as
the summer sample and this is compared with the same six-
month period in the occupancy data. Results from February
are treated as the winter sample.

Table 45i Distribution of Visitors in Types of Accommo¬
dation: Comparison of Occupancy Data and the
Questionnaire Survey of Visitors

Occupancy Estimates, Questionnaire
May Through October (% of returns
(% of visitor-nights) Cuminor Winter

Large Hotels ...... © * « © * ft 22.5% 23.2% 41.0%
Small Hotels ...... ft a © ft e 16.6 l 4.2 1 /. i
Touring Sites...... ft © c « • o 37.8 37.5 14.3
Static Caravans ... © « «* ft * © 4.0 1.8 2.0
Self-Catering ..... © c © ft • © 5.4 4.0 5.6
Guest Houses ...... «■ » © © 9 ft 3.5 7.5 3.6
B and 13 ........... © » A ft ft © 5.0 2.3 3.6
Youth Hostels ..... <i» © ft ft ft ft 2.1 9.4 9.2
Outdoor Centres ..„ © 0 © ft ft © 2.8 — .8
Other (Winter only) • o ft ft ft ft N. A. N.A. 2.4

The results of the main summer survey corresponded
very well with estimates derived from the occupancy sur¬
vey. This can be attributed to the attempts to secure
a balanced distribution of questionnaires in all types
of accommodation. However, it does appear that the survey
was under-representative of users of static caravans, bed
and breakfast places and outdoor centres. In fact, outdoor



centres were not canvassed directly and they showed up
in the winter sample only because some forms were given
to visitors at Cairngorm. Users of guest houses and youth
hostels appeared to be over-represented in the question¬
naire sample. Because only 1 winter sample was taken it
would not be appropriate to make the same comparison as
with the data for May through October. Nevertheless, it
is known that occupancy in hotels increased significantly
in winter, while the use of touring sites decreased sig¬
nificantly. The sample from February conforms to these
expectations.

The questionnaire sample conformed also to estimates
derived from the occupancy survey for each month. Occupan¬
cy data showed that July and August accounted approx¬
imately for 71% of the total number of visitor-nights
for the year, with August somewhat busier than July. In
the questionnaire sample, returns from July and August
accounted for 77.8% of all completed forms from the 5
survey periods. Returns from the August period outnum¬
bered those from July, as expected, though contrary to
estimates from-the occupancy survey the returns from
October outnumbered those from May. The significance of
these differences is probably slight.

Looking at sub-areal distribution, it appeared that
there may have been a bias in the questionnaire sample in
favour of the central part of the study area. Fully b6%
of all accommodation capacity in the district was located
in the central part, but 67.5% of the sample was returned
from visitors staying in the central part. Some of this
difference may have stemmed from higher occupancy rates
in the central part. In February, fully 73.3% of the sam¬
ple came from the central part, and this reflected a
great advantage in occupancy rates held by Aviemore and
environs in the winter. This spatial bias, therefore, was
probably of a minor nature.

Twn ffrmtns of" vi si tnps wpt*p unHpy-wnr'PRoritpH in flip
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data from the sample. It is believed that parties in
coach tours were not sampled in adequate numbers, and
there appears to have been a shortage of returns from
conferences. This latter bias arose because of the fact
that most conferences occurred outside the 5 survey per¬
iods, and also, apparently, because of a low response
from the 1 major conference which did fall within a
survey period.

In summary, the main questionnaire sample closely
reflected expectations of the pattern of visitors in var¬
ious types of accommodation. Consequently, some confidence
can be expressed in the sample as a reliable approximation
of the broad characteristics of visitors in the study
area.

(2) Ty£,e_and__Size> oif_Par_ti_es_o_f Vi;sitors_

Respondents were instructed to provide information



about their group, if any, and this was to include
school-groups or teams. Persons in coach tours were to
describe only the family or friends travelling specific¬
ally with the respondents. Table 2+6 displays the sample
in winter and summer with regard to the size and type
of groups.

Table 46: Typ and Size of Parties of Visitors

Number of Parties Containing Each Number of Persons

Winter
•7C

Type _1 2 3 2+ JL 6_ T __L _2 _4 1 _6 T

A 77 1 _ 1 79 31 — 31
B 2 223 80 167 51 38 561 1 43 30 22+ 4 — 102

(10)
C 1 102+ 21 22+ 4 3 157 - 43 8 12 1 7 71

(19)
D 2 2 -- 1 — — 14 15

(1) (2)
E 1 2 2 2 — 5 12 2 — — — 14 16

(3)
F - 3 1 6 5 6 21 - - 2 4 1 6 13
G 2 2 ~ — — «. 4 -- — — — — —

(3)
II — 1 - - - - 1 - - - - - -

Tot. 83 336 102+ 199 6i 54 837 34 87 40 40 6 41 22+8
(1) (37) (1) (3)

* Types of Party:A:Alone; B;Family; C;Friends; D;School;
E:Team/Club; F:Family and Friends;
G:Tour; H:Workmates.

Note: Figures in parentheses indicate additional respon¬
ses to only one of the 2 variables; In summer there
v/ere an additional 5 respondents who did not answer
either question.

Some responses to the question regarding the type
of party differed from those printed on the questionnaire
because of write-in answers or the ticking of more than 1
box. There was also some confusion regarding the size of
some groups, such as a few respondents who indicated both
"alone" and 2 persons in the party, or indicating "team"
but only 1 person in the group. Some of this problem can
be explained by the instruction on the form to count only
persons travelling directly with the respondent.

Both the samples in summer and winter revealed a
dominance of family groups and groups with both family
and friends. In winter, which was primarily a sample of
skiers and their parties, there was a much higher pro¬
portion of teams and school groups, but also a higher
proportion of persons travelling alone. It must be re¬
called that these samples probably underestimated the
importance of coach tours and conferences. As to the



size of groups, winter naturally displayed, a larger
number of big groups, owing to the presence of many
school parties and ski clubs/teams.

An important factor is the number of children in
groups of visitors. Respondents were asked to write in
the number of accompanying children under the age of 16,
and results showed that approximately 38% of groups in
summer contained at least 1 child, while only 28% of
groups in winter had children. However, these figures are
somewhat misleading because there were many groups in
winter which contained a large number of young people.

A cross-tabulation was performed to relate the size
of groups to the types of accommodation used in the Spey
Valley. These data are not sufficiently important to
justify reprinting here, but it was interesting to note
that self-catering groups contained more persons. This
point was confirmed by the occupancy survey. Also, it
was found that the average size of parties in summer
which used touring sites was 3.2. This figure may be
slightly different from the average occupancy of indi¬
vidual pitches because some groups used more than one
tent or caravan. In winter, the average size of groups
using touring sites was 4*9, hut this higher average
stemmed in part from the inclusion of some teams and
other large groups in the sample.

Several other studies may be consulted. A survey by
Butler in 1965, covering the Highlands, found that 81% of
parties were families and that groups in off-peak months
were smaller in size. As to the Spey Valley, Butler found
that Aviemore attracted larger numbers of children while
Grantown attracted more elderly persons. In winter, he
noted that the number of large groups increased. A simi¬
lar study by Carter in 1968 (summer only) found that 35%
of groups in the Highlands contained children, and ZfO% of
groups consisted of couples. The STARS survey in 1973
f Msv—Or i.nbPT nnl vl -fmi nrl "hTml "in flip TT*5 cr-hl snris . 11. *~PL of

groups consisted of only 1 person, compared with 15«o% in
Scotland overall, and approximately 21% of groups contain¬
ed children (25% in Scotland). A study of winter sports
in Scotland in 1974 (Baker-Gordon) determined that for 3
skiing areas (including Cairngorm) about 43% of respond¬
ents were married and 39% of that group had children with
them. A study was also conducted in 1978 in the Islands
(TRRU), and it included a random sample of visitors to a
number of Islands and found that about 13% of the tourists
were alone while about 25% of groups included children.
The average size of groups was 3-2 persons. A study of
skiers in Scotland in 1979 (Research Bureau Ltd.) found
that 2.1% of respondents at Cairngorm were there with ski
clubs.

Comparisons of different surveys cannot yield reli¬
able results at a detailed level, owing to different
methods and sampling biasses, but some general conclusions



may be drawn. First,, it in clear that family groups dom¬
inated visits in the Spey Valley and Highlands in the
summer. Groups with children might have been attracted to
the Spey Valley more than other parts of the Highlands,
and to Aviemore in particular, because of the wide range
of facilities - many of which, such as Santa Claus Land,
catered especially to children. Support for this conclu¬
sion also came from the comments of visitors analysed
later in this appendix. But there were also large numbers
of coach tourers in the study area, many of whom travelled
with family or friends, and there were many persons tra¬
velling alone. In winter, the Spey Valley attracted many
more large groups, including those consisting mainly of
children, for purposes of skiing or other sports.

(3) Origins, of_Visitors

Table 47 displays the origins of respondents to the
questionnaire, cross-tabulated with the types of accommo¬
dation they were using in the Spey Valley.

Table Zf7: Origins of Visitors and Types of Accommodation
Used in Spey Valley

Summer *Country of Origin Winter

1 2 _3 Jt _6 1 T JL 2 _3 _4 7 T
**

B+-B 2 11 2 1 1 3 - 20 3 6 - - _ - 9
G.H. 17 36 2 5 1 5 - 66 8 1 - _ _ - 9
L.H. 55 95 - 25 17 12 - 204 20 80 - 2 1 - - 103
S.H. 33 50 1 21 9 1 1 - 125 1 1 31 - - _ _ 1 43
s.v. 11 5 - - - - 16 2 4 6
s-c 13 19 - - - 3 - 35 3 10 - 1 - - 14
T.S. 88 185 4 2 1 50 - 330 7 29 — - _ - - 36
Y.H. 26 15 5 7 12 15 3 83 7 14 1 1 - 23
H. ~ — — — — ~ 2 - — - - - 2
0.0. — 1 1 2
r > 4- To -v% i

i
O ■t 1.

T

Total 245 416 14 61 41 99 3 879 55 187 2 3 3 - 1 251
of
/O 29 47 2. 7 5 11 .3 22 75 £ 1 1 - 9+

* Countries: 1: Scotland; 2: England/Wale's'; 3: Eire/N.
Ireland; 4:N. America; 5:Australia/New
Zealand; 6:Europe; 7-Others.

** Types of Accommodation: Bed and Breakfast; Guest Houses
Large Hotels; Small Hotels; Static Caravans;
Self-Catering; Touring Sites; Youth Hostels;
Hotels (unspecified); Outdoor Centres;
Others (friends and relatives, second homes)

In both summer and winter, English/Welsh outnumbered
the Scottish group. Europeans and other foreigners con¬
stituted approximately 24% of the summer sample (separat¬
ing Eire from Northern Ireland), but the foreign group
accounted for only about 1+% of the winter sample. Of the



Europeans, the largest numbers in summer came from the
Netherlands (Ml respondents in summer), West Germany (20)
and Belgium (11). There were more Americans (kk) than
Canadians (17), and more Australians (33) than New Zeal-
anders (3)* Visitors from Eire were outnumbered by visi¬
tors from Northern Ireland by 10 to k* As can be seen
from Table 17, hotels were popular with foreigners,
largely because of coach tours, but there were many for¬
eign campers, caravaners and hostellers as well.

Butler's data for 1965 gave a figure of i+8% from
Scottish origins for Highland tourists, with 16% from
England/Wales and only 6% from other origins. Carter's
data for the summer of 1968 gave 60% of all car tourists
in the Highlands as being English/Welsh, with only 33%
being Scottish and 7% from overseas. Carter's data exclu¬
ded coaches and trains. A Gallup poll in 1968 in the Spey
Valley found that 51% of all respondents were Scottish
and 11% were English/Welsh. STARS data from 1973 for the
summer season showed that the Spey Valley attracted
55© 1% of its visitors from Scotland (compared with 56.1%
in all of the Highlands and Islands), 33*7% from England,
Wales and N. Ireland (compared with 3k•9% in the region)
and 11% from elsewhere (compared with 10% for the region).
The Baker-Gordon survey of winter sports in 1971 found
that only 11% of visitors at Cairngorm were Scottish. The
study of skiing in 1979 (Research Bureau Ltd.) found that
Cairngorm attracted many more non-Scottish visitors (69%
of the sample) than did the facilities at Glen Shee (18%)
and Glen Coe (12%).

The Spey Valley is certain to be popular with foreign
visitors, partly because it is on the main touring route
for motorists, and partly because of many coach tours
using local hotels. It is believed, that the proportion of
foreign visitors to the study area grew significantly
after 1973s which was the year in which growth in domestic
tourism was checked. As to the relative proportions of

—-i 4- ~ ~ # C „ ^ -I- * m.- 4 Atl ^ -)-V. ^ ^3^-!-^,

are inconclusive. Perhaps non-Scottish visitors were more
inclined to complete the survey questionnaires, thus
creating a bias, or perhaps the proportion of Scottish
visitors to the Spey Valley had declined in recent years.

Information on their home region was obtained from
residents of Great Britain. Of the Scottish visitors,
Strathclyde accounted for the largest component in both
summer and winter. The next most common were visitors
from the Grampian and Lothian regions. The Borders, Dum¬
fries and. Galloway, and other parts of the Highlands and
Islands were sparsely represented in both seasons, but
this reflects in part the distribution of population, Of
the English/Welsh visitors, London and South-East England
dominated the summer sample, followed by the North-West,
Yorkshire and Humberside, and the North. In winter, the
North-West and North were more important. Proximity played
a large part in establishing this pattern, but relative
population also contributed.
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(4) So£io-Econoinic_.Chara£toriip;(tic(s_>oX ViniJsortJ^

Respondents were to answer these questions about
themselves, no the information does not apply to the
whole population of visitors. In some cases there may
have been no similarity between respondents and the char¬
acteristics of others in the group. It has been found in
many self-administered surveys that response bias tends
to exaggerate the importance of more highly educated per¬
sons, so that possibility must be kept in mind when in¬
terpreting the findings. Education was recorded in only 3
categories on the questionnaire, so the data reflected
only broad differences in attainment. Most noteworthy was
the high proportion of respondents with university or
higher education/training (40% in summer; 45% in winter)
reflecting a fact confirmed in many other surveys that
the Highlands are attractive to upper socio-economic
groups.

There was little point in presenting here the cross-
tabulation of age and sex of respondents, as those data
did not reveal much about the groups. It was probable
that many women answered for groups rather than the male
heads of groups, particularly in the case of families.
In summer the proportion of respondents who were male was
77.5% compared with 85% in winter, and this probably re¬
veals a greater dominance of males in skiing. The propor¬
tion of respondents aged 60 or more was approximately
13% in summer but only a negligible amount in winter.
Similarly, the proportion of respondents aged 16—39
was 49% in summer but 73.6% in winter. This reflects
the youthfulness of the skiing market. Other surveys
have confirmed that young males'were the most important
component of the skiing market.

Regarding employment, respondents were instructed to
tick one of 5 categories. In the summer most respondents
were in the employed category, approximately 9% were re¬
tired, 8% were students, 3% were housewives, and a very
few were unemployed. Only 1 retired person responded in
the winter sample. The proportion of students in winter
(5.3%) was certainly not representative of the many
children who visited the study area in supervised part¬
ies.

Data on incomes were obtained in 5 categories. Many
respondents did not answer the question, no doubt feeling
that it was too personal. It must also be remembered that
a bias probably existed toward over-representation by those
with above average education and incomes. In addition,
there is also the possibility that some respondents may
have indicated the income of their entire group. The
instructions made it clear that only the respondent's
income was requested, but confusion may have resulted
because other questions dealt with the entire party.

In both winter and summer there was a slightly



higher proportion of English than Scots in the Highest
category of income (over^£8000). However,'in the 3 main
groups of foreigners (from the Netherlands, U.S.A. and
Australia), those in the highest category were predom¬
inant, Other foreign sources included more respondents
in lower categories of income, probably owing in part to
groups of young people. Respondents in winter were some¬
what higher earners than those in summer, with 71.3% in
the winter sample having indicated the 3 highest cate¬
gories C^AOOO or more), compared to 63% in summer.

As mentioned earlier, the Highlands attracted
proportionally greater numbers of visitors from upper
socio-economic groups than were attracted to other
parts of the country. Butler's data from the summer of
1963 revealed that the largest number of heads of parties
were in the professional class, followed by those in
the service sector and manual workers. The 3 sample points
in the Spey Valley (Kingussie, Aviemore, Grantown) attrac¬
ted a slightly higher proportion of professionals than
did other parts of the Highlands, but Kingussie and Grant-
own were also noted for attracting higher proportions of
retired persons. In winter, Butler found that the pro¬
fessional class accounted for an even higher proportion
of all visitors in the study area. Carter's data from
1968 supported the finding that proportionally more
visitors in the Spey Valley were from the upper socio¬
economic groups. The survey of skiing in 1979 (Research
Bureau Ltd.) found that in all 3 centres for skiing in
Scotland the top social classes (ABC1) accounted for
70% or more of all respondents.

(5) Types o_f_Trip

In Table 48, responses to 2 questions regarding the
type of trip have been combined. Trips taken for purposes
other than recreation or holidays are included In the
category of "non-leisure", while others are divided into
1 nn fTooi* r\~r> nof 1 nn rrocf "f* r*ji_"r*o r\ -P -P Vi o voov* mro r\ r»

recreation. ;
Table 18: Type of Trip

Holidays/Recreation
Non-Leisure Longest Not Longest Totals No Resuon.se

Summer 25 6/49 204 878 1

Winter 1 bk 196 241 10

Totals 26 693 400 1119 1 1

Trips for work or conferences were a small minority
in the summer sample and a negligible part of the winter
sample. In summer, those persons on longest trips of
the year were predominant, but in winter longest trips
accounted for only 18% of the total. Clearly, the season
for skiing and other winter sports consisted mainly of
short visits and secondary holidays - indeed, many visits



were just for a weekend.

The type of trip was cross-tabulated with the type
of accommodation used, for each of 3 sub-areas of the
district. Nothing of significance can be said regarding
the relationship between accommodation and trips, but it
did appear that the central part of the district attracted
a higher proportion of shorter trips in summer and longer
trips in winter. This could be explained by the appeal of
Aviemore1s facilities in attracting the longer-staying
visitors in winter. To be precise, 24% of respondents in
the central sub-area in summer were on "not longest"
trips, compared with 22.3% in the north and 19-8% in the
south. In the winter sample, the central sub-area had
19®6% of all respondents in the "longest" category while
the north had 14»7% and the south had only 9.1%*

Both the Butler survey (1965) and STARS (1973) found
a very high proportion of all visitors to the Highlands
to be on their longest holiday of the year. However,
because of its facilities and improving accessibility by
road to the south, the Spey Valley was probably attract¬
ing many short or secondary trips as well. In the winter,
"not-longest" trips dominated - a conclusion supported by
data from Butler (1965) and Baker-Gordon (1974) - but it
is also probable that the proportion of visitors taking
their longest holiday of the year in winter had been in¬
creasing. Butler found that only 4% of visitors in the
Spey Valley in winter were on main holidays while the
current data suggest a higher proportion at approximately
18%. However, there may have been a response bias towards
those staying longer, so the figure should not be inter¬
preted as a precise estimate.

(6)„Len£th of_Trip_ andLength^ojf Stay__in the Spey_Valley;

Table 49 compares the total length of trip with the
total number of nights spent in the Spey Valley. The fig-
11 v»o "T* r\ v* 4" "hi f~\ n 4-11 tr *--> -v* r\ rs /-» * vyi "U -i v\ /—< /—» v» •' 4" »-« r-% *v\ 4' . -r- 4- V> /-\ *1 ^ «
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of accommodation in which the questionnaire was completed
plus nights spent in other places in the district. There
are a few obvious response errors in the table, where the
length of stay appears to exceed the total length of trip.
In summer, approximately three-quarters of all trips were
greater than 8 nights in length, but about half of all
stays in the Spey Valley were for 1-3 nights. This obvi¬
ously stemmed from the considerable volume of tourers who
pass through the district and made only short stops there.
In the winter there were relatively few very long trips,
but most nights were spent in the Spey Valley. This
reflected the fact that it was a primary destination in
winter for skiing and other purposes.

Occupancy data (see Appendix 1) found an average
length of stay in bed and breakfast places and guest
houses of between 2 and 3 nights. Although no data are
available for hotels in the study area, national occupancy
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data consistently revealed the average length of stay in
hotels to be between 2. and 3 nights. In the winter, the
Spey Valley occupancy survey revealed a very pronounced
pattern of weekend peaking, and this is reflected in the
abundance of 1--3 night stays in the questionnaire sample.

Table lj-9: Total Length of Trip; Length of Stay in Spey
Valley

Nights Spent in Sney Valley

Length of Summer Winter
Tr.ii) (nights) 1-3 4-7 4 13 Totals 1 -3 4-7 8-14 15 T

1-3 69 2 - — 71 42 1 - — 43
4-7 70 116 1 - 187 10 126 — — 136
8-14 125 97 90 2 314 5 32 23 - 60

15 157 74 32 19 282 2 1 3 3 9
Total 421 289 123 21 854* 59 160 26 3 248*

*Note: In addition there were 25 cases of no response in
summer and 3 in winter.

The survey of skiing facilities in 1979 (Research
Bureau Ltd.) found that 96% of the sample at Cairngorm
were staying overnight, compared, with 53% at Glenshee
and only 26% at Glencoe. It was also found that few vis¬
itors to Cairngorm stayed only 1 night, and 60% were
staying 5 or more nights. These data corresponded rough¬
ly with results of the earlier Baker-Gordon study. The
growing popularity of skiing visits by non-Scottish
tourists accounted for most of the longer stays in
winter, as most Scottish visitors came only for weekends,

(7) AO-OOE^odation Used_

The types oi accommodation usea oy respondents nave
already been discussed, but respondents were also asked,
to indicate their main type of accommodation used on the
entire trip in Scotland. This revealed that hotels were
used more than other types as a secondary choice. Spec¬
ifically, 283 respondents indicated hotels as their main
type of accommodation, but 326 respondents were staying
in hotels when they completed the forms. In contrast,
slightly more respondents specified touring sites, guest
houses and B and B places than were actually staying in
those types at the time of the survey. This pattern may
have stemmed from a lack of choice in the area, but it
is also probable that many tourists were flexible in
their demands for accommodation,

(8) Mo de_o f Travel__

Cars were predominant for visitors to the Spey Valley
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(76.5% of respondents in summer and 73.5% in winter) and
this has been confirmed by all other studies undertaken
in the area and in the Highlands. Coach tours were also
very significant, and it is believed that this mode of
travel was under-represented in the sample. The Spey Val¬
ley also had good access by train, and rail travel was
proportionally much more important in winter than in sum¬
mer (9.6% to 5.7%). Coach tours were a very popular form
of access for skiing parties. Public buses were used only
by a very few respondents, as were other modes (motor¬
cycle, walking, bicycling, hitch-hiking). In addition to
the figures for private cars must be added an additional
minor amount for those who used vehicles for both driving
and sleeping,

(9) Pre-vious_Visits to_Scptlana and the Sp£y._Valley>

The extent of repeat visits to an area is a measure
of its attractiveness, and repeat customers are much val¬
ued by tourist facilities. In the summer sample, 34% of
respondents had made no previous visits to Scotland,
although the proportion of visitors from the U.K. who had.
never before visited Scotland was only 16.4%. Fully 70,9%
of Europeans, 68.9% of North Americans, and 70.5% of
others were first-time visitors. In the winter sample
there were very few foreigners, and only 11.6% of those
from the U.K. were first-time visitors. The majority of
foreigners had not visited Scotland previously and so it
is probable that even a higher proportion had not visited
the Spey Valley before. Consequently, in Table 50 only
those from other parts of the U.K. are cross-tabulated
with the number of previous visits to the Spey Valley for
recreation or holidays.

Table 50: Previous Visits by Residents of the U.K. to the
Spey Valley for Recreation/Holidays

Summer humoer oi .previous visits Winter

10- 10-
Q, 1 6^2, 20_ 21. T 0 1 2-2 6^2 20 2d T

►Scot. 46 31 79 23 38 29 246 7 5 10 6 16 8 52
i-Rest of
U.K. 208 77 84 14 22 8 413 63 28 52 i6 19 8 186
-Totals 2.54 108 163 37 60 37 659 70 33 62 22 35 16 238

In the summer sample most Scots had visited the Spey
Valley previously for recreation or holidays, but approx¬
imately half of others from the U.K. had not. In the win¬
ter, only 29% of the sample had not visited the study
area at least once before. In part, the difference between
summer and winter can be attributed to the absence of
foreign visitors in winter, but the dominance of repeat
visitors must also be attributed in part to the attraction
of skiing and winter sports. Butler's data from 1965
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confirmed the dominance of repeat visitors in winter, as
he found that 52% of visitors to Cairngorm had been there
before (compared to 22% of summer visitors). Data from
STARS in 1973 confirmed the predominance of first-time
visits to the Highlands by foreigners (70% of Europeans
and 68% of other foreigners were on their first visit to
Scotland). The 1979 survey of skiers (Research Bureau
Ltd.) found that visits to Cairngorm in winter were less
frequent than at the other 2 skiing facilities, in large
part owing to the large number of visitors from long
distances.

(10) Was the Visit to_Sne;y VallLey^Plann^d?.

Respondents were asked if their visit to the dist¬
rict was a planned stop while touring, the main destina¬
tion, or not planned at all. Also, their main reasons
for coming to the Spey Valley were requested. The quest¬
ionnaire presented 6 possibilities and respondents were
instructed to tick only 1 box. However, some ticked more
than one. There was also a space provided for written
reasons. Table 51 cross-tabulates the main reasons for
the visit with the responses to the question on the plan¬
ning of visits.

Table 51: Plans, and Main Reasons for Visiting the Spey
Valley

Summer Plans* Winter

Reasons 1 2 1 Totals 1 2 1 Totals

-Sightseeing 62 217 33 312 1 2 — 3
-Skiing 7 1 1 9 198 b _ 202
-Nature Study 9 13 b 26 -

— — — 0
-Outdoor Recreation 89 67 7 1 63 9 3 — 12
-Peace/Quiet 50 26 b 80 1 1 - 2
-To be Near Avie-
more Centre *>3 b 1U2 5 -- b
-Stopping Place 22 12 3b — 1 1
-Wo rk/Busines s 10 2 — 12 b 1 — 5
-Other Recreation 11 12 1 P-b 10 — 10
-Others 52 i+9 10 111 b 2 1 7
-Totals 352 bbb 77 873 230 Ul 2 2Z|6

Note*; i: Spey Valley as main destination.
2: Pianned stop in Spey Valley on tour.
3: Not really planning to stop at all.

The first 6 reasons listed in Table 51 are those from
the questionnaire, and the figures corresponding with each
of these 6 are those from respondents who only ticked one
box. The seventh and eighth reasons (stopping place; work/
business) were written in by many respondents. The "other
recreation" reason includes written responses specifying
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types of recreation plus multiple responses which includ¬
ed the outdoor recreation box* All other combinations and
written responses are included in the "others" category
and can be consulted in the Key to Codes. Regarding plans,
it is possible that some respondents on coach tours may
have indicated a planned stop while others indicated
that no stop in the Spey Valley was planned, depending on
how much they knew in advance about their itinerary.

The winter sample was dominated by respondents com¬
ing to the Spey Valley for skiing, with the area as their
main destination. Other recreational pursuits were also
popular in winter, with curling, climbing and ice hockey
being mentioned. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, there
were a few tourers in the February sample and even 2
respondents who had not planned a stop in the district
at all. The summer sample was more complex regarding
plans and reasons, but it can be seen that the largest
group of respondents consisted of those who were sight¬
seeing and who had planned a stop in the Spey Valley.
Outdoor recreation was the second most important reason
given for visiting the area, followed by the attraction
of the Aviemore Centre. The proportion of respondents
who had no plans to stop in the Spey Valley was small
(8.8%) while the proportion of all respondents who were
interested mainly in the Spey Valley was 1+0,3%»

When cross-tabulated with types of accommodation,
it was revealed that self-catering and serviced accom¬
modation had much higher proportions of respondents who
came mainly to the Spey Valley, whereas touring sites
attracted a majority who were not interested primarily in
the study area. This pattern applied only to the summer
sample. Considering reasons for visiting the Spey Valley
and the age of respondents, it was revealed that those
aged 19 and younger were over-represented in proportional
terms in the categories of nature study and walking/
climbing. Skiing was the most popular reason, in winter,
_r» _ _ .I T T «-*>/-% -7 i ■» ■, - • » »i n •>
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that respondents were all aged 16 and over. Older visitors,
as might be expected, were more inclined towards the
category of peace and quiet and less inclined towards
Aviemore Centre, outdoor recreation, and nature study.

Data from STARS in 1973 showed that scenery and the
countryside were the main attractions of Scotland for
tourists, with peace and quiet and solitude also being
important. Specific activities were mentioned only by
a small proportion of visitors as being the main reasons
for visits. Scottish holidaymakers in Scotland were often
more interested in visiting friends and relatives than in
scenery or activities. These general conclusions were
supported by the summer surveys of Butler and Carter.
Turning to the Spey Valley, the Gallup poll in 1968 found
that good facilities for sports were much more important
in winter than in summer, and that the Aviemore Centre



was a more important attraction in summer than in the win¬
ter. Most foreign visitors to the Spcy Valley were simply
touring. Butler's winter survey relied on data from Brit¬
ish Rail for 1%6 in observing that 88% of visitors came
for skiing, while small proportions were attracted by
walking, climbing, rest and relaxation, or visits with
friends and relatives. The Baker-Gordon survey (1974)
found that only half of family groups regarded skiing as
the main motivation, and 2.1+% of those at Cairngorm were
said to be on a "holiday/break".

Visitors to the Spey Valley in summer can be said to
have consisted of a combination of tourers, most just
passing through the area, and parties with a specific
purpose in corning to the area. The district offered a wide
variety of attractions ranging from peace and quiet to the
facilities of the Aviernore Centre. Conferences also
brought in special-purpose groups, but recreational facil¬
ities and other general amenities of the area also helped
to attract conferences. In winter, skiing predominated,
but many skiers were accompanied by others who did not
ski. For the non-skiers, the Aviemore Centre and other
indoor facilities were quite important. Other recreational
pursuits also attracted winter trade, notably curling and
climbing. Another interesting point arose from a cross-
tabulation of reasons and previous visits to the Spey Val¬
ley, which showed that those coming for outdoor recreation
or peace and quiet were more likely to be repeat visitors
than were those interested in sightseeing,

(11) Activities_o f, Visitors__in the, Spey Valley

The questionnaire listed places to visit and activ¬
ities which could be done in the Spey Valley, and respon¬
dents were instructed to tick all those visited or under¬
taken by any members of their party on that trip. This
information provides a general indication of patterns of
activity, as the places and activities were selected to
ar\"tTOV> ■[' Vl f~\ xvt »-i -* A -VA "V", r\ 4 T nv. J i«"v> v» r\ r\ -V~» 4- -* /•> "wa
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pursuits of significance. A broad geographical spread of
places was also incorporated in the list. Table 52 shows
the number of respondents, in each of 3 sub-areas from
which the forms were obtained, who mentioned each of the
23 places - including a category for no visits. It is
possible that a small proportion of those shown as visit¬
ing no places actually had failed to answer the question
at all.

It should be kept in mind that the summer sample
contained 879 cases and the sample in winter was 251.
The Aviemore Centre was the only place to be visited by
over half of all parties in both winter and summer. The
volume of visits in winter was much less than in summer,
owing in part to the closure of some facilities (namely:
the fish farm, although entrance could sometimes be
gained; Osprey nest - accessible, but with no birds;
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Highland Games; Sheep Dog Trials).

Table 52: Number of Parties Visiting Places

* Summer Location of Accommodation Winter
Places
GLsited North Central South 1 North Central South T

None 16 30 50 76 1 1 7 18
A 107 505 53 665 33 172 24 229
B 78 160 24 262 15 36 1 52
C 21 44 18 83 - 2 1 3
D 49 330 14 393 4 33 4 41
E 23 11 6 7 146 - 4 1 5
F 10 103 7 120 - 15 1 16
G 69 146 12 227 1 3 1 5
H 36 105 35 176 1 10 5 16
I 36 222 11 269 8 34 5 47
J 45 125 23 193 - 4 1 5
K 117 193 25 335 15 23 3 41
L 16 39 13 68 2 3 - 5
M 29 237 7 273 1 26 2 29
N 13 17 3 33 - - - -

0 9 18 1 28 - _ — —

P 8 7 1 16 — — -. —

Q 17 39 8 64 1 1 - 2
R 16 17 4 37 - 1 1 2
S 22 59 33 114 - 7 2. 9
T 1 11 14 26 - 3 3
U 45 67 5 117 1 3 _ 4
V 41 137 28 206 2 21 4 27
w 17 98 3 118 1 7 - 8

Noto*: A: Aviemore Centre; B: Landmark Visitor Centre; C:
Highland Folk Museum; D:Loch Morlich Beach; E: Fish
Farm (Inverdruie); F: Craigellachie Trails; G:
Osprey Nest, Loch Garten; IkLoch Insh; I:Santa
Oiaus liana; u:Highland wildlife ram.: K: urantown
Village; L: Ruthven Barracks; M:Glen More Trails;
N:IIighland Games; 0: Insh Marshes RSPB Reserve;
P:Sheep Dog Trials; Q:Alpine Plant Nursery;
R:Castle Roy; S:Loch Laggan; T:Clan Macpherson
Museum; U:Railway Museum, Boat of Garten; V:Loch
an Eilean; W:Reindeer House, Glen More.

Some sub-areal variation is evident in these data.
In winter there was obviously a disproportionate level of
visitation by respondents staying in the central area.
Much of this could be attributed to proximity to facilit¬
ies, but it is also reasonable to suggest that those
interested in activity-oriented holidays in the winter
would be more inclined to stay in or near Aviemore with
all its facilities. In the summer sample, the Aviemore
Centre was the site visited most often by respondents in
all 3 sub-areas. However, the next 4 most popular places
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in each sub-area were somewhat different: north - Land¬
mark, Osprey Nest, Loch Morlich Beach, and Wildlife Park;
central - Loch Morlich Beach, Glen More Trails, Santa
Glaus Land, and Grantovm; south - Loch Insh, Loch Laggan,
Loch an Eilean, and Grantown, Grantown was prominent in
all 3 sub-areas and this reflects a high level of tour¬
ing throughout the district, or passing through the area
for those staying only a day or two.

Table 53 shows the number of parties in which some¬
one did each of 31 activities, for each of the 3 sub-areas.

Table 53* Number of Parties Doing Activities

* Summer Location of Accommodation Winter
Activ-
ities North Central South T North Central Sou th T

None 14 1 1 28 53 1 5 6
A 144 423 58 625 15 69 11 95
B 106 436 40 582 6 69 11 86
C 12 132 - 144 12 68 2 82
D 7 25 15 47 - 5 - 5
E 85 231 24 340 2 13 4 19
F 9 95 10 114 7 43 1 51
G 12 72 ~ 84 1 2 _ 3
H 48 159 17 224 2 13 - 15
I 57 157 22 336 31 133 21 185
J 10 46 4 60 - - —

K 18 190 3 21 1 15 94 7 116
L 2 23 2 27 32 157 23 212
M - 1 - 1 1 24 4 29
N 16 147 3 166 16 70 7 93
0 - 8 1 9 2 6 — 8
P 61 247 26 334 24 131 16 171
Q 53 297 20 370 4 42 4 50
R - 59 - 59 2 19 1 22
S 22 35 1

/*
58 1 - 1
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u 1 1 49 3 63 2 — 2
V — 16 — 16 — 2 — 2
w 2. 9 — 11 2 2 - 4
X 23 67 5 95 - 2 2 4
Y 6 76 1 83 4 19 — 23
Z 6 18 2 26 — —

AB 3 32 1 36 7 28 3 38
CD 3 32 - 35 - - — —

EF 9 93 4 106 — 1 — —

GH 7 1 1 9 — — _ —

IJ 26 48 9 83 1 1 - 2

* A:sightseeing by car; B:walking in woods; C:going to
cinema; Digoing to church; E:having a picnic; F:dancing;
G:bicycling; H:nature study; I:riding the Cairngorm
chairlift; J:outdoor swimming; K:indoor swimming; L:
downhill skiing; M:ski touring; N:ice skating; 0: curling;
P:drinking; Q thill walking; R:mountain/rock climbing;
Striding the steam railway; T:cabaret/show; Utpony trek¬
king; V:overnight hike; W:shooting game; X:fishing; Y:
go-karting; Z:tennis; AB:squash; CD:sailing; EF:canoe¬
ing; GH:bowls; IJ:golfing.



In summer the most popular activities were, in de¬
scending order of frequency: sightseeing by car; walking
in woods; hill walking; having a picnic; taking a ride on
the Cairngorm chairlift; and going drinking. Of the act¬
ive sports, only indoor swimming ranked highly, although
canoeing and ice skating were somewhat popular. In winter
skiing predominated, followed by: taking the chairlift
(mostly for skiing, no doubt); drinking; indoor swimming;
sightseeing by car; ice skating; walking in woods; and
going to the cinema. Sightseeing, both in summer and
winter, can be accomplished simply by travelling to and
from the area, so its importance may be exaggerated. How¬
ever, it must be recalled that sightseeing was a major
purpose of touring in the summer. Looking at the sub-
areas, it v/as revealed that groups in the south were less
active in both summer and winter, and groups in the cen¬
tral part were the most active - more so in summer than
in winter. Part of the reason may be the south's distance
from many of the facilities, but it may also be attribut¬
able to different types of visitors.

Data from the STARS survey in 1973 confirm the main
findings of the Spey Valley questionnaire with respect to
activities. STARS found that under 30% of holiday groups
in the Highlands and Islands participated in any active
sports, and., of those undertaken, the most popular were
fishing, swimming, golf, sailing, and hill-waiking/climb-
ing. Visitors in the Spey Valley shared those preferences,
with, however, much higher participation in walking in
woods/hill-walking, and with canoeing and ice-skating
added.

Also noteworthy from STARS was the observation that
groups with children were more active in recreation than
other groups, and they visited more places as well. The
stimulus provided by children, and their own active nat¬
ures, leads to a greater interest in specific things to
do. This helps to explain the popularity of Aviemore and
the Spey Valley for croups with children, at least in
summer.

Previous research into the activities of visitors in
the Spey Valley had focussed on Glen More and the Cairn¬
gorms. In 1964 the FC did a study in Glen More which
found that walking was the most popular activity in the
Forest Park. While some three-quarters of their respond¬
ents had gone for a walk in the woods, only 16% had used
the then-new chairlift. Nature study was not a popular
pursuit, even in the park. Another study in 1970 in Glen
More counted traffic to the Loch Morlich Beach area in
the summer, finding that on peak days at least 1300
people could be found near the loch, excluding campers
from the nearby site. An estimate of between 30000-54000
visits to the beach area was made for the June-September
period. Traffic counts on the road to Glen More in 1972
and 1973 indicated that between 1100 and 1400 vehicles
were entering from Aviemore between 0900 and 1800 hours.



On Easter Sunday, 2000 cars entered the area, and on
peak days it was estimated that some 1500 visitors used
the beach. Two traffic counts in 1978 (a Sunday and Mon¬
day in August) found the total 16-hour flow of traffic on
the road to Glen More to be approximately 3600-3800
vehicles. This can be compared with total flows on the A9S
south of Aviemore, of approximately 6000-7000 vehicles on
days in August in 1976 (Highland Regional Council).

The NCC studied the use of Cairngorm National Nature
Reserve in 19733 finding that access points in the Spey
Valley and in particular the Cairngorm chairlift, were the
most important for walkers giong into the remote interior.
Cairngorm summit was the busiest place in the reserve, and
the study referred to data from 1971 which showed that
approximately 30% of visitors to the parking area on Cairn¬
gorm (in summer) actually made it to the summit, mostly
via the chairlift. Only about 5% of arrivals at the summit
(which involves a short but steep walk from the chairlift)
progressed further into the reserve. It had been estimated
(CCS Speyside Project, 1972) that upwards of 1000 persons
daily, in peak season with fair weather, reached the sum¬
mit of Cairngorm.

Recreational pressure and problems of management
in the Rothiemurchus/Glen More area have been well doc¬
umented in the work of the CCS's Speyside Project during
1971-7k. That experiement failed to secure a permanent,
integrated ranger service, but it did succeed in raising
the level of knowledge of the problems.

(12) Expenditure, by_Visitors

One question asked respondents to write in the
total cost of their trip, and while this was useful to
prompt careful consideration, the question of primary
interest was the amount spent in the Spey Valley.
Recall was a factor which probably distorted results
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question. There was, naturally, an increase in amounts
spent as the length of time in the Spey Valley increased.
Some of the largest expenditures were from large groups
such as teams.

It is more instructive to compare the amounts spent
in the study area with accommodation used in the district.
Figures in Table 5k are percentages, so it is readily
apparent which types of accommodation resulted, proport¬
ionally, in the greatest amount of local spending per
group. Absent from the table are those from the winter
sample who stayed in other types of accommodation, as
they were too small a group to break down into proportions.
It should also be noted that some of the proportions
given in the table stemmed from small sub-samples, so the
data should be interpreted only as a rough guide. Never¬
theless, it does show clearly that the majority of those
staying at touring sites and in youth hostels spent little
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in the Spey Valley compared with those in serviced accom¬
modation. Users of self-catering units and static cara¬
vans appear to have been the highest spenders in proport¬
ional terms, owing in large part, undoubtedly, to their
greater length of stay in the district. The winter sample
displayed similar characteristics to that in the summer.
The costs of skiing and the emphasis on entertainment and
drinking in the winter seemed to cause higher spending
than in summer. As well, some of the groups included in
the winter sample were quite large, and this distorted
the data somewhat.

Table 54'- Amount Spent in Spey Valley (by Groups), and
Their Type of Accommodation

Proportion of Groups in Each Category

Amounts G£) *1 2 I k 1 6 1 2 1 k 1 6
1-10 1 —

'

— 12 39 — — - 6 6 20
1 1-50 41 29 25 - 56 36 13 12 1 - 44 45
51-100 28 2-7 20 15 19 12 31 15 16 25 21 25

101 -2.00 15 20 23 41 11 6 31 27 25 50 24 10
201-300 9 13 13 15 2. 2 13 31 16 12 - -

301-500 5 5 14 - 5 6 4 26-3 -

501-1000 1 3 5 2 - - 6 - 7 6 3 -

1001-2000 - 2 1 1 — - — 8 5 - -
-

2000+
SUMMER

4 WINTER —

Notes: Figures are rounded and may not add exactly to
100%.

* Key to Types of Accommodation: 1*.Bed and breakfast
places and guest houses; 2:Small Hotels; 3: Large
Hotels; 4: Static caravans and self-catering units;
5^ Touring sites; 6*-Youth hostels.

The relative local value obtained from visitors stav¬
ing in various types of accommodation has been assessed
in many studies of economic impact. From the two studies
conducted in Scotland, namely in Tayside (TRRU, 1975) and
the Isle of Skye (Brownrigg and Greig, 1974)j one can
conclude that the greatest local spending comes from ser¬
viced accommodation and licensed hotels in particular
(measured by person-expenditure per day). However, bed
and breakfast places and guest houses, along with self-
catering units, are more dependent on local services and
are more likely to be owned by locals so that money spent
in these types of accommodation has a greater local
impact. Tourists spend money outside their accommodation
as well, and it is logical that those able to afford ser¬
viced accommodation might spend more on entertainment,
souvenirs, and the like. On the other hand, those touring
and staying in self-catering accommodation will contribute
to other aspects of the local economy, especially shops
and petrol stations. Effects on employment must also be
considered, as hotels are certainly the greatest
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generators of full-time and male employment. Also, the
volume of visitors in different types of accommodation
must be taken into account when assessing the economic
impact of tourists, as spending by large numbers of tour¬
ers might be, in many circumstances, as important as that
of visitors using serviced accommodation.

Where exactly does the money go within the district?
Questions in the interviews attempted to discover the
local breakdown of expenditure by asking respondents to
indicate amounts spent in 7 categories. They were also
asked to show any amount spent on packaged holidays,
whether or not paid locally. The main questionnaire dis¬
covered that a low proportion of summer visitors were on
some kind of package 06%, including coach tours which
were under-represented), but in winter approximately i+0%
were on a package. Most common of the summer packages was
rooms, meals and transport (i.e., coach tours) and they
were concentrated in hotels. In winter the most common

package was for rooms, meals and recreation - mainly ski¬
ing. These packages distort any assessment of expenditure
in the district because some of the money will have gone
to transport or travel agents, even though a large amount
accrued to local accommodation establishments.

Calculations have been based only on the small inter¬
view sample, so they must be treated with extreme caution.
The figures cannot be compared directly with other surveys
because different categories were used, although some gen¬
eral comparisons can be made. In most surveys of visitors
(pertaining to trips within Britain) it is accommodation
which takes the largest proportion of spending. In the
Spey Valley sample it was found that 30.5% of spending
was in the place of accommodation, and to this must be
added some amount from money spent on packages, which was
listed separately. Accommodation accounted for 32.3% of
spending by visitors in the Tayside survey, 32.2% in the
Skye data and 37®2% in the Islands survey. The data from
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such as drinks and souvenirs which can be purchased at
places of accommodation, and also it was somewhat lower
than the others because of the exclusion of packages.
Other major items of expenditure were meals and snacks
eaten out (approximately 10% in the Spey Valley; 12.4%
in Skye); shopping for food (about 8% in the Spey Valley;
9.8% in Tayside); petrol and cars (6%;in the Spey Valley;
11.2% in Skye for all travel; 14.4% in Tayside for all
travel; 7.4% in the Islands for all transport); gifts and
souvenirs (8% in the Spey Valley; 14.6% in Skye); recre¬
ation and entertainment 0 6.5% in Spey Valley; 2.3% in
Skye, to which should be added 5.8% for drinks; 4.6% in
Tayside, to which might be added some expenditure on
drinks); other spending (7.3% in the Spey Valley). Pack¬
ages accounted for approximately 14% of all expenditure,
and much of this figure can be added to the accommodation
component for the study area.



The Spey Valley breakdown of spending did conform
generally to that found in other surveys, although local
patterns of tourism make such comparisons risky. The Spey
Valley did appear to attract greater spending on recrea¬
tion and entertainment, and some of this difference stems
from the inclusion of skiers in the sample. However, it
would be expected that such spending would be increased
in the Spey Valley because of the many facilities and
recreational pursuits which can be undertaken -particu¬
larly for those staying near Aviemore, With regard to
food, it is sometimes argued that tourers and self-caterer
bring most of their supplies from home, resulting in lit¬
tle benefit to local shops. In the interviews it was
asked what proportion of the total needs for food was
brought from home, and the responses indicated that those
staying in serviced accommodation brought none, or extreme
ly little. Almost 9% of tourers and those staying in self-
catering units or static caravans claimed to have brought
no food from home. Approximately 63% of self-caterers
brought up to 59% of their food, and approximately 28%
brought over 59%* However, for tourers in particular, the
food brought from home may not have lasted as far as the
Spey Valley.

(1 3) Qpinions__o_f Visitors_

On the self-administered questionnaire the back page
was reserved exclusively for comments and suggestions.
Respondents were requested to write in what they espec¬
ially enjoyed or disliked about their visit in the Spey
Valley, and to make suggestions about what could be done
to make the area better for visitors. Many did not respond
and it may be that some hidden bias is present in the data
as a consequence,. However, the large number of comments
received, and the diverse nature of the sample permits
confidence that a broad reflection of opinion has been
obtained.

In Table 55 the main responses have been categorised,
ana une Key to (Jodes should, be consulted for the full
list. Some categories are vague, so similar comments have
been aggregated. Foremost of the things enjoyed about the
Spey Valley were aspects of the natural environment. The
largest grouping included scenery, mountains, and the
like, followed by peace and quiet. Other environmental
qualities appreciated by many visitors were the forests,
access to trails and the open countryside, wildlife,
cleanliness, and an unspoilt atmosphere. The people, in¬
cluding residents and other visitors, were an important
asset. Another major grouping of favourable comments per¬
tained to facilities, especially the Aviemore Centre, the
variety of things to do, entertainment, eating, and
specific recreational activities and facilities. In winter,
naturally, skiing was the major attraction. The quality
of accommodation, staff, and service were very important
aspects the visitors' experiences, along with roads, par¬
king, signs and information. Most notable in these comment
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was the fact that the Spey Valley had a wide appeal for
both the qualities of its natural environment and its
facilities for recreation and entertainment.

Table 55: Things Especially Enjoyed About the Spey
Valley, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned.

Summer Winter

-*_>cenery, etc. .........a....... 397 91
-Peace and Quiet, etc. ......... 122 19
-The Ieople .......so........... 96 37
-Lots to Do, Variety, Choice ... 88 24
-Walks, Walking ................ 76 7
-Aviemore Centre ............... 68 19
-Forests, Forest Trails,
Access to Countryside ........ 54 8

-Skiing .oe, ...... ...ecc.ecoo...
- 70

-Accommodation (not touring) ... 52 18
-Touring Sites 33 6
-Wildlife 38 3
-Chairlift 34
-Good for Families, all Ages,
Entertainment 0....... ..««•••• 33 —

-G1ean .»««.*co........ 28 —

1oou, Lating 25 15
-Unspoilt, Not Commercialised,
Wild 25 5

Turning to things disliked about the Spey Valley,
Table 56 shows the main groups of responses. Where pos¬
sible, suggestions made in the ensuing question which
could be interpreted as complaints have been added to this
table. There were fewer complaints meiitioned than there
were things enjoyed, and many responded that nothing was
disliked, Aviemore and the Aviemore Centre (or specific
aspects of them) attracted the most criticism. The weather
and insects annoyed many tourists, but other environmental
aspects were not given much attention in this question.
There was evident, however, a significant minority who
found the area (or the part they experienced) to be too
commercialised or over-developed. Many were disappointed
by the high cost of their stay, and this applied partic¬
ularly to skiers who felt that the costs on Cairngorm
were excessive. The fact that accommodation, roads, res¬
taurants, staff, shops, information and general cleanli¬
ness (or a lack of it) attracted both praise and complaints
indicates that different experiences or perceptions were
obtained. Tourers in particular were vociferous about the
qualities or bad features of touring sites. In winter,
crowding and poor services or facilities on Cairngorm
attracted many complaints, as did the clearance of snow
and a lack of good service by buses for skiers.



Table %: Things Disliked About the Spey Valley,
Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned.

Summer Winter

-Nothing Disliked . . .»«. * » e e « » e « ♦ «• ft 126 18
-Avicrnore/Aviemore Centre e • « • e © « « 6 12+1 3k
-High Prices, Costs ..... o * © » e t> <? O»0 87 35
-Weather ................ 8/+ 35
-Roads, Traffic, Parking, Snow
Clearance Inadequate .. » O 0 tf © 6 © 0 «< « 70 20

-Touring Sites .......... 0 • ©©«©« o e © 35 -

-Overcommercialised, too developed. 30 -

-Ski Slopes Too Crowded . © © © e o • e ©06
- 28

-Insects, Bugs .......... eocene* ©Of 21 -

-Food, Restaurants, etc. © © «• e c © © e © 21 10
-Poor Services/Facilities on

Cairngorm ski hill • © o © e © o © © © if 37
-Shops, Shopping, Souvenirs, etc © © © 19 -

-Staff, Poor Service .... 17 8
-Overcrowded ............ o fc © c © © « © o © 12 -

-Information, Signs, etc. « ft © O © 0 © © © 12 -

In Table 57 are included those suggestions which ap¬
peared to be legitimate comments on improving the area.

Table 57: Suggestions on Mailing the Spey Valley Better
For Visitors, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

Summer Winter

Keep As Is, No Growth, etc. ... 0 © © © © 66 17
Improve Touring Sites ......... © * © © © 5k 3
better Koaas, Traffic ......... *f © f f • 5U 11

Information, Signs ............ 0 • © © © k7 6
Better or More Ski Facilities . <t © 0 © © 3 k8
Restaurants, Food, etc. ....... O 6 fee 19 ik
Public Transport, Tours ....... O 6 » © ® 18 11
Entertainment ................. 17 8
rpni 1 p i~ qto © © e t © © © 0 <• e « e © 0 © s © <*• «. © c e G 0 © e G 16 -

Services on Cairngorm ......... & © © 0 0 2 21
Make it Cheaper ............... O © « © fi 1k 9
More For Children ............. » © © © tf 15 —

Shops and Shopping ............ 0 G • © 0 8 3
Launderettes .................. a 0 © © © 8 -

Fewer Visitors, Less Crowded .. © © © © « 13 5
Abolish/Destroy Aviemore Centre © 0 e © 7 2
Pubs/Beer/Children Allowed in Pub O

0 © 0 1k k
Ski and Weather Information ... • © sec

— 6
Snow Clearance on Roads ....... © © CO©

- 6
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The most frequent suggestion was to keep the area as
it v/as without further development. Skiers, however,
wanted more and better facilities and services on Cairn¬
gorm, along with better service by buses. Only a small
number of visitors in the summer desired more growth or
facilities, although information and roads were mentioned
often as requiring improvement. Public transport received
a considerable amount of criticism.

The comments described in the preceding 3 tables
cannot be taken as a precise reflection of the weight of
visitors' opinions, because the sample was not truly ran¬
dom. However, the comments obviously reflected a wide
range of opinions and preferences. They pointed to aspects
of travel and holihaymaking of particular importance,
either leading to praise or to criticism. It would not be
possible to assign reliably any socio-economic or other
characteristics to different opinions, but a closer exam¬
ination of those respondents who expressed a liking or
disliking of Aviemore and the Aviemore Centre was made on
the basis of "age", "origin", "reason for coming to Spey
Valley" and "number of children in groups". Results of
these analyses were not conclusive, but it was suggested
by the data that groups with children were more likely
to appreciate Aviemore and the Centre, while older
respondents and those seeking peace and quiet were more
inclined to make complaints about it. Also, those orient¬
ed toward outdoor recreation were less appreciative of
the village and the Centre. It would be unwise to emphas¬
ise these observations, however, as it is probable that
many who used such facilities as the Aviemore Centre
would find something to complain about. Also, the Avie¬
more Centre was the only major complex of indoor facilit¬
ies and accommodation, so it attracted a great deal of
use and attention.

Several different questions were included in the
interviews which provide interesting insights to the per-
Ooptiujiito ui vitoifux ti ctuuu I the t> uuuy area. The sample was
small and not random, so these results must be interpreted
with caution. It was asked if visitors had any contact
with residents of the area and, if so, what was their
opinion of the residents. Forty-nine respondents indicated
they had some contact with residents, while 1+2 had none.
Most residents were met at shops and at places of accomm¬
odation, with a few met at places of entertainment or
recreation. Asked to give an opinion of residents, most
respondents would not do so. A large majority of those
who stated an opinion about residents were impressed fav¬
ourably, but a minority indicated their difficulty in
determining who was a resident as opposed to temporary
staff. The large number of non-Scottish staff in evidence
was mentioned several times. The only thing which might
be concluded from these questions is that a large number
of visitors had little or no contact with residents, and
any contact was probably with staff in accommodation or
other tourism-related facilities, and in shops. Many



visitors in the Spey Valley undoubtedly obtained a per¬
ception based on contacts with temporary staff from out¬
side the area.

Asked, whether or not they thought the Spey Valley
would be a good area in which to live, 52 respondents
said yes, 31 said no, and 8 others did not know. Many
varied reasons were given for a preference to live in
the area, and most said it had a good environment,
pleasant countryside, or nice scenery (22 cases).
Thirteen others praised the clean air, space or freedom,
12 liked the opportunities for outdoor recreation or
skiing in particular, and 10 others mentioned amenities,
entertainment or facilities. Peace and quiet attracted
10 respondents, and other aspects mentioned in favour of
the area included: remoteness; easy pace of life; a good
area in which to raise children; good area for retire¬
ment; no crime; pleasant people. A few respondents
qualified their preference by saying it would be a good
area if one could get a good job or a house, or if one
had lots of money.

For those who thought it would not be a good area
in which to live, the reason given most frequently was a
lack of suitable work ~ a point which is more a qualifi¬
cation than a rejection. Others thought it was too remote
or quiet, had harsh winters, was expensive, overcommer-
cialised or was too "touristy". Three people thought it
would be a good area if one was located away from Avie-
more. One respondent indicated that it was a place for
getting away to, rather than a place to live in.

V/hat was interesting about these comments on the
desirability of living in the area is that the attractions
were very similar to its appeal for tourists, and many of
the valley's unattractive aspects were really qualifica¬
tions rather than rejections. No doubt a few visitors to
the area, especially if they returned many times, were
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tainly the survey of facilities found that many small
businesses were bought by those looking for a higher qual¬
ity of environment, and some of them had definitely been
influenced by previous visits for holidays or recreation.
Also, it is reasonable to conclude that if most visitors
see the area as being attractive for living, then its
appeal to tourists must also be high.



SURVEY OF VISITORS TO THE SPEY VALLEY

Welcome to the Spey Valley*.

This survey is being undertaken by the University of Edinburgh# on behalf of the
Highlands and Islands Development Board and the Scottish Tourist Board. It is
about your stay in the Spey Valley# and the information we collect will be
used by those planning and providing services for visitors. We hope you enjoy
your stay here# and to help others to do so we would be grateful if you took
a few minutes at the end of your stay to answer our questions. Your name
is not needed and all answers will be kept completely confidential.

As a token of our thinks for your help we would like you to keep the attached
souvenir programme commemorating the Queen's Silver Jubilee in Scotland.

A9
to Inverness

to Nairn

GRANTOWN
DULNAIN-^- CROMDALE

:arrbridge
A 939

to Tomintoulboat of
garten NETHYBRIDGE

aviemore

kincra1g>c
.glenmore

kingussie

NEWTONMORE#^
.aggan

Cairngorm
Mountains-^

dalwhinnie

to Fort William

WHO SHOULD COMPLETE THIS FORM?

- each nprcftn <.*%« \ ~ trz.vclii.~~, aluue#
- the adult head cf each group of family or friends travelling together;
- the adult leader of groups of youths;
- if you are on a coach tour or with a large group# such as a club or team#
each family should complete one form and also each adult without family.

WHEN SHOULD YOU FILL OUT THIS FORM?

- We would like infroraation about your entire stay in the Spey Valley# so please
complete this form just before you depart from this place of accommodation.
Even if you are only staying one night# we would still appreciate receiving
a completed form from ycu. When you depart# just seal the form in the
envelope provided# and l^ive it with the manager or at the office. If
you require more time# please fill out the form later and mail it to us in
the postage-free envelope.

For most questions, just mark a tick in the box or boxes which best indicate
your answer. Some questions ask you to write in an answer# and on the back page
space has been left for your comments.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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Are you now on a holiday
or recreation trio? □ «s conrerenceOR | |at

Ion work/business trip

Office

Use 0Only

If you are on a holiday or recreation trip, will it
be your longest such trip of this year? 3y longest
we mean the most nights away from home.

Qyes
□ no

How many nights in total will you
be awav from home on this trio? (please write in number

How many nights will you have stayed in
this place of accommodation upon your departure? (nights)

Will you have stayed anywhere else I I YES^>
in the Spey Valley on this trip? pUZ
(Please see map on front page)

no

If YES, how many nights in
total at other places in
the Spey Valley? (nights)

Are you travelling aione? □ yes or | jwith family □with friends
□with school group j jteam or club

If you are not alone, how many persons
are in your group including yourself? ^

(If you are with a coach tour, school
group, team or club, include only
members of your family) . Persons

How many of these are
children under age 16?

(children)

How are you mainly travelling
in Scotland on this trip?
(tick only one)

□Rented car

| [Own car

□ 3y train

□Public bus
| |Coach tour

□Motorcycle □ Other
In what type of accommodation Q hotel ["""ltouring caravan
are you mainly staying this ■—i . f—i

|_J hostel I [static caravan on a site
□ tent r~|guesthouse/bed 3, breakfast

] flat/house [^friends or relatives
[ja vehicle for both driving and sleeping

trip, in Scotland?

(tick only one)

Where is your home? Q]]Scotland [^England □Wales □Eire □ N.Ireland

QJother country (write in name):
Please write in the name of your
town (or nearest town) and the

county or region. (town) (county or region)

11 If you live outwitn Scotland, have □ YES*"
you ever visited Scotland before? i |□ N0

If YES, about how many times?

(times)

Have you ever visited the Spey Valley
berore on a noliday or for recreation? ( 1

■ □«
If YES, about how many times?

(times)

13 On this trip, were you... □ planning to stay mainly in the Spey Valley?
(tick onlv one) i—i . ,

\ |planning to stop here wnile touring?

| |not really planning to stop here at ail?

14 What was your main
purpose in coming
to the Spey Valley?
(tick only one)

j 1 sightseeing
I"! shiing
| 1 nature study

| | other (write in)

| I outdoor recreation
} |oeace and cuiet

□ to be near Aviemore Centre
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ISjHera is a list of some places to visit in the Spey Valley. Please tick Office
1

the boxes beside all those you or anyone in your group were at during this Use Only
trip. Where admission was charged, count them only if someone paid.

| [ Aviemore Centre

| j Landmark Visitor
Centre (Carrbridge)

n Highland Folk
Museum (Kingussie)

PI Loch Morlich Beach

I I Inverdruie Fish Farm

QJCraigellacnie Nature
Trail (Aviemore)

arte

QLoch Insh

□ Santa Clause Land □ Inshriach Alpine Nursery
□ Castle Roy (ruins near

Nethybridge)

| | Grantown-on-Spey Loch Laggan

r~] Highland Wildlife
Park

Ruthven Barracks

Glen More Forest

Park Trails

j—I Loch Garten Osprey'—' Nest

^ (near Kingussie)

□
]Highland Games

rn Insh Marshes
' RSPB Reserve

□ Sheep Dog Trials

□ Clan Macpherson Museum
(Newtonmore)

□ Steam Railway Museum(Boat of Garten)

j |Loch an Eilean (near
Aviemore)

□ Reindeer House

(Glen More)

16] Here is a list of some activities that can be done in the Spey Valley.
Please tick the boxes beside all those you or anyone in your group did
during this visit.

^sightseeing by car
walking in woods

going to cinema

^going to church
□having a picnic
[^going dancing
| [bicycling

\ na cure s tudy

□ Cairngorm chairlift
□ outdoor swimming
□ indoor swimming
□ downhill skiing

□ ski touring

□ ice skating
["""[curling
[going drinking

hill walking

[—|mountain/rock
'—'climbing

|—| riding the
s-aam railwav

cabaret/live
show□

P~|pony trekking
"jjovernight hike
£j[shooting game

□ fishing
Ikarting

□ tennis
| [squash
□ sailing
□ canoeing
□ bowls
| |golfing

izT Are you on a package
or inclusive holiday?

□*> O"
>

If YES, what does transportation
it include? * "

□ breakfasts D leals

| I accommodation
| [recreation (skiing etc.)

Tsj In total, how much is this holiday
costing you and your group? >

And about how much of this wiil have
been spent in_ the Spey Vali»v £

(Try to be exact : include accommodation, food, entertainment, petrol, souvenirs, etc.)

19| The following information will help us better understand who visits the Spey
Valley, compared with other areas. Please remember that your answers will
be kept strictly confidential.

a. Are you. . .| jemployed? | jretired? j |a student?□ housewife? | {unemployed?
? (years) c .| Are you...□male? female?b.[ What is your age?

What is your total yearly income, [ |under £2000|
from all sources, before taxes? —

£200C-£400Q□ £4000-26000

o6000-23000□over £ 3000

ejRegarding your education, which Q left school at or before normal having age
of these aoclies to you? i—| ,

1 1 obtained some mgner eaucation or training

□ obtain university degree or equivalent

THE BACK PAGE HAS 3EEN LEFT FOR YOUR COMMENTS - PLEASE

TELL US WHAT YOU LIKED OR DISLIKED ABOUT YOUR VISIT.
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YOUR COMMENTS PLEASE Office
Use Only

Was there anything you especially
enjoyed about the Spey Valley?

Was there anything you disliked
about the Spey Valley?

What could be done to make this
a better area for visitors?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP, AND HAVE A GOOD TRIP HOME.



Place:

3UR7ZV C? 7T3ITCH3 PC ~S 3IZY Vi^IIY: II.TEHVir.-f ?33C0?-D

; Date:

Interviewer ; Respondent leaving: | |today; □ tomorrow
Are you now on a holiday or recreation trip? i—i „ .—,*

I IYES OS LJat a conference
Qon work/business

2j (IP ON HOLIDAY OH HZCH2A1I0N THIP) Will this be your (—1,^ r—i
longest holiday this year? That is, the cost nights I—' I—J1
away from home.

How many nights in total will you be away from home this trip?

4 now many nights will you have stayed in this place upon departure?

5J Will you have stayed anywhere else in the Spey Valley this trip? PlYSS [ ISO
- (IP Y33) How many nights will you have stayed at other places?

£jAre you travelling ...| [Alonej |with family | jfriends | |school group
Q^team or club [ |feinily and friends

0" Would you please tell me a few things about the group (yourself) you are
travelling with? That is, their age, whether male or female, their relation
to you if any, and whether or not they are working at present.

Relation Sex Age Occupation Married? * For large groups record only:
i ELBAD

2

3
* Occupation Codes4

5 2 = Not working/unemloyed
3 = Housewife, no paid job
4 = Retired
5 = Student, no paid job

6

7

3

8| Kow are you mainly travelling .—| , , ,—r i—i. i—i , ,-1
in Scotland on this trip? U-ente<i ^ [_}om oax LJ^ain [_Jcoach tour

| |public bu3 | jmotorcycls | |other

" □"*» D- ««
in Scotland on this trip? static caravan QJtant I Iflat/cottage

□ touring caravan |"~1 friends/relatives
| |vehicle for both driving/sleeping | |other

10 Where is your home?

country town egaon

1_1J (IP SOKE 13 OUTWITS SCOTLAND)Have you aver visited Scotland before? | ]YESf jHO
(IP YES) About how many times'

121 Have you ever visited Spey Valley before, on a holiday or for recreation?

□ YES □ NO
- (U YES) About how many times?



1 3 Did. you plan to ..

(PSCKFT)
| | stay mainly in the Spey "/alley this trip?
| [stop here while touring?

^jnot plan to stop here at all?

14| What was your rain reason in coning
to the Spey Valley? (NO PROMPTING)

15 Would you please tell me which route
you followed into the Spey Valley? (MAP)

161 3y which route do you plan to leave? (MAP)

17 (SHOW LIST ) Here is a li3t of the villages and some places to visit in the
Spey Valley. Please tell me which of these you, or anyone in your group,
went to during this trip. Where admission was charged, count them only if
someone actually paid.
Places Vi3ited:

13 (SHOW LIST) This is a list of some activities that can be done in the Spey Val¬
ley. Please tell me which of these you, or anyone in your group, did during
this visit. Also, please tell me where - and add any not on the list.

Activity Location Activity Location Activity Location

19 We are interested in finding out what services are used by visitors. Would
you please tell me where you, or anyone in your group, made any purchases
or other expenditures while in the Spey Valley this trip. Include meals,
food, petrol and car expenses, gifts, entertainment, etc. Do not include
expenditures within the place of accommodation.

Expenditure Location Expenditure Location

201 Are you on any hind of inclusive or package deal? □ YES □ NO
- (IF YES) 'What does it include? (PHCMPT)
□ transport □ accommodation j^jrecreation (instruction, rentals, etc.)
Cjbreakfa3t3 □other meals □ other:

Did you bring any food supplies with you from home? | [YES ( |HO
- (IF YES) About how much of your total food needs

for this trip did you bring with you? %



22 I have asked about where you made expenditures, and now would you please tell
me -ii you can recall- about how much money you and your group have 3pent
on various things in the 3pey Valley? Include an estimate for the remainder of
your stay here.

- at the place of accommodation *11 on a package or
Tall expenditures there) £ . inclusive deal, write

in total cost below,
- meals (outwith accommodation) £ , and the" writs in

extra expenditures in
- food (at shoDs) £ . boxes beside.

, , „ Total oackare cost:
- oetrol/car expenses £

£
- gifts/souvenirs (outwith accom.).... £

- recreation/entertainment
(outwith accommodation) £

- other (specify) £

TOTAL ... £

23 Was there anything you especially enjo/ed about the Spey Valley?

Was there anything you disliked about the 3tey Valley?

25 What could be done to make thi3 a better area for visitors?

26 Have you had any contact with residents of Spey Valley? j | YES | ]l~0 | | ?
- (I? YES) ''/here have you met residents?

shops | [ accommodation | | entertainment places | [other
27 './hat is your general opinion of the residents here? 1None

28 Bo you think this would be a good area in which to live? YS3 | | IK) Q ?
- 'WHY?

29 This final question i3 to help us better understand the visitors coming to
Spey Valley, compared with other areas. (HAND FORM TO RESPONDENT) Would you
please tick the appropriate boxes which best describe your (HEAD OF PARTY)
total, annual income before deductions, and your educational background?
Please remember that your answers will be kept strictly confidential.
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- Regarding your education, which of these applies to you?

| [left school at or before normal leaving age.

j" |obtained some higher education cr full-time training.
| |obtained university degree or equivalent.

| [continuing in full-time education now.

- What is your total yearly income, from all sources, and before tares?

□under £2000
| [between £2000 and £4000

[ [between £4000 and £6000
between £6000 and £8000

□over £3000

EES 5NJ Thank you for your help, and have a good trip!



PROMPT SHEET FOR INTERVIEWS WITH VISITORS

PLACES TO VISIT IN THE VALLEY

1 :

2:
3:
4:
5:

Croradale 6:
Grantown-On-Spey 7:
Dulnain Bridge 8:
Carrbridge 9:
Nethybridge 10:

Boat of Garten
Aviomore
Glen More
Kincraig
Kingussie

1 1 :

12:
13:
14:

Newtonmore
Insh
Dalwhinnie
Laggan Bridge

15: Aviemore Centre 29: Ruthven Barracks (near
16: Landmark Visitor Centre Kingussie)

(Carrbridge) 30: Glen More Forest Park
17: Highland Wildlife Park Trails
18: Loch Morlich Beach 31: Insh Marshes RSPB

(Glen More) Reserve
19: Santa Claus Land 32: Inshriach Alpine Plant
20: Cairngorm Chairlift Nursery

(for a ride) 33: Castle Roy (ruins near
21 : Aviemore Cinema Nethybridge)
22: Aviemore Swimming Pool 34: Loch Laggan
23: Highland Folk Museum 35: Loch Ericht
24: Inverdruie Fish Farm 36: Lochindorb
25: Craigellachie Nature Trail 37: Loch an Eilean (near
26: Loch Garten Osprey Nest Aviemore)
27: Loch Garten 38: Clan Macpherson Mus¬
28: Loch Insh eum (Newtonmore)
39: Steam Railway Museum 41: Loch Spey

(Boat of Garten)
40: Reindeer House

(Glen More)

ACTIVITIES

1: sightseeing by car
2: walking in woods
3: going to church
4: having a picnic
5: bicycling
6: nature study
7: going dancing
8: outdoor swimming
9: downhill skiing
10: ski-touring
11: ice skating
12: curling
13: going drinking
14: hill walking
15: rock/mountain

climbing
16: attending live show/

cabaret
17: pony trekking
18: overnight hiking
19: shooting game
20: fishing

21 :

22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31 :
32:
33:
34:
35:

36:
37:
38:

karting
golfing
canoeing
sailing
tennis
squash
Highland Games
Sheep Dog Trials
bowls
ice hockey
crazy golf/putting
table tennis
snooker
disco
walking around Aviemore
Centre
show/fete
indoor swimming
cinema
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SP2Y VALLF/ SFhF~ADM1!'!IS" 'FR8D VIGIfi'Q1^ QtEOTXOi INAIRE
- KAY TO CODES

(Sequence is identical to that on the questionnaire, with
location, type of accommodation and identification of
returns indicated in 3 boxes at top of form)
hocation (also identifies individual establishments)
~ 4,7 ,19 »20,34 - Gran town
- 1,2,3j17,18,23,23,32 - Aviemore/Coylumbridge/Glen More
- 5,36 - Kingussie
- 6,16,28,30 - Boat of Garten
- 8 - Dalwhinnie
- 9,13,29,35 - Newtonmore
- 10 - Laggan Bridge
- 11,31 - Kincraig/Alvie/Lagganlia
- 12,21,37 - Carrbridge
- 14 - Laggan Parish
- 15,2.7,33 - Nethybridge
- 26 - Dulnain Bridge

Type of Accommodation 1:bed and breakfast; 2:guest house;
3:small hotel (under 50 bedrooms); 4:large hotel (over 50
bedrooms); 5:static caravans; 6:self-catering (flat,
house, chalet); 7:touring site (tent or caravan); 8:youth
hostel; 9:hotel (unspecified); I0:outdoor centre; 11:other
Identification of Individual Returns: Month of Survey

1 to 111 May 0978)
- 112 to 389 July
- 390 to 809 August

810 to 879 October
880 to 1130 February (1979)

Type of Trio 0:no response; 2:holiday or recreation;
3:at a conference; 4:work or business trip
Type of Holiday 0:no response; 1 mot applicable; 2:long¬
est this year; 3mot longest this year
Length of Trio 0? nn rfiRnnnRp' nr*_ priten number* of ni mhts

Length of Stay at This Place 0:no response; or, enter
number of nights
Length of 8bay at Other Places in the Spey Valley
255:no response; Omone; or, enter number
Type of Group 0:no response; 2.:alone; 3:with family;
4:with friends; 5:with school group; 6:with team or club;
7:v/ith family and friends; 8:with a tour; 9:with business/
work colleagues/mates
Size of Group 0:no response; or, enter number
Number of Children Under Age 16 in Group Omone, no
response, or not applicable; or, enter number
Main Mode of Travel in Scotland Omo response; 2:rented
car; 3:own car; 4:public bus; 5:coach tour; 6:train;
7:motorcycle; 8:vehicle for driving and sleeping; 9:talk¬
ing; 10:hitchiking; 1l:other
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Hnln Type of Accommodation in Scotland 0:no response;
2:hotel; 3:hostel; L\: ten t; 5: flat/house/chalet; 6: touring
caravan; 7:static caravan; 8: B and B or guest house;
9:friends and relatives; 10:Vehicle for driving and
sleeping; 11'.outdoor centre; 12: other
Origin 0:no response; 2:Scotland; 3:England; 4:Wales;
5:Fire; 6:N.Ireland; 7:Denmark; 8:France; 9:W.Germany;
10:Netherlands; 11 :Norway; 12:11.0.A.; 13: Canada; 1Aus¬
tralia ; 13:Channel Isles and Isle of Man; l6:New Zealand;
17:Switzerland; l8:Belgium; 19:Sweden; 20:Italy; 21'.Is¬
rael; 22:other
"Regions of U.K. 0:no response; 1 :not applicable; 2:South-
West; 3:0outh-East; 4:East Anglia; 5:F.Midlands; 6:W.Mid¬
lands; 7:Wales; 8:North-West; 9:Yorks./Humberside; 10:North;
11 :Dumfries/Galloway; l2:Borders; l3:Lothian; l4:Strath-
clyde; 15:Central; 1b:Fife; l7:Tayside; l8:Grampian; 19:
Highlands and Islands; 20: other U.K.
Number of Previous Visits to Scotland 255:no response;
0:not applicable; or, enter number (10 entered if response
was "many", or the like)
Number of Previous Holiday or Recreation Trips to the Spey
Valley 255:no response; 0:none; or, enter number (10 err-
tered if response was "many", or the like)
Sney Valley as Destination? 0:no response; 2:planning to
stay mainly in the Spey Valley; 3:planning to stop here
while touring; q.:not really planning to stop here at all
Main Purnoso for Visit to Sney Valley 0:no response;
2: sightseeing; 3: skiing; A'.nature study; 5: outdoor rec¬
reation; 6:peace and quiet; 7:to be near Aviemore Centre;
8:coach tour; 9:walking/climbing/hill walking; 10:work/
conference/business; 11:fishing; 12:field trip; l3:off
route/accidental; 14:nature study and sightseeing; 15:
stop on tour/place to stay/passing through; l6:near home/
convenient; 17:central in Scotland; l8:revisit area; 19:
employment; 20:trace history; 21:sightseeing plus out-
,0 . ^ . .l, .* ~ - "1 . - n / -i i

x wwi waoj.v;ji j J } J> . JJ V? 1' fc>UII ci_L UUb
iness; 24:peace and quiet plus sightseeing; 25:outdoor
recreation plus peace and quiet; 26:nature study plus
peace and quiet; 27:visit friends or relatives/with f.
or r.; 28:package/bargain holiday; 29:sightseeing plus
to be near Aviemore Centre; 30:to see if area is suitable
for future stay; 31:weekend break; 32:ice hockey school;
33:outdoor recreation plus to be near Aviemore Centre; 34:
all round family holiday/lots to do; 35:gliding; 36:area
was recommended; 37:sailing; 38:skiing plus to be near
Aviemore Centre; 39:peace and quiet plus golf; 40:skiing
plus sightseeing; 41:climbing and skiing; 42:curling;
43:skiing and outdoor recreation; 44:peace and quiet and
skiing
P1aces Visited 0:no response/none; 2-24: enter all num¬
bers mentioned, as numbered in columns on questionnaire.
Activities 0:no response/none; 2-32: enter all numbers
mentioned, as numbered in columns on questionnaire.
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Packages 0:no response; 2:not on a package; 3:bed/break-
fast/recreation; 4: bed/breakfast/meals/recreation; 5* bed/
breakfast/transportation; 6:bed/breakfast/meals/trans¬
portation ; 7:bed/breakfast/meals; 8:bed/meals/transport¬
ation ; 9:bed/breakfast/recreation/transportation; 10:
all 5 of above; l1:not used; 12:breakfast/rneals/rover
ticket; 13: bed/recreation; 1 4:bed/recreation/transport-
ation

Cost of Holiday 259:no response; or, enter amount
Amount .Spent in Spey Valley 255:no response; Ocnone; or,
enter amount

Employment Status Ornone; 2:employed; 3:retired; if:
student; 5:housewife; 6:unemployed
Age of Respondent 0:no response; or, enter number of
years

Sex of Respondent 0:no response; 2:male; 3:female
Income 0:no response; 2:under ^2000; 3:between <^2000 and
Xkoooj if: between £4000 and £6000; 5:between £6000 and
S£8000; 6:over £8000
Education 0:no response; 2:left school at or before nor¬
mal leaving age; 3:obtained some higher education or
training; if.:obtained university degree or equivalent
Things En .loved About Spey Valley 0: no response; 2: no thing
Ar£a_QualitiesJL General 3:scenery (countryside, mount¬
ains, nature, views, beautiful, etc.); if:accommodation
(other than camping/caravan); 5:nice people (friendly,
courteous, helpful, hospitality, etc.); 7:camping and
caravan sites and their facilities; 9:peace and quiet
(fresh air, freedom, calm, free and easy, relaxing,
solitude, get away from it all, etc.); 5":emphasis on
conservation; 19:uncrowd.ed (few cars or few people,
easy to get away from crowds, uncongested); 20:wildlife;
32:other people/tourists/meeting them; 45:forests/woods;
66:wildness; 75:history (good sense of Scottish history,
hex-!tage, hislox-ical buildings); oi:access to country¬
side/easy access to countryside; I02:soft water; 14:
weather; 26:unspoiled, uncommercialised/not too commer¬
cialised; I0:near home/convenient; l5:good landscaping/
attractive villages/architecture; 115:snow
Specific Recreational Activities 6:skiing; 8:pony-
trekking7riding; I3:fishing; 1b:golf/golf courses; 17:
photography (good area for); 18:walking/hillwalking/
walks; 31:swimming; 34:ice skating; 42:go-karting; 67:
ice hockey; 68:sailing/boating; 77:climbing; 96canoe¬
ing; 97:bicycling/hire; 116:birdwatching; 1l7:orient-
eering; 11l:bowls; 112:tennis
Re£r£ation/Ent^rtainment^ General 11:lots to do (choice;
variety; good in wet weather; amenities; overall facil¬
ities; lots of recreation; etc.); 39:good for families/
caters to all ages, types, etc.; 40:night life/good
entertainment/social life/ apres-ski
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General Amenities and Servic£s__for _Vir.itors 21 :good car
parks/easy parking; 2.7:good roads/Tay-bys/driving condit¬
ions/approve of road works; 28:good bus service/public
transport/doctors; 30:information centres; 35:low prices/
good value for money; 36:information/signs/maps, etc.;
37:church/activities/services; A3:clean/clean facilities/
cleanliness/pollution free/no litter; 48:folk singing;
69:shopping/shops; 73:v'ell organised area/facilities/well
managed; 74:souvenirs/crafts/craft shops; 83:food/eating/
restaurants/food at accommodation; 86:staff/service good/
good proprietor; 87:local staff used; 35:good facilities
for hiring equipment; I06:toilets; 1l8:quality of ski
instruction

ties/Events 12: distilleries/whisky trail/
whisky; 22:chairlift; 23:Santa Claus Land; 25:nature trails/
forest walks; 29:osprey nest/ospreys/RSPB Loch Garten; 38:
pubs/beer; 44:folk museum; 47:fish farm/feeding fish; 52:
Highland Games; 49:seats by river; 71 ".live theatre; 79:
reindeer (house or herd); 80:Landmark Visitor Centre;
82: Highland Wildlife Park; 84:sauna; 91:steam railway;
94:steam railway museum; 92:indoor pool; 95:picnic areas;
I03:pipe band; I04:01an Tartan Centre; l08:Aviemore Cinema
Plac_es/Areas_ 24:Loch Morlich/beach; 33:Grantown; 41 :Skye
of Curr; 99:Glen More forest; 93:Loch an Eilean/trail/
visitor centre; 101:Cairngorms/Cairngorm mountain; 105:
Boat of Garten; l07:Loch Garten; l09:Loch Insh; 110:
"everything liked"
Aviemore/Aviemore Centre^ 76:likes the Centre/its facil¬
ities/its atmosphere; '55:contrast between sophisticated
Centre and wild scenery; 88:ideal for business or trade
fairs; 98:central for touring/activities
Things Disliked. About Spey Valley 0: n0 response; 2: no thing
The, Areaj. General 6:weather; 7:litter/dirty/glass/etc.;
8: overcommercialised/exploitive/too touristy; 9: overdevel¬
oped; 21:overcrowded (cars/people); 23:not much character;
25:not commercial enough; 26:flies/midges/insects; 31:
other visitors, or types of visitors; 34:erosion (etg,.
paths on Cairngorm); 35:aircraft flying low/helicopters;
36:Forestry Commission activities/tree planting; 42:dis¬
turbance to environment from developments; 46:vandalism;
69:traffic (through villages/big vehicles/noise of/speed¬
ing/caravans/slow/A9 traffic); 85:unfriendly locals; 94:
drinking water; 114:caravans parked permanently; 115:
Aviemore too ski-oriented

Accommodation 3:complaints about touring sites (facili¬
ties/quality/availability of good ones/ rules/etc.); 19:
complaints about other types of accommodation; 91 dif¬
ficult to find accommodation

Recreation/Entertainment_ 17:not enough entertainment/
not enough to do7gets boring; 41:need more hiring of
golf clubs; 49:not enough for children (facilities or
entertainment); 63:lack of facilities outside Aviemore;
7l:not enough to do in evenings /for families/in general;
93:too oriented to younger visitors; 99:no discos for young



teenagers; I05:attitudes of landowners to canoeists
Faciliti es 22:bad state of facilities; 28:pubs (not
enough'/poor/poor beer); 32:no indoor pool; 33:Wildlife
Park; 40:Santa Clous Land; 61:trails (maintenance/signs
needed, etc.); 70:bad design or architecture/scruffy
buildings (other than Aviemore Centre); 102:fish farm;
103:Clan Tartan Centre; 106:Cairngorm developments/road,
etc,; I08:ski runs/facilities/chairlift (complaints);
I09:poor or slow snow clearance on mountain road/A9;
1l0:iong queues for uplift facilities/slopes crowded;
111:lack of control of novices by ski instructors/poor
ski instruction; 118: lack of safety regulations for ski¬
ing/dangerous skiing conditions
Amenities and Servi_ces__for__Visitors 4:high prices (food/
petrol7accommodation7facilities, etc.); 5:poor shops/
shopping (hours, choice, quality of goods or food, etc.);
10:toilets (poor/not enough/have to pay); 12:bad roads/
roadworks/road network; 14:not enough restaurants/take¬
out places/snacks; 16:Cairngorm parking toll; 20:bad ser¬
vices (general); 24: no views from road or car parks/lack
of viewpoints on the roads; 27:not enough information,
maps,signs, publicity, poor information, etc.; 30:bad
restaurants/choice/food/service; 67:things closed off¬
season; 72:poor public transport/tours (bus or rail)/bus
to ski slopes; 78:having to pay for information or book¬
ings; 88:parking bad/not enough/dislike some parking
areas; 92:poor telephones/service; 96:staff/staff atti¬
tudes/service/efficiency; 97:poor crafts/souvenirs; 116:
poor facilities (restaurants/toilets) on ski hill/serv¬
ices/food; ll9:no post office in Centre

Aviemore_and_Avi£more Centre 62:dislike the Centre (gen¬
eral, too commercial, dirty, expensive, too busy, staff
bad, etc.); 68:complaints about facilities in Centre
(quality,service, no toilets, etc.); 76:shops/shopping in
the Centre; 77:bad design/architecture of Centre; 86'.com¬
plaints about availability or hours of opening for facil¬
ities in the Centre; 89:village grotty/scruffy on main
road/untidy; 90:Aviemore developments are poor/lack char¬
acter; 107:Aviemore too commercial/dislike Aviemore

Suggestions to Make Area Better for Visitors 0:no response

Accommodation 3:campsites or caravan sites (more/better
facilities of quality/should be free/cheaper); l9:more
choice or variety of accommodation; 73:natural campsite
for climbers or hillwalkers; 78:limited-stay campsite,no
bookings; 91:better standards or facilities at hotels;
99:more youth hostel accommodation/better bookings; 106:
more chalet-type accommodation; 108:expand inclusive hol¬
idays throughout Valley; 121:cheaper accommodation; 146:
Aviemore campsite open all year; l47:more self-catering
hotels at low costs/chalets; l5l:hotel closer to ski
grounds/accommodation closer to Cairngorm

General 6:open up area/more access/more roads/ fewer
restrictions 011 movement; 8:keep it as it is/protect it/



keep uncommercialised/no more development/less publicity/
no more commercialism; 31:bigger/more development; 32:
control of dogs; 31:keep cars out/reduce number of cars/
no roads in mountains/car-free zones; 39*no development
in Glen More; 67:continue education of visitors/educate
visitors; 69maintain high standards; 45:car free zones
(same as no. 51); 92:better attitudes by staff or locals
to visitors/better treatment of visitors; 94:fewer•vis¬
itors/spread them around/restrict numbers of tourists;
95 repair environmental damage; 98:better design of dev¬
elopment; I09:re-open railway to reduce road congestion;
111:less commercialism; 1l3:restrict "nasty" tourists/
keep out those who do not appreciate nature; 1l6:no more
tourist shops; 139:more nature reserves; 140:decentralise
facilities, campsites, etc.; l45:no more destroying hill¬
sides to create ski runs/no expansion of skiing on hills;
156:a better system of reporting road conditions
Recreation and_Ent£rj:ainment__Facilities_ l).:tiiore family
amusements/evening entertainment; 13:extend season/keep
facilities open off-season; l7:more to do on Sundays;
23:permit boats on loch/need boat hire/water skiing; 24:
more evening entertainment/later openings/better/more
live entertainment; 25:better or more pubs/beer/longer
hours; 26:more cultural activities; 27:areas for ball
games; 52:more facilities for children/more entertain¬
ments for/playgrounds for; 60:more outwith Aviemore (ent¬
ertainments, facilities) ; b1:more tennis courts; 65:more
National Trust properties; 71:more or better wet-weather
facilities/cheaper/more indoor facilities; 72:pubs and
licensed places allowing children; 73:better facilities
for summer; 76:indoor bowling green; lOOtbetter organisa¬
tion of recreation facilities; 101:more or better evening
entertainments for families and. youth; 115*. ten pin bowl¬
ing/bowling alley; l25:more historical places to visit;
44: cheap fishing/better access for fishing; 46:more for
the disabled; 104:more Scottish music or dancing/Scottish
atmosphere; I07:more activities for senior citizens; 10:
complete the steam railway; 15:expand skiing/more ski
facilities or slopes/better/improve; l6:more or better
walks or trails/better signs or maps on/footpaths by
roads; 20:more picnic sites; 21-.better osprey hide/fac¬
ilities; 141 :improve passes for ski lifts; 1 43:limitation
of the number of people using the ski slope; 148:ski runs
open longer at night in good weather; I49:higher safety
standards 011 the slopes; 153:more squash courts; 15k:more
table tennis

Amenities and S ervi c es__fo r_Visi tors, 5: better roads/lay¬
bys/car parking/by-pass needed/more roads/finish A9/lower
speed limits, etc.; 7:toilets, better or more; 9:better
value, cheaper; 11:more litter bins; 12:more or better
information/signs/maps, etc.; l4:more or better shops/
shopping/hours; 18:restaurants, teas, cafes, snacks:more
or better/cheaper/better hours; 29:better public trans¬
port/tours/sightseeing buses/trains/to ski slopes; 53:
more rrniLtilingual information, signs, staff, etc.; 54:
more publicity for Ranger services; 64:better banking



services/hours; 81:abolish Cairngorm car parking charges/
parking charges elsewhere; 82:need a child-minding se'rvic
102:need, ramps for wheelchairs/more for the disabled;
l23:more or better service stations/garages/petrol; 112:
better services on Cairngorm mountain/catering/toilets,
etc„; l35:more seats; 136:doctors/prescriptions (better
access)/better medical service to slopes; 12+2:better in¬
formation on weather and skiing conditions; 1£f4:better
snow clearance/traffic control/structure to prevent wind
blowing snow on access road to Cairngorm/A9; 152:bus
shelters at ski area or on local roads; 22:more or better
launderettes

Aviemore_and_Avieinore Centre 3h'need rover tickets/for
whole area or Centre; 30: golf course; ifO: campsite near
Centre/at Aviemore; 58:no expansion of Centre; 77:better
skating facilities/larger; 80:more trees at Centre;
87:expand/further develop the Centre/make it more inter¬
esting; 88:post office at Centre; 90:better movies/choice
96:pedestrian crossing for A9/better control of traffic;
1l0:keep Centre tidy/less seedy; 1l7:better staff at
Centre; 1l8:paint Centre regularly; 119:police Centre car'
parks to prevent vandalism; 120:abolish tourist centres
like Aviemore/demolish the Centre/move it; 138:do not put
a chairlift up Craigellachie



SPEY VALLEY VISITOR INTERVIEWS

KEY TO CODES

The sequence of items is identical to that of the coding
spaces on the questionnaire.

Identification of Individual Forms Summer: 1-25; 27-63
Winter: 6A-93

Location 1:Aviemore; 2:Glen More; 3:Boat of Garten;
4:Cambridge; 5:Grantown; 6:Nethybridge
Type of Accommodation 1:tent; 2:touring caravan; 3:static
caravan; At self-catering (flat or chalet); 5thotel; 6:
vehicle for driving and sleeping; 7'guest house/B and B
When Leaving Area 0:no response; 1:today; 2:tomorrow;
3:later
Type of Trip 0:no response; 2:holiday/recreation; 3*.
at a conference; Atwork/business
Type of Holiday 0:no response; 1:not applicable; 2:long-
est this year; 3tnot longest this year

Length of Trip 0:no response; or, enter number of nights
Length of Stay in This Establishment 0:no response;
or, enter number of nights
Length of Stay Elsewhere in Spev Valley This Trip 2551no
response; O:none; or, enter number of nights
Type of Group 0:no response; 2:alone; 3twith family;
Atwith friends; 5:with school group; 6:with team or club;
7twith family and friends
Large Groups. Number of Males 0:no response or not
applicable; or, enter number
Large Groups, Number of Females 0:no response or not
applicable; or, enter number
Main Mode of Travel in Scotland 0:no response: 2:rental
car; 3:own car; A:public bus; 5:coach tour or party; 6:
train; 7:motorcycle; 8:vehicle for driving and sleeping;
9:walking; I0:some car/some train; 11:array vehicle
Main Type of Accommodation in Scotland 0:no response;
2:hotel; 3:youth hostel; A:tent; 5:flat/house; 6:touring
caravan; 7:static caravan; 8:B and B/guest house; 9:
friends or relatives; 10:vehicle for driving and sleeping
Origin 0:no response; 2:S-W England; 3:S~E England; A:
E. Anglia; 5:E, Midlands; 6:W. Midlands; 7:Wales; 8:N-W
England; 9:Yorks./Numberc; 10:North England; 11:Dumfries/
Galloway; 12:Borders; 13:Lothian; 1 A:Strathclyde; 15:
Central; 16:Fife; 17:Tayside; 18:Grampian; 19:HIDB Area;
20:N. Ireland; 21:Eire; 22:other U.Ke; 23:Europe; 2A:
Australia

Previous Visits to Scotland 0:no response or not ap¬
plicable; or, enter number (enter 1 if yes but unspeci¬
fied; enter 10 if yes,many, but not specified)
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Previous Holiday or Recreation Visits to Spey Vail.e£
0:no response or not applicable; or enter number Center 1
for yes, unspecified; enter 10 for yess many but not
specified) 0

'Spey Valley as Destination 0:no response; 2:stay mainly
in the Spey Valley this trip; 3:stop here while touring;
3: not plan to stop here at all
Main Reason for Coming to the Spey Valley 0:no response/
unclear; 2:scenery/sightseeing; 3*.amenities for whole
family/for children; 3:see Aviemore/use the Centre; 5:en-
joyed previous visit; 6:plenty to do/activities/sports;
7:stopping point on tour; 8:call on relatives/friends;
9:easy train access; 10:was recommended; 11:hill walking;
12:to join friends here; 13: fishing; 1 3: business (person¬
al); 15:2+6; 16:owns a caravan here; 17:use a friend's
caravan; 18:easy to get here; 19:to see RSPB reserve; 20:
no particular reason; 21-.looking for better weather; 22:
(same as 7); 23:22+3; 23:mountains plus golf; 25:2+3;
26:3+8; 27:wanted a self-catering hotel; 28:skiing; 29:
curling and social events; 30:skiing plus nightlife;
31:28+3
Route Taken to Spey Valley 0:no response; 2:train from
south; 3:train from north; 3:A9 from south; 5:A9 from
north; 6:A86 from south; 7:B9007 from north; 8-.A939 from
north; 9:A939 from east; 10:B9102 from north; 11:A95 from
north; 12:walking
Planned Route on Leaving Spey Valley same as above (Route
Taken to Spey Valley), +13 for don't know
Places Visited 0:no response; 1-31 see prompt sheet;
50:none
Activities and Locations

Activities 0:no response; 1-38 (see prompt sheet; codes
30-38" were added during interviews)
L0£ations_ 0:no response; 30:none; 31 :Spey Valley in gen-
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35*-Osprey nest; 36:Loch Insh; 37:Clen More; /S'.Loch an Eil-
ean; 39:Aviemore Village; 30:Aviemore Centre; 3l:Craig-
ellachie; 32:Carrbridge; 33:Coylumbridge; 33:Loch Morlich;
35:Cairngorms; 3-6:Spey Dam/River; 37'.Landmark; 38:Inver-
druie Fish Farm; 39:Kingussie; 50:Glen Feshie; 5l:Inver-
druie; 52:Grantown; 53:Ruthven Barracks; 53:Avielochan;
55:outside Spey Valley; 5o:Kincraig; 57:Wildlife Park;
58:nature trails; 59:Loch Garten; 60:Loch Alvie; 6l:Aber~
nethy; 62:Lochindorb
Expenditures and Locations

Expenditures^ 0:no response; 1:none; 2:meals/snacks; 3:
food at shops; 3:petrol/car; 5: gifts/souvenirs; 6:recre-
ation/entertainment; 7: books; 8: crafts; 9". drinking; 10:
telephone; 11:taxi; 12:public transportation; 13:clothes
Locations 0:no response; 1:none; 12:Grantown; 11:Aviemore
Village; 13:Boat of Garten; 13:Aviemore Centre;



l5:Coylumbridge; l6:0sprey Nest; 17:Kingussie; l8:Nethy-
bridge; 19-Wildlife Park; 20:at accommodation; 21:Landmark;
22:Glen More; 23:Gpey Valley in general; 24:Carrbridge;
25:Kincraig; 26:not specified; 27:Inverdruie; 28:Dalwhinnie
29:Loch Laggan; 30:Newtonmore; 31:Cairngorm
Package Deals 0:no response; 2:not on a package; 3:bed/
breakfast/recreation; 4:bed/breakfast/meals/recreation;
5:bed/breakfast/transportation; 6:bed/breakfast/transpor¬
tation/meals ; 7:accommodation/recreation
Pood Brought Along 0:no response; 2:none* 3:under 20%;
4:20-39%; 5:40-39%; 6:60-79/; 7:80-100%; 8:minor but
unspecified; 9:most, but unspecified
Amount Spent (at accommodation, etc0) 255:no response;
0:none; or, enter amount
Total Amount Spent in Sney Valley (same as above)
Total Package Cost (same as above)
Things En .joyed 0:no response/unclear; 2'.nothing; 3:
scenery/mountains/countryside/etc.; 4:amenities; 5:some~
thing for everyone/for children; 6:good facilities in
Aviemore Centre/facilities in Centre are convenient;
7:walking/hill walking; 8:plenty to do/variety; 9: good
or free parking; 10-.nightlife/entertainment/drinking;
11:Santa Claus Land; 12.:peace and quiet/solitude/fresh
air; I3:weather; 14:discos; 15:good biking; 16:amenities
of campsite; 17:information easily available; 18:good
shops; 19:good prices; 20:reindeer; 21:fish farm; 22:
canoeing; 23:chairlift; 24:everything is convenient;
25:wide open spaces; 26:liked the whole area; 27:food;
28: swimming pool; 29:accommodation good; 30: golf' courses;
31:wildlife; 32:isolation on hills; 33:ice rink/skating;
34:nature trails/walks; 35:Wildlife Park; 36:Grantown;
37: (same as 2-9); 38:Ospreys; 39:steam train; 40:atmosphere
is good/casual; 41:an alpine area, like abroad; 42:skiing;
43:other people; 44:good package deal; 45:curling; 46:
friendliness of people
Things insiiKea u:no response/unclear; 2:notning; 5:
weather; 4:too expensive; 5:poor or inadequate toilets;
6:bad telephones; 7:ice rink; 8:lack of coffee places;
9:too commercialised; I0:no showers in caravan park/poor
showers in; 11:early closing of shops; 12:launderette;
13:bad roads/snow on roads; 14:lack of eating places/
bad food; 15:traffic; l6:erosion on Cairngorm; 17:Santa
Claus Land; 18: insects; l9:Aviemore Centre; 20:no out¬
board motors on loch; 21:Aviemore's architecture; 22:
Ptarmigan restaurant; 23:noise from motorcycles; 24:noise
from railway; 25:poor facilities for toddlers; 26:poor
shops/shopping; 27:poor campsite; 28:no Scottish atmos¬
phere in Aviemore Centre; 29:dirty water; 30:new A9;
31:lack of catering facilities for children; 32:discos;
33:long queues; 34:complaints about skiing facilities
Suggestions Made 0:no response; 2:satisfied/nothing
suggested; 3:facilities for children/pubs admitting
children; 4:better eating places; 5:traffic removed



6:leave area as natural as possible/no more development
or commercialisation; 7'.more entertainment for non-drink¬
ers; 8:later use of Aviemore facilities; 9:better shops;
I0:lower costs; 11:improve telephone service; 12:better/
more camping or caravanning facilities; 13:letter land¬
scaping at caravan site; 14:launderette needed; l5:more
conveniences on roads; 16:improved service to visitors;
17:tidy up messy patches of land; l8:more waste bins;
19:make local game (food) available; 20:fewer English
staff; 22:more publicity; 23:clean up/better maintenance
of facilities; 24:entertainment for children at night;
25:more public toilets; 26:more free entertainment; 27:
better transport; 28:better marked trails in Cairngorms;
29:"better roads; 30:more to do outwith Aviemore Centre;
31'.better signposting; 32:better food to buy; 33:more
entertainment; 34:more of a Scottish flavour needed; 35:
more amenities on campsite; 36:better information for
visitors; 37:better films at cinema; 38:build lodges on
Cairngorm for skiers; 39:improve/expand skiing facilities
40:place accommodation nearer to ski hill; 4l:another
Aviemore Centre needed at Glen More; 42:ski classes on
the slopes; 43:more room for skaters at ice rink; 44:bet-
ter snow clearance on road; 45:need a badminton court;
46:more/better amenities on Cairngorm; 47:wore to do at
Aviemore Centre; 21:improve attitudes of staff
Contact With. Residents 0:no response; 2:yes; 3:none
4:don't know
Where Residents Were Contacted 0:no response; 1:not
applicable; 2:shops; 3:accommodation places; 4:entertain-
rnent places; 5:at friends or relatives; 6:while hillwalk-
ing; 7:at ski-school/while skiing
Opinions on Residents 0:no response; 2:no opinion; 3:
pleasant, etc* (complimentary); 4:mostly English/lots of
English here; 5:(same as 3)5 6:(same as 3)5 7:they don't
communicate; 8:they don't like Glaswegians; 9:children
noisy and cheeky; 10:did not think there were any; 11:
did not know who was a resident or temporary staff;
i2:a jlou 01 Australians ana new z/eaianaers nere

A Good Area to Live In? 0:no response; 2:yes; 3:no
4:don't know
Reasons for Above 0:no response; 2:none, given; 3:clean
air/space/freedom/etc„; 4:scenery/countryside/good envir¬
onment; 5:peace and quiet; 6:outdoor activities, skiing,
etc0; 7: good, place in which to bring up children; 8: too
remote/too quiet/etc.; 9:lack of suitable work here;
I0:expensive here; 11:too commercialised; l2:would have
to have a tourism-related job; 13:good recreational fac¬
ilities/lots to do here; 14:easy pace of life here; 15:
prefers home/cities; 16:too many tourists here/too tour¬
isty; 17:good amenities; 18:good night life/entertainment
19:bad weather/cold winters here; 20:could make good mon¬
ey working on roads here; 21:poor land for agriculture
here; 22:not quiet enough here; 23:good area for retire¬
ment; 24:good area if had a house/a job; 25:weather bette



here than other parts of Scotland; 26:knows people here;
27:poor education here; 28:good area if away from Avie-
more; 29:likes remoteness; 30:it is a place for getting
away to, not living here; 31:not convenient here for job
or family; 32:good area if one has lots of money; 33:too
far from hospitals and essential services here; 34:no
crime problem here; 35:area has a floating population;
36:not a good area all year round; 37:Peasant people
here

Education 0:no response; 1:not applicable 2:left school
at or before normal leaving age; 3:obtained some higher
education or full-time training; 4'.obtained university
degree or equivalent; 5:continuing in full-time education
now; 6:2+3; 7:3+5
Income 0:no response; 2:under <5:2000; 3:between <£2000 and
£4000; 4:between £4000 and £6000; 5:between £6000 and
X8000; 6:over £8000
Size of Party 0:no response; or, enter number (8 max.)
Head or Relation to Plead 0:unknown; 2:head; 3: head's
spouse; /-f.head's child; 5:other relative of head; 6:no
relation to head; 7:grandchild of head
Sex 0:unknown; 2:male; 3:female
Age 0:unknown; or, enter number of years

Occupation 0:unknown; 1:employed; 2:not working/unem¬
ployed; 3:housewife, no paid job; 4:retired; 5:student,
no paid job; 6:infant under school age

Marital Status 0:unknown; 2:married; 3:single; 4:widowed



APPENDIX FOUR

INTERVIEWS WITH STAFF IN TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION

This appendix concerns a survey of the employees of
tourist facilities and hotels who sta'yed. in special blocks
of accommodation. It was believed that staff in such ac¬
commodation were highly transient and that the blocks
were not suitable for permanent dwelling in the study
area. As well, the staff constituted an important com¬
ponent of the tourist industry, so a special survey
separate from the general household survey was warranted.
A short interview was considered to be the best method of
collecting information, as only a limited number of
questions were required to assess the important charact¬
eristics of the target population.

Part (A) of this appendix describes the methodology
employed in the survey, and part (B) contains the data
obtained together with a preliminary analysis. The final
section presents the interview form and the Key to Codes.

(A) Methodology

When the random sample for household interviews was
being constructed, the electoral and valuation rolls were
combined, and used as the sample frame. This list revealed
all registered voters and all properties rated for tax¬
ation in the district of Badenoch-Strathspey. It was dec¬
ided to exclude from that list the large staff blocks
at Aviemore Centre and at nearby Coylumbridge Hotel, as
well as the occupants of the hotels at those places.
Consequently, staff elsewhere in the district were
included in the household survey if they lived in blocks
~ ^ ~ ^ j> 4-^.,,—: _ x. _ ^ , vi .•/» ^ 4~ ~ w ~ j ytaI
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were present there. The current survey covered the staff'
blocks only in Aviemore Centre and Coylumbridge, so a
small number of staff who lived in the hotels at those
places and in a few caravans in Aviemore Centre were
missed in both surveys.

Three staff blocks were surveyed, but permission to
canvass a fourth was denied. The Aviemore Centre oper¬
ated a staff block for its own employees and those of
some independent establishments in the Centre. Two of
the large hotels in the Centre also operated their own
staff blocks, and the nearby Coylumbridge Hotel had con¬
verted a large part of the original hotel for purposes of
housing employees. Lists of residents were obtained from
managers of the establishments in the Aviemore Centre,
but a list was not available at Coylumbridge. A 25%
sample was to be taken by contacting every fourth person
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on the lists. Interviews were conducted in July and
August of 1978j. with interviewers calling at the staff
blocks until all intended respondents were reached or
substitutes made. Substitutes were required for those
employees who had left the blocks. At Coylumbridge, in
the absence of a list, a 25% quota sample had to be
taken on the basis of information provided by managers
as to the approximate breakdown of residents by their sex.
This could only be accomplished by knocking on doors and
interviewing those who were available, and by contacting
some others in a queue at payday, until the quota for
each sex was filled. A representative balance by sex was
thereby achieved.

A truly random sample could not be obtained in this
survey because of the high rate of turnover and the resul¬
tant need to take substitutes. Fifty-three interviews were
completed, representing approximately one-quarter of all
occupants in the three blocks. There is good reason to
believe that the sample included a representative cross-
section of the staff in temporary accommodation, at least
for those in and near Aviemore. However, it is known that
staff' changed through the seasons. A survey in winter
would have been a desirable complement, but this was not
possible owing to constraints of time.

Interviews required only 5 or 10 minutes to com¬
plete. The content was somewhat exploratory, because lit¬
tle information was previously available about staff. It
had been anticipated that most would be students and trans¬
ients, so questions were directed at their length of stay
and motivations. Their activity in the study area was
thought to be important, as well as their ideas on be¬
coming permanent residents. Some information on the nature
of the jobs was desirable. Respondents were sometimes dif¬
ficult to contact, but there were only a very few refusals
and substitutes were found for them.

(3) Data on J n ri n v»"*r Trrfio

Data are presented by topics. Only the most import¬
ant tabulations are presented, with other data discussed
as appropriate. The results from the 3 establishments have
been combined because the sub-samples were too small for
separate analysis.

(1) £eIlsP.n^l„C|lalIa£"t£ristics__

The composition of the sample by age and sex is
shown in Table 58. Females outnumbered males, and this
reflected the general distribution of jobs between sexes.
For both sexes, those aged between 16 and 24 years pre¬
dominated, As to birthplace, it was found that there were
no natives of the district in the sample and only 1 male
had been born in the HIDB region. Of 27 born elsewhere in
Scotland (17 females), 10 females and 7 males had been
born in the Strathclyde region. Sixteen respondents had



boon born in England or other parts of the U.K. (10 of
which were females), and. 9 of the staff had been born
outside the U.K. Although the district had the repu¬
tation for attracting many Australians and New Zealanders
only four (all males) of the respondents came from those
countries. European countries accounted for only 1 male.
Respondents were also asked to name their permanent home,
and in most cases this corresponded with the country of
birth. However, 3 moles and 1 female specified the study
area as their permanent homes, indicating that they con¬
sidered themselves to be permanent residents or inde¬
pendent of other areas.

Table 58: Age and Sex of Respondents

Age Males Females Totals

16-18 5 6 1 1
19-21 ..... 4 12 16
22-24 ..... 9 9 18
25-27 ..... 3 1 4
over 2? ... 3 1 k.
Totals 24 29 53

Of the 53 respondents only 3 males and 1 female were
married. Their spouses were located in the district
(generally sharing the room). Also, there was a widowed
male (family in the district) and a widowed female (fami¬
ly elsewhere) in the sample.

(2) Work._St_at.us_ and Leng_th_o£ Res_id_ence_

Respondents were asked if they were working there
permanently and, if not, if they were students. Surpris¬
ingly, only 4 students were found in the sample, and 3
of them were females. Most of the jobs (39 out of 53)
were classified as "permanent", although this did not
mean that the respondents intended to stay there perm¬
anently. Table 59 shows the length of time respondents
had been in the Spey Valley, by age and sex. In almost
all cases their length of residence was the same as the
length of time in their current jobs, with only 4 res¬
pondents indicating that they had worked for their employ
er for a longer time than they had lived in the staff
block.

It came as a surprise that so many had lived in the
staff blocks for more than 1 year. There may have been
several reasons, including the shortage of alternative
housing in the district, and the allowance for accom¬
modation which was included in many wages. Also, it
might be that young, single people (the majority of the
sample) either preferred such accommodation or could not
afford the alternatives. Looking at their ages and sex,
there appeared to be little variation of significance.
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However, 10 of those in residence for longer than 1 year
came from one of the hotels and represented 50% of the
sample from that hotel. To the interviewers it was clear
that the quality of that accommodation made most of the
difference, hut other factors could have been involved.

Table 59:Length of Residence in Spey Valley

Length of Male 3 Ages Females
Residence 16-- 19- 22- 25- >2,7 16- 19- 22- 25- >22 T

±8._ 2i_ £Z_ 18 21 24 22_
under 1 month 0 2 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 0 8

1-2 months 2 0 2 1 0 3 3 2 0 0 13
3-6months 1 2 3 1 0 1 k 2 0 0 14
7-12 months 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3
1-2 years 1 0 2 0 1 0 2 3 0 0 9

over 2 years 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 6

Totals 5 k 9 3 3 z 72 9 7 7 53

(3) Type_o.f Work__

Most of the jobs were relatively unskilled in nature,
as shown in Table 60. Respondents were asked if they had
any previous experience at their type of work, or special
training for it. Fifteen females had some previous exper¬
ience, compared with 1 4- who did not, and 9 out of 29
females had special training for their work. Four of the
girls indicating special training were working as cham¬
bermaids, and the other 5 were in mixed jobs. Ten of 2.4
males had previous experience, and 8 claimed to have had
special training. These 8 were in mixed jobs. It can be
said, therefore, that a moderate proportion of the sample
had some experience and training for their work, although
the majority of positions were not "skilled" in nature.

rp~TO Cr\. ^ f

Type of Work Male Female Total

Bar-work 4 4 8
ROrter,o..oo.,o®eo©.o#oee.o»e 6 0 6
Kitchen help/still-room...... k 2 6
Chambermaid.................. 0 6 6
Waiter/waitress.............. 1 4 5
Canteen/snack bars etc. ..... 0 3 3
Reception.................... 0 2 2
Managemenc................... 1 1 2.
Lifeguard.................... 2 0 2
Audio equipment.............. 2 0 2
Other........................ 4 7 1 1

Totals 24 29 53



Had respondents worked at their establishment or in
the Spey Volley previously? Only 1 male had worked at the
establishment before, and no other males hod worked in
the Spey Valley previously. Three females had worked at
that establishment previously, and 2 of them had done so
more than once. Five females had worked in the Spey Val¬
ley previously and 3 of them had done so more than once
(these include the respondents who had worked at their
establishment previously). Only 1 of those who had worked
in the district previously was a student, so there v/ere
evidently, some "floating" workers who returned from time
to time.

(k) Wages,

Wages were difficult to assess because most of the
respondents were receiving some benefit of accommodation
or meals in addition to the basic wage. Others had to pay
extra for these items. Of those claiming to receive some
or all of their meals and/or accommodation in addition to
the basic wage, 19 out of 23 females (83%) and 11 out of
19 Males had a basic wage of between <£23-39 weekly.
Of those claiming to pay extra for meals and accommoda¬
tion, 1 out of 6 females and 1 out of 5 males had a basic
wage of between 3:25-39 weekly. Of course, tips and over¬
time could bring higher incomes to some. Those doing bar-
work seemed to put in the longest hours and have the
highest earnings.

(5) Motivations and Plans

Several questions were asked about reasons for com¬
ing to the Spey Valley and future plans. In Table 61 the
main reasons given by respondents are cross-tabulated
with their age and sex. Interviewers prompted with sever¬
al possible reasons.

Table 61: Main Reason for Coming to Spey Valley, by Age
a ri rl Spy

16--18 19-
Age and Sex

-2.1 22-2k 2.5--27 >27 Totals
M F M F M F M F M F

-Had a job offered 2 2 1 3 5 3 0 1 1 1 21
-To look for work 0 0 1 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 8
-Good place to spend
some time/wanted a
change 0 3 1 2 1 k 1 0 1 0 13
-Came for other rea¬

sons and stayed 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 k
-To leave home/be
independent 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
-Placed here by firm 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2
-Other 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

.. 3,
53



The largest number had a job offered to thorn before
corning to the Spey Volley. However, 13 respondents (9 of
them female), were looking for a good place to spend some
time or they wanted a change. Eight came looking for work
specifically, and another 2 were placed by their compan¬
ies. Four males came for other reasons and decided to stay
Two respondents wanted to be away from home. In the "oth¬
er" category were 3 reasons given by 1 respondent each:
to take a management course; to learn English; and a work¬
ing holiday. Variations in responses according to age did
not appear to be major.

Results of this question were also cross-tabulated
with birthplace. Of 1b born in England, 10 had a job
offered, 2 came looking for work, and 4 thought it would
be a good place in which to spend, some time. Of the Scot¬
tish-born, 9 dad a job offered, 3 came looking for work,
8 thought it would be a good place in which to spend
some time or they wanted a change, and 8 came for other
reasons. Of the 9 born outside the U.K., 3 came looking
for work, 2 had jobs offered, and h had other reasons.
It would appear, therefore, that non-Scottish Britains
were less inclined to come to the district without jobs
being offered in advance, although there was still a
significant proportion in both groups who came for a
good time.

Did respondents think it would be easy to find
work in the Spey Valley? Those who had a job offered to
them were excluded from this question, and of those re¬
plying, 20 had thought it would be easy and 11 had thought
not. Males were slightly more optimistic than females.
Did it prove to be easy to find work when they arrived?
Of those responding, 30 said it had been easy and only 3
said it had not been easy. This appeared to indicate a
high demand for labour.

Respondents were asked about their planned lengths
of stay in the study area. Fifteen did not know how much
longer they would remain there. Given that the survey was
conducted in the 2 peak months for tourism, it was sur¬
prising that there were so few very short-term stays in¬
dicated. For example, of those who had been resident for
2 months or less (21 respondents), only 11 planned to
stay for less than 2 months longer. Six others were un¬
certain, 3 others said 3 to 6 months longer and 1 said up
to a year longer. Perhaps the 15 respondents who said they
did not know contained some who might not have stayed much
longer, and it is also possible that an underestimate of
the short-stay group arose from the failure to contact
some of the intended respondents. Otherwise, it was re¬
vealed that only 3 respondents planned to stay longer
than 1 more year. Of the 6 who had been resident for
over 2 years, 5 were uncertain about their plans. This
latter group evidently constituted a semi-permanent
population.
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Table 62 reveals that a large proportion of the
sample was rather 'footloose', being interested mostly
in travel or uncertain about their future plans. Only
a minority of the respondents seemed to be interested
in improving their position. It was interesting that
2 respondents intended to seek other work in the dis¬
trict and 3 others had no plans to leave. This repre¬
sents a small minority who were potentially permanent
residents.

Table 62: Plans On Leaving

Male Female Totals

Travel/burn around .... c & c © o 6 5 1 1
Don't know ........... etc v e b b 8
Different work ....... © « • © r 3 b 7
School/college » © © © • 3 b 7
Same work elsewhere ., 6> • * e © 3 3 6
Work abroad .......... © © © © © 1 3 b
Not planning to leave 9 » © o « 1 2 3
Get married O 6 9 © © 0 2 2
Different job in
this district ....... CO© © ♦ 1 1 2

Move within company .. © o c © © 1 0 1
No response .......... & « » 9 9 1 1 _2

33

It was put directly to the sample: "If suitable work
was available, would you like to stay permanently in this
area?" In response, 9 females and 13 males answered "yes",
and 3 respondents said they had already planned to stay.
No-one was uncertain. Of those wanting to stay, 11 were
Scottish-born and 7 were born elsewhere in the U.K.. In
addition, l\ respondents born outside the U.K. indicated
a desire to stay. This very high interest in staying must
be qualified by referring to the few who had definite
plans tso stay., Presumably mere was an uncertainty about
potential careers in the minds of most who would have
liked to stay. Asked about their reasons, those who want¬
ed to stay mentioned mostly the general amenities of the
area and such attractions as friendly people, social life,
good job, a quiet lifestyle, nice countryside and plenty
to do. Of those planning to stay, a mixture of reasons
was given: knowing/liking people there; a preference to
other areas; nice area; and opportunities for sports.
Reasons for not wanting to stay permanently included: a
preference for travelling (5 mentions); a preference to
go home (6); a feeling that the area was too quiet or
small (4); end worry about advancement in careers, wages,
or wrong types of work (6). The potential existed, evi¬
dently, for retaining some of these workers in the area,
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(6) Opinions^

Some interesting opinions were stated in response to
the question about the good and bad points of working in
the Spey Valley and at the establishments being canvassed.
The main responses are shown in Table 63.

Table 63: Good and Bad Points of Working in the Spey
Valley and at This Place, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

Good Points Male Female Totals

Plenty to do/social life ..... 7 11 18
Countryside/scenery, etc...... 8 9 17
Sport and recreation ......... 6 7 13
Nice people/friendly ......... b b 8
Freedom/fresh air/clean/
out of the city, etc. ....... 1 8 9

Good staff spirit/community .. 5 7 12
Meet nice people ............. 3 9 12
Good treatment of staff/
staff facilities ............ 2 7 9
Enjoyable work ............... 5 1 6
Easy job/slower pace ......... b 0 b
Bad Points

None (Spey Valley) ........... 5 8 13
Too commercial/expensive/
cxowded ..................... 5 5 10

Weather 0 6 6
Poor or expensive public
tiansport 2 b 6

Poor shops or local services.. 2 2. b
Lack of desired
entertainment ............... 3 1 b

None (this place) ............ 7 6 13
Pom1 vjo ffdo /l np ri' Imnna

—r
i.
—r

Q

The management ............... 1 6 7
Bad accommodation ............ 3 b 7
Bad food. ... 1 b 5

The first 5 good points shown in Table 63 pertain
to the area in general and the others applied to the
place of work. Females were attracted more by the social
life and environmental quality and males seemed to have
been more interested in the conditions of work. In gener¬
al, females mentioned more good points than did males, by
77 to 55 items. Other comments can be seen in the Key
to Codes.

The first 6 bad points mentioned in the table
applied to the area in general, and the remainder
concerned the establishment employing respondents. As
with the good points, comments by females outnumbered
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those made by males (6^ to bb) • Many more respondents
had no bad points to mention than had no good points
(by 13 to 1), so there was a general "level of satisfac¬
tion with their situations. Females were bothered partic¬
ularly by the weather and by their managers. Males felt
more deprived of entertainment. Bad accommodation was
noted by 7 respondents, and 2 others commented on a
lack of choice of a housing in the area. Three of the
staff mentioned the remoteness of the Spey Valley as
being a bad point.

(7) Ac£ivi ti es__

The respondents belonged to very few clubs or or¬
ganisations outside their workplaces. Seven males had
joined such clubs, mainly in sports, but only 1 female
had done so. An opportunity to mix with residents was
thereby lost. In answer to the question, "Have you had
much contact with local residents?", 17 females and ^b
males replied in the affirmative. Most local residents
were contacted through work, at entertainment, and
socially. A few staff mentioned contacts made in shops,
and only 1 mentioned contacts in clubs . Most of the con¬
tacts, it can be suggested, were probably superficial in
nature, although a minority of respondents did have local
friends. Table Gb displays the main recreational and
entertainment activities of staff in the study area.

Table Gb: Main Recreational and Entertainment Activities

Number of Times Mentioned

Male Female Totals

Drinking/pubs 13 19 32
Ice skating ...........0« 1 1 11 22
Dancing/discos 6 10 16
Walking/hiking b 10 ib
Swimming 5 8 13

b /
t 1 1

Reading/writing/drawing ...... b 7 11

Skiing a.e«..e»..6oa»«e....... 6 3 9
Sailing/canoeing 6 1 7
fishing ........ 5 1 S
I* 00 tball 5 0 5
Cinema ......................e 1 b 5

1 b 5

Some of the favourite activities may have been in¬
fluenced by privileges for staff, as with staff of the
Aviemore Centre obtaining free, access to skating, swim¬
ming, sauna, and cinema. Drinking stands out as the prin¬
cipal pursuit, although the emphasis may actually have
been on pubs as places for socialising. Females were more
inclined to the passive pursuits, and males to sports
such as skiing, football, fishing, and sailing/canoeing.



Few of these activities would necessarily bring staff
into more than superficial contact with residents, al¬
though the opportunities were certainly present*

(8) Loc.al Expend! tures__

It had been intended to find out how much of the
respondents' incomes was spent locally, but this became
very confusing during interviews and so was deleted.
Information was obtained, however, on the proportion of
income saved and the main objects of local expenditure.

Most of the respondents said they saved between
10% and 50% of their incomes, although 12 saved nothing
at all and 6 saved over 50%. It should be recalled that
the majority in the sample had some or all of their ac¬
commodation and/or meals included in their wages. The
significant point for this survey was the nature of local
spending, as this represented an input to the local ec¬
onomy. For those who saved nothing it was implicit that
much of their disposable income was spent within the
study area. However, if these purchases were made in
tourist establishments there would have been little gain
for the community.

Recreation and entertainment accounted for the bulk
of local spending by staff, with drinks/pubs being the
item mentioned most frequently (34 mentions). Food (24
mentions), entertainments (14)* clothes (11), toiletries
(10), and tobacco (10) were also mentioned often. Ten
respondents mentioned accommodation, and this might have
stemmed from those who received no such benefit in addi¬
tion to their wages, or some of the 10 may have considered
the benefit to be actually withheld from their gross pay.
Similarly, food may have been mentioned by some respond¬
ents who received some or all of their meals, while
others responded that extra food was purchased in add¬
ition to provided meals.
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SURVEY 0? OCCUPANTS OF TEMPORARY STAFF ACCOMMODATION IN SPEY VALLEY
CODES

Interview Numbers

Name of Employers _) Types
Type of Accommodations □ room within establishment □ caravan on site

□purpose-built for staff house on site
(on site) gother.

Name of Respondents

Date of Interviews

Checked bys
Date Coded:

Interviewers

Date Checkeds

; Coding Checked bys

Coded bys

Date checked:

Special Instructions: Interviewer's Comments:

1 May I begin by asking how long you have lived in this place? months.

And for how long have you worked for this establishment? months.

'crking here permanently? (PR032) I I PERMANENT I I TEMPORARYAre you work

(IF TEMPORARY) Are you a student? [^YES □ NO

Do you work here over 50 hours a week, on average? | |YSS □ NO

6] Have you worked at this place before?

□ no

[IF yes) How many
times? times.

7| Have you worked in the Spey Valley before? □ YK3)I»(
□ no

(IF YES) How many
times? times.

8J What was your maun reason j— , , , , , _i——1
_ . . __ I [to look for work? had a job offered?for comxng to the Spey '—1
Valley (this time)? Was it... □ja good place to spend some time?

(PROMPT) jjcarae for other reasons and decided to stay?
| ]other:

TW ^ vmI + Vr» nV +Vio C-nov Val T t«V

would be an sasy ^lace to find woi'k?

□ NO*

fwq np wa* it?

- DrES O0
10> What kind of work are you

doing here?

Have you had any previous experience at this kind of work? [~^Y3S | )N0
Have you had any special training at this kind, of work? Q[]YES [i]N0
About how much longer will you be working here? (PRC3S) monthsQUKKNOWM

14 What will you be doing when you leave here?



15 What would you say are the
good points about working
here? That is, both the
Spey Valley and this place?
(ilO PROMPTING)

Spey Valleys

This place!

l6| And the bad points? Spey Valley:

Jhis place:

17 If suitable work was available, would
you like to stay permanently in this area? □ YSS □ no □ planning to

T] (yes or no oa planning to)
What are your reasons?

already

18 Have you had much contact
with local residents?

□yes □ no □rok't know >

'Where and how have

you had the most
contact?

19] During your 3tay in the
a| Spey Valley what have been

your main recreation and
entertainment activities?

(PROBE RE TYPE, LOCATION.
AND FREQUENCY.)

u Do you belong to any local
clubs or organisations?

□ no ye2)^>.

(if yes) What?

20

3

3"

3

Would you please tell me

your average weekly wage
here, that is before any deductions? £

Do you manage to save much
*f that? About what portion?

Of the amount not saved, about what portion is
spent each week in this district? _#□unknown

Of the amount you spend locally,
on what do you spend the most, and where?
(PROBE RE VILLAGES, WHETHER SPEST ON
RECREATION, FOOD, LODGING ETC.)

211 Finally. i would like some uersonal
information about yourself.

i (interviewer: note sex of respondent

Z I I MALE | [FEXALE
J*T Where exactly were you born?

t)jAnd where is your permanent home?

country ~UZ county/region

3
3"

country uk county/region

What is your present age? years'--^Are you married? £ JYES 1N0

(IF MARRIED) Where is your family now? | |EERB | [HOME ADDRESS
□ OTHER:

THAT IS ALL, THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR HELP. HAVE YOU ANY COMMENTS?



INTERVIEWS WITH STAFF IN TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION

KEY TO CODES

(The sequence follows that on the interview form; Question
20(h) was deleted)

Interview Number females:1-12, 21-3A? A9-51; males: 13-
20, 33-48, 32s 53

Fstabllshment 1:Aviemore Centre staff block; 2:Freedom
Inn staff block; 3*.Coylumbridge Hotel staff block

Length of Residence 1:under 1 month; 2:1-2 months; 3:3~6
months; if:7-12 months; 5:1-2 years; 6:over 2 years

Length Worked Here- 0:no response; 1:same as length of
residence; 2:longer than length of residence

Permanent or Temporary 0:no response; 1:permanent;
2:temporary

Student 0:no response; 1:not a student; 2:a student;
3:not applicable

Full or Part-time 0:no response; 1:full; 2'.part-time

Worked Here Before 0:no response; 1mever; 2:once
before; 3:fflore than once before

Worked in Spey Valley Before 0:no response; 1:never;
2:once before; 3: more than once before

Main Reason for Coming Here 0:no response; 1:to look
for work; 2:had a job offered; 3:good place in which to
RpRrid roitip tlmp- i • nthpr r-easnriR- prirl ptnved* Srwanted
a change/bored; 6:wanted to leave home/be independent;
7:to take a management course; 8:to learn English; 9:
a working holiday; 10:placed here by company

Thought it Would be Easy to Find Work 0:no response;
1:thought it would be easy; 2:did not think it would be
easy; 3: didn't know/not applicable

Was it Easy 0:no response; 1:yes it was; 2:no it was not;
3:not applicable (ite», had job offered)

Main Type of Work 0:no response; 1:bar; 2:reception; 3:
porter; if:kitoken help/still room; 5: chambermaid; 6man¬
ager/assistant manager; 7: chef; 8:waiter/waitress; 9:
canteen work/coffee shop/snack bar; I0:storeman; 11 life¬
guard; 12:housekeeper; 13:audio equipment; 1i+:night clean¬
er/security; 15:secretary; 16:hairdresser; 17:attendant
at swimming pool; 18:cashier; 19*.unspecified/varies/gen~
eral; 20:ice maker



Prevj our; Experience 0:no responqe; 1 : none; 2:had
previous experience
Gpec:i a]. Training 0:no response; 1:none 2:had training
Plan:-; to Stay Longer 0:no response; 1: don't know;
2:u.nder 1 month; 3:1-2. months; 4:3-6 months; 5:6 months
to 1 year; 6rover 1 year

Plans on Leaving 0:no response; 1:don't know 2:same
work elsewhere; 3:different work; 4:travel/bum around;
5:school/college; 6:work abroad; 7:move within company;
8:not applicable (not planning to leave); 9:getting
married; 10:different job this district
Good Points of Working here (0-10 for Spey Valley;11-26
for the establishment) 0:no response; 1:"none"; 2:plenty
to do/social life; 3:nice people/friendly; 4:scenery/
countryside/mountains; 5:good holiday area/meet people;
6:outdoor recreation/sport; 7:clean/fresh air/freedom/
out of the city; 8:enjoy working with tourists/easy to
sell to; 9*-amenities of area; 10: quiet/nothing to do,
therefore can save money; 11:good facilities or accom¬
modation for staff; 12:independence in job; 13:commun¬
ity spirit/good, atmosphere among staff; 14: social club;
15:Mnone"; l6:easy job/slower pace; l7:on site for work;
l8:nic.e people/meet people; 19:varied work; 20:enjoyable
work/interesting/fun; 2l:variety of clients; 22:good
v/ages; 23: plenty to do/entertainment/facili ties/conveni¬
ence; 24:benefits that go with job; 25:good hotel/good
facilities for tourists; 26:social life is good
Bad Points of V/orking Hero (0-10 for Spey A/alley; 11-30
for the establishment) 0:no response; 1:"none"; 2:lack
of entertainment/absence of favoured activity/boring;
3:poor shops/local services; 4:too small/undeveloped/too
rural; 5:weather; 6:poor transportation/cost of trans¬
portation; 7:not enough accommodation in area; 8:too
remote/too great a distance from other places; 9:low fly¬
ing jets; 10:too commercialised/expensive/overcrowded;
11:bad food; I2:bad management/not personal/head office;
- /"i •» - » - - «» * r~ 1 t aU 1
I ^ • JJUU L W ci t; i.-> / X U11 ilUUi'ti j I ^-f-. ' iiUUC j I y , v»wiiv uu u uuuj-j.

ing/bored; l6:could use a sports complex; 17:staff privi¬
leges cut down; l8:no "living-out" accommodation; 19:
never sure of job status; 20:shortage of staff; 21:expen¬
sive ; 22:few entertainments for staff; 23:bad accommoda¬
tion; 24:food should be included in wages; 25:noisy/go-
karts; 26:entertainments/discos start too late in the
evenings; 27:dislike Centre; 28:not enough time off;
29:poor facilities for public/families; 30:trouble-makers
Like to Stay Here Permanently? 0:no response; 1:yes; 2:
no; 3:don't know; 4:planning to already
Reasons for Above 0:no response; 1 -.knowing people in the
area/likes people here; 2:dislike area; 3:likes travell¬
ing; 4:better than other areas/cities; 5:like quiet life¬
style; 6:nice area to live/nice countryside; 7: too quiet./
not enough to do/too small/"backwater"; 8:career advance¬
ment; 9:amenities of place/of job/area; I0:prefer to go
home; 11:social life; I2:getting married; 13:stimulating/



interesting job/friendly; 1/ftwrong kind of work here;
l5:poor wages; l6:plenty to do here; 17:dislike Centre;
l8:bad weather; l9:no particular reason given; 20:sport
Contact 171 th Locals? 0:no response; 1 :yes; 2:no; 3:
don't know

Where Were Locals Contacted? 0:no response; 2:not appli
able; 3:at work/through work; 4:at entertainrnent/pubs;
5:local clubs; 6:socially; 7:shops; 8:local functions
Main Recreational Activities 0:no response; 1:none 2:
drinking/pubs; 3*. dancing/discos k: skiing; 5: sailing/can¬
oeing; 6:walking/hiking; 7:reading/writing/drawing;
8:shooting; 9: football; "lOrdarts; 1 1 : drive about/car;
12:fishing; I3:ice skating; 1k:social club activities;
I5:clay pigeon shooting; l6:squash; I7:cinema; l8:karate
19:swimming/pool; 20:film shows at hotel; 21:golf; 22:
tennis; 23:sauna; 2k:curling; 25:cycling; 26:shopping;
27:socialising in room; 28:knitting; 29:looking after
animals; 30:ice hockey; 31:snooker/pool; 32:photography;
33:go-karts; 3k:folk singing; 35:interested in Strath¬
spey railway; 36:horse riding; 37:spare time spent at
work; 38:skateboarding; 39:playing guitar; kO:running/
jogging; k1:table tennis; k2:eating out; i+3: washing
clothes; kk:visiting friends in area

Clubs 0:no response; 1:none outwith work; k:belongs to
local club

Average Weekly Basic Wage 0:no response/don't know;
1 :<X25-2.9 meals and/or accommodation (some or all)
2: 30-3k
3: 35-39

a ii

ii it

k: kO-kk " "
5: k5-k9 " "
6: 50-5k " "
7: 55-59 " "
8: over 60 " "
9: 25-29 (without extras)
10: 30-3k " "
1 1 * ^^ II t!
12: kO-kk " "
13: k5-k9 " "
1k: 50-5k " "
15: 55-59 " "
16: 60 and

over " "

Portion Staved 0:no response; 1:don't know; 2:none/very
little; 3:under 10%; k:10-25%; 5:26-50%; 6:51-75%
7:over 75%/most
Local Expenditures 0:no response; 1:none/very little;
2:food; 3:toiletries/personal; k:tobacco; 5:drink/pubs;
6:clothes; 7:outdoor recreation; 8:books; 9:cinema; 10:
entertainments; 11:discos; l2.:sports equipment; I3:gamb-
ling/cards; 1k:indoor recreation/pool/rink; 15:transport
ation/petrol/car/motor-bike; 16:accommodation; 17:family
18:crafts/materials; 19:records/cassettes; 20:postage



Sex 0:no response; 1:raale; 2:female
Birthplace 0:no response; 1:this district; 2:elsewhere
HIDB area; 3:Grampian; 4:Tayside; 5".Central; 6: Fife;
7:Lothian; 8:Strathclyde (except HIDB parts); 9:Borders;
10:Dumfries/Galloway; 1 1-.North England; 12:N.W. England;
131Yorkshire and Humberside; 1Wales; 1 5:VI Midlands;
16:E. Midlands; 17:E, Anglia; 18:South-West; 19:London and
South East; 20:N. Ireland; 21:Eire; 22:Europe; 23:Aust-
ralia/New Zealand; 24:USA/Canada; 25:other; 26:Channel
Islands

Permanent Home (same as above)
Age 0:no response; or enter number of years
Marital Status 0:no response; 1:single; 2:married;
3:widowed
Location of Family 0:no response; 1:not applicable; 2:
here; 3:at home address; 4:elsewhere in district;
5:other



APPENDIX FIVE

HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWS

The survey was in many ways quite exploratory.
Social and intangible effects of tourism were being
sought, and to support other data some quantifiable
information was also desired. This appendix is organised
in 3 sections. Described first is the methodology, in¬
cluding a discussion of problems with sampling and inter¬
viewing. Most of the appendix is devoted to the second
section in which data are presented, together with a pre¬
liminary analysis. In the final section are copies of
the interview form, a list of definitions used in the
survey, and a Key to Codes.

(A) Methodology

It was desirable to obtain as large a random sample
as possible, with constraints of time and other resources
taken into account. Although there are methods for cal¬
culating optimum sampling fractions, these require some
advance knowledge of important characteristics of the
population and specification of the most important var¬
iables being sought, so they are not suitable methods
for general surveys. In the event, it proved to be dif¬
ficult to obtain the relatively small sample chosen, so
it was proven to be correct to commence with modest
expectations.

The first step was to define the population eligible
for sampling. It was intended to include all residents of
Badenoch-Strathspey, with the exception of staff in
special accommodation blocks at Coylumbridge and in the
Aviemore Centre. Staff were the subject of a separate
survey, as it bad been assumed that most of them would
be transients rather than permanent residents.

Households, rather than individuals, were taken as
the sampling units. The only available list of individ¬
uals was the electoral roll, and it was restricted to
those of voting age and would not have been current on
all addresses. Using households as sampling units per¬
mitted talking to various members of families and ob¬
taining information on all members of all ages. To
construct the sampling frame the electoral roll (com¬
piled in November of 1977) was combined with the valu¬
ation roll of rateable properties (Highland Regional
Council, 1975) "to identify all residential properties.
Very few new dwellings were added in the district be¬
tween compilation of the electoral roll and the time of
survey, so any omissions would have been minor. Housing
under construction by the Council was treated as if
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occupied,, so that all units could be included. Then, if
any were found to be unoccupied, substitutions could be
made. In combining the 2 lists it is possible that a few
incidents of double-counting may have occurred owing to
the inadequate description of some properties and addres¬
ses, but this was a minor problem. It was intended that
if new households were discovered by interviewers they
would be added to a list for the taking of a supplement¬
ary survey. This was unnecessary, however, as no new
households were found.

Derelict properties, second homes and housing used
only for purposes of commercial letting were all excluded
from the sample, and substitutions were made when these
were found. Institutions were also deleted, these being
a hospital and a home for pensioners, as it was believed
that the residents would not be amenable to interviews.
Residential caravans were a problem, although most perm¬
anent ones were listed in the valuation roll. In one
case (an unlicensed site adjacent to Aviemore) it was
known that a large number of caravans were not on the list
and the appropriate number of units had to be added after
consulting the operator of the site. It is possible that
the number of caravans on the combined list has been und¬
er-estimated.

All housing units were numbered consecutively on
the combined list. To obtain as wide a geographical spread
as possible, the sample was chosen from each small area
as delimited in the electoral roll. A list of random
numbers was consulted and Lf/0 of all units in each sub-
area were selected. This method did not affect the over¬
all accuracy of the sample, and no 'weighting' was re¬
quired when aggregating the results. A total of 153
potential respondents were chosen in this way, and the
distribution of the sample by sub-areas is shown in
Table 65*
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were sent a letter to explain the research and request
their co-operation. Half-way through the survey period
(April-September, 1978) a second letter was sent to those
not yet contacted, as a reminder. For those names with¬
out addresses, the interviewers had to locate the house¬
hold in person. Some bias may have resulted from the
lengthy survey period, although in only a very few cases
were households thought to have moved or died prior to
contact. When substitutes were needed they were taken
from a list prepared at the same time as the main sample.
For each sub-area extra numbers were selected at random
and as substitutes were needed a new number was taken in
sequence. These substitutes were sent the introductory
letter if possible. Telephone calls were made to set up
interviews, but many potential respondents were not
listed in the directory. This problem, combined with the
remoteness of many households, resulted in the survey
tailing much longer than had been expected. Several
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call-backs were often needed to attain an interview, and
all potential respondents were contacted as often as
necessary to achieve the interview or receive a definite
rejection,, There is no choice in such surveys but to
accommodate the wishes o.f respondents, so most interviews
v/ere completed in the evening. This meant that, on aver¬
age, only 1 and occasionaly 2 interviews could be done
in a single day.

Owing mainly to the persistence of interviewers,
a response rate of 86% was achieved. Table 65 displays
the number of interviews completed in each sub-area and
the number of refusals received. Where the potential
respondent was too old or otherwise unable to be inter¬
viewed no substitution was made.

Table 65: The Sample by Sub-Areas

Sample Refusals/
Size Completions Not Feasible

Grantown Village 28 25 3
Aviemore Village 16 ik 2

Kingussie Village 18 ^k k
Newtonmore VII. 17 15 2
Dalwhinnie Vil. 2 2 0
Glen More area 1 1 0
Duthil Area 5 5 0
Carrbridge Area 8 7 1
Rothiemurchus Area. 5 5 0
Boat of Garten Ar. 9 8 1

Nethybridge Area Ik 11 3
Advie Area 3 2 1
Inverallan Area 3 2 1
Cromdale Area 5 k 1
Dulnain Br. Area 1 1 0
Kincraig Area 8 7 1
Insh Area k k 0
T.a rrcon /lr>oo q 1

Totals 1 53 132 2l

Note: These sub-areas differ slightly from those in sub¬
sequent tabulations because several rural house¬
holds have been added to adjacent villages in this
table.

It can be seen that only some of the villages
could be sampled individually. In any event, the number
of cases in all sub-areas is too small to permit separ¬
ate analyses. It is also true that drawing inferences
about the whole population on the basis of a k% sample
is risky, so much of the analysis must be restricted to
exploratory aspects.

Some possible biasses have been mentioned and others



can be specified. At least 9 of the 90 refusals and non-
feasible cases were middle-aged or elderly women living
alone. This group appeared to be most uncommunicative,,
although it was suspected that a female interviewer
would have had a slightly better chance of securing an
interview with that type. Other non-respondents were
apparently of no particular type and they probably
reflected random, personal reasons. Analysis of results
must, therefore, consider the implications of under-
representation of older persons, and of older females in
particular.

One important objective of the survey was to reveal
differences between sub-groups of the population, and it
was realised that only a very small sample of farming
households would be obtained from the main sample. It was
decided, accordingly, to undertake a supplementary survey
of farming households, and a list was obtained from the
National Farmers' Union from which a random selection was

made. The list contained almost all of the farmers in the
district, including estates and crofts, but it did not
contain farm workers. Ten potential respondents were se¬
lected randomly, after the estates had been deleted. It
was felt that owners of estates would be too atypical to
include with tenant farmers and crofters. Eight inter¬
views were completed, In the autumn of 1978, by an assis¬
tant living in the district. It was not intended that
this sub-sample be analysed together with the main survey,
but that it would provide an extra indication of certain
issues affecting the truly rural community. Consequently,
a somewhat abridged version of the main interview was
used.

In the main sample, substitutions were required for
18 cases. Nine of the cases v/ere found to be empty dwell¬
ings, 7 were used as second-homes or for commercial self-
catering, and 2 could not be located and were assumed to
have been destroyed or removed. A few of the empty units
•»» t -V. ^ A n ^ Is ■» » v M 4~ 2] 1- l-> v. -J ~1 "1 A TT "V* T r f-1 V» /■> v\ 4-
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period of survey might have overcome that problem but it
cannot be eliminated completely in any large survey. One
of the substitutes itself had to be substituted.

Interviews were conducted by the author and assist¬
ants who were instructed and supervised by the author. All
the interviewers had previous experience with surveys and
interviews, but none had undertaken this kind of inter¬
viewing in homes. Instructions were given to interviewers
and almost all the completed forms were reviewed with the
author. Despite precautions, itwas during interviews
where most errors probably occurred. Human judgment and
skill was involved, and. responses may have been influenced
by leading questions or poor communication. The author is
satisfied, however, that on major points of information
the data are reliable. Guidance on the preparation of the
survey was obtained from several sources (Oppenheim, 1966;
Atkinson, 1968; Moser and Kalton, 1971; Tourism and
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Recreation Research Unit, 1976), including texts and oth¬
er research. Similar interview surveys are not common,
however, and as a result many of the questions were orig¬
inal and exploratory. Not all interviews were conducted
under ideal circumstances, it should be added, and several
were not completed in their entirety. Consequently, the
total response varied with individual tabulations.

Heads of households were to be interviewed, and it
was requested that all members of households be present
at the time of interviewing. This was, unfortunately, not
always possible, and so wives were sometimes interviewed
if husbands could not be contacted or would not make them¬
selves available. Part T.vo of the survey concerned sub¬
jective matters, and it was intended to obtain a random
sample of members of households to complete this part,
using the 'birthday rule'. That method required the inter¬
viewer to ask who in the household would next celebrate
their birthday, and if that person was aged 16 or over
they would answer the questions. Unfortunately, in many
cases individual members were not present. Also, there
were many households consisting only of women. For these
reasons, the responses by males to Part Two quickly
became a minority. To obtain a better balance, therefore,
interviewers were instructed to try, where possible, to
correct the bias by asking males to complete Part Two.
Variety by age was also desired, so if a choice was
available a younger person could be asked. The subject¬
ive portion was, consequently, not a random sample, but
it did reflect the essential characteristics of the ran¬
dom selection of households.

Most interviewers required approximately 1 hour to
complete the questionnaire, although the time varied con¬
siderably according to circumstances. Definitions used
for households, heads of households, and families were
taken from the census of 1971. A list of definitions used
in the survey is included in the third part of this appen¬
dix. Interviewers were renin red to obtain information to
be added to spaces on the front page of the form, includ¬
ing the names and addresses of respondents, dates of
interviews, and the type of dwelling. Administrative
details with regard to checking and coding were also re¬
corded. Interviewers were to record information about
discovered dwellings and the number of households (see
the definitions), but no cases of discovered dwellings
were encountered. Only one case of different households
sharing a single dwelling was encountered (in a house
provided by a hotel for staff) and the extra households
were departing at the time of contact, so that no problem
arose.

(B) Data and Preliminary Analysis

This section presents the data by topics, generally
following the sequence of questions on the interview.
Only the more important tabulations are presented in full,



with others described as appropriate,

(1) The Sample__

Each household was classified according to its comp¬
osition as a family unit or otherwise. Table 66 shows the
number of interviews in each type of household and also
the size of households surveyed.

Table 66: Household Types and Sizes

Number of
Household Type Cases Members Case?

1 male ....... . 2 1 ....... 16
1 female ................ 11f 2 44
1 couple, no children 34 3 21
1 couple + child(ren) 62 4 27
Unrelated males . ........ 0 5 14
Unrelated females 1 6 5
Unrelated, mixed sexes 2 7 4
One family, 3 generations ...... 5 8 0
One parent + child(ren) ......... 7 9 1
One male4-1 relative 1
Brother + Sister4- housekeeper ... 1
Brothers 1
Two families, related 1
Mixed, relatives and non-
relatives .......................

132

The average size of households was 3.12 persons, and
this was very close to the figure derived from the 10%
household sample in the 1971 census. The census covered
278 households in a population of 9>309 (for the entire
Badenoch-Strathspey District), yielding an approximate
average size of household of 3.3 persons. Regional plan-
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2.91 for the district, based on the 1971 census, and they
projected that in 1976 it would rise to approximately 3.05
owing to increased formations of families (Highland Reg¬
ional Council, 1976). It is quite likely that the current
sample slightly overestimated the size of households as a
result of non-response by single-female households and by
exclusion of staff in special accommodation.

A total of 412 individuals were included in the
surveyed households. Growth in population in the study
area had not been great since 1971> and the regional plan¬
ners had estimated that the population in 1976 was approx¬
imately 9400 persons (Highland Regional Council, 1976;.
Thus, approximately 4.4% of the district's population was
canvassed in the 4% sample of households.

There was no comparable information available re¬
garding types of households, but analysis of the sample
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must take into account the under-representation of single-
female households which resulted from non-response* The
number of families with children constituted 47% of the
sample. Of the larger villages, Aviemore contained the
highest proportion (87%) of households consisting of
couples with child(ren), compared with 44% of the Gran-
town sample, 53% in Newtonmore, and 43% in Kingussie.
Aviemore, therefore, was seen to be very highly oriented
to families* If staff had been included, that would have
reduced the dominance of families with child(ren), but
it must be noted, that none of the other villages had
similar populations of staff in special accommodation.

(2) Migration

The development of tourism had brought people into
the Spey Valley for new jobs, resulting in a modest rate
of growth. At the same time, however, many residents con¬
tinued to leave the district. Migration could not be
assessed directly in detail (see Chapter 4 of Volume 1),
so other indicators must be used. The age and birthplace
of heads of households are important factors related to
changes in the structure of the population, and these
are presented, for the sample in Table 67. Of course,
it must be kept in mind that the characteristics of heads
of households might not reflect those of all members of
the households in the sample.

Table 67a: Heads of Households: Birthplace and Age

Birthplace 20-29 30-39 40--49 50-59 60 Totals (%)
This district .......3 9 12 2 12
Elsewhere, H1DB Area. 2 5 0 4 8
Elsewhere, Scotland.. 6 12 12 8 12
Other U.K. .......... 3 1 6 6 6
Europe .............. 0 0 0 1 2
Totals .............. 1Zf 27 30 21 40 1

(%) (11) (20) (23) (16) (30)

38
19
50
2.2
3

•7,0

(29)
(14)
(38)
(17)
( 2)

Looking first at the age
that a large proportion (30%)

of the heads, it
were aged 60 and

can be seen

over, and
the youngest category contained the smallest proportion
(20%). Data from the census of 1971 support the observ¬
ation that a large number of older people lived in the
district. In 1971 Badenoc-h-Strathspey had 19% of its
population in the retired category, compared with an
average of 15.4% in Scotland and 18.5% in all Scottish
rural areas (SDD,1977). Conversely, the study area had
only 22% of its population in 0-14 ages compared with
the Scottish average of 25.9% and the average for all
rural districts in Scotland of 24.3%. Between 1961 and
1971 the district's population actually became slightly
older, on average, although the Aviemore/Rothiemurchus

1



area did benefit from a younger population attributable
in large part to in-migration. Subsequent to 1971 it
was probable that a natural increase in population had
helped to reduce the average age of the district's
population.

As to birthplace, approximately 29% of the sampled
households were headed by locally-born persons, and an¬
other 1k% had native Highlanders as heads. The non-
Scottish component was approximately 19%, and 38% were
born elsewhere in Scotland. These statistics reveal a

large influx of outsiders, although the district had a
long history of attracting retired persons, so not all
of the in-migration stemmed from tourism. Figures from
the 1971 census indicated that virtually 90% of the dis¬
trict's residents (present at the time of enumeration)
were Scottish-born. It appears, therefore, that the curr¬
ent sample overestimated the non-Scottish component, al¬
though the apparent difference of approximately 10%
might be attributable to children born of parents from
outside the country. Also, it was found that almost
50% of the staff in special accommodation in Aviemore
Centre and Coylurnbridge were non-Scottish, and the number
of staff had certainly increased since the census. As
well, the general population might have become more non-
Scottish since the census because of the effects of
migration.

The birthplace of heads of households was cross-
tabulated with several other variables to determine any
selective factor in the process of in-migration. High
proportions of heads born outside the HIDB region were
found in all the large villages, while the sample from
Cromdale village and Cromdale parish contained only
Highland-born heads. There may have been, therefore, a
tendency for in-migrants to settle in villages rather
than in rural areas. Data from the census in 1971 re¬
vealed that Aviemore/Rothiemurchus and Alvie enumeration
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born residents (84% and 83% respectively) while higher
than average proportions were found in the rural enum¬
eration districts of south Laggan and Cromdale (96% and
94% respectively).

Very little emerged from the cross-tabulation of
the birthplace of heads and. types of households. The
category of "childless couples" had a higher proportion
of Scottish-born residents, however, and this may have
indicated a greater tendency for the English-born to be
younger, with families. Also, 4 of 7 heads In the cate¬
gory of "one parent plus child(ren)" were born in the
study area. Perhaps this reflected a desire for such
units to be close to home and relatives. Two of the
7 one-parent households had heads aged 60 or more.
Most of the heads of households of childless couples
were aged 60 or more, although some of them were young.
Likewise, most of the heads of one-female households



were aged 60 or more, "but 3 were under the age of 29.

Another aspect of migration is the phenomenon of
people moving away from and then back to the study area.
This could indicate changing opportunities for .jobs or a
natural process wherein young people leave and prefer
to return home if at all possible. It may be that the
development of tourism had permitted some natives of
the Spey Valley to corne home. Heads of households were
asked if they had ever moved out of the district and,
if so, when they had left and returned. Only the most
recent move was counted, if there were more than 1, so
there may have been an under-estimation in the results.
Also, moves made strictly for war service were excluded,
unless the person stayed away longer than was necessary.

The extent of out-migration followed by a return was
surprising. Fully 4 1% of locally-born and 13% of other
heads of households had left and then returned to the
district. Examination of the actual dates of moves re¬
vealed an average stay of 8 years away from the study
area, although 5 respondents had moved for only 1 year
or so before returning. Most of the recorded moves were
in the period prior to 1960, and those were made, ob¬
viously, by now long-term residents. Since 1960, which
was the beginning of the development of skiing, there
had been more returns than departures, and especially
since 1970. However, it is probable that the rate of
departure is an under-estimate because of those who
had moved away in the months or years immediately
preceding the survey.

When did respondents first move to the district?
Ninety-four heads of households had been born outside the
study area and 39 of them (41%) had moved there 16 or
more years earlier. Subsequently, the rate of in~migration
had evidently speeded up, as 21 of the in-migrants (22%)
came between 6 and 13 years earlier, and 34 (36%) had
pivrn vpH 1 psb than 6 vfiPirR hpfora 1 Q7S . Thi r i rt f'nTmat.i nn

was cross-tabulated with location, and it was found that
both Newtonmore and Kingussie contained above-average
numbers of very recent in-migrants. Those 2 villages had
only a few locally-born heads in the sample. The sample
from Aviemore actually contained more locally-born heads
than did Kingussie or Newtonmore, and this might be at¬
tributed to the recent construction of housing which
may have attracted natives from the surrounding villages.
However, Aviemore did contain an established older com¬
munity. Of those who had moved into Aviemore, the largest
group (4 out of 11) had come 11-15 years before the sur¬
vey, which placed them in the early years of the devel¬
opment of skiing. Five others had arrived subsequently.
In Grantown, 9 of 17 in-migrants had come over 16 years
prior to the survey, and there were 5 who had moved into
the village within the preceding 5 years. Grantown contained
the highest proportion of in-migrants coming 16 or more
years earlier, and this probably stemmed from its long-



standing attraction as a retirement community and to the
fact that it was the chief village in the valley.

Birthplace does not tell the whole story of in-
migrants, and so it was asked where they last lived be¬
fore moving to the Spey Valley, and for how long. Results
are summarised in the table following, for all heads of
households.

Table 67b: Heads of Households: Last Place of Residence
Outside the District, and Number of Years There

Last Residence Years in Last Re sidence

1=2. 4-6 7-9 Over 9 Unknown T

-HIDB Area 2 2 6 0 17
-Grampian .. 3 2 1 6 1 13
-Tayside .. 3 1 2 1 0 7
-Lothian 3 0 3 0 7
-Strathclyde ............ 4 1 12 1 20
-Other Scotland ........... 0 1 2 2 0 3
-Yorkshire/Humberside ..... 2 1 0 1 1 5
-West Midlands 1 0 2 0 4
-London and South-East .. 2 0 3 4 0 9
-Other England/Wales/
U.K 5 0 2 1 10
-Military (various
locations) 2 0 2 1 6
-Scotland unspecified ... 0 1 0 0 0 1

-England unspecified .... 0 0 0 0 1

-Europe 0 0 0 0 1
-Other 0 0 1 0 2

-Totals 23 1 1 42 5 108

Note: - 22 respondents had not resided outside the dist¬
rict; there were 2 non-responses

Most of the in-migrants came from Scottish locations,
of which the nearby regions of Grampian, Highlands, and
Tayside dominated. The central urban belt also contribut¬
ed largely, especially Strathclyde region which contains
Glasgow. London and the South-East was the largest other
source in the U.K.. There was a large group which had not
been resident for a long period at the previous location,
but the largest group had been resident for over 9 years.
The average length of residence at previous locations was
12 years. Only a small proportion of them came for re¬
tirement, so it is apparent that many of them gave up
long-standing ties for a change in their working and
living environment. It was also interesting to note that
those coming from London/South-East England and from the
Strathclyde region had proportionally high numbers of
those who had been long-term residents, whereas those from
nearby locations (Grampian, Tayside and HIDB Area) had



proportionally high numbers who had been short-term resi¬
dents .

The reason for moving to, or back to the Spey Valley
was questioned, and several cross-tabulations of response
have been carried out to determine any major variations.
In Table 68 the main reasons are tabulated against the
birthplace of heads of households. Respondents were promp
ted as to the main choices, and family ties emerged as
the most frequent response. That so many were motivated
by a new job must indicate a good opportunity for employ¬
ment in the district. This conclusion is supported by
the numbers who came to the study area for a business or
were transferred specifically to the Spey Valley. Four
others came to look for work and.obviously found a suit¬
able position. The third largest group of reasons was
that of a desire for a better place in which to live.

Table 68: Heads of Households: Birthplace and Main
Reason for Moving To or Back to the District

Birthplace

This HIDB Scot¬ Other
District Area land. U.K. Europe

-Take up first job 0 0 0 0 0 0
-Job transferred .. 0 2 3 1 0 6
-Look for work. .... 0 2 1 0 b
-New Job 3 3 12 b 3 25
-To retire ........ 0 1 5 3 0 9
-Family reasons . . . 9 10 12 6 0 37
-Better place to
live .. 3 2 12 6 0 23
-Business
opportunity 0 0 b 1 0 5
-New j ob/ fami1y
reasons 1 0 0 0 1
m „ J- i
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19 39 22 3 1 1 c

Family reasons were the main factor bringing locally
born heads of households back to the district, and this
reason was also the most important for those born else¬
where in the Highlands and Islands. For those born else¬
where in Scotland, of equal importance were family
reasons, a better place in which to live, and new jobs.
To those born in the rest of the U.K., family reasons and
a better place to live were equally important. As might
be expected, 8 of 9 respondents who had been motivated by
retirement came from outside the Highlands. Reasons for
migration were cross-tabulated with the last place of
residence. Of 29 coming from parts of the U.K. outside
Scotland the main reasons were concerned with the family
and a desire for a better place in which to live (9 each)
A better place in which to live was the reason given most
frequently by those coming from Strathclyde (7 out of 20)
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When comparing the main reasons with the number of
years lived in the district, some significant points
emerge. It has already been shown that 22 heads of house¬
holds had lived in the district all their lives, and it
was also found that an additional hb (3b%) of all heads
in the sample had lived in Badenoch-Strathspey for more
than 20 years - though not necessarily without interrupt¬
ions.

Family reasons were the most frequent response, and
this group was dominated by heads of households who had
lived in the district for over 20 years. It is difficult
to explain this result except by suggesting that those
who were born or raised in the district had a natural
tendency to return because of family ties. The number
motivated by a better place to live was higher for short-
term residents, suggesting that it had become a more
important factor in recent years. The third most frequent¬
ly mentioned reason was moving for a new job, and it also
contained a higher proportion of the short-term residents,
perhaps resulting from increased opportunities for employ¬
ment in recent years.

The age of heads of households also had some re¬
lationship with reasons for moving into or back to the
district. Of those respondents aged 60 and over, family
reasons dominated and retirement was also a significant
factor. For those under the age of 29, a new job motiv¬
ated 6 of 11 with 3 others seeking a better place to live.
In the group aged 30-39, family reasons and a better place
to live dominated responses. For those aged i+0-T9, 3
reasons were dominant, namely: a new job; a better place
to live; and family reasons. Family reasons were the main
factor for those aged 30-59. There is a problem when in¬
terpreting these data because the age of heads did not
reveal their age on first moving into the district.
However, it did appear that family reasons were more im¬
portant to older in-migrants and that new jobs were more
imnnr'tflnt tn vniiriPPr1 -in-mi P"r>antc

Two other aspects of migration were examined: whether
households or individuals planned to move permanently from
the district; and details about any members of households
and the families of respondents who had left in the past.
Seven entire households were definitely planning to
leave, representing approximately 5% of the sample. In 8
other households 1 or more members were definitely plan¬
ning to move, and that represented an additional 6% of
the sample. The households were distributed throughout the
study area, although Aviemore contained the highest pro¬
portion (3 out of 1Z+) of sampled households with some or
all members intending to depart. Reasons for leaving were
queried, with interviewers prompting as to the main
choices. Of the 7 entire households planning to out-
migrate, one of them being a single-person household,
2 were leaving to look for work. In both those cases the
head was aged between 20 and 29 years. Two others had
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their jobs transferred, and both those heads were under
the age of 49. Two others v/ere leaving for a new job,
and they were aged between 40 and 49 years. The seventh
case was for retirement and involved a head over the age
of 60 years.

In the 8 households where individuals were planning
to out-migrate, a total of 13 persons were involved. One
such case was that of a family unit of 4 leaving the
mother's house, and another case was that of a family of
3 leaving behind an independent child. Those 2 cases
might be considered as entire households. One of the
heads of those households was taking up a new job and
the other was leaving to look for work. They were both
aged between 30 and 50 years. In other individual cases,
5 of 6 were females, aged 16 or 17 years. Three girls
v/ere going away to school or college, 1 was to look for
work and the other was to take up her first job. The
male was aged 14 and expected, in a year or 2, to leave
for a military career.

Regarding destinations, the 2 entire households mov¬
ing away to look for work did not know where they might
be going. Two heads of departing families were planning
to go abroad for new jobs, and the two heads who v/ere
transferred were going to the Tayside region and else¬
where in the HIDE area. The one who was retiring was mov¬
ing to Tayside. For the two family units counted as indi¬
viduals leaving, 1 was moving to the Lothian region to
look for work, while the head who had found a new job v/as
moving to Inverness. Of the young people planning to
depart, 1 male and 1 female were planning military car¬
eers and could not specify their destinations. One of the
other girls did not have a specific destination and the 3
others gave the Tayside, Lothian and Strathclyde regions
in Scotland as their destinations.

Respondents v/ere asked to provide data on any mem-
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children, and siblings of the head and the head's spouse)
who had moved permanently from the district during the
time the respondents had lived in the district. No doubt
there v/ere problems owing to recall, especially for older
respondents. Nevertheless, the responses provided some
useful insight to the process of out-migration.

Sixty households (45% of the whole sample) reported
that some close relative had left the district, account¬
ing for descriptions of 113 migrants. Not surprisingly,
26 out of 38 households with locally-born heads v/ere in¬
cluded. Also reporting past out-migrants were 8 heads born
elsewhere in the Highlands, 19 from other parts of Scot¬
land, 5 from other parts of Great Britain, and 2 from
Europe, Those living longest in the district recorded the
largest number of out-migrants. Of the 60 households in¬
volved, the heads of 45 had been in the district for 20
years or more, and the heads of 20 of the households v/ere
aged 60 or over. However, 5 v/ere aged 30 years or less.
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Examining the out-migrants described by respondents,
62 were males and 51 were females, Their ages (which in
many cases were estimated) were predominantly young.
Fifty-three of the described migrants were aged 20 years
or less at the time of their departure, another 42 were
aged between 20 and 39, and only 18 of them were over
39 years. As to when the migrants had left the district,
there was again a great deal of estimation, but it is
believed that the figures obtained were probably close to
being accurate because of careful probing during inter¬
views. Six cases did not respond to this question because
of the difficulties of recall, and of those persons
described there was a spread over many years into the
past. Twenty-seven had left within the previous 5 years,
20 had left between 6 and 10 years ago, 17 had left be¬
tween 11 and 15 years ago, 15 had left between 16 and 20
years ago, and 28 had left over 20 years ago. The trend
appeared to indicate an increase in recent years, but
this may have been attributable in part to problems of
recall. Looking only at the previous 10 years, there were
23 males and 24 females mentioned. Their ages were pre¬
dominantly between 16 — 19 years.

Where did the migrants go, and what were their reas¬
ons? As respondents had to answer on behalf of the migrants,
there may have been some distortion of motivations, al¬
though close relatives could be expected to have a good
idea of underlying factors. Twenty-eight past out-migrants
were said to have left in order to seek work, 21 to take
up a first job, 17 to take up a different job, and 7 were
transferred. Further education accounted for another 16
migrants and war service was responsible for 2 others
(who presumably decided not to return to the district
afterwards). Many destinations were cited, with those men¬
tioned most frequently being: elsewhere in the Highlands
(23 cases); London and S-E England (14); Lothians (14);
Grampian (13); outside the U.K./Europe (13); Strathclyde
(10); and West Midlands (6).

The final question concerning past out-migrants
asked if they had ever said (to the respondents) that
they would return to the district if there were suitable
jobs available. This can be expected to have generated
some guesswork, but in most cases the respondents seemed
quite certain about their answers. It was claimed that 27
migrants would return and 63 would not. Five had in fact
already returned to the district. Sixteen migrants were
not accounted for because of an unwillingness or inability
by the respondents to answer, and 2 migrants were said to
have died.

(3) S°H.si.n£

In Table 69 housing tenure is cross-tabulated with
the difficulties mentioned by respondents regarding their
ability to find suitable housing in the district. Inter¬
viewers did not prompt respondents on the question of
difficulties with housing.



Tabic 69: Housing Tenure, and Difficulties Experienced
in Finding the Right Kind of Housing in the
District

Tenure Difficulties Mentioned

Too Expen - Not No land
None sive to buy Enough to build Other Totals

-Owner- 51
occupied 38 2 5 4 2 (38.9%)
-Council- 43
owned 22 3 18 0 0 (32.8%)
-Rented 16
privately 12 0 3 0 1 (12.2%)
-Rented, 8
tied to job 7 0 1 0 0 (6.1%)
-Free, tied 12
to job 1 1 1 0 0 0 (9.2%)
-Registered 1
cro f t 1 0 0 0 0 (0.8%)
-Totals 91 6 27 4 3 131

(100.0%

Note: One or,mer-occupier did not respond

Data from the 1971 census give the following propor¬
tions for tenure in the district: owner occupied, 34.4%;
rented from Council, 29%; rented privately, 34.2%; other
forms, 2.4%. It is probable that the data from the census
for privately rented households included tied housing, so
there were no major differences between the current sam¬
ple and the situation in 1971. Regional planners estimat¬
ed that there were 573 housing completions in the district
between 1971 and 1978, yielding a total supply of about
4,000 units. The district's figures for 1978 gave a total
of 1,044 houses in the public sector, or about 26% of the
supply. It must also be noted that exclusion of the staff
blocks in Aviemore and Coylumbridge may have distorted
the sample.

Table 69 also demonstrates that the majority (70%)
of respondents had no major difficulty in finding the
right kind of housing, but almost one-third, did. The big¬
gest problem mentioned was a simple lack of supply (ment¬
ioned by 20.6%), and this factor is similar to those
mentioning that it was too difficult to find land on
which to build. Six respondents claimed that houses were
too expensive to buy. Owner occupiers, overall, were
proportionally happier with their housing than were ten¬
ants of the Council.

Several other variables were cross-tabulated with
that of difficulties experienced with housing. Regarding
location, it appeared that respondents in the north of
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the district had greater difficulty than others. Of those
who mentioned that it was too expensive to buy a house, 3
of the 6 were in Aviemore. In the largest group of diffi¬
culties, that of too little available, 22 of 27 respond¬
ents were in Aviemore and other northern villages. More
difficulties were experienced by families with children
than by other types of households, and there was no
evidence to suggest that long-term residents of the dist¬
rict had any fewer problems than did short-term residents.
However, newcomers were more likely to be owner-occupiers
than were those residing a long time in the district.
Approximately 29% of the owner-occupiers had been resident
in the district for only 1-5 years, whereas 7h% of the
occupiers of council houses were resident for over 20
years. Long-term residents were able to obtain council
houses more easily than newcomers, as there was a waiting
list and the council employed an allocation system which
favoured locals. There may also have been some newcomers
who had greater means to purchase houses, and this con¬
clusion is supported by the fact that about 27% of owner-
occupiers were born in England or Wales while only 17%
of the sample of household heads were born in these count¬
ries. Conversely, almost 2+0% of tenants of the council
were born in the district, but they accounted for only
29% of the sample.

Housing tenure was also cross-tabulated with the
number of other places the heads of households had lived
in the study area. "Other places" meant houses, even if
in the same village. It was revealed that over 50% of the
sample had lived in at least 1 other house in the district,
and 39% had lived in 2 or more. Tenants of the council
had moved within the district more than owner-occupiers,
and this probably related both to the fact that many own¬
ers were relative newcomers and to the fact that tenants
of the council sometimes had little choice in where they
could obtain houses. Also, there may have been more reluc¬
tance to move from an owned house than from a rented
property. When the number of previous local residences
was cross-taDulatea with the numoer oi years lived in the
district (by heads of households) it was shown that
longer-term residents had moved proportionally more times
than newcomers. That is a natural trend, but it may also
reflect the need for tenants of the council to change
locations as required by the supply of housing. For exam¬
ple, with more houses built in Aviemore in recent years,
it had been necessary for some natives of the district to
accept housing in that village. The scale of such forced
moves cannot be measured by data from the sample.

Most (67%) of the moves within the district were
made within the same village or rural sub-areas. Between
sub-areas of the district there was a dominant pattern
of short moves. For example, all 2+ respondents who had
moved into Kingussie had come from the southern parts of
the area, and 3 of 2 moving into Grantown had come from
northern parts. By examing net gains and losses, a small-
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scale trend to centralisation in the larger villages is
evident. Duthil and Rothiemurchus v/as an anomaly in that
it gained b households despite containing no villages.
This anomaly cannot be explained by proximity to Avie-
rnore, as only 1 of the if cases v/as quite close to the
village. Aviemore itself had a very high rate of internal
moves, as did Grantovm, and this must indicate adjust¬
ment to the large number of houses built recently in
the villages. Aviemore attracted as many households as it
lost (k)f which might reflect a high rate of turnover.
Most of that exchange v/as within the northern parts of
the district.

(^) Pro'vision of_Tourist_Accommodation_

The policy of the District Council was to not allow
their tenants to take in paying guests. Accordingly,
questions on the provision of accommodation for tourists
were restricted to those living in other types of rented
or owned housing. Table 70 shows the number of households
that were providing accommodation at the time of the
survey or previously in the study area, by location.

Table 70: Provision of Tourist Accommodation
(Council Tenants Excluded)

Location

121kl&l82l0l±12111kl5l£lZ totals
Never
Provided 13 5- - 0 1 5 3 2 9 2 b 8 10 3 2 b 71
Provided
in the 1
Past

0 - - 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 8

Provided 2
Now

0 - - 1 1 0 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
89

Locations: 1 ;Grantown; 2: Crr,TT"^£0 p Tiar>nvi • ^•nr,nmHpi p vil¬
lage; h-:Dulnain Br.; 5:Cambridge; 6:Boat of Garten; 7:
Nethybridge; 8:Abernethy parish; §:Aviemore; 10;Duthil/
Rothiemurchus; 11:Kincraig; 12:Alvie parish; 13:Kingussie;
1Newtonmore; 15:Kingussie/lnsh parish; 16:Dalwhinnie;
17:Laggan parish

Approximately 11% of the sample (excluding tenants
of the council) were currently providing some form of
accommodation for paying guests, and an additional 9%
had previously done so in the district. Abernethy parish
had the highest proportion doing so, while none of the
households in Aviemore were providing accommodation.
The Aviemore sample was an anomaly, because it was known
that many of the private households in that village did
B and B or guest house operations. Eleven of those who
were providing accommodation currently or in the past
had B and B operations, and b others had operated

i
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guest houses which served meals. Only 1 self-catering
house/chalet was mentioned, and 1 respondent indicated
that they let their entire house. Only 1 of the 10 current¬
ly providing accommodation said that they stayed open for
the whole year, and, when questionned about their prefer¬
ences, only 3 other operators said they would stay open
all year if the demand was present.

All of those who were providing tourist accommod¬
ation or had done so in the past said that they had
enjoyed doing it. Meeting people and making friends
were the reasons given most frequently to explain the en¬
joyment, and. making money, giving satisfaction, and
having children for theirs to play with were other reasons
mentioned. Queried on the aspects of providing accommo¬
dation that were most disliked, hard work and being tied
down were the dominant responses.

Was the provision of accommodation necessary to
enable the household to get by? Of those currently
providing accommodation, 4 said it was necessary and 6
said it was not. Probing further, it was asked what
proportion of the household's total income was derived
from tourist accommodation. Four respondents would not
answer this question, and of the remainder only 2 said
it accounted for higher than 25% of total income. Two
others mentioned amounts of between l0-21f%, while 2
respondents mentioned less than 10%. For most, therefore,
providing tourist accommodation was a means to supplement
their income. Two of the current operators said they let
out their accommodation to local workers at times,
thereby obtaining additional income. The 10 who were
currently doing accommodation had been operating their
establishments for an average of 5.1 years.

Tenants of the council were asked for their opinions
on whether or not the council should allow them to take
in paying guests. Many were not aware of the prohibition,
and others t^orvht it was artuallv being* encouraged! In
the course of conversations it was revealed often that
many tenants knew of others who did take in paying guests,
but none admitted to doing so themselves. The responses
favoured a policy which would allow tenants of the council
to take in paying guests, by a count of 32 (?A%) to 11.
Of those favouring such a policy, their main reason was
the desire for extra income (1/+ cases). Ten others felt
it should be permitted if room was available, and 7
believed that it would help to solve shortages of tourist
accommodation. On this latter point, it was suggested by
some respondents that at peak times some tourists went
door-to-door looking for accommodation. Of those disapp¬
roving of such a policy, 3 felt that it would harm
legitimate accommodation businesses. Two respondents
believed it would cause friction or rivalry in the comm¬
unity if some households were talcing in paying guests,
and 2 other respondents thought that if room was available
other persons should get the house.

?
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(5) Visits__From Friends, and Relo._fci.veG.

This information is a useful supplement to the sur¬
veys of visitors, in that some measure of the scale of
non-paying visits was desired. More importantly, perhaps,
such visits are an indicator of wider social contacts.
In-migrants were expected to have greater contacts with
the outside world than v/ere natives. Respondents v/ere
asked how many separate parties of visitors they had in
the past 12 months, and how many of them had been in the
summer months. Problems with recall would distort the
answers, and problems of interpretation arose from the
fact that interviews v/ere carried out over a six-month
period. Consequently, it is best to consider broad patt¬
erns rather than details. The most recent visit was probed
in some detail as to origin, month, length of stay and
size of the party.

Table 71 shows the number of visits to households in
the past year and the birthplaces of the heads of house¬
holds. Those born in Badenoch-Strathspey had proportion¬
ally the fewest overnight or longer visits from outside
the district (28.9% had none), and other native Highland¬
ers were visited only slightly more (26.3% had none).
Most visits were to heads born elsewhere in Scotland
(only 8% had none). Those born in other parts of the U.K.
v/ere between the extremes, with 20% of them receiving no
visits. Distance undoubtedly acts to decrease visitation
from outside Scotland. It is clear from these data that
in-migrants retained links with other areas and these
links were reinforced by visits, whereas many locals and
native Highlanders had few outside links which led to
visits.

Table 71: Visits from Friends and Relatives Outside the
Spey Valley; Birthplaces of Heads of Households

Number of TVi rthnl arm of Head
Visits in
Past Year This HIDE Elsewhere

District Area Scotland U.K. Europe Totals

None 10 5 b b 1 2-k
1-5 ...... 11 9 17 5 1 73
6-10 ..... 8 3 8 10 0 29
11-15 .... 3 2 5 0 0 10
16-20 .... 2 0 7 1 1 1 1
over 20 .. 1 0 7 0 0 8

Totals ... 35 T9 55 20 3 725

Note; 7 respondents did not answer the question

Looking at the location of households receiving vis¬
its, Grantov/n stands out as being the most visited (only
11% had no visits). Newtonmore was visited more than
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Kingussie or Aviemore. It would be difficult to explain
these variations, but other cross-tabulations were under¬
taken which did shed light on variations in patterns of
non-paying visits. It was revealed that tenants of the
council were less likely to have numerous visits. In
terms of length of residence in the district, the number
of respondents having no visits in the past year was
approximately the same, proportionally, for those living
there 1-5 years as for those living there over 20 years.
Those resident in the district between 6 and 20 years had
the lowest proportion of respondents with no visits.

Approximately 51% of the total number of visits were
ascribed to the summer months (June through September),
which indicated a considerable amount of visiting over
the whole year. Some of this, of course, was related to
winter sports. The average number of visits per household
was about 7.55 although in Aviemore it was a very low
i+.Af. Perhaps the difference was attributable to a more
unsettled situation in Aviemore, with a higher turnover
rate of households.

The average size of parties was approximately 2.6
persons, and the average length of stay was approximately
6.9 nights. Little variation between tenants of the coun¬
cil and other houses was noticeable. There may have been
an unknown bias in the figures, however, because of the
six-month period of interviews. Origins of the most rec¬
ent visitors were noted and it was shown that the birth¬
place of the heads of households had a strong relationship
with the origins of visitors. Locally-born heads of house¬
holds had few visitors from outside Scotland, whereas those
born outside Scotland had, proportionally, a very high
number of visits from outside Scotland. London and the
South-East of England was the largest single source from
outside Scotland, and from within Scotland the Strathclyde
region was the main source. The Lothian, Grampian, and
Tayside regions and the HIDB Area were also large sources.

(6) Membership_in Grpurs_

Life in communities might centre on groups and or¬
ganisations, and it would be expected that this aspect of
social life would be more important in rural areas. Mem¬
bership in groups may be seen as an indicator of the
health of a community and of the preferences and activit¬
ies of individuals. Each member of responding households
was included in questions on membership, leadership in
groups, and the groups in which each person was most act¬
ive. A list for prompting was used to remind respondents
of the main choices, but it would still be expected that
some difficulties with recall would occur when respondents
answered on behalf of members not present at the time of
interviewing. The prompt list is appended to the copy of
the interview form.

It had been intended also to ask about groups

l



belonged to at one time but not now belonged to, and the
one belonged to longest, but these were deleted for the
purpose of saving time and simplifying answers.

One indication of the extent of activity in the com¬
munity is the number of organisations belonged to by
respondents. Table 72 shows for each location in the dis¬
trict the number of members of households who belonged to
no organisations or to 1 or more. Overall, 31% of the
members of households belonged to no organisations. The
same figure was only 19.3% in Aviemore, compared with
22.5% in Grantown, 2.5% in Newtonmore, and 44% in King¬
ussie. Some of the small settlements and rural parishes
were quite inactive, particularly Laggan, Dalwhinnie,
Cromdale Parish and Dulnain Bridge. This quite probably
reflected in part, the lesser opportunity for joining
groups. It may also have reflected different characteris¬
tics of local populations.

Table 72: All Household Members: Number of Groups Belonged
To, by Location

Number of Organisations Belonged To

Location None One Two Three Four Five Six Tota!

Grantown 16 23 15 10 4 1 2. 71
Cromdale Parish 9 3 1 0 0 0 0 14
Cromdale Village 3 3 2 2 0 0 1 11
Dulnain Bridge 9 1 0 0 1 0 0 11

Carrbridge 5 4 3 1 1 0 1 15
Boat of Garten 3 3 2 3 2 1 0 14
Nethybridge 3 4 5 2 0 2 0 16
Abernethy Parish 4 6 3 2 2 4 0 21
Aviemore 11 25 10 6 4 0 1 57
Duth.il/
Rothiemurchus P. 9 15 5 3 1 5 2 40
Kincraig 1 5 1 3 0 0 0 10
A "1 Tro r-1 Dnri-1 r*»V> i.
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Kingussie 18 12 3 2 2 2 2 41
Newtonmore 12 1 1 8 5 3 5 4 48
Kingussie/
Insh Parish 4 1 3 1 0 0 0 9
Dalwhinnie 7 2 0 0 0 0 0 9
Laggan Parish 9 2 0 1 0 0 0 12

Totals 127 722 74 42 20 20 75 410

Note: No data were obtained from 2 members in Laggan
Parish

Age and sex are important determinants of activity, and
these two factors are considered in Table 73 with the
types of groups belonged to. Organisations have been
grouped into classes In some cases. (A prompt list was
used to remind respondents of many of the groups active in
the district. This list is appended to the copy of the



interview form). Males belonged to more groups than did
females, particularly in sports, and young people (aged
1-19) and the middle-aged. (30-49 years) v/ere the most
active in organisations. Similar patterns of age and sex
can be discerned in subsequent tables dealing with recre¬
ational activities. A brief description of some of the
individual organisations follows.

Ball sports included shinty (14 members) and foot¬
ball (8 members). Shinty was most popular in Newtonmore
and Kingussie. Skiing was done by many residents but only
small numbers joined clubs. Golf was the most popular rec¬
reational group, but membership in a club does not require
any activity other than the sport itself. Angling was also
popular, but membership in an angling club might' be simply
for purposes of obtaining a permit. Included in the cate¬
gory of "other active sports" were shooting, skateboarding,
water polo, mountaineering, squash, riding, gliding, and
sailing. "Passive sports and games" included lawn bowls,
whist and bridge. A number of groups v/ere included in
"volunteers", with the Red Cross, V/omens' Royal Volunteer
Service, and fund raising being the ones mentioned most
frequently. The Council of Social Service, mountain res¬
cue, and volunteer fire fighting were also mentioned by
several persons. Conservation organisations included the
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds, National Con¬
servation Corps, World Wildlife Trust and a local Conser¬
vation Group. The RSPB accounted for 10 of the 14 members
in this category.

"Music and dance" included traditional Highland and
country dancing (13 members), fiddle and accordian (3)s
and musical or entertainment groups (5). "Arts and drama"
included drama clubs (5 members), arts clubs (13)} a film
society (9), flower arranging (9)s a photographic society
(1) and the Gaelic society, An Comumn Gaidhealach (4 mem¬
bers). The local farmers' club accounted for 16 of those
belonging to "Rural and Farm" organisations, followed by
J_ "U T.T . J- _• _ -1 T-! « TT. -* / O \ 1 t - J. • 1 . . - -•
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ations (4) and the Scottish Landowner's Federation (1).
The Women's Rural Institute (WRI) was the main "rural"
group for women. In the "Parents" groups were Parent-
Teacher Associations (15 members), and two similar organ¬
isations. Most of the "Youth" groups were the traditional
uniformed types such as scouts and guides (36 members),
playgroups (21) and the YMCA in Grantown (14 members).
"Work-related" groups included trade unions (27 members),
the tourist organisation (9)> merchant or business assoc¬
iations (3) and employees' social groups (9)» Political
parties accounted for most of the members in the "Politi¬
cal" category, but also included were village hall comm¬
ittees (5) and community councils (2).

The types of groups belonged to were cross-tabulated
with the birthplace of the heads of households for all
those belonging to each group. In proportional terms, only
a few of the organisations were over-represented or



Table 73:Numbers Belonging to Groups, By Sex and Ago

Organisation T

-Ball Sports 22
-Skiing 15
-Golf 32
-Tennis 13
-Angling 29
-Gun/rifle 13
-Curling 8
-Ice Skating/ 10
hockey 2

-Swimming 21
-Snooker/
darts 24

-Badminton 11
-Other act¬
ive sports 25

-Passive
games and
sports 11

-Volunteers 45
-Church 34
-Conservation 14
-Music/
dance 21

-Arts/drama
etc. 40

-WRI 15
-Rural/farm 29
-Parents 17
-Youth 74
-Work-
related 48

-Political 38
-Masons 10
T - —? - O I
"BO

-Others 10

-Totals "655

M F 1-19 20-29 r--\!O[nTV, 40-JW 50-59 62
22 10 7 4 1 _

8 7 5 4 2 4 - -

23 9 7 1 7 4 3 10
4 9 6 - 7 - - -

27 2 9 3 3 6 4 4
12 1 4 1 3 2 1 2
4 4 _ - 3 1 2 2
7 3 8 - 1 1 - -

2 — 1 - - 1 - -

10 1 1 11 2 h 3 1 —

19 5 2 9 9 2 2 _

5 6 4 4 3 — — —

12 13 10 3 5 5 — 2

6 5 — 1 1 - 1 8
13 32 7 2 9 15 7 5
11 23 14 5 4 2 7 2
8 6 5 - 2 3 1 3

7 14 9 - 3 6 3 -

13 27 2 _ 8 15 8 7
- 15 - 1 4 4 3 3

25 4 5 1 9 8 5 1
4 13 - - 10 4 3 -

32 42 56 5 10 — 3 —

33 15 4 8 12 14 8 2
22 16 — ' 4 5 8 8 13
9 1 — — 1 3 4 2

i O
I vj

r
\j
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4 6 1 1 0 3 1 4
360 295 180 £5 T33 120 82 75
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dominated by persons with local or Highland-born heads of
houeseholds. Those groups were: ball sports (including
shinty); snooker and darts; badminton; and the rural or
farm groups. Golf, angling, volunteer, youth, work-related.,
political and other types of organisations also attracted
Highlanders. Only in ice-skating/hockey did the English
or Welsh-born dominate, although this group was also well
represented in tennis, angling, gun/rifle, passive games
and sports, and the arts groups. Those persons with their
heads of households born in Scotland, but outwith the
Highlands, dominated many of the other types of organisa¬
tions, and in particular the skiing, curling, swimming/
water-polo, Y/RI, and parent groups. Those with heads born
in the Highlands but outwith Badenoch-Strathspey were
under-represented in all types of organisations.

It was pointed out earlier that Aviemore displayed
the lowest proportion of respondents who belonged to no
organisations. Turning to the types of groups belonged to,
it was revealed that Aviemore dominated in the groups for
ice-skating,work, and swimming. Residents of Aviemore were
also active in volunteer and church groups, youth organi¬
sations and "others". Newtonmore residents who did belong
to groups participated in more than in any other part of
the district. The village was much more active than its
close neighbour, Kingussie. Membership in golf and the
music/dance groups, skiing, ball sports (the home of
shinty), gun/rifle, curling, other active sports, volun¬
teers, church, and arts groups were all led by Newtonmore.
Also, angling was popular in that village. Kingussie was
quite inactive when compared to the other large villages,
both in terms of the number not belonging to any organisa¬
tion and the total number of groups mentioned in the sam¬
ple. Only in snooker/darts, the WRJ. and in the arts did
that village rank at or near the top. Grantown was highest
in membership in tennis and angling, and it also ranked
high in youth, work-related and political groups, and in
the "other" category. Swimming and badminton were also
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groups.

To gain some indication of which organisations were
most active, and where preferences lay, respondents were
asked to name the group in which they were most active.
If only one group was belonged to, this was automatically
recorded as the answer. Results were quite dispersed
among the various groups, and only a few stood out as
being popular with many respondents. Angling was the most
frequently mentioned (19 cases). Uniformed youth groups
were mentioned 19 times, so these appeared to be important
organisations for children. Golf and church groups were
each mentioned 12 times. The British Legion was mentioned
10 times, mostly by residents in the north of Badenoch-
strathspey (the Legion hall was in Grantown). Groups
mentioned by 7 to 9 respondents each were: darts; country
or Highland dancing; football; badminton; trade unions;
and skiing.



The leadership of organisations is an important con¬
cern in rural areas, as the choice of persons might be
quite restricted. Respondents were asked if they occupied
a position of leadership in any organisations and the
results are presented in Table 74. The table displays the
number of positions of leadership held by all members of
households, cross-tabulated with the birthplace of the
heads of households.

Table 74: Number of Positions of Leadership in Households;
Birthplaces of Heads of Households

Number of Birthplaces of Heads
Positions Dist- Scot-

Leadership rict HIDB land En k1and/Wales Europe T

None 23 14 27 12 2 78
1 7 5 1 1 7 1 31
2 4 0 5 2 0 11

3 2 0 3 1 0 6
4 1 0 3 0 0 4
5 1 0 0 0 0 1
6 0 0 1 0 0 1

Totals 33 T9 50 22 3 T32

Those households recorded as having no positions of
leadership included the non-respondents to this question,
so it is possible that an under-estimate of positions
resulted. Ignoring the small European-born group, it is
seen that those born in the study area and elsewhere in
the Highlands had the highest proportion with no posit¬
ions. This may in part be attributable to age. Of 98
positions of leadership recorded in the sample, 36%
belonged to households with local and Highland-born heads,
while other households with British-born heads accounted
for 63% of the positions (and only 55% of all heads of
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ticipate in the community, although perhaps to a lesser
extent than those born elsewhere.

Positions of leadership were cross-tabulated with
the number of years the heads of households had lived in
the district, with housing tenure, and with types of
households, in order to reveal any significant variations.
Recent newcomers (1 to 5 years) occupied more positions
than those who had lived there over 20 years, in proport¬
ional terms, although age may have accounted for some of
this difference. Forty-two per cent of positions of lead¬
ership were in families where the head had. resided in the
district for under 10 years, although this group accounted
for only 33% of the sample. Turning to types of households
the cross-tabulation revealed that families with children
held the greatest number of positions (in real and propor¬
tional terms), followed by childless couples. Other types
of household, including those consisting of one female,
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three generations, and one-parent families, held very
few positions. Childless couples may have had more time
to spare for organisations, and many of them were retired
persons. In families, some of the positions were occupied
by young people and some by parents. Tenure of residence
was also related to leadership, as 49% of positions were
held by those in owner-occupied dwellings, although this
group accounted for only 39% of the sampled households.
Tenants of the council accounted for 33% of the sample
but only 19% of the positions of leadership. As discussed
earlier, 74% of the sampled tenants of the council had
lived in the district for over 20 years, so there was the
factor of age as well as the differences between local
and non-local persons to be considered.

Leadership is a vital resource to the community,
and it appears from the current sample that the influx
of newcomers to the district had yielded a higher number
of positions than could be expected from the indigenous
population, V/hether this was owing to the younger age,
higher levels of education, or the different social out¬
look of newcomers is difficult to determine - probably
all three factors and others were important.

(7) Re .c reation__

Rather than question patterns of leisure, it was
decided to focus on the most obvious activities related
to local facilities and opportunities, and particularly
those used jointly with tourists. In this way the direct
relationships between tourism and local leisure could be
more easily highlighted, A list of 22 activities was
shown to respondents and they were asked to indicate
which they had done, and which all members of the house¬
hold had done,in the past 12 months. The list is appended
to the interview form. There may have been a problem of
recall on some items, especially where parents answered
on behalf of children. Originally it had been attempted
"ho n lb "h ci 1 n a tnpcciipo n> i' Hiq -F r>o mi onru r\ -F Vi-n -F

this proved to be too time-consuming and inaccurate. Only
activities undertaken within Badenoch-Strathspey were
recorded. Table 75 depicts the number of activities on
the list which had been done by all members of households
in the previous year, cross-tabulated with the location
of households.

In total, the 4OA members of households had done
1126 activities, with the average being 2.79 activities
per person. Respondents in Aviemore were the most act¬
ive, with an average of 4.41 activities, but of course
the list contained 8 items pertaining specifically to
opportunities in Aviemore. Reference to specific activ¬
ities, as in Table 76, gives a better comparison of
participation by the age and sex of those doing each of
the 22 listed activities,
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Table 75: All Household Members: Number of Activities
Done in Past Year, by Location

Location Number of Activities Done in Past Year

None 1 2 3. k 3 6 Z 8 Total

Grantown 15 15 19 7 6 4 4 1 — 71
Crorndale P. 8 4 1 1 - - - - - 14
Cromdale V. 1 6 2 1 1 - - - - 1 1
Dulnain Br. 7 - 1 1 - 1 1 - - 1 1

Carrbridge 2 3 - 8 - 1 - 1 - 15
Boat of Garten - 5 5 2 - - 2 - - 14
Nethybridge 4 4 4 - 2 _ - 1 1 16
Abernethy P. 2 5 5 4 2 2 - - 1 21
Aviemore 3 7 4 7 7 7 6 3 9 53
Duthil/
Rothie. P. 7 5 10 5 4 1 1 3 4 40
Kincraig 1 - 1 2 1 3 - - 2 10
Alvie P. — 2 1 3 — 2 2 — 1 11

Kingussie 5 6 9 4 4 4 3 3 3 41
Newtonmore 8 7 5 7 7 3 5 3 1 46
Kingussie/
Insh P. 2 4 2 — 1 — — — — 9
Dalwhinnie - 6 2 — 1 — - — — 9
Laggan P. 6 1 1 3 1 - - - - 12

Totals ~7T 80 72 55 37 2S 24 "5 22 404

The total sample described in Table 76 consisted of
196 males (47.6%) and 216 females (52.4%)» so it can be
seen that males were proportionally more active. Fishing,
golfing, karting and shooting were dominated by males,
while females dominated in skating, pony trekking and
tennis. Most of the activities were dominated by young
people, although hill-walking, golfing, going to the
cinema and live shows or drama appealed to o3.der persons.

Tourist-oriented facilities, judging by this evi¬
dence, were well used in the Spey Valley. The Aviemore
Centre presented a unique combination of recreational
opportunities, and facilities developed for skiing and
boating were also enjoyed by residents. One of the most
popular pursuits, that of hill-walking, enjoys such
ample opportunity in the Spey Valley that residents
could literally go in any direction, so there cannot be
much conflict with tourists, except at a very few places.
Fishing and golfing were two other popular local, pur¬
suits that were shared with visitors, but local facilit¬
ies for these sports were quite good and tourism helped
to support the associations responsible for facilities.

A second part of the list presented to respondents
showed places and events in the Spey Valley, and again
the intent was to include tourism-related facilities.
Table 77 displays the results.



Table 76: All Household Members; Numbers Doing Activities
in Past Year, by Age and Sex

Activity Sex Age

1 - 20- 30- 40- 50-
Total F 12 29 39 49 59 60+

-Fishing 79 62 17 40 30 3 13 4 6
-Curling,
Aviemore 24 1 1 13 14 5 0 0 2 3

-Swimming,
67 36L. Morlich 31 56 7 0 2 1 1

-Sv/imming,
61Av. pool 131 70 109 11 1 6 3 1

-Hill -walking 108 50 58 72 8 2 8 7 11
-Downhill ski,
Cairngorm if.9 23 26 41 3 1 2 1 1

-Ski lessons
taken 21 7 14 19 1 0 0 1 0

-Ski-touring 9 5 4 5 2 0 2 0 0

-Skating,
76Aviemore 28 48 65 8 0 0 1 2

-Skating
lessons 3 2 3 2 2 0 0 1 0

-Golfing 54 41 13 29 3 2 4 3 13
-Pony trekking 18 5 13 14 3 0 1 0 0
-Pock/mountain
climb 6 4 2 5 1 0 0 0 0

-Lawn bowling 9 7 2 2 1 0 2 2 2

-Boating,
L. Insh 22 12 10 18 2 0 0 2 0

-Boating,
L. Morlich 22 8 14 15 3 0 4 0 0

-Karting,
Aviemore 21 14 7 15 2 0 3 0 1

-Squash,
r
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-Shooting/
■ ✓

stalking 20 18 2 11 1 1 2 0 5
-Aviemore
cinema 253 124 129 174 35 4 12. 12 16

-Drama/show,
Aviemore 87 38 49 44 12 0 1 1 8 12

-Tennis 26 8 18 23 0 1 1 1 0

-Totals 1 126 568 558 785 129 Tb 73 49 74



Table 77: All Household Members: Numbers Visiting Places/
Events in Past Year, by Age and Sex

Sex Age

PIac es/Event s 1- 20- 30- 40- 50- 60*
1 M F 22_ 22- li3- 52-

-Loch an Eilean 225 107 118 143 15 0 17 18 32
-L. Morlich
beach 222 100 122 138 27 1 14 17 25

-Osprey nest,
66 26L. Garten 136 70 62 17 3 8 20

-Avie. Amuse,
Arcade 163 8/+ 79 108 22 4 11 6 12

-Cairngorm
chairlift 65 29 36 44 6 0 2 5 8

-Newtonmore
Games 74 35 39 45 6 2 7 6 8

-Nethybridge
Games 105 k7 58 65 14 0 5 12 9

-Sheepdog
Trials 37 18 19 20 1 0 1 6 9

-Wildlife Park 169 79 90 106 19 2 11 12 19
-Glen More
trails 68 31 37 53 3 0 7 2 3

-Landmark Visi¬
tor Centre 166 81 85 89 19 4 12 15 27

-Clan Macpherson
-Museum 29 16 13 22 0 0 2 1 4
-Highland Folk
Museum 53 24 29 37 4 1 6 2 3

-Steam Railway
(ride) 28 15 13 25 0 0 1 0 2

-Santa Claus
Land 177 77 100 119 19 1 11 1 1 16

-Alpine Plant
Nursery 70 30 40 37 2 0 7 7 17

-xnveraruie

Fisheries 112 57 55 81 10 1 6 3 11
-Insh Marshes
RSPB Res. 13 4 9 3 1 0 3 4 4

-Craigellachie
Nat. Tr. 6 if 31 33 45 5 0 7 4 3

-Totals 1976 931 1045 1242 190 i~9 138 15T 236

Visitation to the places and events was considerably
higher than participation in the recreational facilities,
especially for older persons* All the places, except the
Insh Marshes RSPB reserve, were tourist-oriented. The
Highland Games also depended to a great extent on visit¬
ors, but were principally of local interest. Contrary to
the recreational activities, visits to places and events
were much more frequent for women than for men, in pro¬
portional terms* Many of the places, as with some of the



activities, may have been visited by young people only as
part of a school programme. The two most popular places
for residents, Lochs Morlich and An Eilean, were also
popular with tourists, so joint use was quite acceptable
to many.

When the average number of places visited is comput¬
ed, Aviemore again shows a higher rate of activity. Resi¬
dents of that village were situated most favourably for 9
of the places. Its residents visited an average of 7.2
places, compared with an overall average of 4.9. Looking
at the effect of the birthplace of heads of households on
activities and places visited, it was shown that members
of households with locally-born heads were under-repre¬
sented in recreational activities and places visited.
Those from households headed by other Scottish-born (but
non-Highland) persons were the most active in proportional
terms. For example, while almost 30% of all respondents
lived in households headed by locally-born persons, they
did only 28% of all recreational activities and 21% of
places visited. Those in households headed by Highland-
born (but not local-born) persons were also under-repre¬
sented in both activities and places visited. Of course,
it is possible that people v/ho had lived in the area for
a long time did not visit places or do certain activities
after the novelty waned.

Activities dominated by persons with local-born heads
of households were few, including only ski-touring, golf
and tennis. Only the sheepdog trials, of all places and
events listed, were dominated by such households. Partic¬
ularly popular with the households headed by English or
Welsh-born persons were fishing, taking ski lessons,
hill-walking, skating, and karting - all in proportional
rather than absolute terms. For places and events, the
English/Welsh group were especially attracted to Craig-
ellachie Nature Trail, Loch Insh RSPB reserve, the Alpine
Plant Nursery, the Steam Railway, the Cairngorm chairlift,
Glen More tr-pn *1 p? Find the H"i pTil end Vol V Mncpnm_ T-Tnn cohnl d<5
with Scottish-born heads (excluding the District and HIDE
groups) dominated many of the activities and places, but
were particularly under-represented in proportional terms
for ski-touring and. sheepdog trials.

(8) Equinment Owned

Nineteen items were listed and respondents were asked
to indicate whether or not any were owned by members of
the household. Each item was recorded for an individual
member or as belonging to the household in general. Two
items, that of television and automobiles, are often used
to assess socio-economic status or mobility and therefore
have a broader, comparative use. The other items were all
recreational equipment or things which related to local
opportunities. It was hoped that the influence of recent
tourism-related facilities would be demonstrated by owner¬
ship of related items, particularly skis, curling



equipment, ice skates and squash rackets. Ownership of
other items was expected to provide interesting informa¬
tion on leisure preferences, although it must be caution¬
ed that the ownership and. use of equipment are not nec¬
essarily related. Table 78 shows each item by the age and
sex of those owning it. The figures listed under "Total"
were the total numbers owned by sampled households, and
the difference between the "Total" column and the sum of
male plus female was the number attributed to households
in general. This difference was greatest for televisions
and automobiles, and to a lesser extent touring vans,
tents and boats. If households or individuals owned more
than one of an item they were all recorded, and this
accounts for a minor exaggeration in some categories.

Table 78: Items of Equipment Owned, by Age and Sex (where
specified)

Sex Age

Items T M F 1 -19 20-29 O ! VD 40-49 50-59 60+

Television 131 6 10 2 0 1 2 2 9
Automobile 119 11 12 3 3 2 7 4 4
Motorcycle 21 13 6 8 5 6 0 0 0
Golf clubs 67 48 16 10 4 13 9 9 19
Bicycle 135 65 65 96 9 7 7 7 4
Touring van 10 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 1
Tent 31 5 6 3 4 0 1 2 1

Curling 5 4 1 0 0 1 2 1 1

Climbing 9 5 3 2 1 1 3 0 1
Sailboat 5 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Canoe 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Other boat 5 2 2 3 1 0 0 0 0
Skis 64 33 29 32 5 10 12 1 2
Horse/pony 3 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0
Ice skates 56 24 30 30 5 9 7 1 2
Gun/rifle 50 44 4 7 5 12 9 6 9
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Tennis racket 58 i6 37 25 4 16 4 4 0
Fish, tackle 85 71 9 23 10 12 14 9 12

Totals 931 356" 244 247 S2 96 S3 46 SS

An SDD study (1977) revealed that ownership of cars
was very high in Badenoch-Strathspey, compared with other
Scottish rural districts. Almost 12% of the district's
households (from the 1971 Census) had two or more cars,
and only 37% of households had no car - compared with a
Scottish average of 57.6% without a car and a rural Scot¬
tish average of 44.9%. Cross-tabulation of equipment
owned by location within the district revealed that there
were more cars than the number of surveyed households in
Nethybridge, Abernethy Parish and Duthil Parish, but
considerably fewer than expected in Grantown and Kinguss¬
ie. Possibly it was the age of respondents in the two
large villages which limited the ownership of cars.



Almost all households had a television, and many had
more than one. Bicycles were very common with young people,
and other popular items included golf clubs, skis, fish¬
ing tackle, ice skates, tennis rackets and guns/rifles.
Some items were male-dominated, namely golf, guns, and
fishing, and others - skates, tennis rackets and squash
rackets - were led by females. Young people held most of
the items attributed to individuals, but golf clubs were
most popular whith those of older ages.

The influence of recent developments was clear in
the popularity of skis and skates, and although equipment
for squash and curling was owned by small numbers, they
too reflected opportunities stemming from tourism in
Aviemore. In locational terms, skis were found to be com¬
mon in all the large villages, and in Grantown, Aviemore,
Abernethy and Duthil/Rothiemurchus in particular. Skates
were found mostly in Aviemore and the south of the dist¬
rict. Tennis rackets, fishing equipment and golf were
popular throughout the area, but Newtonmore and Kingussie
had the largest number of persons owning golf clubs.

Further cross-tabulation revealed that the households
of newcomers were over-represented, in proportional terms,
in the ownership of skis, curling equipment, and skates.
Similarly, skis and skates were more common in those
households with heads born outwith the district.

Judging by the evidence of organisations belonged to,
recreational activities, places visited, and the ownership
of equipment, it seems clear that the interests of locals
and newcomers differed in some important ways. Newcomers
were more likely to be active in grou^js and in their lead¬
ership, and to take advantage of recreational opportunit¬
ies. Indeed., it may be that leisure opportunities attract¬
ed many in-migrants, or that persons coming to the Spey
Valley for tourism-related employment were more inclined
toward active recreation and formal organisations.

(9) PIaces_.Li.k_ed__or Disliked__

To determine whether or not the activities of visit¬
ors conflicted with those of residents, and to help
assess the importance of tourism-related facilities to
the community, respondents were asked if there were any
recreational facilities or countryside places in the
district which they particularly enjoyed or disliked. In
some ways the question was prompted by the preceding
questions 011 recreational activities and places visited,
and interviewers also prompted to elicit responses on
both facilities and places. No particular examples were
suggested to respondents, however. The views of all mem¬
bers were recorded, if volunteered. Reasons were sought
for the preferences and dislikes.

The reasons mentioned most frequently concerned
scenery, nice countryside, good views, and the like. This



applied to quite a few locations in the district, with
Lochs Morlich and Garten mentioned the most. The feeling
of peace and quiet, not being crowded, or enjoying fresh
air and open space has been grouped together as one reas¬
on. It is interesting to note that Glen Feshie and Loch-
indorb were each mentioned 3 times under this reason (and
in total 6 and 7 times, respectively) and these were places
visited infrequently by tourists. "Nice places to walk"
were mentioned 15 times, including some popular tourist
spots such as Craigellachie, Loch Morlich and Loch an
Eilean. Loch Morlich was also appreciated for its beach,
and that place was a major focus of tourist activity.
Entertainment was mentioned 11 times, including at various
hotels and at the Aviemore Centre. Recreation was given
as a reason for liking a variety of places, and the Avie¬
more Centre and the Wildlife Park v/ere each mentioned
twice as being good places for children. Other places and
reasons are listed in the Key to Codes.

The Aviemore Centre was liked by 14 respondents,
mostly for its facilities. Two respondents actually said
that they liked the Centre because it had the only fac¬
ilities available. Turning to places disliked, most res¬
pondents did not mention any. The Aviemore Centre or its
facilities accounted for 50 out of 59 places disliked,
and Aviemore in general was criticised another 6 times.
In particular, the Centre's amusement arcade was men¬
tioned 8 times, while Santa Claus Land was mentioned by
2 respondents and the go-karts by one. Thirty-seven res¬
pondents disliked the Centre in general, and there were
varied reasons for this dislike. The main group of reasons
focussed on over-commercialisation or the feeling that it
was the wrong kind of environment. Noise and crowds were
mentioned by some respondents, and others found the Centre
to be too expensive. Interestingly, this dislike of the
Centre was greatest in the outlying villages, being men¬
tioned by 12 persons in Grantown, 11 in Newtonmore and 6
in Kingussie. Five residents of Aviemore expressed a dis-
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amusement arcade.

(10) Holiday,s__

It had been anticipated that holidays might be af¬
fected by the demands of the tourist industry, so it was
asked what holidays had been taken in the past year, their
location, and their timing. The taking of holidays is also
a useful indicator of social and economic characteristics
of different groups in the population.

Results of these questions did not reveal any sig¬
nificant differences between the habits of households
containing one or more workers in the tourist industry
and those of other households. 32% of the heads of house¬
holds had no holiday in the past year, while 46% had one
holiday, 13% had 2, and 9% had more than 2. The locations



of main holidays were concentrated in Scotland (51%, of
which 28% were within the Highlands or Islands), with the
bulk of the remainder in Great Britain, London and south¬
east England accounted for 19% of all destinations, and
17% of locations were abroad.

Regarding the months in which holidays we re tak.cn,
it did not appear that households with workers in the
tourist industry had a significantly different pattern
from those of other households. As some holidays extended
from one month, into the next, and as the data included
all holidays taken in the past year, the figures greatly
exceeded the number of households involved. The main
months for holidays were: July, 21%; October, 15%; Aug¬
ust, 12%; September, 9%; June, 8% and December, 8%. Other
months accounted for about 27%, with November and January
having the fewest. Among households with workers in the
tourist industry, the months of July through October were
approximately equally popular. It appears, therefore,
that the tourist industry ownly affected a small propor¬
tion of households as to their choice of holidays.

(11) Shoppings

Patterns of shopping were queried, partly to deter¬
mine if some villages were more attractive than others
and partly to assess any external links. The mode of
transport used for shopping was also questioned, as this
is an indicator of mobility. As expected, most daily
shopping was done in the nearest village. However, the
three largest villages of Grantown, Aviemore and Kinguss¬
ie also attracted some respondents from outlying areas.
This pattern probably reflected patterns of commuting.
Only 1 household, located in Laggan Parish, relied on a
mobile shop.

Travel for major shopping was quite different.
Respondents were asked where they did most of their shop-
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often they went there for such shopping, and by what mode
of transport. If several places were mentioned they were
all recorded, but only the main location has been consid¬
ered herein. Of the local villages, only Grantown attrac¬
ted a large number for major shopping (19 households),
while Aviemore was mentioned only once and Kingussie only
twice. Inverness was the most popular destination (64
mentions), followed by Perth (10), Elgin (9)5 and Edin¬
burgh (5). Other places were mentioned, but it was often
the case that respondents combined major shopping with
visits to friends or relatives, or with holidays. Ten
households used catelogues for ordering any major items.
There was also some geographical influence on places
mentioned, as Perth was used only by respondents in the
south of the valley and Elgin only by those in the north¬
ern part. Inverness attracted households from the entire
district.



Only 15 households undertook major shopping trips
more than once a month, and 62 went once a month or less
frequently. Thirty-two respondents went as necessary and
did not give any indication of frequency. The large ma¬
jority of households (71%) used automobiles for their
major shopping trips, although 6% took a bus and 9% used
trains. Eight per cent shopped locally and walked.

It is natural that people will prefer to shop for
large items in bigger towns, but it is interesting to
note that only Grantown of the local villages was able
to attract shoppers in this way, Aviemore, with its
tourist-oriented shops, did not provide much at all in
the line of clothes, furniture, appliances and the like,
and Kingussie lacked the choice that most shoppers
prefer. In Appendix 8 is a list of services and facilities
found in each of the villages in the study area, based
on observations by the author in 1977. It was clear that
tourism had influenced greatly the shops and services in
Aviemore, and that only Grantown offered a range of
higher-order retail and service outlets.

(12) Local Friendjs and Relatives.

Questions concerning friends and relatives of re¬
spondents were intended to reveal the strength of local
ties and to indicate any possible social problems which
might arise from large-scale in-migration. Regarding close
relatives in the district, it was found that most of
the relatives lived in the same village or rural sub-
areas as did the respondents. Forty-eight households had
no close relatives in the study area, and it was revealed
that newcomers had fewer local relatives. Of those house¬
holds with local relatives, 70% of the heads had lived in
the district for over 20 years, and 43% had been born
locally (compared with overall statistics for the sample
of 50% and 29%, respectively). Only 10 of 22 English or
Welsh-born household heads had local relatives, as did
23 of GO who wprs born i n fjrnbl-svnrt. nntm' rip Hip PH cfhl nnHa.
Thirty—six of 38 local—born, and 13 of 19 other Highland-
born heads did have local relatives. In proportional
terms, tenants of the council had many more local rela¬
tives than did owner-occupiers.

Respondents in Kingussie and Aviemore mentioned the
largest number of relatives living outside those vil¬
lages. In the case of Aviemore, this may have stemmed
from the recent concentration of new housing which had
attracted people from the surrounding area. It is more
difficult to explain the situation in Kingussie, although
it too had new housing. Dulnain Bridge presented a curious
situation as well, as it was mentioned 10 times as being
the home of close relatives, by respondents in other areas
Of the possible explanations, it is probable that the
village contained mostly native households with many
nearby relatives.
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The questions concerning close friends in the distr¬
ict were somewhat different in that respondents were
asked if they visited often with any close friends. Neigh¬
bours were included as well as friends living elsewhere
in the same villages. The bulk of visits were, in fact,
with neighbours or within the same sub-areas, although
Kingussie and Newtonmore exchanged quite a few visits.
Respondents in Aviemore mentioned fewer close friends
than those in the other large villages, and Aviemore
was mentioned less frequently than the other villages
as being the location of close friends. It appears,
therefore, that Aviemore was less condusive than other
villages to the formation of close friendships. Unlike
the situation for close relatives, the factors of birth¬
place, length of residence and housing tenure did not
appear to affect significantly the variation in visits.

As a follow-up question on close friends, it was
asked of respondents what they thought they had in common
with their close friends in the district. It was intended
to reveal something about social integration and, in par¬
ticular, the relationship between natives and newcomers.
The replies were not very helpful, unfortunately, as most
respondents had difficulty in answering the question.
It can be noted that the most frequent response was that
similar interests and recreation brought friends to¬
gether. Work and business-related reasons, children, age,
and similar circumstances were also mentioned. 18% of
those responding to this question said that long-term
residence in the area, or being locals, was an important
factor they had in common with friends. 5% gave an indi¬
cation that being newcomers was something they had in
common with their close friends. It should be noted that
some prompting was necessary in this question, and that
may have influenced results.

(1 3) Hi£hland__Traditions
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the study area, questions were directed at the speaking
of Gaelic, participation in music and dancing, and the
holding of ceilidhs. Data from the 1971 Census showed
that less than 5% of the residents of Badenoch-Strathspey
spoke Gaelic, so it was no surprise that only 8 sampled
households contained someone who spoke the language.
Six of those households were in the southern half of the
district, where Gaelic has always been stronger, and 1
of them was in Grantown. As the number of applicable
cases was very small, the questions on the use of
Gaelic were deleted. However, in talking with respond¬
ents the impression was gained that only a few families
in the district actually used Gaelic in the home. There
were several Gaelic choirs active in the study area,
but the members did not necessarily understand the
language.

Regarding traditional music and dance, the situation



was more dynamic. Table 79 shows the age and sex of all
members of households who participated in relevant ac¬
tivities. Some individuals did more than one activity,
so there is a consequent distortion in the categories.

Table 79*- All Household Members: Traditional Activities
by Age and Sex of Participants

Sex Age
1 M F 1-19 2.0-29 40-49 90-99 60

-Highland 16 2 14 11 1 0 2 1 1

dancing
-Country
dancing 16 4 12 11 0 1 1 1 2

-Bagpipes 11 8 3 8 0 1 0 0 2
-Fiddle 3 2 1 3 0 0 0 0 0
-Folk

0 0 01 1 0 i 0 0Singing
-Accordian 8 5 3 4 1 1 1 1 0
-Chanter 8 3 5 7 1 0 0 0 0
-Gaelic

0 0 0 0 0 0Choir 2 2 2

-Drums in
Pipe band 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

With a quite a few young people taking part in
traditional pursuits there is some reason to be optim¬
istic about the survival of Highland traditions in the
Spey Valley. On the other hand, so few older persons were
active in these pursuits that perhaps much of the trad¬
ition had already been lost. The small number who played
the fiddle was a surprise, as this was a well-established
instrument in the home of the Strathspey Reel. There
appeared to be no significant variation in participation
between newcomer households and those of natives, so it
seemed that in-migration might actually favour continu¬
ation of some traditions.

Ceilidhs are traditional musical evenings spent with
friends, and the question on whether or not respondents
held their own ceilidhs was intended to reveal something
of local social patterns. This tradition appeared to have
lost some of its significance, however, as most respond¬
ents associated the word with having a party - particu¬
larly at Christmas or New Year. Scottish-born respondents
admitted to holding ceilidhs more than did other groups,
but little else of importance can be said on this point.

(11f) Employment,_IncorneSj_ Education

Six categories of employment status were used to
describe the sample. These are presented in Table 80,
for all members of households (by their sex) and for
heads of households. Females were dominant in the part-
time categories, and this reflected the ready availability
of such jobs in tourist-related establishments. The small



number of adult females who did not work reveals a high
female activity rate (retired persons are excluded from
such calculations). There was a low number of unemployed
in both sexes, and 11 others who had been unemployed dur¬
ing the past year. Census data from 1971 revealed that
about 19% of the district's population was in the retired
category, but the figure arising from this survey is only
9»5%» This difference may have been caused in part by
some retired people holding part-time jobs or operating
accommodation for tourists, which are shown as jobs in
the table, and may in part be owing to the under-repre-
sentation of older people.

Table 80: Employment Status of All Members by Sex;
Employment Status of Household Heads

All Members Heads of Households

Employment Status M F

-1 full-time job 100 47 80
-1 part-time job ......... 10 48 1 1
-2 or more, full-time .... 9 6 10
-2 or more, part-time .... 0 1 0
-Unemployed/sick/
unemployable ........... 7 4 7

-Retired, no paid job .... 17 22 24
-At school, no paid job .. 36 45 0
-Housewife (not retired),
no paid job 0 32 0

-Children beneath
school age 17 10 0

-Totals T9S 275 T32

Employment status was cross-tabulated with location,
revealing high concentrations of retired people in the
pwmpl a frnw Sr>nr>f.own (Q pfi-rRcmp.1 and Newtonmore (8"). As
might be expected, because of the proximity of Aviemore
Centre, the largest group of part-time workers (12) lived
in Aviemore. Grantown also had a high number, with 9, and
Newtonmore had 7 part-time workers.

Table 81 cross-tabulates types of employers with 5
categories of income for all persons working in one full-
time job. This focusses attention on main jobs rather than
including part-time positions. Income was requested in
this way because it was believed that the use of broad
categories would obtain better responses than a specific
question. Types of employers have been categorised in
such a way as to highlight the tourist industry, although
it must be noted that those operating visitor accommoda¬
tion other than hotels would have been recorded as holding
part-time jobs.
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Table 81: Income and Types of Employers for Those Holding
One Full-Time Job

under 2- 4- 6- over No
Employers £2000 4000 6000 8000 8000 Response T

-Tourism-related 8 6 3 1 M 18
-Shops/

15restaurants 13 1 - - 1

-Self or family 4 4 3 1 1 9 22
-Trades/construct¬
ion/manufacturing 4 12 10 1 2 3 32

-Private transport 8 3 - - - 1 1

-Government/public
companies 5 11 5 3 - 1 25

-Estates/farms 3 5 - 1 - 1 10
-Others 7 4 - - 1 1 13
-Totals 45 51* 24 7 4 T5 T4£

Tourism-related employers included hotels, facilit¬
ies, and ski-schools. Different types of occupations were
included in the "self or family" type, but the main ones
were in the farming, trades and tourist-related. The Key
to Codes may be consulted for a full listing of occupa¬
tions and employers. From Table 81 it can be seen that
shops and restaurants contained the largest number in the
lowest category of income, while the 2 categories with
highest incomes were "trades/construction/manufacturing"
and "government/public companies". A large proportion of
those working for self or family did not respond to the
question on incomes and this fact may have distorted the
results. Tourism-related jobs appeared to be better paid
than those in shops and restaurants, although it must be
recalled that the large number of workers staying in
staff blocks in the Aviemore Centre and at Coylumbridge

n J arl v»awi 4- Vi /-s mi •>-»rratt Tvi 4- V» /~\ n 4* <■< -T -P oil vittAir 4 4" vf o O
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found that most of them received an annual wage of less
than £.2000, although most of them received in addition
their rooms and food.

Income is often related to education, and Table 82
shows the relationship between the levels of education of
household heads and their birthplaces. It was difficult
to categorise the many responses regarding education,
particularly because of the different English and Scott¬
ish systems and also because of some ambiguity about
qualifications. Nevertheless, the categories do reveal
interesting differences in educational attainment, with
local and Highland-born household heads generally being
less well qualified.

A similar situation was evident with regard to those
persons in the sample who employed or supervised others.
Table 83 shows the birthplace and length of residence of



the heads of households in which respondents resided,
although many of them were actually heads.
Table 82: Household Heads : Education and Birthplace

Birthplace

Dist- HIDB Scot'
ri c t Area land

_ UJi*. Europe T

-Left school at or before
normal leaving age ...... 32 16 26 6 2 82
-Some Highers or equiv¬
alent/A levels/ONC/
0 levels 1 1 k 3 - 9
-Trade qualifications/
apprenticeship 1 - k 2 - 7
-Some professional train¬
ing or qualification .... 1 - 2 2 - 5
-Some non-professional
training 2 - 8 5 - 15
-Obtained university
degree or equivalent 1 1 6 1 1 10

Table 83: Birthplace and Length of Residence of Heads of
Households of Those Employing or Supervising
Others

Birthplace Years Lived in This District

1-3 6-10 11-16 16-20 Over 20 Totals
This District » •

— — _ 12 12
HIDB Area ........ 1 1 1 — 1 k
Scotland ....... 6 2 2 k 21
Other U.K. - * 5 k - - 9
Europe .........> • *"** - 1 - 1 2

Totals . T5 TT If 2 TS

Proportionally, there were larger numbers holding
such positions who were born (or their heads of house¬
holds were born) in Scotland outside the Highlands or in
other parts of the U.K.. A large number of them were new¬
comers to the district.

Most jobs were found to be located within the same
village or sub-area as the respondents' homes, but there
was a great deal of commuting as well. Of the villages,
Aviemore attracted the largest number of commuters and
they come from a wide area within the district. This com¬
muting was assisted by the mini-bus operated by Aviemore
Centre businesses. On the other hand, Aviemore sent the
largest number of workers outside the district, including 3
to Inverness and Zf elsewhere. Gran town and Kingussie were
the only other villages which appeared to attract large
numbers of commuters.



A closer examination of those commuting to Aviemore
showed that 11 were females and 7 were males, and 15 out
of the 18 held full-time jobs. Their ages ranged from 14
to 60, and 8 of the jobs were in tourist-related facilit¬
ies.

Other than the dominance of Aviemore for commuting,
the most interesting feature of the data was the large
number of persons working outside the district. This
appeared to be a well established aspect of life in the
Highlands, with men staying away from home for long
periods of time, or commuting over long distances. In
the Spey Valley the reconstruction of the A9 road was
enabling many local men to remain in the area, but many
respondents expressed the fear that a great amount of
local unemployment would result when the road was fin¬
ished. For some men there was no attraction to working
in the tourist industry, while for others it was claimed
that low wages forced them to seek work elsewhere. This
phenomenon applied to only a minority of the sample, but
it served as a reminder of the serious employment prob¬
lem in the region.

Another interesting aspect of employment was the
number of places people had worked in the district prior
to their current jobs. By "places" was meant different
employers, even if in the same location. Only heads of
households were asked this question and the results are
presented in Table 84«

Table 84: Heads of Households: Number of Other Places
Worked in the District; Birthplaces of Heads

Other Birthplaces
Places District HIDB Scotland Other U.K. Europe Totals
TvTr>vio 1 C n -Z-> II. r O
*«^^ m 9 * m m * v ' y f ^/i— i WW

One 7 5 8 1 2 23
Two ........8 1 1 2 0 12
Three ....... 4. 2 1 1 1 9
Four - 1 2 - 3
Five ....... 2 1 1 1 - 5
olX •«««•»«• " J) ""* ~ J}
Seven ...... 1 - - - - 1_

124.

It can be seen that local and Highland-born heads
were more likely (in proportional terms) to have held
more than 1 job in the district than v/ere those born else¬
where. 60% of local-born and 56% of Highland-born heads
had more than 1 job, compared with 32% of Scottish-born
and 33% of others born in the U.K. elsewhere. Part of
this difference was probably attributable to length of
residence, but some of the explanation may have been a



greater tendency for Highlanders to move around for jobs.

(15) Farming Households_

A more detailed examination of farming households
was desired, in order to gain a better appreciation of
the rural community. Seven farm households were found
in the main sample (5.3% of the total) and 8 others
were interviewed in the special sub-sample. The 15 are
combined in this discussion, but it must be kept in mind
that different samples were involved. It is also nec¬
essary to remember that the sub-sample excluded farm
labourers and owners of estates, so it pertained only
to tenant farmers and crofters.

One of the 5 crofts in the combined sample was
actually worked remotely, as the operator lived in
Cambridge. All but one of the 15 households were
located in the northern half of the district, and while
this does reflect in general the pattern of farming in
Badenoch-Strathspey, it is possible that the south was
under-represented.

Ten of the 15 heads of households had been born in
the district, and this was a much higher proportion than
was found in the entire sample. One other head was born
elsewhere in the Highlands, 2 were from elsewhere in Scot
land, and 1 was born in each of England/Wales and Europe.
Their average age was 46 years, so it was not predomin¬
antly an old group. Only 1 of the heads had lived in the
study area less than 10 years, so it appeared to be a
stable community. All but 3 of the 15 households had
close relatives living in the district, and those 3 were
not born locally. Three respondents in this sub-sample
mentioned that they had difficulty finding the right
kind of housing in the study area, and, presumably, this
problem would apply also to the right kind of farm.

T J- j; X- 0- X ... _ X. ^ 1 J-1- _ JL - X. - ..,-U - ~ -LI, _
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farming households did not participate in traditional
music or dance, and that only 1 household contained a
member (a daughter) who claimed to speak Gaelic. In
total, of the 48 members in the farming households only
10 traditional pursuits were mentioned, and some of these
involved members doing more than one pursuit. These facts
were surprising in light of the dominance of natives and
long-term residents in the sub-sample.

Although they were not as active in traditional pur¬
suits as had been expected, farming households were quite
active in organisations. In the entire household sample
members belonged to an average of 1.6 groups, while in th
15 farming households members belonged to an average of
2.0 groups. Most popular of these groups were: farmers'
organisations or clubs (29 members, mostly males); church
groups (9); uniformed youth groups (7); angling associ¬
ations (6); gun or rifle clubs (5); playgroups (5);



red cross ik)* In total, 97 groups were mentioned.
Unfortunately, not all of the sub-sample was asked
about leadership, although in the 8 from the main
sample that were asked there were 7 positions of
leadership held in the households. Two of the positions
were in farmers' organisations and 1 was in a sheep dog
trials association. It appeared that the rural community
was at least as active as was the general population.
Some of the memberships, however, may not have required
a great deal of activity - particularly for angling and
possibly in one of the farmers' groups as well.

The operation of farms was not covered in the in¬
terview form, but interviewers did make some notes on
this topic. The part-time croft was operated for beef
cattle by a man living elsewhere who also had a trade.
One of the other crofts was also operated part-time,
for the reering of sheep, by a retired person who lived
on the site. The other 3 crofts in the sample were op¬
erated as full-time farms, producing beef, sheep and
fodder. Similarly, the tenant farmers (1 of which might
actually have been a registered croft) produced mainly
sheep and beef cattle, with feed crops, and one produced
some barley. Dairy cattle were found only on 1 farm.
Only 3 of the households sold any produce within the
district, with 1 of them providing hay occasionally to
pony-trekking operations, 1 selling milk to local hotels
and the third selling potatoes, honey and eggs to local
shops. In general, with its emphasis on livestock, agri¬
culture in the Spey Valley was not oriented to local mar
kets. Income from local sales was important only to the
dairy farmer, with local sales of milk accounting for
approximately one half of the total household income.

What have been the main changes and problems affect
ing farming in the district? Most responses emphasised
higher costs or things pertinent only to the particular
operation, such as problems with the owners, losing land
4- r\ 4" It a A O rN >■» 4- V> /-> /in 4* ii »-» ~1 -h tr wwi -4 m 7") i ^ — vi vi 4- in —— —
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it was noted by the dairy operator that tourism had caus
increased sales in the summer. A producer of livestock
felt that tourism had increased litter and. the worrying
of livestock by dogs. One respondent also thought there
was too much emphasis on tourism in the area. On the
whole, the impression gained from talking to farmers was
that tourism had only slight effects on their operations
and none had experienced any serious problems arising
from visitors or their activities. Most farmers did not
benefit directly from tourism, although k of the 15
households were providing some accommodation for tourist
and 1 of the others had done so in the past. Of those
providing tourist accommodation currently, 1 provided a
caravan, 1 did bed and breakfast, 1 had 2 caravans and a
flat, and the fourth rented a cottage to visitors. None
of them said that income from tourist accommodation was

necessary.
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Farming appeared to be a full-time operation for the
whole household, but some of the respondents or their
families did have other jobs. As mentioned, 1 of the
crofters had a trade and he farmed only on a part-time
basis, and one croft was operated part-time by a retired
couple. One of the tenant formers also operated a road
haulage business from the farm, and one of the crofters
did farm labour by contract in addition to running his
own operation.

The final question specifically for farming house¬
holds asked what they would, like to see done by public
bodies or boards to improve farming conditions in the
area. Again, responses were highly varied and most concer¬
ned prices, subsidies or landholding. Pertaining to tour¬
ism, it was suggested by one respondent that the public
should be made aware of the problems of conservation and
litter with respect to farming, and another respondent
wanted better control of dogs and litter. On a similar
point, one respondent thought the Country Code to be too
negative and felt it should be more explanatory.

(1 6) Par't_Two._Samj2l.e_

It had originally been intended to select respondents
by use of the "birthday rule" - that is, by asking for the
person in the household (aged 16 or over) who would next
have a birthday. This did not work well because, contrary
to expectations, all household members were often not
present at the time of interview. In addition, the large
number of households consisting of 1 female was possibly
biassing responses towards that sex. Interviewers were
eventually told to achieve a balance by sex by selecting
respondents, and, where possible, to include as wide a
spread by age as could be obtained.

Only 130 respondents completed part two (both non-
respondents lived in Newtonmore). The ages and sex of the
n onrnl -n vio n n f n u v-s T1"I P C

Table 85: Age and Sex of Respondents to Part Two

Age

16-19 20-29 5O-39 40-^9 50-59 60 Totals

Hales 3 8 12 1 1 9 18 61
Females k 8 22 9 8 18 69
Totals 7 T6 Jk 20 T7 T30

The final sample actually achieved a good balance
between the sexes, with the slight dominance of females
corresponding with census data from 1971 which found a
similar characteristic in the district's population. As
to age, there was a deliberate avoidance of persons under

1
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the age of 165 so the figures cannot be expected to corr¬
espond with parameters of the whole population.

In terms of birthplace, respondents were distributed
in a manner very similar to the main sample of household
heads, as follows: born in this district, 29%; elsewhere
in IIIDB area, 17%; elsewhere in Scotland, 35%; England or
V/ales, 16%; Europe, 2%. Many household heads were included
in this sample. The sample also conformed closely with
the overall sample of household heads in terms of length
of residence in the district: 1-5 years in the district,
20%; 6-10 years, 13%; 11 — 15j 12%; 16-20, 7%; over 20, 61%.

(17) Desires and. Fears About th£ Ar£aJ5s_Fu tur£

Respondents were asked what they thought would make
the Spey Valley a better area in which to live. Interview¬
ers did not prompt, and all but silly answers were record¬
ed. The most frequent responses were as follows: better
transport (mentioned ^9 times); more jobs (30); more indus¬
try (20); better shops or services (10); more for young
people to do (9); less expensive living (6).

The desire for better public transport services was
spread throughout the district. A need for more jobs and
more industry seemed to go together. Some respondents
specified jobs for young people or men, and others wanted
skilled jobs or more jobs for local persons. Some of
those wanting more industry specified "light" industry,
while others did not discriminate on this point. Four
persons in Aviemore desired more employment, so it can be
seen that tourism was not providing all the choice some
people desired. Better or more shops and services were
desired by 10 respondents, 1+ of whom were located in Avie¬
more. This reflected the village's emphasis on catering
for visitors, and the lack of many local-oriented serv¬
ices as found, in other large villages. Young people were
said to need more to do, and this desire was augmented by
C* r\ 4* V\ r\ v» v» /-. ir\ rs v* /-3 r> r-> ^^T n 1'lr.vi 1 nd w/v vin

Tourism was mentioned in a number of ways, including
3 respondents who wanted more camping sites (to reduce
pressure), and 2 who felt the area could be improved by
removal of the Aviemore Centre. Individual comments 011
tourism included the following: a desire for less trouble
at Aviemore Centre; the need for better facilities for
visitors to enjoy the landscape; a need for more education
for tourists in the use of the countryside; the desire
for cheaper use of facilities at the Aviemore Centre;
more conservation of nature; better wages at the Aviemore
Centre and in tourism-related jobs. Housing also attracted
comments, with 2 respondents wishing there were cheaper
houses to bu5r, 2 wanting more houses built, and other in¬
dividuals desiring better housing for locals, a restrict¬
ion on second homes, and nicer housing developments. Five
persons were looking forward to completion of the A9
roadworks. Two respondents wanted better local training

4



facilities, and 2 others believed that higher wages in
the district would be a bene fit.

The opposite question concerned what would make the
area a worse place in which to live. The most frequently
mentioned responses were: too much tourism or commercial¬
isation (mentioned 27 times); too big or over-developed
(22); industry (16); more complexes like the Aviemore
Centre (10); more hotels (5).

Many of the responses were inter-related and the
large majority of them expressed a fear that the district
would become, or was already becoming, over-commercialised
and over-developed. The category of "too much tourism or
commercialisation" included many individual points (see
the Key to Codes), such as no more expansion of tourist
facilities or no "concrete jungles" desired. The responses
specifically concerning the Aviemore Centre and hotels
were kept separate because of their particular importance.
Interestingly, three of those mentioning hotels lived in
Aviemore. Residents of Aviemore also accounted for 11
other responses that feared too much development or
growth. Although 20 respondents had desired more industry,
it was revealed that 16 believed industry would make the
area a worse place in which to live.

Also mentioned were points which can be interpreted
as a fear of decline. Three respondents mentioned a fear
of no work being available, and 2 worried about the effects
of the Aviemore Centre "going bust". Individuals also com¬
mented on the undesirability of closing rural schools, a
deterioration in tourist facilities, depopulation, and a
reduction in the tourist industry. Too much housing or
too many caravans was mentioned 6 times, and this was
similar to a fear of growth and too much in-migration.
There were individual responses regarding certain types
of newcomer that were considered to be undesirable, as
follows: a further influx of retired people; "wild" incom-
ers • VSL2?'^ Q -Lis™ V) -/J y» *n r> f -r» o-l_ rvi ir^pH
immigrants; ana a greater influx of foreign staff.

(18) Vi ews on_Leaving_the_Area Permanently;

If respondents in part one had indicated plans to
leave the area, they were asked if they really wanted to
move permanently, and why. If no plans to leave had been
mentioned, respondents were asked if they would like to
move away and to give reasons for their answers.

Ten respondents in part two were definitely planning
to leave the district permanently, and 7 of them did wish
to leave. None of the 10 were born in the district and
only 1 was born in the Highlands. Their ages ranged from
16 to 63? and ^ of them were females. The most important
parts of this question were the reasons given. Of the 3
who did not wish to leave, two (1 male and 1 female)
believed they had to move to get a better job, and the



third (a female) disliked cities and preferred the Spey
Valley but had to move v/ith her family. Reasons given by
the 7 who preferred moving were as follows: "itchy feet";
to get better education for children and better opportun¬
ities for jobs; the high cost of living here; for better
education, and there is nothing to do here in quiet times;
preference for a bigger place, and the difficulty in
making friends here; to retire near friends and relatives.

The majority of respondents in part two were not
planning to leave, but 12 of them indicated a desire to
move away permanently. Of the reasons given (more than
one was recorded, if volunteered), 5 respondents desired
an improved climate or a better climate in which to retire.
Three simply wanted a change, presumably meaning that
there was something attractive about moving in itself.
Other reasons included the following: to provide children
with jobs; to start a new life; does not like changes
occurring here; homesickness; must move to get a job or
better job; to make more money; to get a better education
for children; to obtain better shopping facilities; to
get better amenities; and because there is nothing to do
here.

Many reasons were given by the 102 respondents (there
were 8 non-respondents) who did not wish to leave the
district. Foremost of these was the general satisfaction
with living there, including praise for the environment
and community (Aj-5 mentions). Another 2mentioned strong
ties with family or the fact that it was home. Sixteen
mentioned the importance of friends or nice people, and
13 had strong ties with business or work. Natural attrac¬
tions of the area, such as its clean air and water and
open spaces were mentioned specifically by 10 respondents.
For 6 persons, the restrictions imposed by age and retire¬
ment were cited as reasons for keeping them in the district.

Most residents were content with the Spey Valley and
preferred to stay there. The overall limits imposed by
its smallness, such as choice of jobs and lack of amenity
were the prime motivations for those who wanted to leave.

(19) Questions on the Tourist Industry

The final set of questions in the survey were inten¬
ded to assess perceptions on the nature of the tourist
industry and to reveal any specific concerns that might
not have been mentioned in other parts of the questionn¬
aire. It was asked if respondents thought that most jobs
in the district were, "...in one way or another, dependent
on the tourist industry?". If the response was "yes", a
follow-up question asked: "Do you think this is a good
thing?" Table 86 displays the answers to these questions,
cross-tabulated with the respondents' length of residence
in the district.



Table 86: Are Host Jobs Dependent on Tourism? Is This a
Good Thing? Responses Cross-Tabulated with
Length of Residence

Length of Are Most Jobs Dependent Is This a Good Thing?
Residence on Tourism?

(Years) Yes No Don't Know Yes No Don't Know

1-5 18 6 5 11 2
6-10 15 1 1 4 7 3
11-15 12 2 6 6 1
16-20 7 2 3 4

over 20 39 19 3 23 14 2
Totals 91 30 4 47 42 8

Notes: In addition there were

3 "yes" answers for
which no length of
residence was known.

In addition there were

2 "no" answers and 1
"don't know" response
for which no length of
residence was known.

A large majority of respondents believed that most
jobs in the district were dependent on tourism, although
a higher proportion of long-term residents thought most
jobs were not dependent on tourism. Of those answering
"yes", there was an almost even split in the number think¬
ing it to be a good thing or a bad thing. The question
elicited some interesting reasons, with the largest re¬
sponse from those thinking it a good thing being that
tourism provided jobs (26 mentions) and jobs for women
(3). Five others thought there was little or no alterna¬
tive to tourism and an equal number said that tourism was
good in providing income or better standards of living.
Two respondents thought that tourism kept the area clean
(while industry might spoil it), and 3 believed that tour-
-2 , "u~ ,- -—I- J. r*. - ~J i ^ . -» "i ... - i . . jl -r i .*
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vidual reasons included: tourism provides better standards
of jobs; brings in new people; it is good for the commun¬
ity, through the meeting of people; the district has
everything to offer visitors and should cater for them.
These answers seemed to ignore the issue of dependency
and focussed on the advantages of tourism. Perhaps those
respondents were pessimistic about alternative types of
development or they simply responded in general terms to
the dominance of tourism without considering negative
implications.

For those respondents who felt that dependence on
tourism was not good, the main reason had to do with the
vulnerability of tourism. Twenty persons mentioned related
concerns such as the risk of unemployment, inconsistancy
of demand, the dependence of tourism on the weather, the
seasonal nature of the industry, and the potential effects
of monetary exchange rates on demand. The second largest



group of responses (1 4 mentions) concerned the quality of
jobs in tourism, emphasising that they are not permanent,
do not adequately help men or local people, that many
foreigners and undesirable transients are attracted, and
that wages are low. The need for choice in employment
and economic diversity was mentioned by 9 persons, and 8
expressed a desire for industry. Other reasons given (see
the Key To Codes for details) included the threat of over¬
development and the fact that local people were not inter¬
ested in tourism-related jobs. Those who thought that
dependency on tourism was not good provided more pertin¬
ent reasons than those who thought it was a good thing.

When asked if they thought the number of tourists
and holidaymakers coming to their part of the valley had
increased quite a lot in recent years, the overwhelming
majority answered in the affirmative. Only 1 4 said no,
while 106 said yes (with 4 others being uncertain and
8 non-respondents). The affirmative reply came from
long-term residents and newcomers alike. Where did most
visitors come from? The question was addressed to both
summer and winter visitors, and several answers were re¬
corded from each respondent', if volunteered. Many com¬
binations of places were suggested, and the main ideas
for summer were as follows: from Europe, 40 mentions;
England, 27; England and Europe, 7; North America, 5;
foreigners in general, 8, Scotland on its own was men¬
tioned by only 2 persons, and in combinations with other
origins it was mentioned by only 9 respondents. This
major under-representation of the Scottish component might
have arisen because English and foreign visitors were
more apparent than were other Scottish tourists.

For the winter, responses were closer to the truth:
Scotland was named 13 times; England, 43; Scotland and
England, 13; south of Scotland, 11; south of Scotland and
England, 12. The absence of foreigners in winter was
quite apparent to most residents.

Were certain types of visitors seen to be undesir¬
able by residents? Most respondents declined to specify
any types, and the overall impression obtained by inter¬
viewers was that very few residents held strong objections
to any types of visitors or to tourists in general. There
were 50 items mentioned (several were recorded, if volun¬
teered), and motorcyclists took the brunt of complaints
with 9 mentions (4 of which came from Aviemore). Glasweg¬
ians were mentioned 6 times, those who came from the cit¬
ies during holiday weeks ("trade fairs") were cited 3
times, skiers were mentioned 3 times and wild-campers
also 3 times. Several nationalities were also criticised.
Reasons were requested for each type mentioned, but many
respondents had no special reasons in mind. Some visitors
were said to have bad attitudes, while motorcyclists and
Glaswegians were said to cause trouble (by 3 respondents).
Vandals were mentioned twice. Residents of Aviemore had
more complaints than those of other villages, with 13



mentions, followed by Duthil and Rothiemurchus parish
with 9j Grantown with p, Alvie parish v/ith A, and King¬
ussie and Newtonmore with 3 mentions in each.

Concluding this section was a quiz to test knowledge
of the tourist industry in the Spey Valley. Respondents
were asked to name the year in which the Aviemore Centre
was opened, (it was 1966) and the year in which the Cairn¬
gorm ski-lift opened (1961 or 1962). Respondents were
encouraged to guess if they did not know the answer. If
help was given by others (despite a request no assistance
be given) the answers were not recorded. Results of this
quiz are of interest in demonstrating that these 2 feat¬
ures of the tourist industry were well-established in the
minds of residents.

Quite a few respondents could not answer the question,
or would not take a guess. There were many who thought the
Aviemore Centre to be more recent or older than it was.

Regarding the ski-lift, many more were wrong than right.
Surprisingly, many respondents thought it to be more rec¬
ent than it was. Newcomers did not do too badly in the
quiz;, although the most recent group tended to underesti¬
mate the age of the facilities. It is difficult to attach,
any significance to these data, but a higher level of
accuracy might have been expected on these questions,
particularly by long-term residents. Perhaps the explana¬
tion lies in a general acceptance of tourism as an estab¬
lished feature of the district.

(20) Satis, fac£ion_S£ales

Interpretation of the scores must be undertaken with
caution, as the scales are not of an interval nature. Only
large differences in scores are likely to be significant
when assessing the responses of different groups. In the
questionnaire the scale ranged from 0 to 10, but these
numbers have been changed to a scale of 1-11 for purposes
VJ J. L-Uill jJU UJLJ.1& X OtJiJito HCI C bClCU l/CU OKI ^ U V C1 ct "vVj.uc
range of mainly subjective topics and opinions considered
to be applicable to the study area. It was hoped that the
measures of satisfaction would point to any serious prob¬
lems and also shed light on different perceptions of the
area by sub-groups of the population.

For comparison, results obtained from the survey of
operators of tourism-related facilities and the survey of
members of a conservation group are also presented. Table
1? in Volume One displays results from 3 surveys. Charac¬
teristics of the sub-sample of operators of facilities
were described in Appendix 2. Members of the conservation
group were mostly males (15 out of 23, with one additional
respondent unidentified as to sex). The sample contained
only 2. local-born persons, with 2 Highlanders, 9 from
elsewhere in Scotland and 10 born in England/Wales. The
average age of members was 52 years. Only 4 of the respon¬
dents from the conservation group were newcomers within



the lar.t 5 years, and the average length of residence in
the district was almost 17 years.

Individual respondents sometimes did not score an
item, and this had to be considered when computing aver¬
ages for each item. The first item on "present job" was
not ansv/ered unless the person was working. Some newcomers
were reluctant to answer questions requiring local know¬
ledge, but interviewers encouraged them to answer as many
as possible. No prompting was given. Because the conserva¬
tion group was contacted by mail, it is possible that
their responses involved greater deliberation than those
obtained in interviews. It was noted that members of the
conservation group often wrote comments on the items to
explain their choice or to question the item's meaning.

When interpreting data presented in Table 17 (Volume
One), further disaggregation of the household sample can
be made, including the farming sub-sample and scores
attributed to sexes, age, length of residence in the dis¬
trict and birthplace. These have not been presented in
tabular form but are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Satisfaction scales were tested by the Social Trends
Surveys (HMSO, 1973) and it was found that in such surveys
there were consistent patterns of scoring on certain sub¬
jects. People were found to be generally unhappy about
education, standard of living, housing, and leisure, but
were generally satisfied with marriage, family life, job,
health and their home district. This pattern may reflect
basic human nature or a simple unwillingness to admit
discontent. In the current survey these observations were
not completely corroberated, as education scored high, as
did satisfaction with leisure facilities.

None of the 3 samples (as shown in Table 17) display¬
ed a consistant'ly higher or lower average scoring on the
items, and, in fact, there was not a great deal of diff-
pranro hpf-woori +• Vi o ornrpc on onv ci -n rrl_ o n +" om T)t_ f4 -Tononooo
between responses by males and females were slight. Simi¬
larly, differences arising from the age of respondents
were not large. Length of residence accounted for only
minor differences. Birthplace, divided into those born in
the Highlands (including the Badenoch-Strathspey District)
and those born elsewhere, yielded only a few differences
of scores slightly greater than 1.0 on the scales. Respon¬
ses from farming households generally conformed to the
other samples. It would appear that individual circum¬
stances accounted for most of the variation in the satis¬
faction scores, as none of the obvious factors in any way
divided the household sample into sharply opposing com¬
ponents .

Job satisfaction appeared to be high for the vast
majority of respondents in all samples, although this was
one of the subjects believed to be scored high consistent¬
ly in all such surveys. It is possible that people do not

1



like to admit (to interviewers or even to themselves) that
their job is a poor one. This was corroborated by the fact
that most respondents perceived the choice of local jobs
to be quite poor. One might ask, if choice is so unsatis¬
factory, how did everyone manage to find a highly satis¬
factory one?

"The way in which the Spey Valley is changing" was
an ambiguous question which permitted individual interpre¬
tation. Many newcomers would have little factual knowledge
of longer-term changes, but all adult residents would have
had a perception of the lack of, or direction of change.
It was assumed that most respondents would relate to
recent developments in tourism and recreation, which were
quite obvious. As the modal score to this item was 5*
being quite neutral, it can be concluded that most respon¬
dents were not certain of either the way the district v/as
changing or they were undecided as to their views on the
subject. Members of the conservation group had a lower
average score than the other samples and sub-samples, and
this might have reflected their antipathy to development
in general. Respondents who had lived in the area for 10
years or more were the highest scoring group for this
item, at 7.13* and this may have revealed a degree of
approval for recent changes. To confirm that observation,
the attitude scales can be consulted.

Regarding the choice of housing in the district,
there was very little difference between scores from the
sub-samples. The averages were just slightly higher than
the scale's mid-point, although many respondents scored
the item quite low, indicating little perceived choice
for them. The health services were generally perceived to
be quite good, although many respondents would not have
had any knowledge of conditions elsewhere. The question
v/as worded in that way in order to encourage respondents
to consider their expectations, as it is obvious that
rural areas will not have the same facilities as the cit¬
ies. Older and longer-term respondents scored somewhat
higher on this item than did the others, and the farming
households scored it highest, at 10.1. Presumably those
with experience elsewhere had greater expectations, and
this fact might account for the low score by members of
the conservation group - most of whom had lived outside
the district.

There was almost unanimous condemnation of the local
bus service. Only a few scored the service highly, and
they may have believed (as one respondent did remark)
that rural areas could expect no more than that which was
being provided. Sport and recreational facilities were
ranked highly, particularly by members of the conservation
group. There was also a slightly higher average score on
the part of younger newcomers and those not born in the
Highlands. Some newcomers may have been attracted by out¬
door recreational opportunities in the district, and, of
course, the tourism-related facilities were oriented more



for young than for old clientele. Some locals expressed
a dissatisfaction with facilities provided in outlying
villages and this point may have accounted for the low
scores in the household sample. Operators of facilities
were mostly satisfied, but some wanted improvements to
skiing and other tourism-related facilities. This commer¬
cial outlook probably accounted for the low scores in
that sample. Members of the conservation group scored
nothing less than 6,0 on this item, and their unanimity
could be explained by a concern that too much development
of sport and recreation was not in the best interest of
nature conservation.

On the question of local people having a say in
important decisions made for the district, there was lit¬
tle difference between groups as to their average scores.
However, members of the conservation group were definitely
at the negative end of the scale. The other sub-samples
contained more differences of opinion and hovered about
the mid-point of the scale, on average. Dissatisfaction
on the part of members of the conservation group might
have been a concomitant of belonging to a group which
took positions on policy matters. For the rest of the pop¬
ulation, the differences might have reflected a lack of
interest in politics.

Crime and vandalism was not perceived to be a problem
by most respondents. Operators of facilities would be ex¬
pected to have revealed dissatisfaction if there was a
serious problem as this group was exposed to many press¬
ures. However, no large hotels or major tourist attract¬
ions were included in that sample and so it may not be
truly reflective of problems facing tourism-related
operators.

The operators of facilities, newcomers, and those
not born in the district were somewhat less satisfied with
facilities and services in the villages than were others.
TViorr gvonnp: nririmihtedl v herl evneri pnneri better levels of
service elsewhere. The majority of respondents appeared
to be satisfied. Operators of facilities were the least
happy of the 3 samples, probably because some were unable
to obtain adequate or cheap goods or services within the
district.

Satisfaction with education was high, and relatively
few dissented. Along with social and welfare problems,
however, education may have been a topic of little direct
knowledge on the part of many respondents. Operators of
facilities gave the lowest average score on social and
welfare problems, but an explanation for this is difficult
to advance.

The final item, whether or not it was a good area in
which to bring up children, was designed to measure an
overall impression of the good and bad points of living
in the Spey Valley, Those with children could be expected



to have held stronger views on the question, but all re¬
spondents might bo expected to have had empathy with the
sentiment. There were very few scores given of less than
6.0 in all 3 samples, so the level of satisfaction was
quite high. Farming households gave the highest average
of all sub-groups,

(21) Attitude_S£ales

Statements used in the Likert attitudinal scales
were derived from the author's impressions of important
issues affecting the area. The intent was to determine
general public attitudes towards key issues and to assess
variations in these attitudes among groups. Each of the
2.1f statements can be analysed individually, but they are
also designed to be considered in k "domains", or subject
areas: tourism; conservation; growth and change; and new¬
comers, Likert scales, by allowing a choice of agreement,
disagreement or uncertainty, divide the sample into those
considered to be favourable or unfavourable towards the
domains. Unlike opinion polls, attitudinal scales do not
attempt to predict any specific action on the part of the
community. Rather, they hope to reveal underlying feel¬
ings which may influence actions and which probably re¬
flect more enduring tendencies than do opinions.

It is not desirable to have statements which are

either so extreme as to attract uniform response, or so
ambiguous or neutral as to elicit a large number of
"uncertain" responses. These types of statement can be
eliminated through pre-testing, but this step was not
possible in the current research. Consequently, some of
the statements yielded highly uniform responses and
others attracted many neutral scores. Nevertheless, those
items do provide important information in themselves,
even though they failed to separate groups as intended.
Because each domain consisted of 6 items, 1 or 2 inapprop¬
riate statements did not negate the scale's general value.

When composing the questionnaire, statements were
arranged in a random order. Half of the 2.1\ were worded so
that agreement with them consituted a favourable attitude
to the domain, while the other half were worded so that
agreement constituted an attitude not favourable to the
domain. This distinction had to be made "a priori" and on
the basis of intuition or knowledge of issues relevant to
the attitude in question. Also, it is desirable to ensure
that all statements within a domain are "unj.dimensional" -

that is, pertaining to the attitude "object" and to no
others. In practice, this would be very difficult to
achieve, Obviously, issues such as conservation and change
are related, so the present scales are not totally unidi-
mensional.

Respondents received only the instructions printed
on the questionnaires. Interviewers refrained from making
explanations and they said only that the respondent's own



interpretation was needed. Members of the conservation
group received the questionnaire by mail, so they may
have deliberated longer on its completion. Many in this
group wrote comments on the questionnaires to explain
their answers or to state some difficulty in interpreting
the statements. Respondents in all 3 samples seemed to
have little or no trouble understanding the technique and
completing the form. Most seemed to have fun doing it and
willingly entered into the spirit of the scales by apply¬
ing their interpretation as was required. As some of the
statements were deliberately vague or provocative, it was
often the person's perception of the intent rather than a
literal response that was being measured. For example,
respondents would generally have realised that the state¬
ment "The Highlands need more new faces and new ideas"
was ambiguous and emotive and they would have responded
to the perceived subject, which had to do with change and
newcomers. Hone of the statements required factual under¬
standing, although some could be interpreted as being
true or untrue. For example, some respondents disagreed
that "this district has started to develop", but in such
cases their scores reflected the main, emotive part of
the statement - "more must be done to keep it growing".
The more provocative the statement, the more likely it
will be that deeper attitudes will be assessed rather than
opinions or beliefs on specific topics.

When scoring the responses, those considered to be
favourable to the domain were assigned scores from 1 to 35
with those ticking the "strongly agree" box receiving
Those statements considered to be not favourable to the
domain were scored in the opposite way, so that those
ticking the "strongly disagree" box received a 1. In this
manner, the higher scores indicated a favourable attitude.
On Table 87 the scores obtained for each statement are

recorded, together with the average score for all respon¬
dents, out of a maximum of 5» There were some respondents
genuinely uncertain about their views, but there may have
hRari nthftrw who t.n nkad the "unnRrt.ai ri" bny bfir.ausfi thev
could not interpret the statement. Furthermore, if respon¬
dents did not tick any box at all, they were scored 3 for
uncertain. As a result of this technique for scoring
items, any which elicited a large number of "uncertain"
responses must be examined carefully, as they may have re¬
flected a poorly worded statement or genuine neutrality.

A problem with the above-mentioned scoring technique
is that it exaggerates the value of those persons scoring
L\ or 5» so that if an equal number of respondents were on
the "agree" side and "disagree" side, the total score may
have made it appear to be a favourable response. Also,
it was somewhat difficult to interpret neutrality in the
scores because of the weighting towards the favourable
side. Consequently, an index was devised by the author
which more accurately reflects the division of attitudes
on the positive and negative sides and also reflects the
size of the "uncertain" group. Index values are shown

I
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alongside the average scores on Table 871 but. for the
comparison of sub-groups of the household survey in Table
885 and for graphical comparison of the 3 surveys (see
Figure 19 in Volume One) only index values have been used,.

To derive the index values, the number of respondents
on one side of "uncertain" were subtracted from the number
choosing the other side. The difference was divided by
the total number of respondents to yield a figure out of 1.
Whether the value was to be positive or negative depended
on the statement being either favourable or not favourable.
For example, statement 3 (see Table 87) was favourable to
tourism, and because most respondents agreed with it, the
sign of the index value was positive. Statement 9» which
was also favourable to tourism, attracted an equal number
agreeing and disagreeing in the sample of members of the
conservation group so the index value was 0 - or complete¬
ly neutral. In statement 11, also favourable to tourism,
the members of the conservation group were more disagree¬
able than agreeable so the index sign was negative. As
can be seen from these examples, there was no difference
assigned to those agreeing and those strongly agreeing.
The score of 1 (positive or negative) could only be achiev¬
ed if all respondents agreed or disagreed, with none
choosing "uncertain" responses. Consequently, statements
which attracted many "uncertain" responses could not yield
a high score even if one side greatly outnumbered the
other.

It was hoped that the conservation group would pro¬
vide a base point against which a favourable attitude
toward conservation could be assessed in the general pop¬
ulation. Similarly, it was hoped that the sample of oper¬
ators of tourist-related facilities would yield a base
point on the matter of a favourable attitude toward tour¬
ism. In both cases it was assumed that membership in
these groups implied a favourable attitude, but of course
this may not have been the case with all such respondents.
The results did show, however, that members of the con¬

servation group scored highest on the conservation-related
statements and the operators of facilities scored highest
on the tourism-related statements, so the validity of the
assumptions is strongly indicated.

On the graphs (Figure 19, Voluine One) it can be seen
readily if the responses to each statement for the 3 sam¬
ples were positive or negative. Any statement attracting
values near zero should he interpreted as being neutral.
High scores in either direction reveal that a large
majority of the sample had uniform responses and that
there were few neutral responses. Comparison of the 3
samples is most easy on the graphs where it can be seen
how some statements attracted similar responses and how
others polarised responses. The actual distance between
values is not as important as the direction of the diff¬
erences, although neutral values do reveal a "split"
decision and high scores reveal greater unanimity of



Table 37: Comparison of Scores on Attitude Scales,
Household Survey, Conservation Group, and Facility Operators

Domains and Statements Samtile Response Freouenc Y Avenge Index
*S. A. Ag. Un. Dis. S.D. Score Value

(out of±1.0)

(A) Tourism

£avourable^
(5) Tourism can be H 17 67 21 21 2 3.59 ♦.48
thanked for bringing good C 2 12 2 7 0 3.39 ♦.30
facilities to this area. p 9 27 6 4 1 3.83 ♦.66

(9) Tourism is this area's H 12 70 22 21 3 3.52 ♦.45
big advantage over other C 2 8 3 10 0 3.09 0
parts of the Highlands. F 5 26 6 8 2 3.51 ♦.45

(11) Tourists bring money H 16 65 13 29 5 3.45 ♦.37
and jobs and that is more C 1 5 9 6 2 2.87 -.08
important than the nuis¬ F 6 28 3 10 0 3.64 ♦.51
ance they cause.

Not Favourable^
(67 The truly local people H 12 40 20 40 16 3.06 ♦.03
do not benefit much from C 3 5 3 9 3 3.17 ♦.17
the tourist industry. F 1 10 5 22 9 3.60 ♦.43
(15) The tourist industry E 2 11 22 80 13 3.71 ♦.63
has become an insult to C 2 2 4 13 2 3.48 ♦.48
the Scottish heritage. F 1 1 1 31 13 4.15 ♦.89
(22) Tourists are respons¬ H 3 9 24 75 17 3.73 ♦.63
ible for more damage than C 1 1 1 18 2 3.S3 ♦.78
they are worth. F 0 1 1 31 14 4.23 ♦.94

(3) Conservation
Favourable^
727 It would have been H 14 30 29 51 4 2.99 -.08
nicer living in the Spey C 5 6 2 9 1 3.22 ♦.04
Valley tv/enty years ago. F 8 6 13 17 3 2.98 -.13
(4) Not nearly enough has H 14 37 14 56 7 2.96 -.09
been done to protect our C 4 9 4 k 2 3.39 ♦.30
attractive countryside. F 4 18 8 17 0 3.19 -.11

(12) *.7e must protect wild¬ H 37 69 11 10 1 4.02 ♦.74
life even at the expense C 13 9 0 0 1 4.43 ♦.91
of some development. F 12 28 It ■Z. r\ t <\ i

-• (-9
Not Favourable.^
(10) It is more important H 25 58 27 16 2 2.31 -.51
to get jobs for local C 4 3 8 6 2 2.96 ♦.04
people than to preserve F 3 15 15 14 0 2.85 -.09
scenery for others.
(14) More skiing facilit¬ H 12 57 27 23 9 2.69 -.29
ies would not hurt the C, 1 5 2 8 7 3.65 ♦.39
Cairngorms too much. F 11 22 6 6 2 2.28 -.53
(16) Nature reserves are tj 24 71 16 16 1 2.21 -. 61
here for people to use C 2 3 5 10 3 3.39 ♦.35
and more access should be F 9 24 8 5 1 . 2.26 -.57
provided to them.

*S.A.= Strongly Agree; Ag. =Agree
Un.= Uncertain; Dis.=Disagree
S.D.=r.Strongly Disagree



Table 37: Continued

Domains and Statements Samole Response Freouencv Average Index
S. A. Ag. Un. Das. 3 • D. bcore Value

(out of±1.0)

(C) Growth and Change
Favourabl e^_
T17 Nov/ that this district H 27 42 23 34 2 3.45 ■•-.26
has started to develop, C 3 0 2 9 9 2.09 -.65
sore must be done to F 11 21 6 4 5 3.62 + .49
keep it growing.
(7) "'s need more manu¬ H 32 42 17 27 10 3.46 +.29
facturing industry in C 3 5 7 1 7 2.83 0
this area. F 6 18 6 10 7 3.13 +.15
(19) Not enough effort is H 15 31 25 50 7 2.98 -.09
being put into modernis¬ C i 3 7 10 2 2.61 -.35
ing the Highlands. F 5 13 6 22 1 2.98 -.11

Not Favourablej_
(8) Much of what was the H 7 10 33 69 9 3.49 +.48
best of Spey Valley has C i 2 5 13 2 3.57 +.52
already been ruined by F 1 2 8 33 3 3.74 +.70
needless growth.
(20) The point has been H 4 26 35 54 9 3.30 +. 26
reached when no more C 5 6 7 4 1 2.57 —.26
growth should be permit¬ F 1 6 6 28 6 3.68 +.57
ted in this area.

(23) Each new development H 3 14 22 80 9 3.61 +.56
just adds to our prob¬ C 1 10 5 6 1 2.83 -.17
lems. F 1 3 6 30 7 3.83 +.70

(D) Newcomers
Favourable

(17) Newcomers have H 15 65 36 12 0 3.65 +.53
become a valuable part C 4 13 3 1 2 3.70 +. 61
of this community. F 6 36 2 3 0 3.96 +.83
(21) It is good to see H 12 89 21 6 0 3.84 +.74
this district attract C 2 10 7

8
3 1 3.39 +.35

ambitious people to F 8 28 3 0 3.87 +.70
live here.
f Ol. > HIV. ^ I'M -1.1 J J »-r> _ _ . — . .
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more new faces and new C 2 9 2 8 2 3.0(f +.0h
ideas. F 8 23 7 5 L 3.55 +.47

Favourable
(3) If we get a lot of H 9 27 31 52 9 3.20 +.20
new people moving here C 1 9 7 4 2 2.87 -.17
it will spoil things F 2 12 9 20 4 3.26 +.21
for everyone

(13) I sometimes feel H 5 28 9 69 17 3.51 +.41
like a stranger in my own C 1 8 4 8 2 +.04
community because of all F 4 5 9 28 1 +.43
the newcomers.

(18) A lot of trouble¬ H 6 20 20 68 14 3.50 +.44
makers have moved into C 3 4 3 11 2 3.22 +.26
this area lately. F 1 3 10 2.8 5 3.70 + .62



Table 88: Comparison of Attitude Index Values, Sub-Groups of the Household
Survey

Sub-Groups

Domains and Sex Birthplace Years Age
<29oO+

Jobs
FarmingStatements M F High. Other <5 >20 Tour. Other

Tourism: ^ .52 .28 .43 .51 .44 .47 .70 .40 .68 .38 .40
9 .43 .43 .40 .50 .32 .47 .78 .50 .61 .38 .33

11 .36 .3? .41 .33 .08 .43 .39 .63 .44 .33 .33
6 .13 .06 .10 .14 .12 .12 .26 .14 .22 .06 .07
15 .62 .63 .62 .63 .32 .65 .70 .69 .80 .54 .33
22 .69 .57 .57 .67 .64 .53 .57 .60 .76 .56 .67

Conservation:
~2 .26 .07 .02 .14 .16 .08 .35 .06 .15 .06 .07
4 .11 .07 .03 .14 .12 .17 0 .23 .22 .03 .13

12 .74 .75 .33 .67 .76 .78 .83 .80 .71 .76 .73
10 .57 .45 .81 .26 .03 .73 .70 .49 .56 .48 .67
14 .39 .19 .34 .24 0 .37 .35 .43 .39 .24 .07
16 .52 .69 .72 .51 .32 .68 .70 .71 .54 .64 .47

Growth_ana_
Change:

1 .33 .19 .43 .11 .32 .53 .35 .29 .37 .21 .13
7 .34 .24 .48 .13 .16 .50 .30 .31 .15 .36 0
19 .08 .24 .14 .27 .24 .08 .35 .09 .07 .16 .27
8 .54 .42 .33 .56 .68 .32 .57 .31 .54 .45 0

20 •34 .18 .14 .35 .28 .18 .39 .06 .49 .15 0
25 .59 .54 .53 .58 .44 .53 .70 .54 .66 .52 .40

Newcomers,:
17 .61 .46 .40 .64 .72 .42 .43 .57 .61 .49 .27
21 .74 .75 .74 .74 .60 .75 .87 .66 .78 .72 .93
24 .48 .21 .33 .34 .12 .40 .13 .46 .46 .28 .53
3 .30 .10 .14 .24 .16 .16 .35 .11 .39 .10 .07
13 .50 .25 .14 .64 .72 .22 .39 .37 .51 .37 .07
18 .44 .43 .38 .49 .48 .27 .70 .46 .34 .48 .33

Sex: - Male, 6l cases.
- Female, 67 cases.

Birthplace: - Highlands (including study area), 58 cases.
- Other, 70 cases.

Tears Lived Here: - 5 and under, 25 cases.
- over 20, 60 cases.

fl era • _ 1 _p.o 0~Z
— £n ry 7"" f>V~i S

Jobs: - Households with member(s) working for tourist establishments,
41 cases.

- Other households, 87 cases.
Farming: 15 cases.
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responses. In the following paragraphs each statement and
domain is analysed individually, and comparisons of groups
and sub-groups are made.

Tourism: Overall, the attitude toward, tourism was
favourable. As expected, the operators of facilities
scored the highest on every statement and this clearly
established the maximum that should have been expected
from the general population. On only 1 point did the
household sample equal the scores given by operators.
Members of the conservation group scored close to neutral
on several items, and on 1 statement even went into the
negative side. Turning to the sub-groups of the household
sample, it can be seen from Table 88 that the most favour¬
able response toward tourism came from households in which
1 or more persons held jobs in tourism-related estab¬
lishments .

"Tourism can be thanked for bringing good facilities
to this area" (item 5)» The sub-groups which scored the
highest on this statement were those of respondents aged
29 years or younger, and respondents in households with
1 or more persons working in tourism-related places. It
should be considered, however, that the small samples in
these sub-groups might have affected the index values.
Members of the conservation group and females in the
household sample scored the lowest on this item,

"Tourism is this area's big advantage over other
parts of the Highlands" (item 9), The general level of
agreement with this statement could be interpreted as
meaning that most residents accepted the major economic
importance of tourism and were grateful for the advantages
it brought. Only the conservation group displayed some dis¬
agreement, and their index value was completely neutral
on this point. To conservationists, tourism might have
seemed like a big disadvantage, so it was somewhat sur¬
prising that almost half of that sample thought it was
an advantage.

"Tourists bring money and jobs and that is more im¬
portant than the nuisance they cause" (item 11). Some
respondents remarked that very little or no nuisance was
caused by tourists. Agreement with this statement was
dominant, except from the conservation group, which gave
a slightly negative value, and from the sub-group of new¬
comers who had lived there for 5 years or less, which
gave an almost neutral value of +.08. Conservationists
would be expected to have emphasised nuisance from
tourists, and perhaps many newcomers would have preferred
a quiet area away from the pressures of a tourist resort.

"The truly local people do not benefit much from the
tourist industry" (item 6). There may have been different
interpretations of who were the "truly local people", but
the sentiment of the statement was quite clear neverthe¬
less, This item split the household sample almost evenly.
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with agreement (i.e.. not favourable toward tourism) com¬
ing from (in proportional terms) more males than females,
from more native Highlanders than outsiders, from more
long-term residents than newcomers, and from more old
persons than young respondents. Operators of tourist
facilities were the most favourable to tourism on this
point, as expected, and respondents from households
having workers in the industry also responded favourably,,
This issue was very controversial in the study area and
it was quite evident that many residents believed that
natives of the area had not received their fair share of
the benefits brought by tourism,

"Tourists are responsible for more damage than they
are worth" (item 22). Agreement with this statement would
have been an outright rejection of tourism, but it was
clear that only a small minority in all 3 samples and in
the sub-groups were so inclined. Even a majority of mem¬
bers of the conservation group rejected the suggestion.
Perhaps respondents were thinking in purely economic
terms, as implied by the word "worth", but it is more
likely that the statement yielded an overall impression
of tourism and its effects.

Conservation^ Members of the conservation group
scored the highest on all 6 items in this domain, but
their split decisions on some of the items indicated that
better statements could have been employed. The diffi¬
culty was to compile items which avoided extremes with
which everyone could agree. Issues applicable to the local
environment seemed to work best. In general, only the
conservation group was favourable on all items, and there
was great polarisation on several statements. The almost
total agreement from respondents on item 12 indicated
that it was much too weak for purposes of the survey, but
that fact does not negate the value of the whole scale,

"It would have been nicer living in the Spey Valley
b.wpnb.y vpsvs a o-n" (i i-.pm P1 T h VipH "hppn PYtifirt.firt b'hat.
this statement would elicit feelings about how the area
was, or might have been, prior to recent developments.
Newcomers, having no previous experience of the district,
had to apply their perceptions of changes in order to
answer the statement. Unfortunately, it became clear
that many respondents thought in terms of jobs, facili¬
ties and services, rather than about the environment.
Consequently, while being of some interest on its own,
the statement was out of place in the conservation
domain,

"Not nearly enough has been done to protect our
attractive countryside" (item 4)« Those agreeing with
this statement must have favoured strongly the imposition
of measures to protect scenery and amenity. Quite a few
respondents in all 3 samples and in the sub-groups dis¬
agreed, but members of the conservation group did give
the highest positive value in support of the item. Per-



haps surprisingly, many operators of tourist facilities
v/ere inclined favourably on this item. That fact may
have reflected commercial considerations (reasoning that
tourism thrives in attractive environments) or it may
have reflected a genuine concern for environmental
quality. Of the sub-groups in the household sample,
only newcomers and those in farming households gave
slightly favourable scores. Respondents aged 29 years or
less v/ere completely divided. It can be said that many
residents believed that too many planning restrictions
already existed, while others would have welcomed more
controls, such as a national park.

"We must protect wildlife even at the expense of
some development" (item 12). Very high agreement was ob¬
tained for this statement in all samples, indicating that
the item was too weak to polarise opinions. It did reveal,
however, a broad level of support for the ideals of con¬
servation. A better statement would have been one that was
more applicable to a local choice, such as: "Develop¬
ment should not be halted just for the salve of a few
rare birds".

"It is more important to get jobs for local people
than to preserve scenery for others " (item 10). Some res¬
pondents pointed out that these 2. objectives were not
mutually incompatible, but, nevertheless, the sentiment
expressed in the statement was clear. It raised the issue
of local jobs versus conservation, as for many residents
conservation meant restrictions imposed for the enjoy¬
ment of tourists or for newcomers seeking a quiet envir¬
onment. These notions were quite well articulated by
many respondents. Of the 3 samples, only the conservation
group gave a positive (i.e., favourable) value, and then
only marginally. The household survey was firmly negative,
with the sub-group of native Highlanders being the most
extreme, and newcomers being the most neutral. From this
item it could be concluded, that residents felt a certain
amount of resentment toward pressures from outsiders or
newcomers for more conservation. As can be seen in the
other scales, local employment was more important in the
minds of many residents.

"More skiing facilities would not hurt the Cairngorms
too much" (item 11+). Most respondents were cognisant of
the conflict 'between the interests of development and those
of conservation regarding this issue. In that light, a
polarisation of responses was expected. Members of the con¬
servation group scored considerably higher than those in
the general household sample, and operators of tourist
facilities were the most agreeable with the statement.
In sub-groups of the household sample all values were
negative except from newcomers, who were completely
divided. Of the other sub-groups, farming households were
the closest to being neutral. For most residents, there¬
fore, greater development of skiing was not considered to
be undesirable.



"Nature reserves are here for people to use and more
access should be provided to them" (item 1 6). The sig¬
nificance of this statement may have been too subtle for
some respondents, containing as it does the conservation¬
ists' dilemma of how much access should be allowed to
reserves. However, the issue would have been clear to
members of the conservation group, who disagreed with
the statement the most, and to operators of tourist fac¬
ilities (who had a vested interest in permitting free
access for tourists) who agreed predominantly with the
statement. That the household sample agreed to the same
extent as the operators of facilities may have indicated
a lack of concern or understanding of the seriousness of
the issue. All sub-groups in the household sample were
quite negative on this item, although newcomers were
somewhat more inclined toward neutrality.

Growth^and__Change: In many ways this domain is simi¬
lar to the conservation items, but it does focus more
specifically 011 the question of growth. It might be expec¬
ted that a pro-conservation attitude would be complement¬
ed by feelings of anti-growth and anti-change, and to a
large extent the data from the conservation group sup¬
ported this conclusion. Also, the samples.of operators and
households in general supported growth and change while
giving mostly negative scores in the conservation items.
The attitude toward tourism was also related closely to
the values obtained on growth and change in the samples
of operators and households. However, members of the
conservation group, despite having revealed a reasonably
favourable attitude towards tourism, were much more neg¬
ative in the scale for growth and change.

"Now that this district has started to develop, more
must be done to keep it growing", (item 1). As a clear
statement of pro-development, this item elicited predom¬
inant disagreement from members of the conservation group
and predominant agreement from operators of tourist fac¬
ilities. Respondents in the household were divided to a
certain extent, but gave a moderately positive agreement
on average. Looking at the sub-groups, all of them gave
a positive score (i.e., favourable) except the newcomers.
Conversely, long-term residents gave the highest level of
agreement.

"We need more manufacturing industry in this area",
(item 7). The previous statement revealed a general level
of support for development, though far from unanimous,
and item 7 demonstrated that for many respondents an
important part of the development should be that of manu¬
facturing. Verbal comments, however, revealed that some
respondents preferred only "light" industry. Members of
the conservation group were split completely on this issue,
and it is plausible that many would have preferred indus¬
try to tourism. Operators scored less positive than did
the household sample, and it could be that the tourist
industry would fear manufacturing because of its possible



effects on the environment, on che area's image for tour¬
ists, and on labour and wages. Of the sub-groups, it was
the newcomers who gave the only negative score and the
long-term residents who had the highest average value.
Farming households were completely split on the item,
scoring zero,

"Not enough effort is being put into modernising the
Highlands", (item 19). There could have been many inter¬
pretations of "modernising", but the general level of
agreement with the statement certainly implied an attitude
favourable to change. On the other hand, disagreement
could have meant that respondents believed there was a
great deal of effort being exerted to modernise the High¬
lands, If that was true, then negative responses such as
those given by the household sample might actually not
have indicated anti-change sentiments. In retrospect, the
statement could have been altered to delete the ambiguity.
Nevertheless, the fact that operators of facilities gave
a positive value and members of the conservation group
scored the most negatively does suggest that the statement
was useful in polarising responses. Also, there was a
great amount of variance in the scores given by sub-
samples of the household survey. Some values were on the
positive side of the index, and the most positive of the
groups were those respondents who had been born in the
Highlands.

"Much of what was the best of Spey Valley has already
been ruined by needless growth", (item 8), This is another
item which appeared to be too extreme, and so attracted a
predominantly negative response. The farming households,
however, were completely divided on the item and had an
index value of zero. The overall rejection of the state¬
ment might be attributable to a belief that the Spey Vall¬
ey had not been ruined or, less likely, to a belief that
the growth which caused the damage was not needless.

"The point has been reached when no more growth
should be permitted in this area", (item 20). Quite a few
respondents agreed with this statement, although the
index values for the samples of households and operators
of facilities were positive. Members of the conservation
group mostly agreed, thereby displaying a preference to
keep things as they were. Of the sub-groups, the farming
respondents again scored a zero, showing mixed feelings
about growth and change,

"Each new development just adds to our problems",
(item 2.3)« Fewer respondents in all 3 samples agreed with
this statement, compared to item 20, although the conser¬
vation group was mostly in agreement. Strong rejection of
both these items on the part of the household sample
indicated a favourable attitude towards growth and change,
although a minority objected.

Newcomers^ One of the important consequences of
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development in the study area had been the in-nigration
of many persons from other parts of Britain. The scale
revealed a general acceptance of newcomers, particularly
by operators of facilities (a group that included many
newcomers) and only the conservation group were reserved
or negative on the subject.

"Newcomers have become a valuable part of this comm¬
unity", (item 17). Many respondents expressed the view
that newcomers were needed to organise things and provide
leadership, although some locals believed that newcomers
wanted to "take over". As very few respondents disagreed
with this statement, acceptance of the value of newcomers
in community life seemed to be high.

"It is good to see this district attract ambitious
people to live here", (item 21). Most respondents agreed
with this statement, but members of the conservation group
were less positive. Together with the previous statement,
the overall favourable attitude appeared to reflect a
desire for revitalisation of the community.

"The Highlands need more new faces and new ideas",
(item 2if). Response to this statement, while being agree¬
able in most cases, was less positive than for the prev¬
ious 2 statements. Perhaps it was the reference to "more"
which deterred some from agreeing, as, judging by the
next item, quite a few respondents were fearful of excess¬
ive growth in the population.

"If we get a lot of new people moving here it will
spoil things for everyone", (item 3). This statement gen¬
erated the most negative responses of all the items per¬
taining to newcomers. The conservation group and farming
households responded slightly on the negative side of the
index. The fear, most probably, was of excessive growth
rather than of newcomers themselves. Many residents appear¬
ed to be in favour of some growth and change but did not
Vf on I- 4-/~\ 1 one 4- Vi o on "I—* r-» H 1 r v«-> ^ v>ol /-a -v-» r-»w\ #-> *1 1 4" /"\ "u r ">o vo rnno

of the district.

"I sometimes feel like a stranger in my own community
because of all the newcomers", (item 13)• Quite naturally,
respondents born outside the Highlands and recent new¬
comers gave the most positive scores on this item of any
of the sub-groups. The farming households scored lowest,
approaching neutrality. Together with their score on the
previous item, the rural sector was shown to be somewhat
less positive towards newcomers than other respondents.

"A lot of trouble-makers have moved into this area

lately", (item 18). The general level of disagreement with
this statement suggested that little trouble had been ex¬
perienced between newcomers and other residents, although
enough respondents agreed with the statement to suggest
that the situation was not ideal.
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PAST ONE

1 | May I begin by asking
where you were born? j | thia district □] Ireland/Eire

j 1 elsewhere, Highlands/Islands I | Europe
j | elsewhere, Scotland j | other
| | England/Vales

(ONLY FOR THOSE BORN IN THIS DISTRICT)
Have you ever lived
outwith this district?

□ NO □YES^>
(I? YES) In what year
did you last move
back here?

In what year did you last
move away from here?

19 •

(ONLY FOR THOSE BORN OUTWITH THIS DISTRICT)
In what year did you first move to this district? 19

IT

Have you ever moved j I
away from this district? j—j °

□ no

(IF YES)
In what year? 19_

And when did you
move back? ,

How many years in total have you lived in this district?
years

(ONLY FOR THOSE WHO HAVE LIVED OUTWITH THIS DISTRICT)
Where was the last place you lived
before moving to this district?

country town

b | And how many years had you lived there?
county/region

years

(ONLY FOR THOSE WHO HATE LIVED OUTWITH THIS DISTRICT)
What was your main reason |—! ... , , , l—I , , I—I,
for moving to /back to / Ufirst 3ob LJnew J°b Ub° "tire
this district? (PROMPT) | |transferred j_ Jfamily reasona

□ look for work [ |better place to live
j [other;

21 Have you lived in this
dwelling for all your
time in this district?

□*0-

(IF NO) In how
many other places
have you lived in"
this district?

places

BHlava you had difficulty
finding the right kind of
housing in this district? difficulty?

/ trn t»tv>wvntiio \

I I HOI I YES_-Id,. ^ " '

And where was the last place you
lived in this district?

village or parish

(IF YSS) What has
been the main □ too expensive to buy

[_ J no land to build on
I jnot enough available
| |other:

Would you please i—i „ i—i
tell me if L ' you ovn dwelling? | |rent, but tied to job

(PROMPT) □you rent from the Council? Qfree, hut tied to job
□ you rent privately? | | dwelling is a croft
J"! other!

bj (II DWELLING IS OWNED)
Was this once your second home? □j YES J j NO
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101 Nov I would like to ask about the other members of your household. For each
member would you please tell me their relationship to you, their age, their
marital status, and whether or not they are temporarily away from home?

Member Relation
to Head

Ser

M/F
Marital
Status

Nov
Resident?

A Head

B

C

D

E

F

C

H

I

J

Relation Codes

1 * Head's spouse
2 » Head's child
J <* Head's grandchild
4 = Head's parents or grandparents
5 = Head's brothers or sisters
6 - other relatives of Head
7 = Head's in-laws
8 » unrelated to Head
9 » resident servant
Note! second digit indicates

those of same family.

11 At this moment are you or anyone in this household planning definitely
to move out of this district?

| | NO QyES, AIL QyES, the following: .(letter codes)
bj (IF YIS) For what reasons, and to where? (PROMPT)

Members

(letters)
Reasons

(codes)
Destination
(vrite in)

Reason Codes

to look for work
take up first job
job transferred
new job
go to school/college
family reasons
otheri

During the time you have lived in this district, have any members of
your Immediate family moved permanently out of this district?

□yes □»
~(iF yes) Would you please tell me who, their ags when they moved, how many
years ago that was, and the main reason why you think they moved? Also,
have they ever said they would come back to this district if there were
suitable jobs available here? And where did they move to?
Member

(relation
codes)

3er

M/F
Age
When
Moved

No,of
Years

Affb

Reasons

(codes
from 11)

Would
Return?

yes/no

Destinations

-1



ifJ During the past 12 months, have any of your friends or relatives from outwith
thi3 district had an overnight or longer visit with you here?

[□yes □»
A (IF yes) How many

such visits have —-

you had? vl3ita^
How many of these were

.during last summer?
(j,j,A,s) ^

In what month was the most !
recent such visit?
> \

n (IP yes) How many
persons were in ^
that last group? ^

How many nights did they
stay here with you? ^

nightS*'

And where did they come from?
>

country town county/region

14 (not for council house tenants)
Do you ever provide any
kind of accommodation
for tourists or holiday-
makers, or have you done
so while living in this
district?

□NEVER□ONCE□YES,
NOW

>

IT (if yes, now)
Hov long have you
done this, in this
district?

(IF YES, NOW OR ONCE) What kinds?

(prompt^ dwelling
□ bed and breakfast
j | guest house (with meals)

caravans (write in number)
flats (write in number)
chalets, etc. (write in number)

□yesDo you stay open
all year, except
for short periods?] |NjT^ ■

(IF NO) Would you stay open all
year if there was a demand
for it? | |Y£S [ 1^,0

(IF YES, NOW OH ONCE)
All things considered,
do you /did you / .

enjoy providing ,

accommodation?

□ YES □ NO

What do you /did you / enjoy most about it?
(NO PROMPTING)

ji] (IP YES, NOW OR ONCE) And what do you /did you / dislike most? (NO PROMPTING)

zr (IF YES, NOW) I would like to know how
important is the income from providing
accommodation. Would you say it is
necessary, or not necessary to your
household being able to get by?

| ] NECESSARY QNOT NECESSARY
ZT (IF YES, NOW) Do you ever

rent out your tourist
accommodation as temporary
riousi.ng lor people voricxng
in this area? Y5^,,,^
[□NEVER I IONCE [ I NOW*

Could you estimate what portion of
your total household income, from
all sources, is from providing
tourist accommodation?

ft

(IF YES, NOW) In the past 12 months, what type
of accommodation have you rented to local
people, and during what months?

15 (ONLY FOR COUNCIL HOUSE TENANTS)
Do you think that Council house
tenants should be allowed to

provide accommodation for paying
■tourists and holldayoakera?

□ no >

Why"? (NO PROMPTING)



These next few questions are about some of the normal activities of your
household. You may have to talk to some of the others in order to answer
these questions fully.

16 First, do you or anyone in the household belong to any clubs, teams, or other
organisations in this district? I do not mean school groups which are a normal
part of the education programme. Here is a list to remind you of the Idnds of
groups in this area, and please tell me any others which are not on the list.
For each member of the household, starting with yourself (Head), and Including
those not now present, please tell me which groups you now belong to, those
you once belonged to in this district, those you are a leader in, (an elected
position or an essential organiser), the one you are moat active in, and the
one you have belonged to longest. (PP.OMPT BY READING HEADINGS)
Member Groups Now Groups Once Leader in Most Active Longest

Head

17 Here is a list of some leisure and recreation activities which can be done
in this district. Vould you tell me if you and the others in your household
have ever done any of these in this district, and about how many times for
each in the past 12 months? (PROMPT BY READING LIST)
Member
Hear

Activlties (code numbers) Frequency (same order)

18 Here is a list of some nearby places and. some events held in this district.
Vould you tell me if you and the others in your household have ever gone to
any of these, and about how many times for each in the past 12 months?

Member Places and Events (code numbers) Frequency (same order)
Head

"R

c
D
£
F
G
H
I
J



19 Here is a 11at oi soie recreation equipment and other items. Do you or anyone
in the household ovn any of these? Would you please tell me who exactly, or
If they are just general household items owned by no-one in particular?
(PROMPT 3Y READING LIST)
Member Items Ovned (code numbers)
General

Head
B
C
D
g
P
G
H
I
J

fAre there any recreation facilities, entertainment places, or places in thecountryside in this district which you or anyone in the household especially
enjoy going to? (PROMPT RE THE 3 CATEGORIES) Q^ £] >!0

~b] (IP YES) Would, you please
tell me exactly where,
and why?
(NO PROMPTING)

Places (code from list
or write in)

Reasons

(write in)

21 Axe there any recreation facilities, entertainment places, or places in the
a] countryside in this district which you or anyone in the household especially

dislike going to? (PROMPT RE THE 3 CATEGORIES) QyE3 CH NO
b (IF YES) Would you please

tell me exactly where,
and why?
(NO PROMPTING)

inr

Places (code from list
or write in)

Reasons
(write in)

During the past 12 months,
have you taken a holiday
of 4 or more nights away
from ho"e?QN0Q"]Y5S^

(IP YES)
How many?

In which months?

P-

Where did you go on
your main holiday?

country, region

23 Where does your household p 1 ,,, ,
. mobile shop .ORdo m.ost of its day-to-day I 1 —

shopping? ~

village

241 Where does your household
' do most of its shopping
for major items, like
furniture, clothes, etc.? villages/towns

How do you usually get there?

Qcar □ walk Qbus
□other:
ADour now 01 ten

do you go there? -■

times monthly

now ao you
.usually get
there?

□ car 1 [bus
□ train[ |walk
| [other:



25 Do you have any close relatives
living in this district?

o □

(IF YE3) Where do they live?

villages or parishes

Do you have any close friends
living in this district with
whom you visit often?

□ no □YE3^:
_b| (IF YES) What are the

main things you think
you have in common with
your close friends in this
district? (PROMPT RE LENGTH
OF RESIDENCE AND OCCUPATION.
BUT ONLY IF HOT VOLUNTEERED)

(IF YES) Where do they live?□ NEIGHBOURS
OR

villages or parishes

fDo you or anyone inthe household speak

caeiic?Q»r>□*£>
(IF YES)

Who?

letters
>QnO I I YES

Is it used regularly
in your home?

Are you or anyone in the
household taking Gaelic
instruction?

-T>DYESs
letters

(IF YES) Do you have any friends
or relatives jr. this district
with whom you speak Gaelic?

O [""IyesT^

(IF YES) Where do they live?

villages or parishes

Tj (IT YES) Is it difficult
to keep using Gaelic in
this district? Qi;o [J^

/YES OR NO) Why?
(NO PROMPTING)

28 Do you or anyone in the household
participate in any traditional
Highland or Scottish music or

dancing? (PROMPT BY READING LIST)
NO

1 = Highland dancing
2 = country dancing
3 « playing bagpipes
Others:

(number)

4 « the fiddle
5 - folk singing
6 = accordian

b[ (IF YES) Would you tell me
who, and whether or not
they have taken part in
any competitions in the
past 12 months?

Member

(letters)
Activities

(code numbers)
Competes !
(yes/no, for each)

¥ Do you ever hold your
own friendly ceilidh? □ USED TO □ NEVER I IY'fg^KIF YES) How often in the

past 12 months? times

t TMVTOATVmnlT AW n*A syoT/lWTOl' mircTTAMGl

These next questions concern employment and income. I hope you will
not mind answering these personal questions, and please remember that
all the information you provide will be kept strictly confidential.
We are asking these questions in order to obtain a better understanding
of this community and its problems compared with other areas.



j 30] First, would you pleaao t©ll me if you ara now employed in a paying job, said
!~aj if so, what io your occupation? Do you hold more than one job? Are you working

full or part time? (RECORD EMPLOYMENT CODE AND WRITE IN OCCUPATION IN BOXES
BELOW. IF RETIRED OR UNEMPLOYED, WRITE IN LAST OCCUPATION HELD.)
(IF EMPLOYED)
Are you self-employed? □yes

□ *£>

(IF YES) How many persons do you employ,
including your family? persona

(IF NO) Do you hold a supervisory position?
If so, how many persons do you
supervise? j-j NQ [JYSSl_ jpersona

jET (IF EMPLOYED) 'What is the
name of your place(s) of
employment? (RECORD IN
BOX BELOW. IF MORE THAN
ONE, LIST MAIN JOB FIRST)

How many years have
you worked at that
place?

years

(IF DEPLOYED) Have you worked
at any other places while
living in this district? ^*
If so, how many?

□ NO I | YES s piaces

Have you been unemployed
any time during the

past 12 months? If so,
in which months?

I I NO
□ yes,

months (1 - 12)

(IF EMPLOYED) Would you please
tell me into which of these
groups your total annual
income can at placed? That is,
income from all sources and
before tares or other deductions.
OR , could you tell me your
average weekly wage, before
deductions? (READ OUT CATEJCORIES.
RECORD IN BOX BELOW)

1 = under £2000 ^3 -
2 = £2000 to £4000
3 « £4000 to £6000
4 = £6000 to £8000
5 = over £8000

■(IF 2 OR MORE JOBS)
About what portion of
your total income is
from your main job?

%

31 (IF MORE THAN ONE PERSON IN THE HOUSEHOLD)
Would you tell me if the other members of this household have paying jobs,
and if so, would you please tell me the following about their jobs? (PROMPT)

Member Status
1 - 8

Occupations
(main job first)

Employers
(main job first)

Locations
(villages)

Years
There

Unemp.
YorN

Income
1 - 5

%

Head

B

C

D

E

F

G

"

"

I

J

Employment Codes
1 = working full time, 1 paid job, <5 = unemoloYed («* unemolovable, sick-3

over 30 hours weekly 6 retired
2 •= working part time, 1 paid job, 7 - at school

under 50 hours weekly Q e housewife, no paid job
3 = 2 or more paid jobs, full time
4 ■ 2 or more paid jobs, part time



J? Did you stay in school beyond
normal leaving age?

□ NO QYES^

(IF YES) What level, diploma, degree, etc.
did you obtain?

33 (ONLY FOR FARMING HOUSEHOLDS)
aI Have you ever sold any of

your farm products locally,
that is to be used in this
district?

pi NEVER, |~j0NCS | [YES, NOW

(IF YES, HOW) Would you please tell me what
products you sell, and to what purchasers?
Products. Purchasers

(I? YES, NOW)
Would you say that this
local Income is necessary or
not necessary for the household
to get by?

> About what portion of your total
farm income is from these local sales?

[ | NECESSARY | [NOT
What do you think have been the main changes and problems in this district
which have affected your farm operations? (NO PROMPTING)

Vhat would you like to see done by the public bodies and boards to improve
farming conditions in this district? (NO PROMPTING)

END OF PART ONE

(NEW RESPONDENT FOR PART TWO?)



PART TVQ Letter Code of Respondenti

1

a

(IP NEW RESPONDENT)
Would you please tell m, j-j □Ireland/Eirewhere you were born? w-j /

I | elsewhere, Highlands/Islands | | Europe
CDelsewhere, Scotland I I other
I I Engl and/Wales

b I And how many years in total have you lived in this district?
y9ars

(GIVE REorONDENT SATISFACTIONS QUESTION SHEET)
This question is a'oout how satisfied you are with certain things concerning
this district. I would like you to indicate how much you are satisfied with
each item, on a scale of ten. If you are completely satisfied, circle number
10. If you are not satisfied at all, circle the 0. The higher the number you
circle, the more satisfied you are with that item. Please answer all the
items (although the first one is only for those with a paying job).

2J What do you think would make the Spey Valley a better area to live in?
(HO PROMPTING)

iJ What do you tiiink might happen that would make this district a worse area

to live in? (NO PROMPTING)

5_
a

(ONLY FOR THOSE PLANNING DEFINITELY TO MOVE OUT OF THIS DISTRICT)
Do you really want to move permanently from this district? [ I YES CD NO

b Would you tell me why? (NO PROMPTING)

6

a

(ONLY FOR THOSE NOT PLANNING TO MOVE FROM THIS DISTRICT)
Would you like to move out of this district permanently? CD YES CD NO

b_ Would you tell me why? (NO PROMPTING)

zJ ( GIVE RESPONDENT ATTITUDES QUESTION SHEET)
Here is a list of statements that have been made about the Spey Valley.
Please mark a tick in the box beneath the words that best describe how
much you agree or disagree with each statement - that is, strongly agree,
agree, uncertain, disagree, or strongly disagree. There are no right or
wrong answers. I aai interested in your own true opinions.
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a

Do you think tnat mo3t jobs in 3adenoch and Strathspey District are, in one
way or another, dependent on the tourist industry? (NO PROMPTING)
I I YES □» I I DON'T KNOW

_bj (IP YES) □
Lio you think this
is a good thing?

□ YES □»
] | DON'T KNOW

>

Why? (NO PROKPTINC)

J>J Do you think that
of the Spey Valley,
past few years;

he number of tourists and' holidaymakers coming to this part
that is around your home, has grown quite a lot in the

□ YES I I NO □DON'T KNOW
10( Where do you think most visitors

who come to the Spey Valley in
the summer months are from?

(NO PROMPTING)

11 Where do you think most visitors
who come to the Spey Valley in
the winter months are from?

(NO PROMPTING)

12| Axe there any particular kinds of tourist or holidaymaker who come to this
~

area that you think are not desirable to have? (NO PROMPTING) Why? (FOR EACH)

15iP~Do you know when the Aviemore Centre first opened?
—^ 19 (WRITE IN ANSWERS GIVEN; IF UNKNOWN ASK FOR A GOESS)

jD~ Do you know when the Cairngorm ski lift was first opened?
19 (WRITE IN ANSWERS GIVEN; IF UNKNOWN, ASK FOR A GUESS)

THAT IS THE END OF OUR SURVEY. DOES ANYONE HAVE ANY COMMENTS? I WOULD EE PLEASED
TO WRITS THEM DOWN', AND THEY WOULD HELP OUR SURVEY.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR VALUABLE ASSISTANCE.
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This question is about how satisfied you axe with certain things concerning
this district. I would like you to indicate how much you axe satisfied with
each item, on a scale of ten.

If you axe completely satisfied, circle number 10. If you axe not satisfied
at all, circle the 0. The higher the number you circle, the more satisfied
you are with that item. Please answer them all (although the first item
is only for those who have a paying job).

ECW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH....

- your present job?

- the choice of jobs you could
have in this district? 1 23456789 10

- the way in which the Spey Valley
is changing? 1 23456789 10

- the choice of housing you could
have in this district? 1 23456789 10

- the health services here, compared
with the rest of Scotland? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

- the public bus transportation
service in this district? 1 23456789 10

- sport and recreation facilities
in this district? 1 23456789 10

- the way in which local people
have a say in important decisions
made for this area? 1 23456789 10

EOV SATISFIED ARE YOU....

- that crime and vandalism are being
kept under control in this area? ......... 1 23456789 10

- that your village (o.r nearest village)
provides all the facilities and
services you think axe needed? 1 om^tkoeoio

- that schools and education axe

as good here as in the rest
of Scotland? 1 23456789 10

- that social and welfare problems
are being well looked sXter in
this area? 1 23456789 10

- that the Spey Valley is a good place
in which to bring up children?



Hare is a list of statements tliat have been made about the Spey Valley. Please
Dark a tick in the box beneath the words which best describe how much you agree
or disagree with each statement. Please answer them all.

There are no right or wrong answers. I am interested in your own true opinions.

Strongly
Agree Agree Uncertain Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

— How that this district has
started to develop, more must
be done to keep it growing.

- It would have been nicer

living in the Spey Valley
twenty years ago.

- If we get a lot of new people
moving here it will spoil
things for everyone.

- Not nearly enough has been
done to protect our
attractive countryside.

- Tourism can be thanked for
bringing good facilities
to this area.

- The truly local people do
not benefit much from the
tourist industry.

- We need more manufacturing
industry in this area.

- Much of what was the best of
Spey Valley lias already been
ruined by needless growth.

— Tourism is this area's big
advantage ovor other parts
of the Highlands.

- It is more important to get
| 30DS ror local people than to

preserve scenery for others.

- Tourists bring money and jobs
and that is more important
than the nuisance they cause.

- We must protect wildlife
even at the expense of
some development.

- I sometimes feel like a

stranger in my own community
because of all the newcomers.

- More skiing facilities
would not hurt the

Cairngorms too much.

COOTIKtTKD



Strongly
Agree Agree Dncertain Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

- The tourist industry has
become an insult to the
Scottish heritage.

- Nature reserves are here for
people to use and more access
should be provided to them.

- Newcomers have become a

valuable part of this
community.

- A lot of trouble-makers
have moved into this
area lately.

- Not enough effort is being
put into modernising the
Highlands.

- The point has been reached
when no more growth should
be permitted in this area.

- It is good to see this
district attract ambitious

people to live here.

- Tourists are responsible
for more damage than
they are worth.

- Each new development
just adds to our
problems.

- The Highlands need more
new faces and new ideas.



DHFIHITIOHS USED III HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWS

Dwelling: The sample is based on all listed dwellings, and
interviews are to be completed with all households occupy¬
ing the sample dwelling. Confusion may result in the rare
cases where more than one family/household, seems to be
occupying the same house or flat. In such cases the inter¬
viewer must determine whether or not the occupants are to
be considered as different households within one dwelling
(in which case they are interviewed separately), or wheth¬
er more than one dwelling is present (in which case no
interview is conducted with the unlisted dwelling but it
is recorded as a Discovered Dwelling). The main criterion
to be used when identifying dwellings is "shared living
space". If occupants share kitchens, lounges and corridors
giving access to living rooms, then only one dwelling is
present. However, shared access to the dwelling space and
shared toilets are not enough in themselves to identify
single dwellings.

Discovered Dwellings: These may arise if the lists used
to compile the sample were not accurate or up-to-date. We
will not be concerned with newly constructed houses or
flats or with newly sited residential caravans, but only
with dwellings discovered in the process of identifying
the households occupying any one place, as defined above.
Discovered dwellings, if many are found, will be sampled
at a later date.

Household: All households within the sampled dwellings
must be interviewed separately, and it is therefore essen¬
tial to be positive about what constitutes a household.
There are several main criteria. First, members of one
household must share common housekeeping in the form of
tailing meals together regularly. Second, each member must
normally be resident for at least four nights each week.
Special cases are considered below.

- The Head of Household, as defined below, is always
^ «1 -, n ^ n -- — , ~ -.4- -t-1- ~ - -
j.uvxuuuu j w v v-'Aa _i_ x w c/j. ii._x.ii.{3 cxt* cxj x x \jiu ixuniv> ac v/jxv_,
moment.

- Fishermen or merchant seamen who normally spend no
more than six weeks away at sea are to be included.

- A spouse who is away working but returns at least
one night a week is included.

- A lodger is included if normally tailing at least
one meal a day with the others, unless the lodger
returns to his own home at least one night a week.

- Students under the age of sixteen who are away at
school are included.

- Domestic servants who share housekeeping/meals
with the others are included.

- Occupants of a caravan (unless a double caravan)
are considered to be one household.

- If a dwelling consists of just one room, all its
occupants are considered to be of the same house¬
hold.

- Temporary occupants are not included unless they
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havo no address elsewhere or unless they have been
resident for over six months.

The most likely problem to arise in this survey is that
of unrelated persons sharing a dwelling. If they do not
normally share housekeeping/meals, they must be inter¬
viewed separately.

Head of Household: If possible, we wish to speak to the
Head of Household. The Head is defined as being, normally,
the husband of the family. In one-person households, of
course, the Head is that person. Where doubt arises, the
following criteria can be used, in descending order of
priority.

- the person who owns the dwelling;
- the one legally responsible for paying the rent;
- the one who has the right to the dwelling by
status of job or relationship;

- in cases of equal claim, it is the male or the
elder male.

Family: When listing the household members you are re¬
quired to indicate separate families by assigning each
family the same second digit in their code number. A
family includes: a married couple or single parent with
their never-married children, grand-parents with never-
married grand-children; and may include "in-laws", step¬
children, and adopted children, but not foster children.
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PROMPT SHEET AND MASTER CODING LIST

SOME CLUBS AND ORGANISATIONS IN DADENOCU STRATHSPEY

Sports 1: football; 2: shinty; 3: field hockey; 4; skiing;
5:mountaineering; 6:canoeing; 7:sailing; 8:riding; 9:golf;
I0:tennis; 11:gliding; I2:angling; I3:gun or rifle; 14:
ice skating; 15: ice hockey 16:curling; 17*.swimming/
diving; 18:badminton; 19:squash; 20:skittles; 21:snooker/
billiards; 22: darts* 23:whist; 2/+:lawn bowls; 75:motor-
cycle scrambling; 7o:water polo; 86:shooting; 88skate¬
boarding; 89:bridge
Volunteer 25:Red Cross; 26:Council of Social Service;
27:V/RVS; 28:mountain rescue; 29: fund raising; 80:Fire
Brigade
Church Groups 30:men, women, children
Conservation 31: Conservation Group; 32: RSPB; 33: Nat¬
ional Conservation Corps; 85: World Wildlife Fund
The Arts 34:film society; 35:arts club; 36:drama; 37:
flower arranging; 38:fiddle and accordian; 39:pipe band;
AO:musical group/entertaining; 41:country or Highland
dancing; 42:photographic; 43:An Comunn Gaidhealach
Rural/Farm. 44:WRI; 45:sheep dog trials association; 46:
National Farmer's Union; 47horticultural society; 48:
Scottish Landowner's Federation; 49:farmer's club
Youth Oriented 50:YMCA; 51:cubs, scouts, brownies,
guides, rangers; 52:youth club; 53:playgroup; 54:parents
club; 55:parent-teachers association; 75:young men's club;
77:Boys Brigade; 90:Mother's club
Work/Business 56:Trade Union; 57:Chamber of Commerce;
58:tourist organisation; 59:merchants/hoteliers associa¬
tion; 60:employees social club
Political 61:Conservative Party; 62:Labour Party; 63:SNP;
64:Other political party; 65:community council; (^Dist¬
rict or Regional Council: 74:Village Hall Committee

Other Groups 67'.Masons; 68:Legion; 69:Townswomen's
Guild; 70:Rotary, Round Table; 71 highland Games Comm¬
ittee; 72:further education courses; 73:Pensioner's
clubs; 83:Strathspey Railway Society; 84:Red Deer Society;
87:Health Council; 91:Royal Observer Corps
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PROMPT SHEET FOR HOUSEHOLD INTERVIEWS

REGREATION AGTIVITIES

1 :

2:
3:

4:

5:
6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
1 1 :

12:
13:

1 :

2:
3:
4:

5:

6:
7:
8:

9:

fishing Uf
curling at Aviemore Centre 15
swimming at Loch Morlich
Beach 16
indoor swimming at
Aviemore Centre 17
hill-walking
downhill skiing at 18
Cairngorm
taking ski lessons 19
ski-touring 20
skating at Aviemore Centre
skating lessons 21
golfing
pony trekking 22
rock/mountain climbing

at

at

:lawn bowling
: sailing or canoeing-
Loch Insh

: sailing or canoeing
Loch Morlich

; karting at Aviemore
Centre

: playing squash at Avie¬
more Centre

: shooting or stalking
; going to Aviemore
Cinema

: going to drama or a live
show at Aviemore theatre

: playing tennis

EVENTS .AND PLACES

10:Loch an Eilean
Loch Morlich Beach
Osprey nest at Loch Garten
Aviemore Centre amusement
arcade
riding the Cairngorm
chairlift (other than
for skiing)
Newtonmore Highland Games
Nethybridge Highland Games
Sheepdog trials (at Laggan,
Kingussie or Nethybridge)
Highland Wildlife Park

11 :

12:
13:
14:

15:
16:

17:
18:
19:

Glen More Forest Park
trails
Landmark Visitor Centre
Clan Macpherson Museum
Highland Folk Museum
Strathspey Steam Railway
(for a ride)
Santa Claus Land
Inshriach Alpine Plant
Nursery
Inverdruie Fisheries
Insh Marshes RSPB reserve
Craigellachie Nature
Trail

EQUIPMENT

1 : television 1 1 : canoe

2.: motor car, von or lorry 12: A 4* Vt a v* o 4~<J i/uwi UvJci ^

3: motorcycle or scooter 13: skis
4: golf clubs 14: horse/pony
5: bicycle 15: ice skates
6: touring caravan 16: gun or rifle
7: tent 17: squash racket
8: curling equipment 18: tennis racket
9: climbing gear 19: fishing tackle
0: sailing boat
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The numbered sequence follows that on the Code Sheet which
was prepared in order that the data would be compatible
with the TRIP system, A copy of the Code Sheet is appen¬
ded s Boxes identified on the Code Sheet with a C are
"count" boxes which indicate the number of cases which
follow. The individual code numbers given to all house¬
hold members in code space 4 are repeated in a number of
places so that variables can be related to the character¬
istics of each member.

1 : Case Number 1—132s main sample; 133-140? farming
households supplement
2: Household Type 1:one male; 2:one female; 3:one couple,
no children; 4:one couple with child(ren); 5: unrelated
males; 6:unrela.ted females; 7:unrelated, mixed; 8: three
generations, one family; 9:one parent and child; 10:
one male, one relative; 11:brother, sister, housekeeper;
l2:two brothers; 13:two related families; Unmixed, rel¬
atives and not related

3: Number of Members in Household enter the number

L: Member Identification Codes 1-10 (these numbers
always describe the same members)
5: Relation to Head 0:no response/unknown; 1:Head; 2:
head's spouse; 3:head's child; 4:head's grandchild; 9'
head's parent/grandparent; 6:head's brother/sister; 7:
other relative of head; 8:head's "in-laws"; 9:unrelated
to head; 10:resident servant
6j Age 0:no response/unknown; or, enter the number of
years

7: Sex 0:no response/unknown; 1:male; 2:female
8: Marital Status 0:no response; 1:single (including
divorced); 2:married; 3:widowed
9: Now Resident? 0:no response; 1:yes; 2:no
10: Respondent to Part One enter member identification
code

11: Location of Dwelling 1:Grantown; 2:Cromdale Parish;
3:Cromdale Village; 4:Dulnain Bridge; 5:Carrbridge; 6:
Boat of Garten; 7:Nethybridge; 8:Abernethy Parish; 9'
Aviemore; 10:Duthil Parish/Rothiemurchus; 11:Kincraig;
12:Alvie Parish; 13:Kingussie; l4:Newtonmore; l3:King-
ussie/Insh Parish; 16:Dalwhinnie; l7:Laggan Parish
12: Dwelling Tyre 1:detached single; 2:semi/double; 3:
terraced; 4:flat; 3*caravan; 6:hotel; 7:staff accommoda¬
tion; 8:other; 9:farm sub-sample
13: Tenure/Ownership 0:no response; 1:owner occupied;
2:rented from council* 3:rented privately; 4:rented, tied
to job; 5:free, tied to job; 6:registered croft (owner);
7:other



1 h: Dwelling Once a Second Home? 0:no response; 1 :yes;
2:no; 3:not applicable
Tj: Til r thnlnco of He a d 0:no response; 1 : this district;
2:elsewhere HIDB; 3:elsewhere Scotland; 4;England/Wales;
5:Ireland/Eire; 6:Europe; 7:other
Id: Years Head Has Lived in District 0:no response; or,
enter number of years

17: Year Head First Moved Here 0:no response; 1:not
applicable or, enter the year
18: Year Head Last Moved Back to This District 0:no
responses 1:not applicable or, enter the year
19: Year Head Last Moved Away From This District 0:no
response; ]:not applicable or, enter the year
2,0: Head's Last Place of Residence Outside the District
0:no response; 1:not applicable; 2:elsewhere HIDB; 3:
Grampian; i+rTayside; 5:Central; 6:Fife; 7:Lothian; 8:
Strathclyde (remainder) 9:Bord.ers; 10:Dumfries/Galloway;
11:North England; 12:N~W England; 13:Yorkshire and Hum-
berside; 1if:Wales; 13:W. Midlands; 16:E. Midlands; 17:
E. Anglia; 18:S-W England; l9:London and S-E England;
20:NC Ireland; 21: other U.K„ (including off-shore); 22:
Eire; 23:Europe; 2^:other; 25:military (various locations);
26:England, unknown; 27:Scotland, unknown
2.1: Number of Years Resident at Last PI ace Outside the
District 0:not applicable; or, enter the number of years;
233:no response

22: Main keason for Moving/Moving Back Here 0:no response;
1:not applicable; 2:to take up first job; 3:job trans¬
ferred; 4:to look for work; 5:new job; 6:to retire; 7:
family reasons; 8:better place to live; 9:business oppor¬
tunity; I0:new job/family reasons

23: Other Places Head Has Lived in This District 255:no
response; 0:none; or, enter the number of places; (enter
1 if uncertain)
2h: Last Place Head Lived in This District 0:not applic¬
able; 255:n.o response; 1-I7:(same as in Location of
Dwelling)
25: Difficult to Find Housing? 0:no response; l:yes;
2: no

26: Main Difficulty in Finding Housing 0:no response; 1:
not applicable; 2:too expensive to buy; 3:no land to build
on; 4:not enough available 5:estate would not sell or rent;
8:3 plus k
27: Members Planning to Move Permanently From District
255:no response; 0:none; or, enter the number planning to
move; 1:whole household
28: Members Planning to Move 11:whole household; or,
enter member identification codes

29: Main Reasons For Moving 0:no response; 1:to look for
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work; 2: take up first job; 3: job transferred; l:new job;
5:go to school/college; 6:family reasons; 7:retirement/
to be near friends/relatives
50: Destination If Moving 0:no response; 1:not used;
2-25:(same as in Head's Last Place of Residence Outside
the District); 26:unknown
"51 :Number of Immediate Family Who Have Moved Out of the
District 255:no response; Otnone; or, enter the number
52.: Relation to Head of Past Out-Migrants 0:no response;
1:head's child; 2:head's parent/parent-in-law; 3:head's
brother or sister or brother-in-law/sister-in-law
55: Hex of Past Out-Migrants 0:no response; 1:male;
2:female

51: Age When Out-Migrants Left 0:no response; or, enter
the age in years

55: Number of Years Ago That Out-Mlgrants Left 0:no
response; or, enter the number of years

56: Main Reason Out-Migrant Left 0:no response; 1:to
look for work; 2:first job; 3:transferred; 4:new job;
5:school/college; 6:family reasons; 7:National Service
57: Would Out-Migrant Return? 0:no response; 1:yes; 2:no;
3:has already returned to the District; 4:do not know;
5:now deceased

56: Destination of Out-Migrant 0:no response; 1:not
used; 2-26:(same as in Head's Last Place of Residence
Outside the District)
59: Tourist Accommodation Provided 0:no/not applicable;
1:yes, now or in past
10; Number of Accommodation Tyres Provided enter the
number (see below)
11: Tyues of Accommodation Provided 1:bed and breakfast;
2:guest houses (with meals); j>: caravan; l:chalet, flat,

c . „ u ; ~ ~ i ~> -z i. . j,,, i
» V*» W Jill WO.OU W J- 1 5 I J J. *~t* J o « VJ-J. V V/J 1 l_ J. X

12: Number of Units of Each Type Provided enter the num¬

ber; or, enter 1 if bed and breakfast
15: Pn.ioy Providing Accommodation? 0:no response; 1 :yes;
2: no

11: Number of Enjoyable Asuects 255:no response; 0:none;
or, enter the number of items mentioned
15: Enjoyable Aspects (enter up to 3 items) 1:meeting
people/making friends; 2:making money; 3:giving satisfac¬
tion to guests; 1:children for their kids to play with
16: Number of Asuects Disliked 255:no response; 0:none;
or, enter the number of items mentioned
17: Aspects Disliked (enter up to 3 items) 1 :too much
work/chores/demanding; 2:risk of damage/theft; 3:guests
do not clean up after themselves; !:keeps one in the
house/ties one down; 5:getting wrong kind of people;



6:lack of privacy; 7:occasionally inconvenient; 8:some
people take advantage of you
48: '.Vhebhor Nov/ Providing Tourist Accommodation. 0:no;
1 ryes

b9: Number of Years Accommodation Has Been Provided
Orno response; or, enter the number of years
50rOuen All Year? Orno response; Iryes; 2:no
51: Would You Open All Year If There Was Demand? Orno
response; 1:yes; 2:no; 3*.not applicable
72: is Income From Accommodation Necessary? Orno
response; Irnecessary; 2:not necessary
55: Percentage of Income From Accommodation Orno response
1 r (not used); 2: very small, not quantified; 3:under 10%;
4:10-2.4%; 5:25-50%; 6:over 50%; 7:substantial, no estimate

54: Is Accommodation Rented to Locals? Orno response;
1:yes; 2.: no

Should Council Tenants Be Permitted to Provide Accom¬
modation? Orno response; 1:yes; 2:no; 3:not applicable
5.6: Number of Reasons 255:no response; Ornone/not applic¬
able; or, enter the number of reasons mentioned
57:Reasons 1:sometimes shortages of accommodation in
area/to assist; 2:people sometimes come to door looking
for accommodation; 3"-it creates rivalry/conflict; 4; to
help with costs/for extra income; 5:if you have the space;
6:we pay rents so it should be allowed; 7:if they do not
take business from full-time accommodation places; 8:
could lead to cheaper rates for tourists, and less crowd¬
ing; 9:if there is the space, others should get house; 10:
may hurt livelihood of others; 11 interferes with privacy;
12:should be encouraged as it will bring more tourists;
I3:it keeps houses in better condition; l4:no, because
houses are subsidised; 15:there is already sufficient
RllTiT)! V fnT *t*OH TO Q fq « 1 A* SQ *1 ov» rf o c? -nv>n-nDY»-l*^r o n o r} "^^2?

58:Number of Visits From Friends/Relatives in Past Year
255:no response; Ornone; or, enter the number
59:Number of Visits in Summer Months 255:no response;
Ornone/not applicable; or, enter the number
60: Month of Most Recent Visit 255:no response; Ornot
appli cabl e; 1-12 (i". e», January to Dec ember)
61: Size of Host Decent Visiting Group 255:no response;
Ornot applicable; or, enter the number of members in group

62: Number of Nights Last Group Stayed 255:no response;
Ornot applicable; or, enter the number
65: Origin of Last Group 255:no response; Ornot applic¬
able; 2-24:same as in Head's Last Place of Residence
Outside the District



65; Number Of 14 cm "be to In Household enter the number
Co: Members in Groups enter all individual member codes

$.6: Organisation Member Is Most Active In 0: no response/
not applicable; or, enter a number from prompt sheet; if
member belongs to only one group, enter its code number
67: Number of Groups Member Belongs To Otnone; 255:no
response; or, enter the number
68: Organisations Belonged To enter code number from
prompt sheet for each
69: Whether a Leader in Each Group 0:no response/not
applicable; 1:yes; 2:no

(68 and 69 repeat 3 times for each member; if more than
3 groups are belonged to the next line is used)
70: Number of Members in Household enter the number

ZlL. Members Doing Activities enter all individual member
code numbers

72; Number of Activities Each Member Did Otnone; 255:
no respon.se; or, enter the number
75: Activities Each Member Did enter code numbers (1-22)
for each activity, from prompt sheet (if more than 5? next
line used)
75: Number of Members in Household enter the number

75: Members At Places/Events enter all individual member
code numbers

76: Number of Places/Events Each Member Visited 0:none;
255:no response; or, enter the number
77: Places/Events Each Member Visited enter code num¬
bers (1-19) from prompt sheet
78: Number of Members in Household enter the number

79: Members Owning I tons enter all individual member
code numbers, plus 11 for general household items
80: Number of Items Owned By Each Member (or in general)
Otnone; 255; no rsponse; or, enter the number
81: Items Qv/ned by Each Member (or in general) enter
code numbers (1-19) from prompt sheet
82: Number of Places Particularly hiked 0:no response/
none; or, enter the number of places mentioned (up to 7)
85: Places hiked 1:Wildlife Park; 2:Fish Farm; 3:Glen
Feshie; 5:River Calder; 5:Aviemore Centre; 6:Landmark;
7:Aviemore discos; 8:Loch Garten; 9:Loch Morlich; 10:
Aviemore swimming pool; 11:Speyside Theatre; 12.:Elian
Bridge (Carrbridge); 13:Craigellachie; l5:Loch an Eilean;
15:Feshiebridge l6:Queen's Forest; 17:Lochindorb; 18:
Palace Hotel; 19:River Dulnain; 20:Winking Owl Restaurant;
21:golf course; 22:around Nethybridge; 23:nature trails;
25:trail on Spey River at Aviemore; 25:cinema; 26:Loch Insh
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27:Cairngorms; 28:folk nights at Centre; 29:Ossian Hotel;
30:walks around Grantown; 31:chairlift; 32:Glen Banchor;
33:Loch Inch sailing centre; 3A:0sprey room; 35:Red Mc¬
Gregor Hotel; 36:walks around Carrbridge; 37:Horback
sands; 38:Spey River; 39:tennis court; 40:Aviemore; 41 :
Nethybridge Hotel; 42:Rothiemurchus; 43:Achlean; 44:
Spey River/woods, Grantown; 45:ice rink at Aviemore;
46:Lynwilg Hotel; 47:Feshiebridge picnic site; 48:Gynack
River; 49:Newtonmore dances; 50:General Wade's road;
51:Waterford Hotel; 52:Craig Revack Hotel; 53:Coylum-
bridge Hotel
84: Main Rornon Each Place Liked 0:no response/no par¬
ticular reason; 1:good place for children; 2:for recreat¬
ion/sport; 3:clean; 4: good atmosphere; 5:good facility;
6:quiet/peace and quiet; 7:nice beach; 8:not crowded; 9:
nice walk/walking; 10:quiet swimming/good swimming; 11:
good entertainment/night life; 12:(not used); I3:nice
countryside/scenery; 14:natural setting; 15:historical
setting; l6:more to do; 17:dancing; l8:good food; 19".
good design; 2.0:good view; 2l:picnics; 22:only facilities
available; 23:easy to get to/close; 24:different land¬
scape; 25:skiing; 26:folk singing; 27:fresh air/open space;
28:likes the swimming pool; 29:animals; 30:scenery and
wildlife; 3l:close and wildlife; 32:a local place; 33:for
the family; 3h:collect pearls in oysters
(83 and 84 repeat 7 times, in pairs, by places and rea¬
sons)
85: Number of Places Particularly Disliked 0:no response/
none; or, enter the number of places mentioned (up to 7)
86: Places Disliked 1:Aviemore Centre; 2:Aviemore Centre
Amusement Arcade; 3:Aviemore Village or Aviemore unspeci¬
fied; 4:go karts at Centre; 5:Santa Claus Land; 6:Pine-
wood Restaurant; 7:Grantown Bingo; 8:Loch Garten; 9:Loch
Morlich; 10:pubs in general
87: Main Reason Each Place Disliked 0:no response/no
particular reason; 1: too expensive; 2:expensive and envir¬
onmentally wrong; 5:wrong environment/wrong Kind, of fac¬
ility; 4:pricy and bad service; 5: too commercialised;
6:noisy 7: too crowded; 8:concrete jungle; 9:not Scottish;
10:8 plus 9$ 11:1 plus 5; l2;wrong environment and attracts
wrong types; 13:attracts wrong types; 14:too big; 15:bad
food and/or bad service; 16:bad design/unattractive/does
not blend with environment; l7:no amenities there; 18:
respondents are abstainers and dislike licensed places;
19:afraid of vandalism there

(86 and 87 repeat 7 times, in pairs, by places and rea¬
sons)
88: Number of Holidays in Past Year 255:n° response;
0:none; or, enter the number
89: Number of Months In Which on Holiday 0:not applica¬
ble; 255:no response; or, enter the number
QQ: Months During Which Holidays Taken 1-12 (Janc-Dece)
(enter up to 6)



91 : Location of Main ITollHay 0:no response; 1 mot applic
able; 2-24: ("same as in Head's Last Place of Residence Out
side the District); 25:touring in Scotland/Scotland
general/Scotland unspecified; 26:touring in England; 27:
touring in Scotland and England; 28:touring in the High¬
lands

92: Location of Day-to-Day Shorpina 0:no response/not
applicable; 1-17:(same as in Location of Dwelling); 18:
mobile shop; I9:mixture of local shops
95: Main Mode of Transport For Daily Shopping 0:no
response; 1:not applicable; 2:car; 3:walk; 4: bus; 5:bicy-
cle; 6:motor bike/moped; 7:taxi
94: Number of Locations For Major Shopping 255:no re¬
sponse; O:none; or, enter the number
95: Locations of Major Shou-oing (enter up to 4) O:not
applicable/no response; 1-.catalogue; 2:Inverness; 3:Pert.h
4:Lanark; 5:Grantown; 6:Elgin; 7:Aberdeen; 8:Kingussie;
9:Glasgow; 10: Edinburgh; 11-.Nairn; 12:Dun.dee; l3:Stirling
14:Farmborough; l5:Forres; 16:Kirkcaldy; l7:Keith;
18:Aviemore

96: Frequency of Major Shorting Tries (per month) 0:no
response; 1:not applicable; 2:as necessary "(not quanti¬
fied); 3:®ore than once a month; 4:once a month; 5:lcss
than once a month

97:. Marin Mode of Transport For Major Shopping 0:no re¬

sponse; 1:not applicable; 2:car; 3:walk; 4:bus; 5:bicycle
6:train; 7:motorbike
98: Number of Locations of Close Relatives in District
255:no response; 0:none; or, enter the number of' places
mentioned (if yes, unspecified, enter 1)
99: Locations of Close Relatives (enter up to 7) 1-17:
(same as in Location of Dwelling); l8:unknown
100: Number of Locations of Close Friends in District
255:no response; 6:none; or, enter the number mentioned
101: Locations of Close Friends (enter up to 7)
1-17$ same as in Location of Dwelling; l8:neighbours;
19:unspecified
102: Number of Things in Common With Close Friends 0:no
response/none; or, enter the number of things mentioned
105: Things in Common (enter up to 11) 1:similar occupa¬
tions/Tusiness interests (now or in past); 2:all have
lived here a long time/local knowledge/locals/brought up
together/old neighbours; 3:all are newcomers/most are;
4:entertainment/recreation/common interests; 5:wost are
Highlanders; 6: they help elderly neighbours/are helped;
7:through children; 8:similar age group; 9:similar circ¬
umstances/common problems such as housing; 10:family/fam¬
ily ties; 11:school friends; 12:fondness for area and its
way of life



2 if6

101}-: Whether Anyone Sneaks Gaelic 0:no response; 1:
yes; 2:no
105: Number of Members Doing Traditional Pursuits 255J
no response; Otnone; or, enter the number
l06:Mcmbors Doing Traditional Pursuits enter member
code numbers

107: Number of Traditional Pursuits Done By Each Member
enter the number

108: Trndttlonal Pursuits Done By Each Member 1:Highland
dancing; 2:country dancing; 3:bagpipes; if: fiddle; 5".
folk singing; 6:accordian; 7:chanter; 8:Gaelic choir;
9:drums in pipeband
109: Competes? 0:no response; 1:yes; 2:no
110; Hold Own Ceilidhs? 0:no response; 1:yes; 2:no
111: Number of Members in Household enter the number

112: Individual Member Codes enter for every member
118: Employment Status 0:no response; 1:working full
time, 1 paid job; 2:working part time, 1 paid job; 3:
2 or more paid jobs, full time; if: 2 or more paid jobs,
part time; 5:unemployed/sick/unemployable; 6:retired
with no paid job/wife of retired, with no paid job; 7:
at school, with no paid job; 8:housewife, with no paid
job; 9:child beneath school age

11k: Unemployed During Past Year? 0:no response; 1:
yes; 2;no; 9:not applicable
niL. Income 0:no response; 1:under 2000 pounds; 2:between
2000 and 1000; 3 J "between ifOOO and 6000; /+: between 6000 and
8000; 5:over 8000; 6:not applicable
116: Percentage of "Income From Main Job 0:no response;
1:not applicable; 2:over 80%; 3":between 70-80%; if:between
60-70%; 5:between 50-60%
117: Number of Jobs Held. 255:no response; 0:none; or,
en ter t h e nurn ber

118: Occupation (Main Job Listed First) 1:section fore¬
man; 2:staff nurse/auxiliary nurse/health officer nurse;
3:painter/decorator; if:shop assistant/sales assistant;
5:fireman/retained fireman; 6:cleaner; 7:garage operator;
8:garage assistant/petrol pumps/attendant; 9:bus driver;
I0:lorry driver; 11:operates a guest house/bed and break-
fast/self-catering/caravans; 12:owns or operates hotel;
13: facility manager; 1 if: teacher; 15: clergyman; 16: appren¬
tice tradesman; 17:mechanic and driver; 18:shop manager/
assistant manager; 19: bar work; 20:crofter/farmer; 21:
mechanic/apprentice mechanic; 22:housemaid/housekeeper;
23:forestry driver; 21:taxi driver; 25:attendant (Old
Folks! Home); 26: blacksmith/welder; 27: cook; 2.8: shop own¬
er; 29:ski instructor; 30:joiner/apprentice joiner; 31:
bank employee; 32:engineer material controller; 33:
track attendant (go-karts) ; 3*t: timber subcontractor; 35:
la,bourer; 36:plasterer; 37: farm manager; 38:warden (hostel,



etc.); 39: purser; 4-0: overhead linesman; 41 : clerk/clerkess;
4^:naval engineer; 43:builder/jobber; 44;town planner;
45:hotel worker (general)./assistant; 46: cashier; 47: estate
manager; 48: car salesman; 4-9: facility supervisor; 50:
postmaster; 51:radiographer; 52:shopowner/artist/crafts-
man (combined); 53:director/managing director of company;
54:company secretary; 55:(same as 29); 56:NCC warden;
57:typist; 58:tree planter; 59:production engineer; 60:
head cook; 6l:rig manager (off-shore); 62:carriage and
wagon examiner for B.K. ; 63:school crossing guard; 64:
manager/assistant manager of caravan park; 65:senior rail-
man; 66:clerical officer; 67:library assistant; 68:driver
and lead hand on ski hill; 69:silk screen printer; 70:
cattle manager; 71:receptionist; 72:ticket taker; 73:
ambulance driver; 74:waiter/waitress; 75:hook keeper;
76:social worker; 77:gamekeeper; 78:undertaker/garage
owner (combined); 79:storeman; 80:factory hand; 81 Guild¬
er foreman (roadworks); 82:kitchen help/canteen/dish-
washer; 83:stillman (distillery); 84:driver and general
work, G.P.O.; 85:caretaker of holiday homes; 86:track
chargeman; 87:erector of equipment; 88:businessman; 89:
driver/labourer (combined); 90:concrete foreman; 91:
assistant rector at secondary school; 92:supervisor for
Council; 93:hairdresser; 94:semi-skilled engineering at
factory; §5:night porter; 96:shepherd; 97:gardener; 98:
forestry stalker; 99:machine operator; 100:farm labourer;
101:babysitter; I02:owns and operates pony-trekking and
canoe rental business

119: Type of Employer 1:hotel; 2:guest house/bed and
breakfast place; 3:other types of tourist accommodation;
4:Aviemore Centre; 5:retail or service shop; 6:Local
Authority/Health Board; 7:British Rail; 8:private estate;
9:Forestry Commission; 10:private transport company (bus
or lorries); 11:road construction company; 12:(not used);
13:self or family; 14:private house; 15:painting/decor¬
ating firm; 16:tourist/recreation facility; 17:timber
merchant; l8:taxi company; 19:Automobile Association;
20:blacksmith; 21:ski school; 22:bank; 23:Post Office;
24:011 platform construction yard; 25: (not used.); 26:
church; 27:North of Scotland Electricity Board; 28:
merchant navy; 29:private car sales; 30manufacturing
company; 31:(same as 21); 32:solicitor; 33:Nature Con¬
servancy Council; 34:tree nursery; 35:Scottish Sports
Council; 36:Shell U.K.; 37:chairlift company; 38:private
company; 39:Ccottish Ambulance Service; 40:cafe/restaurant;
41 : game processor; 4-2: distillery; 43: engineering company;
44:garage; 45:British Aluminium; 46:builder; 47:farmer
1 20: l,ocation of Job 0:no response; 1-1 7:same as in
Location of Dwelling; 18:Inverness; 19:offshore or navy;
20:other U.K./various in U.K.; 21:other; 22:this dis¬
trict (in general); 2_3:Fife; 24:Cairngorm; 25:Forres;
26:various sites in this district; 27:other places in
HIDB region
121: Number of Years Employed There 0:no response; or,
enter the number of years



122: Is Head Celf-Employed? (main occupation) 0:no response
1:yco; 2:no; 3:not applicable
123: Number of Employees or Persons Supervised 255*.no
response; 0:none/not applicable; or, enter the number of
employees (if self-employed) or the number of persons
supervised (if not self-employed)
1 24: Number* of Other P1aces Head Has Worked in Pi.strict
255:no response; 0:none7not applicable; or, enter the
number of other places
12b: Number of Months Head Has Been Unemployed in Past
Year 255*.no response; 0:none/not applicable; or, enter
the number

126:Months in Which Head Was Unemployed (enter up to
T2T 1-12 (i.e., January-December)
127:Educational Level of Head 0:no response; 1 :left school
at or before normal leaving age; 2:obtained some Highers
or equivalent/A levels/OITC/O levels; 5*.obtained university
degree or equivalent; 4:obtained trade qualification/appren
ticeship; 5:obtained professional qualifications/training
(such as navy officer, social work diploma, planner, cler¬
gyman); 6:obtained other non-professional education or
training/skill/diploma/Civil Service exams; 7:1 plus 4;
8:obtained further unspecified education/training/stayed
in school beyond normal quitting age; 9:1 plus 6
128: Farming or Crofting Household? 255:no response;
0:no; 1:yes
129: Local Markets For Produce? 0:no response; 1 :yes;
2:no

130: Number of Products Sold Locally 255:no response;
Ornone; or, enter the number
131: Products Sold Locally 1:hay/fodder; 2:lambs; 3:
milk; 4:potatoes; 5:honey; 6:eggs
132: Buyers of Products Sold Locally 1:neighbours/
4' ^ -i. --> • "U — j- ~ — » ~/— ■* — j:jl - :~"uTT t m - u t r—
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4 plus 2
133: Importance of Income From Local Markets 0:no response
1:not applicable; 2:necessary; 3:not necessary
134: Percentage of Farm Income From Local Sales 0:no
response; 1:not applicable; 2:minor/negligible (not estim¬
ated); 3:under 10%; 4:10-19%; 5:20-29%; 6:30-39%; 7:
40-49%; 8:50-59%; 9:over 60%
155: Number of Changes Affecting Farming 255:no response;
0:none; or, enter the number of things mentioned
136: Changes (enter up to 8) 1:low prices in beef market;
2:input costs have risen more than sale prices; 3:most
farmers now into barley, not oats; 4:mechanisation; 5:
tourism increases summer trade in milk; 6:EEC and gov¬
ernment policy have blocked live sales on Continent; 7:
estate was sold to shooting syndicate; 8:closing of rail¬
way line



157: Dumber of Problems 2.55:no response; Otnone; or,
enter number of things mentioned
158: Problems (enter up to 8) 1 testate tried to take
back land for housing; 2:cost of breeding is higher; 3'
price of fuel, and fertiliser; 4:livestock subsidies
stopped; 5:disease control; 6:some tourists' dogs worry
sheep, and some tourists litter; 7:had weather; 8:new
A9 going through land and taking 7 acres of good soils;
9*. difficulty in finding labour; 10: increase in rent;
11:no longer clearance of vermin because of lack of co¬
operation with estate; 12:British beef prices are not
competitive; 13:too much emphasis on tourism in area

139: Number of Improvements Desired 255:no response;
Otnone; or, enter the number of things mentioned
IkO: Improvements (enter up to 6) 1:retain subsidies
for cattle; 2:make public aware of the problems of con¬
servation and litter in farming; 3:country code is too
negative and it should explain "why"; L:control of dogs
and litter; 5:educate consumers as to the real cost of
beef; 6:guaranteed prices; 7:cheaper transport; 8:re¬
introduce government assistance for pest control; 9:
better snow clearance; 10:to be allowed to purchase farms;
11:council should consider upkeep and maintenance of
roadside fencing as cars and caravans go through property
and destroy fences; 12:less emphasis on tourism in area;
13:bigger subsidies for hill cattle/subsidies given on
time; 1k:compensation for loss of all sheep during the
winter; 15:"tighten up" on farms and crofts to ensure land
is used to full potential; 16:S.N.P. candidate in office
as they have good policies for crofters; 17:better con¬
trol of pests/vermin
1 kl : Respondent to Part Two enter respondent's individ¬
ual member code

112: Birthplace of Respondent 0:no response; 1:this dis¬
trict; 2-21:(same as in Head's Last Place of Residence
Outside District)
115: Number of Years Lived in District 0:no response; or,
enter the number of years

Ilk to 156: Scores On Satisfaction Scales enter scores
(1to 11); 0:no response

157: Number of Items Mentioned To Make It a Better Area
0:none/no response; or, enter the number
158: Things Mentioned (enter up to 6) 1:better trans¬
portation/bus service; 2:sports facilities outside Avie™
more; 3:facilities for young adults outside Avieraore;
k:light industry; 5:retain better qualified youth/need
technical and trade or professional jobs for youth; 6:
better shops/services; 7:cheaper to live here/less expen¬
sive; 8:better managed estates; 9:fiiore land left in
agriculture; I0:more done for local people; 11:more
crofts available; 12:new playing fields; I3:medical cen¬
tre or hospital for Aviemore; 1k:less trouble at the
Centre; l5:more camping/caravan sites; l6:more cultural



activities; 17:technical training; 18:cheaper housing to
buy; I9:better facilities for young people/more activit¬
ies for youth; 20:better helicopter service; 21:nice
housing development; 2.2:natural park/craft centre for
locals; 2.3:better facilities for tourists to enjoy land¬
scape; 24:more work; 25:more entertainments; 26:more
education of tourists on use of countryside; 27:high
school in Aviemore/bigger school; 2.8: completion of the A9;
29*.more employment for men; 30:hotel/catering courses for
young people; 31:more harmonious community to welcome
newcomers; 32:remove Aviemore/Centre; 33:fGWer foreigners;
34:canine society/dog training club; 35:more housing; 36:
more jobs for youth; 37:better employment opportunities
for locals (quantity and variety); 38:big enough to make
costs lower; 39:more community involvement/locals should
take more interest; Z+0:rnore places for young children;
41:cheaper facilities in. Centre; 42:golf course for Avie-
more; 43:better snow clearance; hZ+:new or bigger local
village halls; 43:better roads; 46:more industry; 47:
decentralise decision making; 48:better water supply; 49:
more conservation/protect wildlife; 50:recreation for
children; 51:a good, inexpensive restaurant; 52:cinema;
53:roore real ceilidhs; 54:better rail connections; 55:
better housing for locals; 56:different policy on selling
houses/too many second, homes bought for retirement; 57:
better communications; 58:more housing, including private
housing for sale; 59:better wages in Centre and tourism
places; 60:cessation of major new development; 6l:better
wages in general/or .in tourism; 62:more skilled jobs;
63:better weather; 64:less tourism; 65:more lay-bys so
tourists can stop without blocking farm roads
159: Number of Items Mentioned to Make It a Worse Area
0:no response/none; or, enter the number
l60: Things Mentioned to Make It a V/orse Area (enter up
to 6) 1:more Aviemore-like big developments/another Avie-
more Centre; 2:further influx of retired people; 3:more
hotels; 4:industry/factories/heavy industry; 5:uncontroll¬
ed/too much industrial development: 6:nuclear waste dump¬
ing; 7:too commercialised; 8:too big/ovorpopulatcd; 9:
uncontrolled development/scattered development/over-devel¬
opment; lOrmore houses/caravans; 11:holiday camps; 12:
more council estates in Aviemore; 13:fun fairs; 14:no
work; 15:pollution/industrial pollution; 16:too much hous¬
ing development; l7:more tourists encouraged; l8:more
restrictions by conservationists; I9:new A9 bypass/in¬
creases traffic/harms village/destroys village/environment
spoiled/bring too much traffic; 20:licenced premises on
ski hill; 21:large influx of people; 22:prison/borstal;
23:closing of rural schools; 24:too much commercial holi¬
day development/another Blackpool; 25:vandalism; 26:
incomers who are wild; 27:deterioration in tourist facil¬
ities; 2.8: too many people coming for jobs and therefore
unemployment; 2.9: recreation facilities becoming too ex¬
pensive for locals to use; 30:higher bus fares; 3l:if
Centre was to go down and out; 32:would not like more
tourist development; 33:extended skiing on Cairngorms;
34:gets too expensive to live here; 35:depopulation;



36'.opening up all the countryaide to tourists;' 37'.ski¬
ll f ts evcrywhere; 38: expansion o f prosont facili ties ;
39: too much tourist development/too many tourists; 4-0:
further development/more development; 41 ; development that
does not fit in with the environment; 42:overflow from
oil people; 43:vandalism due to children of newcomers;
44:noisy places - "concrete jungles"; 45:more expansion
of the Centre; 46:motorway; 47:Aviemore Centre takes most
of staff; 48:reduction of tourist industry; 49:coloured
immigrants; 50:too many residential caravans; 51: greater
influx of foreign staff; 52:expanding Aviemore; 53:heavy
traffic on roads; 54:too many holiday homes; 55:nuclear
power plant; 56:estate selling land and therefore causing
crofters and. others to pay higher rents; 57: reduction in
police force; 58:test boring for oil
161: Respondent Wishes to Leave Area Permanently? 0:no
response/not applicable; 1:yes; 2:no
162: Number of Reasons For Wishing to Leave or Stay
0:none/no response; or, enter the number
163: Reasons Mentioned 1:likes it here/good place/good
environment/good community/happy here; 2:business/work
ties; 3:born and bred here/strong ties/family ties/"home";
4:likes people here/friends here; 5:does not like cities;
6:would like to move to a better climate; 7:wouldn't want
to uproot; 8: for education; 9".nothing to do in quiet times;
I0:a natural area/no pollution here/healthy; 11:peace and.
quiet/quiet life here; 12:good winter sports here; I3:has
a home; 14:challenge of "building up Spey Valley"; I5:plen~
ty to do; 16:good location in relation to other towns; 17:
to provide children with job opportunities; l8:to start a
new life; l9:does not like changes here; 20:homesick; 21:
little trouble here from trespassers; 22:no vandalism; 23:
easy pace of life/not a rat race here; 24:too old/age/
no where else to go/retired here; 25:good place here to
bring up children; 26:to retire near friends or relatives;
27:has privacy here/not bothered by people; 28:big enough
but not too big; 29:must move to find a job/to get a bet-
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33:no opportunities here for a good job; 54.:poor education
here/to get better education for children; 35:cost of liv¬
ing here is too high; 36:.has work potential here; 37: just
moved here; 38:good choice of recreation; 39'.nothing to do
here; 40: to be near good shopping; 41 '.prefers a bigger
place; 42: difficult to make friends here; 43: too small a
population and therefore few amenities here; 44:likes the
country; 45:"itchy feet"
164 to 187: Scores On Attitude Scales enter scores from
1 to 5; 0:no response

188: Do Most Jobs In Area Depend On Tourism? 0:no res¬

ponse; 1:yes; 2:no; 3:don't know
189: Is This Desirable? 0:no response; 1:yes; 2:no; 3:
not applicable; 4:don't know
190: Number of Reasons That Denendence on Tourism is
Good or Bad 0:no response/none/not applicable; or,



enter the number

191: be anone (enter up to 9) 1'.provides jobs; 2: no altern¬
atives to tourism; 3:maintains clean countryside/industry
would spoil area; ^'.balance needed/diversity needed; 5:
more job choices would attract the right people; 6:vul¬
nerable/risk of unemployment; 7:jobs are not always perm¬
anent; 8:industry would bring more skilled people; 9:
industry would give job choices to Highlanders; I0:ind-
ustry would stop young people from moving away; 11:older
people have never adapted to hotel jobs; 12:younger people
not interested in tourism jobs; 13*.brings income/steady
income; 12+: tourism gives better standards of employment;
l5:wouldn't be as well offwithout tourism; l6:provides
extra income; 17: gives jobs for married, women to sup¬
plement family incomes/women would not have work other¬
wise; 18:tourism brings new facilities, shops/develops
area; 19:tourism brings new people to area; 20:need
light industry; 21:locals don't get jobs; 22:requires more
and more development; 23:leads to undesirable develop¬
ment/to over-development; 22+:leaves little room for init¬
iative or change as everyone is satisfied with current
prosperity; 25:tourism fluctuates/is fickle; 26:other jobs
are not practicable; 27: it's good for the community/you
meet people; 28:tourism can't last forever/it may go bust;
29:too dependent on weather; 30:no jobs for men; 31:too
many foreigners employed; 32:need local industry; 33:tour¬
ism is only seasonal; 34:should be self-sufficient and not
dependent on tourism; 35:other jobs would be more stable;
36:other jobs pay better than tourism; 37:it should be a
tourist area as it has everything to offer; 38:better for
locals if other jobs were available; 39:unstable and tran¬
sient people attracted by tourism; 2+0:attracts wrong kind
of people to work here; 41:prices would be cheaper if not
dependent on tourism; 2+2:seasonal workers have a bad
effect on area; 43:tourism keeps wages low; 44:not pre¬
dictable (i.e., rate of money, exchange); /+5:does not lead
to good jobs for locals; 2+6:need a choice in jobs/tour-
ism gives poor choice; 2+7: tourism takes all workers and
other businesses suffer; 2+5: tourism employs young people
and saves them from having to leave area; 2+9:not enough
is done for farmers

192: Have Tourist Numbers Increased? 0:no response; 1:
yes; 2:no; 3:don't know
193: Perceived Origins of Most Summer Visitors o:no

response; 1:Scotland; 2:England; 3:Scotland and England;
4:Europe; 5:N.America; 6:Europe/Americans/English; 7:
south of Scotland; 8: foreigners/overseas/abroad; ^Eng¬
land and Europe; 10:south of Scotland and England; 11:
England and foreign; 12:south of Scotland/England/for¬
eigners; 13:Europe/Americans/foreigners; 14:foreigners
and Americans; 15:foreigners and Europe/abroad and
Europe; 16:Scotland/England/Europe; 17:northern England;
18'.Midlands; 19: south of Scotland/England/Europe; 20:
England/Europe/Americans; 21:everywhere/varied; 22:Eng~
land/Scotland/foreign; 23:south of England; 24:central



Scotland; 25:1T.E» England; 26:England and V/ales; 27:
N. England and Scotland; 28: England and Edinburgh; 2.9:
England/foreign/Europe; 30:South of Scotland and foreign;
31:England/South of Scotland/Wales
194: 15orceived Origins of Most Winter Visitors (same
as 1931
193: Wumbor of Undesirable Tyros of Tourists Mentioned.
255:no response; 0:none; ors enter the number
196: Undesirable Types (enter up to 6) 1:some skiers;
2:Dutch; 3: Americans; 4'.motorcyclists; 5: trade holiday
types (from cities); 6:younger ones; 7:Glaswegian boys;
8:Glaswegians; 9:hitch-hikers; 10:younger ones from cit¬
ies; 11:wild campers; 12: some caravaners who spend no
money in Scotland; l3:Germans; 14:caravans; I5:vandals;
16:some English; 17:those who come to use only the Avie-
more Centre; 18:those who don't know the highway code;
19:drug addicts; 20:skiers; 21:Italians; 22:those who
litter; 23:from Glasgow during annual trade holidays;
24:shooters who don't discriminate (kill birds); 25*. can¬
oeists on Spey River; 26:people who don't spend money in
the area; 27:those who don't appreciate the area and what
it offers; 28:those who are careless with fire; 29:Avie-
naore Centre visitors; 30'.unthinking ones - leave gates
open; 31:those who block roads
197: Reasons For Being Undesirable (enter up to 6, in
pairs with Undesirable Types")" 0:no response/none; 1 :
quarrel with locals; 2:bad attitude; 3:rowdy; 4:make
trouble; 5:abusive; 6:leave litter; 7:problem on roads;
8:don't appreciate countryside; 9:don't spend money,
noisy, deteriorate the place; 10:drive too fast and
reckless; 11-.brings vandals; 12:think they know everything/
arrogant; 13:canoeists bother fisherman, estates lose
revenue

198: When Was Avlernore Centre Opened? 0:no response; or,
enter the number (of yearsago)
199: When .Was Cairngorm Ski-Lift Opened? 0:no response:
or, enter the number (of years ago)
2.00: Number of Other Comments Made (enter up to 10)
0:no response; or, enter the number
201: Other Comments 1:Aviemore has been spoiled; 2:A9
will be a big improvement/will be a good thing; 3:tour¬
ists clean out shops early every day; 4:looks forward to
end of tourist season; 5:land/house costs are prohibitive
to locals/young people; 6:good/ample sports locally; 7:
better transport needed; 8:incomers spoiling area; ^in¬
vestment in Aviernore should have been spread out/new
investment should be spread out; lO:Aviemore Centre buys
nothing locally; 11:too many second homes in area/con¬
cerned about their growth/have had effect on prices/
deprive locals of houses; 12:balance in area between loc¬
als and newcomers; 13:locals will not do things in commun¬
ity/newcomers needed; 14:locals have gained from growth;
15:Conservation group is extreme and negative; l6:newcomers



have not upset community; 17:lower class of tourist coming
to Grantown lately; l8:need for a small hospital in south
of valley; 19:need more facilities for children; 20:out¬
siders too often outbid, locals for housing; 21: does not
want large-scale industry in area; 22:fears spoiling of
valley by a few powerful people wanting profits; 23:area
needs more facilities for tourists; 2if: tourism does not
bring much benefit/not much benefit to locals; 25:need
hospital or casualty department around Aviemore; 26:
tourism brought vandalism, high prices, and litter which
locals must pay for; 27:need more guides and countryside
rangers to control tourists, and to give local employ¬
ment; 28:feels too much in grants given to craft industry,
which too often doesn't succeed; 29:more grants needed
for local businesses/too much aid to tourism and not
enough to local business; 30:high petrol costs here; 31:
foreigners are buying estates and they deprive locals of
fishing; 32:Aviemore Centre brought in bad people/staff
are bad; 33:Aviemore has become too much of a focal point
of the valley; 34:more grants needed to attract industry;
35:subsidy of freight charges needed to help area; 36:
Grantown residents work hard but are not stayers (subject
to job fluctuations); 37:need to attract more tourists to
the Spey Valley; 38:takes time to be accepted in Grant-
own; 39:not enough jobs available for school-leavers/no
skilled jobs for young people; 40:only 3 options for
school-leavers here: army, shops, hotels; 41:Aviemore
needs first class golf course and bowling green, to at¬
tract families; 42:need more housing outside Aviemore;
43:people have moved into Grantown or Aviemore to get
houses; 44:many were unemployed in Dulnain Br. last
winter; 45:many locals work outside the district; 4-6:
locals cannot afford to buy into guest houses or tourist
businesses; 47:would not like to see buildings in Cairn¬
gorms; 4-8: feels there will be a slump after A9 is com¬
plete, but it will not be permanent if prices are not.
raised; 49:when A9 is finished many local men will have
to leave area to get work; 50:A9 may hurt business in
chort "t 0^1*1 "^>-n '* vri Vv o +• -J- o v* v-f I nn ft- *f" o vtyi • R 1 •

Aviemore Centre is good for area's businesses/is needed;
52:many visitors prefer to stay outside Aviemore but use
its facilities; 53:Cambridge is very cosmopolitan; 54:
difficult to get Cambridge organised; 55:locals must
get better paying jobs/tourism pays low; 56:estates
should make more land available for housing; 57:easy
local jobs discourage locals from getting training else¬
where; 58:loss of railway was hard on Boat of Garten; 59:
Aviemore Centre is wrong kind of facility for Highlands;
60:Aviemore Centre has changed emphasis from holiday-
making/visitors are different; 6l:a good choice of jobs
in area; 62:Aviemore Centre is too expensive; 63:Boat
of Garten is not affected much by tourism; 64:retired
folk do not mix much in Boat of Garten; 65:not much to
do in Boat; 66:skiers do not appreciate the area/are
not sympathetic to countryside; 67:Aviemore ie more urban
than rural; 68:poor prospects for advancement in pro¬
fessions in this area; 69:more restrictions and organisation



has come.with tourism; 70:some older folk have been driven
away from Aviemore; 71: few jobs for men in area; 72:Centr
led to a housing problem; 73:have not heard (or had. not
themselves) of other farmers having problems with tourists
7k:afraid natural beauty may be destroyed; 75:some farmers
may be getting lazy due to easy money from tourism; 76:
area needs good campsite/caravan site/more of them; 77:
dissatisfied with local government; 78:tourism seems to
be affecting a traditional way of life; 79:there is some
local resentment of newcomers in Grantown; 80:Grantown
has improved in recent years; 81:locals must leave for
good jobs; 82:area needs tourist attractions of good
taste; 83:cultural centres needed; 8k:there are no play
areas for Council estates; 85:outsiders take better jobs
and there are only unskilled jobs for locals; 86:Aviemore
is not a settled community; 87:locals object to outsiders
taking over,, but don't do enough for themselves; 88:really
notices the newcomers in Aviemore - no conflicts, but they
don't mix either; 89:thinks 5VT0 does a good job; 90:liked
Centre when new, but it is getting too big; 91'-thinks tour
ism keeps out industry, meaning less work for local men;
92:attitudes have changed owing to growth and newcomers;
93:older residents of Aviemore cannot accept the changes;
9k:types of tourists have changed from families to
youngsters; 95:Aviemore not a close-knit community any
more; 96:changes in Aviemore have been for the better but
have not gone far enough; 97:not much opportunity here for
training school-leavers; 98:too many private houses in
Aviemore are rented to hotels or tourists or used as bed
and breakfast places - it devalues other property; 99:
the A9 in Aviemore is dangerous/traffic is a problem;100:
many local men prefer to work away, for more money, and
are used to the life style; 101:Aviemore has very little
vandalism or trouble from visitors; 102:Council policy
forces locals into villages and newcomers buy the good
houses; 103:tourism has brought in bad people; 10k:the
area has many derelict houses which should be used; 105:
favours more ski developments and overhead lift from Avie-
wo v>r> 4" r> 4- V> ^ V> 4 ~1 ~l • h •» \ w ai 11 v> /-» 4- 1 n h n "14 ■*•<--* r<* -5 v> A tt 4 /->.%•* ^ -v* /-\ •
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I07:it is possible to escape the crowds, in woods etcB;
108:Aviemore locals are very friendly; 109:dislikes Eng¬
lish caravanners who park anywhere; 110:doesn't think it's
good to have so many foreigners working in contact with
tourists; 111:is opposed to too many restrictions on vis¬
itors but sees that more tourism brings more restrictions;
112:objects to R3PB charging admission to reserve where
locals have always gone freely; 1l3:v/ould never live in
Aviemore Centre; 11k:the Centre and tourism have had no
major negative effect in Kingussie; 115:tourism in King¬
ussie is mainly for one-night stays; 116:very little has
changed in Kingussie; 117:locals have difficulty getting
houses in Kingussie; 118:Aviemore has drugs and vandalism,
but that doesn't affect Kingussie; 119:Kingussie was dying
but now is reviving; 120:knows people living in others'
second homes and they must get out during summer - also
pay high rent; 121:desires ski development at Dalwhinnie;
122:area needs better tourism information/interpretation;
123:public needs better education about countryside
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APPENDIX SIX

SELF-ADMINISTERED QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY OF STUDENTS
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

This survey was intended, as a supplement to the
household interviews. It was believed that a more detailed
examination of young people was desirable, particularly
v/ith regard to the question of how tourism was perceived
and whether or not it had created new opportunities for
young people.

Part (A) of this appendix explains the methodology
of the survey. Data and preliminary analysis are included
in Part (B), and the third section includes a copy of the
questionnaire and the Key to Codes.

(A) Methodology

There were 2 secondary schools for,all of Badenoch-
Strathspey District. The one at Grantown took students
from the north of the valley, and the one at Kingussie
took students from Aviemore and places to its south. Rec¬
tors of these schools agreed to allow the distribution of
a short questionnaire to a sample of students in the
schools. Only those aged 11f years and over were included
(the maximum age was 17) 5 as it was felt by the author
that younger students might not be able to relate to some
of the important issues. The survey was conducted in May
of 1978, a time when some students had just previously
left school permanently. However, many of those sampled
were to leave in the subsequent year.

A random sample was requested, and the recruiting of
respondents was left to the rectors. It cannot be claimed
that a truly random sample was attained, but the large
numbers involved give confidence to the assertion that it
was generally a representative sample. Seventy-seven ques¬
tionnaires were completed and this represents a substan¬
tial portion of the total number within the chosen age
groups.

Only 15 minutes or so were needed for completion of
the questionnaire, including a short composition. The
author supervised one of the two sessions and it was
apparent that little difficulty was experienced by the
students in completing the forms. On the composition, how¬
ever, many students could not, or would not, exert much
effort. Students were not asked for their names, but per¬
haps some felt that confidentiality was not assured. A
more likely explanation, however, is that some respond¬
ents were not able to freely express themselves on the
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requested topic of life in the Spey Valley.

(B) J)cto and Preliminary Analysis

Distinct sub-sections are presented, according to
topics covered by the questions. Only key tabulations are
displayed, with written comments sufficing for those
cross-tabulations which were compiled but do not in them¬
selves warrant full discussion.

(1)

Table 89 shows the nature of the sample by age and
sex, for each school and in total. It should be noted
that respondents from the Grantown school accounted for
approximately 40% of the total sample, and 73% of the
respondents were 13 or 16 years of age.

Table 89: Age and Sejc of Respondents

Grantown Kingussie Total

Sample Sample Sample

Age Males Females Males Females Males Females M F

14 3 2 4 3 7 5 12
15 4 6 9 15 13 21 34
16 9 4 7 2 16 6 22
17 2 1 3 3 5 4 9
Total s 78" T5 23 23 yr 77

(2) Birthp1ac_e_and_L_ength of_R£sid£n£e_in th£ Sp£y__Valley.

Recent developments in the Spey Valley have been
accompanied by in-migration, and it was important to de~
ternrine what effect this might have had on schools and on
social activities. Table 90 displays the birthplaces of
the sample in general categories. Of the 62 born in Scot¬
land, 35 were born in Badenoch-Strathspey. It is probable
that some of these were born in Inverness while their
parents lived in the Spey Valley, but this was not an
important distinction.

Table 90: Birthplaces of Respondents

Birth-olace Grantown Samp1 e Kingussie Sample Total Sample
Scotland 22 (12) 40 (23) 62 (35)
England 5 6 11
N. Ireland 2 0 2
Europe 1 0 1
No Response 1 0 1

77
Note: Figures in parentheses indicate the number who were

born in the study area



Of those born in Scotland but not in Badenoch-Strath-
spey, 7 came from the Grampian region, 6 from Strathclyde,
5 from the Highlands and Islands, 4 from Lothian Region,
3 from Tayside, 1 from Dumfries/Gallov/ay, and 1 was unspec
ified. Of the English-born respondents, 6 were from the
Midlands. That less than half of the sample was born in
the study area must indicate a high degree of in-migration
in recent years, most of which was from other parts of
Scotland.

Table 91 illustrates the length of time the respond¬
ents had lived in the study area. In part, it was a re¬
flection of age, but it also shows that quite a few of
the students had come recently to the area.

Table 91: Length of Residence in the District

Years Lived Here Grantown Kingussi e Total Sample

Sample Sample

No Response 0 1 1
2 or under 2 3 4 9

3 - 4 4 4 8
3-6 3 2 3
7-8 3 3 8
9 -10 2 2 4

over 10 14 28
77

Of those living there 4 years or less, 7 were from Eng¬
land, 6 from Scotland, 2 from Northern Ireland, 1 from
Europe, and 1 origin was unknown.

(3) Favourite, Re£reational_Pursuits

The recreational preferences of people provide an
insight to both the opportunities that are available and
tne type or society in wmcn tne respondents aweil. Stud¬
ents were asked to list the 3 activities which were
favoured in the study area, excluding any for which no
local opportunity existed. Variation in preferences by
sex was expected to be the main factor, and this is shown
in Table 92.

A number of significant differences between the
sexes are illustrated in the Table. Girls were more in¬
clined towards passive pursuits, such as walking, dancing
and socialising, although they were also more active than
males in swimming, skating and riding horses. Skiing,
golfing, fishing, football, shooting and shinty were all
dominated by males. It was interesting that fewer prefer¬
ences were expressed by females than by males, and perhaps
this indicated less emphasis on recreation or fewer
opportunities for girls. Other leisure research has con¬
firmed that females are less inclined than males to



participate in active sports and outdoor recreation (Pat-
more, 1970)* Swimming is commonly the most popular recre¬
ational pursuit in Britain. A significant difference from
national norms v;as the second-place popularity of skiing,
and this was obviously attributable to the local facili¬
ties. Traditional Highland sports such as fishing, shoot¬
ing and golfing were popular, and the old sport of shinty
was mentioned. Skating, cinema-going and squash were 3
other activities dependent on recently-introduced tourist
facilities, and sailing/canoeing was also a tourist-
related activity that was supported by school programmes.

Table 92: Favourite Recreational Pursuits in Spey Valley

Number of Times Mentioned

Ac tivlty Male Female Total
Swimming .............. 9 17 26
okimg ................ 6 2.0
Walking/Hillwalking „«. 3 16 19
Gol img ............... 13 5 18
Fishing ...... c.....co. 14 1 15
football ...ocoo.a.oooo 12 0 12
Ice okating «o......... 2 8 10
Dancing/Discos 1 9 10
Shooting C....006.0..C. 8 0 8
Badminton ............. 3 b 7
Canoeing/Sailing ...... b 3 7
Shinty ................ 6 0 6
1ennis ....c..........g 3 3 6
Cinema-going .......... 2 3 5
Horse Riding .......... 0 b b
Cycling ............... 1 3 b
Socialising ........... 0 b b
Squash 3 1 b
Others e«ooo.».. 16 17.1 30

1 uT 101 215

Results of Table 92 were cross-tabulated with the num
ber of years each respondent had lived in the district, to
see if preferences varied accordingly. These data were dif
ficult to interpret, in part because the differences were
a reflection of age and in part because the numbers were
too small to yield meaningful results. It did appear, how¬
ever, that skiing was slightly more popular with those
not born in the district, compared with other pursuits.
Fishing and golfing appeared to be more popular with long-
term residents, as was ice skating. Not too much should
be made of these observations, but it would be logical to
assume that some preferences developed with increased
age or with increased exposure to opportunities.

Similarly, results of Table 92 were cross-tabulated
with the birthplace of respondents. Again, the results do
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not warrant fu].l presentation of the data. Only a few
pursuits stood out as being influenced by birthplace.
Shinty attracted only Scottish-born respondents, ~j> o f
which were locally-born. Of 8 mentioning shooting, 6 were
locally-born, and 1 came from each of the Highlands and
from England. For fishing, U|. of the 15 mentioning it
came from Scotland, and 6 of them were locally-born.
Golfing attracted 18 respondents, of which 10 were locals
and 7 others were Scottish.

0-i) Activiti£s_and__Plac_es Visited

A list of 25 items was included on the questionnaire
and respondents were asked to tick each of those activit¬
ies which they had done and places they had visited in
the past 12 months. Activities were combined with specif¬
ic places in order to restrict the choices to tourist-
related facilities, places popular with tourists, and
pursuits also undertaken by visitors to the area. In this
way it was possible to obtain an indication of the relat¬
ionship between tourism and the leisure pursuits of resi¬
dents. By asking if the student had done something in the
past 12 months, no estimate of the frequency of activity
can be made. Frequency is difficult to measure in any
event, because accurate recall is a problem. All that can
be said about data obtained from this question is that
popular activities or places will have been differentiated
easily from unpopular places or activities. The actual
levels of use cannot be inferred.

Also asked of the students was an indication of
which of the places and activities they had done or vis¬
ited only as part of a school programme. This was to
gauge the effects of schools on recreational habits.
Those items so indicated were not tabulated with the other
figures, so that Table 93 displays only those places/act-
ivities done or visited by respondents outside, or in add¬
ition to school programmes. Major differences by sex can
be occuj vYj_ i/h hei-i" Lxiig, Oux'liug, ibkiing, sailing and Ccuiut;™
ing being dominated by males. Differences between schools
were evident for the Highland Folk Museum, squash, the
Osprey nest, Clan Macpherson Museum, and the Insh Marshes
RSPB reserve. These differences can be explained by the
residences of the students. Facilities at Aviemore were
shown to be popular with both sexes, and from all parts
of the valley.

Turning to those items mentioned only in conjunction
with school programmes, there were only a few which appear
ed to be significant. Skating was done by 10, curling by
8, sailing/canoeing at Loch Morlich by 8, canoeing on the
River Spey by 12, skiing by 5? swimming at the Aviemore
pool by ifs and sailing/canoeing on Loch Insh by k respond¬
ents. The schools did have an impact on introducing new
activities and places to students, and it is possible that
many of those items mentioned in the Table were done first
by respondents in school programmes.



Table 93: Places Visited and Activities Done in Past
Twelve Months (outsj.de school programmes)

Number1 of Times Mentioned

Grantown Kingussie Total Sample Bott

Ac ti v j. tv/Place 11 F M F M F

-Aviemore cinema ... . 15 13 18 22 33 35 68
-Aviemore Centre
amusement arcade . . 13 11 19 17 32 28 60

-Highland Wildlife
14 16Park , 8 7 22 23 45

-Swimming at
Aviemore pool .... . 8 9 15 12 23 21 44

-Santa Glaus Land .. . 5 6 14 10 19 16 35
-Skating at Aviemore
rink 7 7 14 13 21 34

-Loch an Eilean .... , 2 7 11 13 13 20 33
-Landmark Visitor
Centre . 8 9 6 10 14 19 33

-Swimming, Loch
18Morlich beach 6 6 10 8 12 30

-Dance/disco,
Aviemore Centre .« . 3 5 9 12 12 17 29

-Skiing, Cairngorm . 6 1 13 8 19 9 28
-Karting at Aviemore
Centre 3 13 4 19 7 26

-Osprey nest, Loch
Garten . 6 8 4 5 10 13 23

-Inveraruie fish
farm . 4 1 9 7 13 8 21

-Highland Folk
Museum , 2 1 4 13 6 14 20

-Curling at
16Aviemore rink .... . 5 0 7 4 12 4

-Sailing/canoeing,
T.nn'h Mnr~l "i rh 3 0 5 i> Q h 13

-Sailing/canoeing,
8Loch Insh ........ . 3 2 5 3 5 13

-Squash at Aviemore
Centre 0 5 8 5 8 13

-Craigellachie
nature trail 1 2 5 4 6 6 12

-Steam railway
museum t>e«<««oc6«cc . 1 4 5 1 6 5 11

-Clan Macpherson
museum ........... 0 3 5 3 5 8

-Insh Marshes RSPB
Reserve , o 0 5 3 5 3 8

-Canoeing on River
Spey ............. . 2 1 1 3 3 4 7

-Orienteering at
Glen More ........ . o 0 1 0 1 0 1
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(3) Places_Dir.likejd

Respondents were asked if they disliked any of the
places mentioned on the list, and, if so, to give their
reasons. Most did not indicate any places, thereby re¬
vealing a general appreciation of the facilities or
opportunities available. The following are those places
which were mentioned by more than 1 respondent: Santa
Claus Land (8 mentions); Loch Morlich beach (i|); Highland
Folk Museum (A); Aviemore Centre amusement arcade (3);
Clan Macpherson Museum (2). Of the reasons given, "too
expensive" or "waste of money" was mentioned 8 times, and
a belief that the facility in question was "fake", "a con",
or "plastic", was mentioned 5 times. Other reasons inclu¬
ded 3 respondents who were bored or uninterested in the
museums and complaints about the quality of the facility
or activity. The Key To Codes lists the remaining reasons
given. While not representing a general dissatisfaction,
the complaints did indicate that some students found cer¬
tain tourist attractions to be undesirable.

(6) Faciliti£s_Needed_ _f0p Youn£ People

Having examined the use of existing facilities and
recreational preferences, it was logical to ask what fac¬
ilities for young people were needed in the area. Thirty-
two suggestions were made and the ones mentioned most
frequently are shown in Table 1£f. The remainder can be
seen in the Key To Codes. Several common themes can be
detected in the list of desired facilities. First, there
was a strong demand for youth-oriented meeting places,
such as special youth clubs, community centres, sports
clubs, or discos. A feeling that there was no place to go
in the evenings seemed to prevail. Related to this feel¬
ing was the request for more facilities outside Aviemore,
or of the type Aviemore had. Aviemore was considered by
many to be too expensive or too difficult to get to. This
latter point was emphasised by 10 respondents who called
for better or cheaper transnorta ti on . CI rl a -i >-> particular
suffered from a lack of mobility, and boys were more
worried about facilities for sports and the cinema. Diff¬
erences between the schools might simply have reflected
random ideas generated during the completion of the ques¬
tionnaire, but it did appear that discos were a bigger
demand in the south than in the north. As many of the
students from Kingussie High School lived in or near Avie¬
more, which had a great deal of 'night-life', this com¬
plaint might seem peculiar. A closer look at some of the
statements reveals, however, that discos without bars,
and. facilities or events for younger teenagers were
required. Aviemore catered largely for an older clientele,
and alcoholic beverages were a large part of the Aviemore
"scene".

Data shown on Table 9b were cross-tabulated with the
length of residence of respondents to determine if the
desires of newcomers differed from those of locals. Only
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the major items could be examined in this way, and only a
few facilities showed any significant differences. Regard¬
ing the need for more facilities in small villages outside
Aviemore, it was interesting that 4 of the 8 mentioning
this item had been in the district for 4 years or less.
Of those requesting better or cheaper transportation, 7
out of 10 had lived there for 10 years or longer. And of
those 10 students wanting better sporting facilities or
clubs, 9 had been there for 9 or more years. It is not
possible to draw firm conclusions from such small samples
as these, but perhaps they indicated that locally-born
and long-term residents were less satisfied with facilit¬
ies for sports and transport, and that newcomers were
unhappy with life in small villages.

Table 94: Facilities Needed for Young People, Main
Suggestions

Number of Times Mentioned

Grantown Kingussie Total Sample

Suggestions M F M F 11 F Both

-Youth clubs (more or
better} ................ 2 2 6 8 8 10 18

-Discos (more or better) . 0 0 8 9 8 9 17
-Transport (better or
cheaper) ............... 2 2 1 5 3 7 10

-Sports facilities
or clubs ............... 3 3 4 0 7 3 10

-More facilities outside
Aviemore/in small
villages 0 3 2 . 3 2 6 8

-Community centres (more
or better) ............. 2 3 1 0 3 3 6

-Cinema outside Aviemore . 1 0 4 0 5 0 5
-Skateboard track ........ 1 1 3 0 4 1 5
-Swimming wool (outside
Aviemore) .............. 2 0 1 1

I v 1 4
-Evening activities/better
opening hours .......... 0 1 1 1 1 2 3

-Better shops for locals . 0 1 2 0 2 1 3

(7) Access__to_ Re£reational_E£Uipment

One measure of recreational interest and opportunity
is the kinds of equipment owned or accesible to the
respondents. Motor vehicles were included in the list of
equipment on the questionnaire because mobility is a key
determinant of recreational opportunity. Table 95 dis¬
plays the number of respondents owning or having regular
use at home of the 22 items.

As with recreational pursuits, there were noticeable
differences by sex in equipment owned or available at home.
Fishing tackle, golf clubs, skis, guns/rifles, automobiles,
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tents, shinty gear and motorcycles were all dominated by
males. Only for the fiddle and the canoe did females out¬
number males, and these figures were too small, and too
close to be important. Between schools, some large diff¬
erences existed. Shinty gear was found entirely in the
south, as were bagpipes and curling gear. The chanter was
much more common in the south than in the north.

Table 95*. items Owned or Available at Home

Number of Times Mentioned

Grantown Kingussie Total Sample

I tern M F M F M F Both

Bicycle © © o 18 1 1 22 19 bo 30 70
Tennis racket .. «o© 10 9 16 16 26 25 51
Badminton racket • © 10 9 16 15 26 24 50
Fishing tackle . CO© 15 3 22 5 37 8 45
Golf clubs ..... CO© 1 1 6 16 8 27 14 41
Skis ©CO 10 5 12 8 22 13 35
Gun/rifle ...... © c e 10 1 13 b 23 5 28
Car/van/lorry .. e e c 8 6 8 b 16 10 26
Tpn 1" © © © 6 3 9 6 15 9 24
Ice Skates ..... fee. 2 2 6 6 8 8 16
Chanter ........ e © © 1 2 9 b 10 6 16
Shinty gear ,... ceo 0 0 12 3 12 3 15
Squash racket .. CO© 2 4 4 2 6 6 12

Climbing gear .. a © « 5 3 1 2 6 5 1 1
T?*i r] rj *1 &X VX JL vy 0©©G<,©fc©«i Go© 1 2 3 3 b 5 9
0anoe ff ♦ © i 1 2 3 3 b 7
Motorcycle „.... CO© 3 0 4 0 7 0 7
Bagpipes ....... « G fr 0 0 3 2 3 2 5
Curling gear ... © © © 0 0 3 2 3 2 5
Horse/pony © • e 1 1 1 1 2 2 4
Sai. lboat e..... . ©CO 1 1 1 1 2 2 4
Accordian ...... © • • 0 2 0 1 0 3 3

Looking at the rank order of items in Table 95s the
dominance of bicycles was not surprising for that age
group. Tennis and badminton rackets seemed out of place,
given their ranking in Table 92, but they are items which
might last forever and be simply 'lying around', or they
might belong to the household in general. Fishing tackle,
golf clubs and skis were highly placed in both Table 92
and Table 95* Twenty-six students indicated access to, or
ownership of an automobile, and another 7 (all males) had
access to motorcycles. In addition to skis, ice skates and
squash rackets were items dependent for their use on re¬
cent facilities provided for tourists. Curling was the
same, but there were only a few who owned curling gear.
It should be noted, however, that skiing, curling, squash
and other sports could be undertaken readily in the Spey
Valley by renting equipment. Traditional music was repre¬
sented by the fiddle, chanter and bagpipes, and perhaps



by the accord!am Of 33 students who mentioned those
items, fully 28 were located in the south of the valley,
and males outnumbered females significantly only for the
chanter. From this evidence, and previous tabulations,
it appears that traditional music and shinty were more
alive in the south than in the north of the district.

Length of residence in the district was cross-tabu¬
lated with items owned. Thirteen of 15 owners/users of
shinty gear had lived in the district for 7 or more years,
and of the 33 students who mentioned musical instruments,
22 had lived there for 10 or more years. This seems to
indicate a greater propensity for locals to own those
items.

(8) Membership, in Groups__

Membership in groups is another aspect of leisure,
but it also says much about social patterns in the comm¬
unity. The students were asked to write down the names of
clubs, teams or other organisations they belonged to in
the district. School groups, however, were to be excluded,
as it was desired to measure involvement in the wider
community. Examples of various types of groups were print¬
ed on the questionnaire so that respondents would think
in broad terms. Results are shown in Table 96 for the
main groups mentioned, and others are listed in the Key
To Codes.

Twenty-one students mentioned no groups at all, and
groups mentioned by males outnumbered those mentioned by
females 8l[ to if?. Boys were particularly inclined to
sports, such as golf, angling, football, curling, skiing,
shinty and squash. Surprisingly, males outnumbered females
by 8 to 1 for youth clubs. Girls were dominant in only
badminton and tennis, of the sports groups, and in Rangers
(for girls only), Red Cross and church groups. Between
schools, it can be seen that golf, curling and shinty were
«« h-> Wl >— « ■"» ^ *V*N 1 . ) — v« 4- k /-> /-lis 4- V» "O P V* 'V«.4 Vl k /"» 1 1" 4~ ' I ' O 1 \1 /">
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95} curling and shinty equipment were mentioned more fre¬
quently in the south, but for golf clubs the difference
was not great. Perhaps the discrepancy can be explained
by the active nature of golf clubs in Newtonmore and
Kingussie. Overall, those in Kingussie High School seemed
to he more active in the wider community than those at
Grantown. The students at Grantown constituted 1+0% of the
sample but accounted for only 29% of the groups mentioned.
Other groups were mentioned by only 1 or 2 students. They
included a number of sports (see Key To Codes) and army
cadets, community centres, young farmers, drama, pipe
bands, and country dancing. Organisations other than for
sports were therefore very much a minority activity.

Membership in groups was cross-tabulated with the
birthplace of respondents. Several groups were dominated
by locally-born students, including football (5 out of 8),
shinty (h of 7) and tennis (1+ of 8). Surprisingly, none
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of the 7 who belonged to ski clubs v/ere born in the dist¬
rict, A plausible explanation is that the locals felt no
need for membership in a group in order to enjoy a sport
that had always been available to them, whereas more rec¬
ent arrivals desired the support or training offered by
groups. Earlier data did reveal, however, that skiing was
slightly more popular with those not born in the district.
Membership was also cross-tabulated with length of resi¬
dence in the district, but these data revealed nothing
that could not be explained by age or by birthplace.

Table 96: Membership in Groups, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

Grantown Kingussie Total Sample

Group M F M F M F Both

Golf .........be 2 0 12 4 14 4 18
Badminton ...... 2 4 3 6 5 10 15
Angling ........ 3 0 8 0 11 0 11
Youth club ..... 1 0 7 1 8 1 9
Football ....... 4 0 4 0 8 0 8
Tennis 3 2 0 3 3 5 8
Curling .0...... 1 0 5 1 6 1 7
okimg ......... 3 1 3 0 6 1 7
Shinty ......... 0 0 7 0 7 0 7
Swimming ....... 0 1 3 2 3 3 6
Rangers ........ 0 2 0 3 0 5 5
Red Cross ...... 0 1 0 K 0 4 4
Church groups .. 0 0 0 3 0 3 3
Squash ......... 0 0 3 0 3 0 3
None 3 5 5 8 8 13 21

(9) Opinionsf_

In the household survey a Targe section of the inter¬
view was devoted to subjective Questions, including a
scale measuring satisfactions and a scale measuring atti¬
tudes towards important issues. This depth could not be
attempted in the current survey, but it was desirable to
obtain some indication of the opinions of students on
matters affecting their district and their future. Nine
statements were listed, to which respondents were asked
to agree, disagree, or indicate "don't know".

Table 97 displays the results by the sex and school
of respondents. Almost all the students agreed with state¬
ment one, that the Spey Valley was a good place in which
to grow up. But when it came to the idea of staying in
the district all their lives, 51 agreed that they would
not want to stay. Of the 11 disagreeing, thereby indicat¬
ing a desire to stay permanently, 9 were males. Fifteen
students ticked the"don't know" response, and 9 of these
were males. These data could indicate a greater propensity



to stay in the district on the part of boys. Ensuing tab¬
les deal more thoroughly with the question of future plan;
None of those born outwith Scotland disagreed with the
second statement, although 3 v/ere uncertain. For them,
the district might have been unattractive in comparison
with their home districts.

Table 97: Opinions

Humber Agreeing or Disagreeing With Statements

1=Agree 2=Disagree 3=Don't Know
Item*

1_
2
3
!±_

I
Z
8_
9

Grantown Samele
Male
A

Female
JLA

17 10 12 10
11 2 3 9 1 3
11 4 3
0 10 8

11 0
"2 ~E 3

2 14 2 110
1 1 3 k 8 3 2
1 1 4 11 1 1

10 L__h Z L

3 8 5 3 7 3

Kingussie Sample
Male
J. A

Female
Z _2_

20 0 3 20 1 2
12 7 4 19 13
19 4 0 21 2 0
4 10 9 0 14 9
1 20 2 1 21 1

6170
13 7 1 20 0 3
18 41 16 32
8 12 3 7 10 6

Total Sample

2 3
69 2 3
31 11 15
62 12 3
6 42 29
6 66 5

33 32 12
37 1~2 E
31 13 11
23 37 17

*List of Items (Statements):
1 :

2:
3:

4:

5:

7:

8:

9:

grow up,

for

The Spey Valley is a good place in which to
I would not want to live here all my life.
There are not very many good jobs in this area
young people just leaving school.
There are more jobs for girls than for boys in this
district.
I would take any kind of job just to be able to stay
here when I leave school.
Jobs in hotels and tourist establishments are attract¬
ive and good for young people.
Most 30DC in this distncx wouia disappear ii it were
not for the tourists and. skiers.
If you have a lot of
from the Spey Valley.
More manufacturing indu
residents of this area.

ambition it will take you away

;try would be good for the

Statement 3 assessed the students1 perceptions of
prospects for jobs on leaving school. Sixty-two respond¬
ents agreed that there were not very many good jobs for
them in the c^rea. Of 12 disagreeing, 8 were males. Only 3
students were uncertain, so it appeared that the issue
had been considered by most. Regarding the birthplace of
respondents, only 1 of those born outside Scotland disa¬
greed with the statement, perhaps revealing a feeling
that things were better where they came from.



Tourism generated more jobs for women than men (this
was confirmed in the survey of tourism-related establish¬
ments), and it was interesting to discover that most of
the students did not believe there were more jobs for
girls than boys in the district. However, 29 said they
did not know. There was not much difference in responses
according to sex, but in terms of birthplace there was a
much higher proportion of locally-born who indicated un¬
certainty than those born elsewhere. It is difficult to
say why the students would have perceived the job market
incorrectly, except to suggest that most would not have
looked closely enough at local prospects. These data do
give some encouragement that some males at least see an
opportunity for working locally.

How strong was the desire to remain in the district?
Only 6 students (3 males and 3 females) agreed that they
would take any kind of job just to stay there, and another
5 were uncertain. The others, presumably, would rather
leave the area than take an unsatisfactory job. Interest¬
ingly, there were fewer agreeing with the statement who
were born in the district than for the group born else¬
where in Scotland. Five of those agreeing with the state¬
ment also said they planned to look for permanent work in
the area upon leaving school, so there was a small group
which had decided firmly to remain.

The statement that jobs in hotels and tourism-related
establishments were attractive and good for young people
yielded a near-perfect split between those agreeing and
those disagreeing, with 12 undecided. This would give
some hope to those promoting the development of tourism
in the district, as it meant that a large number of youth
were attracted to (or not repulsed by) such jobs. It
should also be noted that most of the respondents actually
had worked in the past year, so they had some base on
which to assess the desirability of jobs. Of those agree¬
ing that such jobs were good, 19 were males and 1k were
-P ... 1 ^ r: 4- ~ -P 4- V, t t.(k ,.r ~ ^ ^ ~ J ^ A ~ -3 "I t t 1 n\ ,,r ,-n -v» ~
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males. In proportional, terms, those born outside Scotland
were inclined most favourably towards tourism-related
jobs, and those horn in the district were inclined the
least favourably! An explanation for this difference of
opinion was not suggested by the results of this survey,
On the same point, of those respondents who had lived, in
the district for 9 or more years, 13 agreed with the
statement and 23 disagreed (with 8 uncertain)„ But for
those who had lived in the area less than 9 years, 19
agreed and 6 disagreed (with k uncertain). There was a
definite tendency away from agreement with increased
length of residence. An interesting difference in respon¬
ses existed between the 2 schools. Students at Grantown
were inclined favourably toward jobs in tourism by 19 to
6 (with 6 uncertain), but students at Kingussie were not
inclined favourably by 26 to 1k (with 6 uncertain). No
explanation of this sharp difference is available, but it
would be interesting to know If the responses at Kingussie
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wore weighted heavily by those living in Aviemore. Regard-
ing future p1ans, of 1 4 rospondents saying they planned
to look for permanent work in the district, 11 agreed with
the statement that tourism-related jobs were good for
young people. This group may have already decided that
such jobs were suitable for them.

Statement 7 assessed the perception of the district's
dependence on tourism. Fifty-seven students agreed that
most jobs would disappear but for tourists and skiers,
while 12 disagreed and 8 did not know. Of those disagree¬
ing, 11 out of 12 were males. There was greater agreement
by those who had lived in the district fewer than 9 years
(24 agreeing, 1 disagreeing, 5 uncertain) than by those
who had lived there 9 years or more (32 agreeing, 11 dis¬
agreeing, 3 uncertain). It may be that the older ones
and those living there a longer time were aware of more
opportunities.

Most respondents (51) agreed that if you had a lot
of ambition it would take you away from the Spey Valley.
Fifteen disagreed, with a fairly even split between sexes
and schools, but with proportionally much higher dis¬
agreement from locally-born students. This may have been
the same group planning to stay permanently in the valley.
The general observation, however, was that the students
were largely oriented to the outside world to find better
opportunities.

The final statement was that more manufacturing
industry would be good for residents. More respondents
disagreed (37) than agreed (23), and a large number were
uncertain (17). Of those agreeing, the differences between
sexes and schools were not large, but agreement was pro¬
portionally highest among those born outside Scotland and
lowest among those born in other parts of Scotland. The
stronger support for manufacturing on the part of non-
Scottish students might have stemmed from their familiar-
1 t*v W"i ~1 nHnclnnol ni hnf T_r\w cupt\nrf f rnm
other Scottish-born students was difficult to explain. It
might have been related to the motivations of their famil¬
ies in coming to the district.

(10) Xd£a4L Be£a£dia.£ Careers

It was asked if the students had a good idea of what
kind of work they wanted to do upon leaving school, and,
if they did, it was then requested that respondents write
in the kind of work anticipated. All the answers are
listed in the Key To Codes, and it can be seen that some
were not very specific. They have been grouped in general
categories and displayed in Table 98, although some could
not be classified and are tabulated under "other". Where
2 possibilities were written down, the one mentioned
first has been classified. Several students did not re¬

spond to this question at all. Cross-tabulations were
done with ideas or careers, birthplaces, and plans on leav¬
ing school.
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Table 98: Ideas Regarding Careers, Main Responses

Number of Times Mentioned

Type Grantown Kingussie Total Sample
M F M V M F Both

Professions ...... 1 3 6 6 7 9 16
Office work 0 3 1 2 1 5 6
Trades/skills .... 4 0 1 1 5 1 6
Hotels/catering 1 2 2 3 3 5 8
Farm/rural ....... if 1 3 1 7 2 9
Armed forces ..... 1 0 1 3 2 3 5
Othex ............ 3 2 0 1 3 3 6
— No idea ........ 4 0 8 6 12 6 18
- No response .... 0 2 1 0 1 2

77

Table 98 reveals that the professions were the most
popular of the stated careers, This category included the
following occupations, with the number of times each was
mentioned in parentheses: engineering (2); interpreter/
linguist (1); teacher/academic (7); medicine/nursing (3);
veterinary (1); journalism (1); librarian (1). Females
were slightly more inclined toward the professions than
were males, and, for some inexplicable reason, students
at Kingussie were more inclined toward professions than
those at Grantown. Regarding birthplaces, the English-
born students showed a proportionally greater preference
for the professions (5 out of 11) than those born in
Scotland (5 out of 27), or those born in the study area
(6 out of 33). Four of those respondents who indicated
one of the professions were not planning to leave school
that year or the next, but of those who were, none indi¬
cated plans to look for work in the district. Two, however,
did exjcect to be living there 5 years after leaving school,
and 2 others expected to be living somewhere else in the
Highlands or Islands.

Farm or rural occupations were the next largest
group mentioned, attracting 7 males and 2 females. Includ¬
ed in this category were the following occupations, with
the number mentioning each shown in parentheses: game¬
keeper (3); freshwater fisheries (1); outdoor work, unspec¬
ified ( 1 female); farmer/agricultural engineer (3, includ¬
ing 1 female); and shepherd(1). Of those mentioning one
of those occupations, 4 were locally-born, 3 Scottish-born,
and 1 was English (plus 1 unknown). Three in the farm/
rural group were not planning to leave school that year
or next, but, of the remainder, 1 was planning further
education, 3 were planning to work in the district and 2
were planning to look for work elsewhere In Scotland. As
to their expected places of residence 5 years after leav¬
ing school, 3 did not know, 1 expected to be in the study
area, 1 specified somewhere else in the Highlands and
Islands, and 4 said somewhere in Scotland.
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Hotels and catering was the third largest group,
with 5> females and 3 males preferring such occupations.
Hotel manager was mentioned by 1 male and 1 female,
"hotel worker" by 3 females, and cook/chef/catering by 2
males and 1 female. Only 1 of them was locally-born, while
2 were English-born and the rest were Scottish. Four of
those choosing work in hotels or in catering had planned
to look for jobs in the study area, while 2 intended to
take further education and 1 would be looking for work
elsewhere in Scotland. One other student in this category
was not leaving school that year or the next. On the
question of where they expected to he living 5 years after
leaving school, 3 did not know, 1 said somewhere other
than Scotland, 2 said Scotland, 1 specified the Sp>ey Val¬
ley, and 1 other specified the Highlands.

Office work included the following occupations:re¬
ceptionist or secretary (if females); "office work" unspec¬
ified (1 female); and business manager (1 male). Three in
this category said they expected to be living in the dist¬
rict 3 years after leaving school, and 2 indicated they
would be looking for work in the district after leaving
school that year or the next. Two others were not leaving
school soon, and of the 2 others who were, 1 would be
going on to further education and 1 did not give a spec¬
ific answer. Of the 6 interested in office work, 3 were
horn in the study area, 2 elsewhere in Scotland, and 1 in
England.

Males dominated the students choosing skilled occu¬
pations and trades (5 out of 6). Included in this group
were: metal work (1 respondent); joiner (2); computer/
maths (1); hairdressing (1 female); and coach building
(I). Two in this category were not leaving school soon,
and of the l\ who were, 2 planned, further education and 2
planned to look for work in the study area. Three of the
6 said they expected to be living in the district 5 years
after leaving school, and 3 of these had been born in the
j _ j : _ j-
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The armed forces attracted 2 males and 3 females,
and 3 of them were born in the district. Not surprisingly,
none of the 6 indicated that they would be staying in the
district or expected to be living in the district 5 years
after leaving school.

Other occupations suggested by respondents are listed
in the Key To Codes. They were not readily classifiable,
or were not specific. Eighteen students did not have a
good idea of what they wanted to do, and presumably most
of them were younger respondents. In addition, 3 others
did not answer the question.

(II) Plans on_L£aving_School

Respondents were asked if they planned to leave
school that year or next, and, if so, what did they intend
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to do. Several choices were printed with boxes to be
ticked, but space was provided for answers to be written
down if desired. Table 99 presents these data.

Table 99: Plans on Leaving School

Plans Grantown Kingussie Total Sample

M F M F M F Both

-Not leaving this
16year or next ........ 3 1 8 15 1 1 27

-Further education .. 6 5 10 4 16 9 25
-Look for work in
this district ...... 6 b 2 2. 8 6 1 b
-Look for work in
Scotland, elsewhere . 2 1 2 0 4 1 5
-Look for work
outside Scotland ... 0 1 1 2 1 3 4
-Other plans ........ 1 1 0 0 1 1 2

77

In the preceding paragraph some of the results of
cross-tabulations between these plans and other variables
have been presented. Plans were also cross-tabulated with
birthplaces and expected residences. When interpreting
these data it should be noted that proportionally more
students from Grant-own were planning to leave school that
year or next than those from Kingussie.

One half of those leaving school that year or next
had planned to go on to further education. In this group
were more males than females, and the proportion of
locally-born in this group was quite low (only 6 out of
25). Only 2 of those who planned further education expect¬
ed to be residing in the district 5 years after leaving
school, with 2 being uncertain, 2 choosing elsewhere in
the Highlands or Islands, 6 stating ►Scotland and 8 stating
eiaewht-ru in the U.K. It is possible that some students
anticipated talcing longer than 5 years for further educa¬
tion, but, even so, the number expecting to return to the
district was very small.

Fourteen respondents indicated plans to look for
permanent work in the study area, including 8 males and 6
females. For some reason the students at Grantown were
more keen on remaining in the area than were those of
Kingussie. Of the 12+, half were locally-born, 3 others
were born in Scotland, 3 in England and the origin of one
was unknown. Although 12+ planned to look for permanent
work in the district, only 8 of them expected to be living
in the district 5 years after leaving school. Five others
were not certain, and this could mean either that they
thought they might eventually leave the district or that
they were unwilling to plan so far ahead.



The numbers planning to look for permanent work else¬
where in Scotland and outside Scotland wore almost identi¬
cal (5 and s respectively). Females seemed to be more
inclined to leave Scotland, and only 1 locally-born re¬
spondent planned to look outside Scotland. None of the 9
planning to look for work outside the district expected
to be living there 5 years after graduation. Other plans
included joining the merchant navy, and one was unspeci¬
fied,

(12) Exne£tj3dmR£siden£e_I?ive_ Years After Leaving School__

Most interesting of the cross-tabulations completed
with this variable was the one presented in Table 100
showing the birthplaces and expected residences of the
students. The complete sample is included in this table,
including those who were not planning to leave school in
the near future.

Table 100: Expected Res idence; Birthplaces

Expected Residences Birthplaces of Respondents

Thi s Scot¬
District land ]England Other Unknown Total

Don't Know ....... 8 k 3 0 1 1 6
This District .,..11 3 1 0 0 15
HIDB Area ........ 2 5 0 0 0 7
Scotland k 8 2 0 0 1k
U . h , ....... k 1 3 2 0 10
Europe 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 bhei ©»..0 0 1 1 0 2
England/Sco tland „ 0 1 0 0 0 1
Scotland in
general ......... 1 0 0 0 0 1

No response 5 5 0 0 0 12
77

Fifteen students expected to be living in the dist¬
rict 5 years after leaving school, representing almost
20% of the sample. Nine of them were males and 6 were
females. Eleven of them were actually born in Badenoch-
Strathspey. But of the 15, only 3 aged 16 years and none
aged 17 years expected to be in the district. This could
indicate a trend towards expected out-migration as the
students got older. Five of the 15 were not leaving
school that year or next, and of those planning to leave,
2 were thinking of higher education and 8 were planning
to look for permanent work in the district.

Of those expecting to reside elsewhere in Scotland
(including the HIDB area), all but 2 had been born in
Scotland. English-born respondents were more inclined to
leave Scotland, or were uncertain. While 13 males expected
to reside in the district or in the Highlands, compared



with 9 females, only 12 males indicated destinations out¬
side the Highlands compared with 16 females. Thus, it
appears that females had a higher propensity to migrate.
Long-distance migration was also dominated by those ex¬
pressing interest in further education. Of those leaving
school that year or next, 25 indicated further education
as their desire and 16 of those thought that in 5 years
they would be living outside the Highlands. As mentioned
earlier, however, it is possible that some of them antic¬
ipated taking longer than 5 years in further education.

(13) Work_Expj|rienc£

Had tourism brought opportunities for young people
to work in the district while still at school? The survey
of tourism-related businesses revealed that numerous

part-time and seasonal jobs were available, and the data
in Table 101 show that fully QLf/0 of the respondents had
a paying job in the district during the previous year. In
the table, types of employer have been categorised and
the main ones specified.

Table 101: Work Experience in Past Year

Tyt> e 0 f Emclover Grantown Kingussie Total. Sample

M F M F M F Both

-ohops h 6 2 9 6 15 21

-Hotels/Catering „. k 3 h 11 8 14 22
-Rec reation/touris t
facility ........ 2 0 6 0 8 0 8

-Rural/Farm ..... 1 0 h 0 5 0 5
-Petrol Attendant . 1 0 3 0 h 0 h
-0thers ............ 3 0 1 0 h 0 h

- sub-totals n I 20 20 H H M
-No dobs .......... 3 h 2 3 5 7 12
-?\Tn I?popnn qo

-

x - ~
n 0 1 n 1 Q 1

Hotels and catering dominated the jobs, with a
marked dominance of female labour. This category included
hotels, guest houses, restaurants and those jobs implying
work in such establishments (i.e., "kitchen help", "house¬
maid/domestic"). Nine of the 22 acted as waiters/waitress¬
es, 2 worked in kitchens, 2 were housemaids/domestics, k
did unspecified work in hotels, and the remaining 5 (all
males) were porters in hotels. Looking at their ages, the
data revealed that sixteen-year-olds were the most active
(only 1 not working), followed by those aged 15 (6 not
working), fourteen-year-olds (3 not working), and. those
aged. 17 (2 not working, out of 9). For some unknown reason
1A|. of the 22 jobs in hotels and catering were taken by the
group aged 15. Also, there were proportionally fewer jobs
in hotels and catering taken by locally-born than by
Scottish-born students.



Work in shops attracted almost as many students as
did v/ork in hotels and catering, and it too was dominated
by females. Host of those jobs were probably as general
shop assistants, but several may have involved some skill.
Mo variation by age was noticeable for this category, but
12 of the 21 jobs in shops were taken by locally-born
students, while 3 were held by ,Scottish-born, if by Englisl
born, and 2 by those born elsewhere. This dominance of
locals contrasted with the jobs in hotels and catering in
which only 7 locally-born students held jobs. The differ¬
ence may have been one of preference, or it may be that
local students had a better chance of getting jobs with
local shop-keepers.

All the other types of jobs were taken exclusively
by males. In recreational and tourist facilities were in¬
cluded 2 who worked at golf courses, 2 ski instructors.
2 lifeguards, 1 assistant at a caravan park and an attend¬
ant at a skate hire place. Only 2 of the boys working at
those facilities were born locally, and the other 6 were
Scottish-born. Fourteen-year-olds were absent from this
category. Rural and farm jobs included 2 males doing
farmwork, and 1 doing each of forestry, beating (combined
with work in hotels) and acting as a gilly. Three of them
were locals, and the other 2 were Scottish-born. Three of
the l{ who worked as petrol attendants were locally-born.

Only 12 respondents said they had done no paid work
in the district during the past year. Five of them were
locals, 3 were Scottish-born and if were born elsewhere,
so that no special pattern can be seen.

Differences between schools with respect to jobs
appeared to be significant on two points. First, girls at
Kingussie were more inclined toward jobs in hotels and
catering than were girls at Grantown. Second, students at
Grantown were somewhat less active in taking jobs, as dem¬
onstrated by the fact that 7 of them had no job compared
vvxL.il ci L « I u jlb) jjufc>fc>-l u?lU Liicli/ &Giiib btuut'li Lb
held summer jobs outside the district, and this cannot be
tal-7.cn into account in the tabulations.

Had their work experience in any way influenced plan;
for the future? The two variables were cross-tabulated,
but it was difficult to assess any patterns in the data.
One interesting point emerged, however. Of 11f students
planning to look for work permanently in the district, 5
had already worked in hotels/catering, and 2. others had
worked in recreational or tourist facilities. It may be
that this group was attracted by such jobs, which the
district provided in large numbers, or it may be that
those who wanted to stay were more likely to find them¬
selves in such jobs.

(11f) Location_o_f Jobs

The location of jobs held by the students reflected



their residences. Those in school at Grantov/n had worked
mainly in that village, plus ^ at Cambridge, 1 each at
Boat of Garten, Nethybridge, Inverness (outside the dist¬
rict), Cairngorm (the ski-hill), and Advie. Those in
school in Kingussie had worked mostly in that village,
plus 5 in the Aviemore Centre, h others in Aviernore Vill¬
age, 6 at Newtonmore, /+ in Laggan Parish, 1 at Dalwhinnie
and 1 on Cairngorm. This was a good spread of opportunit¬
ies, reflecting the pattern of settlement in the district.
The location of jobs was cross-tabulated with the types
of job, and several interesting points emerged. None of
the jobs in hotels and catering were located in the Avie¬
more Centre or in Aviemore Village, despite it being the
largest concentration of such work in the area. Perhaps
students preferred not to work there or were discouraged
by their parents, or it may have been that transient lab¬
our from outside the district satisfied the demand. Three
jobs in recreational and tourist facilities were, however,
located in the Centre. Work in shops was more evenly dis¬
tributed in the valley, including 2 such jobs in the
Aviemore Centre and 2 in Aviernore Village.

(1 5) Compositions__on Li£e_in the Spey Valley

Each respondent was asked to write a short composit¬
ion on the good and bad points of living in the study
area and what could be done to make it a better area in
which to live. One student did not write anything, and
the quality of the remainder varied considerably. Most
compositions consisted of a list of good and bad points,
and this facilitated the categorisation of comments.
Table 102. presents the main groups of comments in descend¬
ing order of their frequency of being mentioned. Respond¬
ents are shown by their sex and length of residence in
the district. Those born there are grouped with those who
lived there all but 1, 2, or 3 years of their lives. All
L[ groups of respondents in the table are approximately
equal in size (the group of females not born there has 16
members and the other 3 groups each have 20 members). In
addition to listing the frequency of responses, the per¬
centage of those in each of the four groups who mentioned
each comment is given in parentheses. It can thereby be
seen readily if one group was proportionally more inclined
to a comment than the others.

The comments revealed a general appreciation of the
area as a good place in which to live and grow up. Most
popular were the opportunities for recreation and sport,
the open countryside close at hand, and a freedom or
quality of life not found in cities. Most disliked were
the limited choice of facilities and entertainment for
young people, the centralisation of facilities at Avie¬
more, poor and expensive public transportation, the high
cost of doing things, and poor prospects for jobs. Some
of these likes and dislikes may have been prompted by
earlier questions, but clearly some were not. Each of the
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main groups of comments is examined more closely in the
following paragraphs, and then each of the four groups of
respondents is discussed.

Table 102: Main Comments from Compositions on Life in the
Spey Valley

Number and Proportion of Respondent?

Mentioning Comments

Comments Born/Raised Here Not Born Here

Male Female Male Female

-Area has good sports fac¬
ilities/lots to do/lots
of recreation 90+5%) 10(50%) 13(65%) 5(31%)
-Need more to do for young
people/gets boring/need
more facilities/more in
evenings ................. 7(35%) 10(50%) 9(45%) 8(50%)
-It is a good area/good
place to live in ......... 6(30%) 6(30%) 11(55%) 5(31%)
-Must travel to Aviemore
for entertainment or fac¬
ilities/difficult or ex¬

pensive to get there ..... 3(15%) 11(55%) 4(20%) 7(^zf%)
-Poor choice of jobs/little
prospect of good job or
career ................... 6(30%) 4(20%) 9(45%) 4(25%)
-Good place to live when
young/to be brought up in. 4(20%) 7(35%) 5(25%) 3(19%)
-Poor public transport
(bus/rail) ............... 0 9(45%) 1( 5%) 8(50%)
-Likes Aviemore facilities/
is good for the area ..... 1( 5%) 7(35%) 4(20%) 5(31%)
-Nice countryside/easy
access to/ walks in the
country/'unspoiled ........ 4(^0%) 6(40%) i( 5%) n(69%)
-Freedom/better than
cities ............ ... 1( 5%) 7(35%) 11(55%) 5(31%)
-Expensive/need lots of
money ....... ......... 0 6(30%) 4(20%) 3(19%)
-Aviemore gets everything/
should spread things out
to villages .............. 2(10%) 2(10%) 3(15%) 5(31%)

It seems contradictory that so many liked the oppor¬
tunities for sport and recreation in the district and yet
so many complained of having not enough, to do. Females
not born there seemed less interested in sport and recre¬
ation than the other groups, and more females than males
complained of not enough to do. It was also the females
who appreciated Aviemore the most and complained that they
had to travel there for facilities or entertainment. And



it was the females who complained most of poor public
transport, indicating that they were less mobile (or had
a greater demand for mobility) than were males. Returning
to earlier questions, it can be seen that the girls were
generally less physically active than boys, and preferred
passive to active leisure pursuits. Swimming, dancing,
socialising, and skating were popular with girls, and.
these were pursuits for which Aviemore would be important
Table 94 has revealed that, of the facilities needed by
young people, girls mentioned discos, youth clubs, better
public transportation, and "more outside Aviemore" most
often. The cinema, swimming and facilities or clubs for
sports were mentioned the most by males.

If the statements about it being a good area in
which to live are combined with those saying it is a good
area in which to be brought up, this becomes the comment
mentioned most frequently, This general appreciation of
the district was highest with males not born there, and
that same group was also most appreciative of opportunit¬
ies for sport and recreation. This praise of the area was
tempered by the complaint that it offered poor prospects
for jobs or careers. Males not born there were most worr¬
ied about this problem.

The facilities of Aviemore were appreciated, even
though many respondents complained that it was too diffi¬
cult or expensive to get there. Many also wanted to see
more Aviemore-like facilities in the outlying villages.
As mentioned earlier, more females than males were attrac
ted to Aviemore.

A nice countryside was particularly popular with
girls, and more so with local boys than males not born
there. Walks were mentioned often, and this corresponds
with walking/h'illwalking as the second-most popular leis¬
ure pursuit with girls. A related comment was that the
area was better or offered greater freedom than cities.
rifctiwa ijlu u uux ii oiiex e Leu j. uuc uiuS t, emu. Iuucul
rnales the least. It is difficult to explain why local
girls mentioned this urban-rural contrast more than girls
born or raised elsewhere. Perhaps it was simply a matter
of perception, and possibly it reflected the absence of
possibilities for socialising in the country, which city
girls were accustomed to having.

Locally-born males did not mention high costs, but
local girls cited this problem the most. This difference
was also revealed in complaints about public transport,
and it might be related to different leisure interests.
Several respondents blamed tourism for high costs in the
district.

Many other comments were made, some of which deserve
mention. Nine students commented on a lack of pollution
or a healthy environment. Nine also mentioned a lack of
crowding or a feeling of peace and quiet in the area. The



former sentiment, on health, was cited by only 1 female,
and the latter sentiment was cited by 6 females. Eight
comments related to a lack of crime and vandalism or soc¬
ial problems, and it was interesting that 7 of these were
made by locals.

Six respondents said the area was friendly and people
knew each other. Those were all locals spoaking, and 5 of
them were females. That sentiment can be contrasted with
6 comments on alcohol problems in the area, 5 of which
were made by females. Nine students mentioned poor shopp¬
ing or a poor choice of shops. Seven disliked the Aviemore
Centre or Aviemore Village as being too commercialised,
attracting the wrong types, or for the staff and manage¬
ment having a bad attitude. On the other hand, as demon¬
strated in Table 102, 17 liked Aviemore or its facilities.

Tourism was mentioned as being of importance or nec¬
essary for the area by 7 students, and only 2. thought that
tourism was ruining the area. Two others thought that
tourism caused high prices. Eight expressed a belief that
the area should not attract industry or grow too much,
but 3 males suggested that more industry was required for
jobs.

Examining each of the groups of respondents separate¬
ly reveals some interesting points. Males born or raised
locally had less to say than the other groups in. terms of
the number of comments shown in Table 102. Their greatest
interest was in sports and recreation, but they were not
very concerned about Aviemore. Previous tabulations showed
that local males were active in the more traditional pur¬
suits such as golfing, fishing, shooting, and the like.
Leisure preferences might also have accounted for the
minimal concern of this group for high costs and public
transport.

In-migrant males were very keen on the area's oppor-
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emphatic in their dislike of the city. Conversely, this
group was the most worried about prospects for jobs in
the district.

Local females differed from in-migrant females in a
number of ways. Those born or raised there enjoyed recre¬
ational opportunities more, and seemed to be somewhat more
worried about high costs. Those girls not born or raised
in. the district appreciated the countryside more (or took
it for granted less), and were more concerned that facil¬
ities should be spread throughout the district. Compared
with local males, local females were more interested in
Aviemore and its facilities, more concerned about high
costs and poor public transport, and less concerned about
prospects for jobs. Comparing non-local males and females,
it is observed that the females were less attracted to
sports and recreation, and in general felt less strongly
about the district being a good place in which to live.



They were more interested than were the males in the coun¬
tryside, in Aviemore and its facilities, and in public
transport.

Some quotations from the short compositions will help
to illustrate the points mentioned above. They are pre¬
sented topically, first on good points, then bad. points,
and finally on suggestions for making the area better.
These quotations are intended to be representative, but,
obviously, cannot cover the full range of comments.

Likes:
- "... it is a very good area to live in be¬
cause Aviemore is not far away and you can
go there whenever you like if you have the
transport to get there." (male, age 16, born
in England, in Spey Valley 2 years)

- "The Spey Valley is a pleasant place to live
and to work. It is not commercialised nor
does it suffer from unemployment problems."
(male, age 17} born Edinburgh, in Spey Valley
7 years)

- "This is a good area to be brought up in be¬
cause there is a very low rate of crime, and
very few vandals or thugs. When you leave
school In this area it is almost certain that
you will find a job." (male, age 16, born
there)

-- "The Spey Valley is a good place in which to
grow up I think. Because you're more free in
the country and if you want to face the big
world it gives you the chance one day to see
whether you prefer the quiet life or the town
life." (female, age 16, born there)
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great place to live in, because it is in the
country and I hate living in big crowded,
grim, smoky cities." (female, age 1if, born
in England, in Spey Valley 2 years)

- "Aviemore Is definitely a good place for
living because firstly the amount of recrea¬
tional activities concentrated in the small
area and secondly the small amount of popu¬
lation in the area, i.e., a large town or
city has not yet sprung up." (male, age 16,
born in Lothian region, in Spey Valley 11
years)

- "I enjoy living in the Spey Valley, it is
peaceful and friendly. There are plenty of
dance and sport facilities in Aviemore which
is only 15 miles away." (female, age 15j born
there)
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- "There are not great prospects of a career in the
area because the main employers are tourism and
agriculture." (male, age 17, born Aberdeen, in
Spey Valley 10 years)

- "But after a while the place can get boring be¬
cause in the smaller places there is not much to
do and so you have to travel by bus or if you go
to the discos or pictures you have to arrange a
lift home because there is no late bus service.
Because the place is quite small things cost a lot.
So if you do find a job you spend your money quick¬
ly." (female, age 15, born there)

- "There is not really enough social events for the
teenagers and. they have to go to the pub and become
alcoholics before they are 19." (male, age 16,
born there)

- "If you don't like the outdoor life this place is
a damned bore...I am a city-person." (male, age 16,
born in England, in Spey Valley 2 years)

- "The Aviemore people are really lucky maybe the
whole lot of it should be spread out it is maybe
fair to them but not to us in any way." (female,
age 15, born Ayr, in Spey Valley 8 years)

- "It is a good place if you are young. But as you
get older, and as your outlook broadens, you find
that you are at a disadvantage. If you are in a
city, there is much more possibility of a job."
(male, age 19, born Paisley, in Spey Valley A years)

Suggestioris:
- "I don't think there should be big industries in
flip nppa Tonri c-vn c: -Mn o moT_n o_ >0 rh i ci-nv nnrl T
this should stay the same." (male, age 1i+, born
there)

- "...it is growing so that in about twenty years
what used to be a quiet area will be as big as
Glasgow. The things that could be done to improve
the Spey Valley are more facilities for local
people." (male, age 19. born there)

- "People say that country life is boring but if you
know where to look you never stop. I hope this
community stays just as it is for it is a very
heal.thy one at the moment." (female, age 16, born
Edinburgh, in Spey Valley 8 years)

- "Industries should not be allowed except for farm¬
ing and tourists. They would only detract from the
scenery. People from the cities should get some



benefit from our lovely valley and v/e shouldn't be
allowed to discourage them.." (female, age 15,
born there)

- "The regional authorities should make and encourage
more industry to the area," (male, age 16, born there)
The main comments from the compositions which were

associated with tourism have already been mentioned, but it
is instructive to tabulate these in one place. Table 103
presents all the comments dealing with tourism and employ¬
ment, which was obviously related to tourism in the minds
of students.

Table 103 confirms points raised earlier in that Avie-
more and tourist facilities were appreciated by the stud¬
ents although the concentration at Aviemore was seen to be
a major disadvantage. Those who liked Aviemore or its
facilities outnumbered those who did not, by 17 to 7. Five
respondents expressed the sentiment that tourism was all
the valley had, and those desiring industrial development
were outnumbered by those who did not want industry, by l\
to 1. Poor prospects for jobs stands out in this table as
being much more important an issue than other aspects of
tourism, except for the problem of getting to Aviemore.

Negative comments 011 tourism were in the minority.
The problem of alcohol was mentioned by 6 students, and
there can be little doubt that tourism had brought a heavy
emphasis 011 licensed premises and events to the valley.
Two students thought that tourism caused high prices, and
2 believed that locals should receive reductions on prices
at tourist facilities.

Comments mentioned by only 1 respondent included the
following:

- this should remain a tourist area;
- the area benefits from tourism;
- the area is not commercialised;
- there is little unemployment here;
- main activities are aimed at.tourists, not locals;
- there are only hotel jobs here;
- not bothered by tourism;
- it gets too busy and crowded here;
- local jobs are mostly for boys; girls must leave;
- visitors must be taught the Country Code,,



Table 103: Comments on Tourism and Employment, from the
Compositions

Number of Times Mentioned

Comments Born/Raised There Not Born There Total

Male Female Male Female

-Must travel to Avie-
more for entertainment/
facilities/difficult or
expensive to get there „ e 3 1 1 b 7 25
-Poor choice of jobs/
little prospect of
good career 6 b 9 b 23
-Likes Aviemore facilit¬
ies/is good or good for
the area 1 7 b 5 17
-Aviemore gets every¬
thing/should spread
things out to villages . * 2 2 3 5 12
-Too many pubs/drunks/
youth drink too much ... o 1 2 0 3 6
-Nothing here without
tourism .........ao..... e 0 1 3 1 5
-Good skiing here ....... o 0 1 2 1 b
-Do not want industrial
grov/th ................. <6 1 1 2 0 b
-Needs industries ....... C 2 0 1 0 3
-Dislikes Aviemore ...... « 2 2 1 2 7
-Tourism is ruining area © 0 0 2 0 2
-Tourism causes high
prices 0 0 2 0 2
-Should reduce prices to
locals at tourist
facilities 0 1 1 0 2
-Not enough done for
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tourists o...o...« a 1 1 0 0 2
-Parents won't let youth
go to Aviemore ......... e 0 2 0 0 2



SURVEY OF 3FSY VALLEY GFOOHTWUiY STUDENTS

The aim of this survey is to help us obtain a better understanding of life in the
Spey Valley, from the point of view of young people. It i3 part of a major research
programme conducted through the University of Edinburgh and sponsored by the
Highlands and Islands Development Board and the Scottish Tourist Board. In other
surveys we are collecting facta and information from households and agencies, arid
this questionnaire is the main opportunity for your.g people to be heard. We hope,
therefore, that you will think carefully about all your answers and tell us what
you are really thinking.

INSTRUCTIONS: Just mark a tick in the boxes which indicate your answers. For some
questions, space is provided for you to write in the answers. The final question
asks you to write a 3'nort composition on the attached blank page.

Office Use

1) What is your age? (years)

2) Are you ...Q male or | | female?
3) Where were you born?

country town/villagecounty/region

4) Eow long have you lived in Badenoch and Strathspey District? (years)

5) What are your three favourite recreation pursuits in thi3 District?

6) Which of these places have you visited, and which of these activities have you
done, in thi3 District, during the past 12 months? If you only visited the
place or did the activity as part of a school programme, please write an S
beside the box.

| [swimming at Loch Morlich beach j [sailing or canoeing at Loch Morlich
| [swimming at Aviemore pool

skating at Aviemore rink

| |curling at Aviemore rink
| |downhill skiing at Cairngorm

[]^)Loch an Eilean
| [Inverdruie Fish Farm

| |Highland Wildlife Park

| |Landmark Visitor Centre

QAviemore cinema
| [Highland Folk Museum

□ Craigellachie Nature Trail
□Orienteering at Glen More

| I sailing or canoeing at Loch Insh

| ]canoeing on River Spey

| ] karting at Aviemore Centre
| | playing squash at Aviemore Centre
| | Osprey nest at Loch Garten

[ [ Clan Macpherson Museum
j [Insh Marshes RSPB reserve

I |Santa Claus Land

| |Avienore Centre amusement arcade

| |disco or dance at Aviemore Centre
j I Boat of Garten steam railway museum

+>7) Of the places listed
please write in the places and your main reasons for each.

re any you especially dxslike? If yes,

8) What facilities for young people do you think this area needs? (write in)



9) Which of these do you own or have regular use of at hone?
Qsfcia □ sailboat Q] accordian | | fishing taclcle
I | ice skates Q golf clubs Q bagpipes Q squash racket
[]^] bicycle I I car/van/lorry QJ chanter | | tennis racket
Qtent Q motorcycle | | gun/rifle | [horse/pony
□ canoe Qfiddle QJclimbing gear | |curling equipment
I Ishinty gear Qj badminton racket

10) Please write in the names of all the clubs, teams, or other organisations
that you belong to in this District. (Do not include school groups). Examples
are: sports; games; volunteers; uniformed groups; church groups; conservation
groups; arts, music and dance; rural/farm; political, etc.

11) Do you agree with the following statements? Mark a tick in one box beside each

Agree Disagree Don't Know
The Spey Valley is a good place
in which to grow up.
I would not want to live here
all my life.
There are not very many good jobs in this area
for young people just leaving school.
There are more jobs for girls than
for boys in this district.
I would take any kind of job just to be able
to stay here when I leave 3chool.
Jobs in hotels and tourist establishments are

attractive and good for young people.
Most jobs in this District would disappear if it
were not for the tourists and skier3.
If you have a lot of ambition it will
take you away from the Spey Valley.
More manufacturing industry would be good
for the residents of this area.

12) Do you have a good idea ox what kind of work you want to do on
leaving school? Q^Q^ If yes, what kind?

15) Are you leaving school this year o;
- If YES, what do you plan to do?

next? □ YES CP
go on to further education
look for permanent work in this area
look for work elsewhere in Scotland
look for work outwith Scotland

I | other ^what?)

14) Where do you expect to be living five years
after leaving school? (write in)

15) During the past year have you had
a paying job (full or part time)
in this district?| | YES Q kO

If YES, please write in the type
of work and the exact location

type of work location

16) Finally, please write a short composition on a separate piece of paper
concerning your opinions on the Spey Valley. 3e sure to include what you
think are the good and bad points of living in this area, and what could
be_done to make it a bevterjxrea to live in. ^^ Bp,
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KEY TO CODES

- Identification of each form, numbered 1 and upwards,
(Grantown: females, 1-13; males, 14-31)
(Kingussie: females, 32-49 end 53-57; males, 58-80)
The sequence follows that on the questionnaire.

Age 0:no response; or, enter the number of years
Sex 0:no response; 1:male; 2:female
Birthplace 0:no response/unknown; 1:this district; 2:
elsewhere HIDE area; 3:0rampian; Zf:Tayside; 5*Gentral;
6:Fife; 7:Lothian; 8:Strathclyde (except HIDB part); 9-
Borders; 10:Dumfries/Galloway; 11:North England; 12:N-W
England; 13:Yorkshire/Humberside; 14:Wales; 15:West Mid¬
lands; i6:East Midlands; l7:East. Anglia; 18:South-West
England; 19:London and South-East England; 20:Northern
Ireland; 21:Channel Islands; 22:Eire; 23:Europe; 24:
Other; 25:Scotland unspecified
Number of Years Lived Here 0:no response; or, enter the
number of years

Three Favour11e Recreation Activities 0:no response; 1:
badminton; 2:hillwalking/walking; 3:swimming; 4:football;
5:basketball; 6:ten.nis; 7:skiing; 8:canoeing/sailing; 9:
horse riding; 10:aero-modelling; 11:fishing; 12:shooting;
13:golf; 14:cinema; 15:skating; l6:nature study; 17:
cycling; 18:exploring; l9:Aviemore Centre; 20:YMCA; 21:
curling; 22:Cairngorms; 23:Loch Irish; 24: dancing/discos;
25: football spectator; 26:sh.inty; 27:socialising with
friends; 28:pipe band; 29:work"ing; 30:Motorcycling; 31:
squash; 32:snooker; 33:ice hockey; 34:ferreting; 35:game~
keeping; 36:music; 37:skate-boarding; 38:Loch an Eilean
Places and ActivitiesA Past Year o:none/no response;
1-25:enter numbers (see questionnaire for list, numbered
by columns)
Places and Activities. Past Year. School Only 0:noile/no
response; 1-25 enter numbers (see questionnaire for list,
numbered by columns)
Places Disliked 0:none/no response; 1-25:enter numbers
(see questionnaire); 26:Aviemore Centre; 30:area is dirty/
dingy; 31 : fake/con/plastic; 32: disappointing; 33: too ex¬
pensive; 34:unconnectcd with Spey Valley; 35:swimming
poor/dangerous; 36:not interesting/boring; 37:nothing
special about nature trail; 38:skating and curling togeth¬
er yields conflict; 39:canoeing ruins fishing; 40:waste
of money; 41:uncomfortable seats; 42:too commercialised;
43:attracts wrong kind of people; 44:spoils Highland
image; 45:not sporting to catch captive fish; 46:poor
attendants



Eac 1 "1 itic;; Nf;od.cd 0:no response; 1 :none/has all that is
needed here; 2:more outside Aviemore/more in small vill¬
ages; 3:more sports in school; 4:swimming pool; 5:more or
better youth clubs; 6:better or cheaper transportation;
7:more outdoor activities; 8:outdoor shooting areas; 9:
cinema outside Aviemore; lOtmore sports facilities or
clubs; 11:better shops for locals; 12:more or better comm¬
unity centres; 13:more interest by parents; 1 Zf:skateboard
track; l5:more places for indoor activities; l6:more or
better play parks; 1?:more entertainment outside Aviemore/
in smaller villages; l8:more amusement areas; 19:discos -
more/more regular/more organised; 2.0:more activities for
mixed groups; 21:better golf facilities or instructors;
22:county-wide competition for leagues; 23:football league
for youth; 24:cadets for all 3 forces; 25:financial help
for tourist-oriented facilities (they are too expensive);
26:chess club; 27:more evening activities/open all the
time; 28:more for the 14-16 age group; 29: facilities other
than pubs and hotels; 30:unsupervised discos; 31:discos
without bars (for younger people); 32:more sports clubs
for local people of all ages

Equipment 0:none/no response; 1-22:enter numbers (see
questionnaire, numbered in columns)
Clubs Belonged To 0:none/no response; 1:badminton; 2:
swimming; 3:youth club; 4: football; 5: tennis; 6:model
flying; 7: sailing; 8: curling; 9'.angling; 10: golf; 11:army
cadets; 12:skiing; I3:red cross; 14:basket ball; ^comm¬
unity centre; l6:young farmers; 18:shinty; I9:drama; 20:
pipe band; 21:country dancing; 22:church groups; 23:
Rangers; 24:squash; 25:darts; 26:water polo; 27:ice hockey;
28:skating; 29:gun
Opinions 0:no response; 1:agree; 2:disagree; 3:don1t
know

Work Ideas 0:no response; 1:no ideas; 2:join an airline;
3: chef/cook/catering; /+: R.A.F. air crew; 5:civil engineer
or naval architecture; 6:freshwater fisheries; 7:game-
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10:metal Worker; 11:joiner; 12:receptionist; 13:secretary;
U|.:manager of hotel; 1 5: teacher/instructor; 1 6: gamekeeper;
17:office work or nursing; I8:sawmill; 19:computers/math;
20:outdoor work; 21:hotel work; 22:nursing; 23:banking;
24:agricultural engineering/farmer; 25:veterinary; 2.6:
journalism; .27: army/WRAC 28: engineering; 29:librarian;
30:hairdressing; 31:music/art; 32:medicine; 33:coach
building; 34:supermarket manager; 35:shepherd or gamekeep¬
er; 36:academic; 37:business manager; 38:navy or engin¬
eer; 39:joiner or farmer; 40:secretary or accountancy; 41:
nurse or personal secretary; 42:army, or look after young
kids

Plans 0:no response; 1:not leaving school this year or
next; 2:further education; 3:look for work here; 4:look
for work, elsewhere in Scotland; 5:"look for work outside
Scotland; 6:merchant navy; 7:other (not specified)
Expected Residence 5 Years After Leaving School 0:no
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response; 1:don't know; 2:hero/this district; 3:elsewhere
IIIDB area; h:elsewhere Scotland; 5: England/Wales/rest of
UK; 6:Europe; 7:other; 8:England or Scotland; 9".Scotland
(unspecified)
Jobs In Past Year 0:no response; 1:no job; 2:shop (un¬
specified); 3: cook in hotel; /j.: sawmill labour; 5* shop
assistant; 6'.petrol attendant; 7:salesman; 8:porter in
hotel; 9:waiter/waitress in guest house, hotel, restaurant;
10: joiner; 11-.working in guest house; 12:greenkeeping; 13:
ski instructor; l^rkitchen help; 15: farmwork; l6:paper
rounds; 17:beating and hotel work; 18:housemaid/domestic;
19:hotel work (unspecified); 20:forester; 21:golf course;
22:lifeguard; 23:butcher's boy; 2if'.caravan park assistant;
25:gilly; 26:baker's assistant; 27:skate hire
Location of Job 0:no response; 1:not applicable; 2:Avie-
more Centre; 3:Avieraore village; 4:Grantovm; 5:Kirtgussie;
6:Carrbridge; 7:Boat of Garten; 8:unspecified; 9:Inver-
ness; lO:Nethybridge; 1 1 :Cairngorms; l2:Advie; l3:Newton~
more; 1i+:Laggan parish; 15:Dalwhinnie



APPENDIX SEVEN

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF BADENOCH-STRATHSPEY

Introduction

This historical sketch discusses some of the import¬
ant events and trends which influenced the study area and
the Highlands in general® As such, this appendix elabor¬
ates on some of the points mentioned in Chapter A and
provides a clearer portrait of changes in a chronological
sense®

There is little point in discussing ancient history,
but it is instructive to begin the discussion in the
eighteenth century when major historical events and socio¬
economic trends began to shape the so-called "Highland
Problem". Those points relating to recreation and tourism
should be read in conjunction with the material presented
in Chapter 35 and especially the chronology shown in
Figure 13® Data on population changes are not repeated
here and should be consulted in Chapter A»

(A) Elghteenth Century

The history of Highland clans and its romantic
associations applies to the Badenoch-Strathspey district,
but for the most part that is beyond the scope of the
present work. A number of studies exist which describe
the way of life in this period as it held in Spey Valley
(Grant, 19^1, in particular), and the first Statistical
Account of Scotland provides a window into life in the
eighteenth century. The Spey Valley was owned by clan
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hands many times. It was never the seat of a great power,
but the Grants dominated Strathspey in the north and the
Macphersons dominated Badenoch in the south. (The dividing
line was, traditionally, at Craigellachie behind the Avie-
more Centre.) For the majority of its residents an agri¬
cultural subsistence economy prevailed, with periodic
famines, cattle raids and disputes between clans to inter¬
vene (Nethersole-Thompson and Watson, 197A). Until the end
of the eighteenth century black cattle v/ere the mainstay
of the Highland economy, and cattle from the Spey Valley
were prized (Pears, 1968).

Forests of Badenoch, and particularly of Strathspey,
were exploited commercially at least as early as 1631
(by the Scottish navy), with the River Spey used for the
floating of logs downstream. Major exploitation began in
17285 and for a brief period in 1731 iron was smelted
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near Nethybridge. based on charcoal fuel (0'Sullivan,
1973). Grazing, the domestic use of wood as fuel, and
commercial logging all combined to reduce the natural
forests so much that by 1800 they had all but disappeared
(Hamilton, 1963). Fortunately, the private estates began
to replant large areas, particularly around Grantown,,

Rebellions in 1715 and 1745 affected the Valley in
important ways, by leading to the construction of mili¬
tary roads, bridges and garrisons, and by causing the
forfeiture of some estates (Nethersole-Thompson and
Watson, 1974),, The new roads were accompanied by inns
at intervals of 15 miles, and these helped to create or
strengthen the sparse pattern of settlement,, Forfeited
estates went into the hands of English or Lowland owners,
and agricultural improvements followed. The clan system
became ineffective after the rebellion of 1745> so that
a social transformation accompanied the physical changes.
This process did not necessarily lead to improvements
for the region's native population.

Of considerable infamy in Scottish history were the
"Highland Clearances", a period in which many glens were
purged.of people, in favour of sheep. Prebble (1963)
discerned two main stages in the clearances, from 1782-
1820, and from 184-0-1854. Their worst effects were felt
in the northern counties, and although the Spey Valley
experienced some forced depopulation it was to a much
lesser degree (Nethersole-Thompson and Watson, 1974).
Sheep had largely replaced cattle in the study area by
the end of the century (Pears, 1968), and large estates
such as Glen More and Gaiek were converted from their
traditional role as hunting forests to grazings.
Famines also contributed to depopulation, with the
1740s and the years of 1782/83 being especially severe
for residents of the study area (Nethersole-Thompson and
Watson, 1974). Agricultural improvements also meant the
enclosure of land and a consequent reduction in labour.

Some landowners in the Spey Valley did not want to
see their people forced to emigrate, as that was becoming
the choice of many dispossessed tenants. A notable spirit
of optimism, or "enlightenment" took, hold, and the idea
of building new villages in order to encourage manufactur¬
ing and the creation of jobs became fashionable with High¬
land landowners. Millman (1975) identified the creation
of approximately 150 planned villages in Scotland between
1750 and 1850, and several were built in Badenoch-Strath-
spey. Most significant of these was Grantown~on~Spey,
founded in 1766 by James Grant (Woolmer, 1970). This was
an experiment which not only created the largest village
in the area but also anticipated modern policies for
development by almost 200 years. It is, therefore, worthy
of closer examination.

Grantown had been predated by the planned founding
of nearby Cromdale village some 150 years earlier. That
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settlement was begun in an attempt to bring civilisation
to the rural peasants (Woolmer, 1970)* tut Grantown was
conceived as a means of creating employment and of keep¬
ing people in their home area. In addition, this resettle¬
ment would free agricultural land for major estate
improvements, although it was the steady trend to ration¬
alise land-use that led to the emigration problem in this
very area. By 1787 the new town had some 300 inhabitants,
and advertising was used to attract manufacturers and
skilled workers from outside the district. Industries
were given financial assistance by the owner, with land
being rent-free for 5 years, A factory was even built in
advance of demand so it would be available for industry,
A school was established to train local people in the
skills needed for the manufacture of textiles and woolens,
and some children from the newly-built orphanage were
sent to London to become apprentices or were trained loc¬
ally, Although the industrial plans were soon ruined by
economic reality, Grantown survived to become an important
service-centre for the Valley, Grantown was also a success
in terms of its physical planning, and its fine legacy of
buildings, squares and streets can be compared most fav¬
ourably with modern efforts as represented by Aviemore,
Kingussie, Newtonmore and a number of smaller settlements
in the Spey Valley also began or received their major
impetus as planned villages on large estates (Millman,
1975)*

Gaelic was the traditional language of Badenoch-
Strathspey, but because of continual contact with the
Lowlands and the English occupiers, it was under consid¬
erable strain. Highland culture was damaged by the
banning of tartan cloth and bagpipes after the rebellion
of 1745* tut some Gaelic traditions nevertheless endured.
An excellent sourcebook on this topic is that of Highland
Folk Ways by I,F, Grant (1961)» One important element of
this culture was the ceilidh, which was the centre of
village social life. In its original form the ceilidh was
d ii±ciiu±ty mcu fuoi 6 o j. j„ 00 cu iu poi napo oGiuo juuoj.w

could be exchanged, but It has in modern times become
almost entirely a musical event. Bagpipes and the fiddle
were the key instruments, and a distinctive style of
fiddling, the "Strathspey reel", owes its origins to the
Spey Valley, Associated with the pipes were forms of
Highland dancing, and these, combined with traditional
games and feats of strength, have been incorporated in the
modern Highland Games, This formalisation of games, how¬
ever, did not come about until the nineteenth century
when romantic Victorian notions prevailed. Other pastimes
of the Gaelic community included fishing and stalking,
which often took the form of poaching on the laird8s land,
and a type of field sport similar to hockey, called
shinty. This sport has one of its last strongholds in the
upper part of the Spey Valley. Leisure for the landowners
was naturally channelled in different directions, and the
large-scale hunt of stags involving a chase on horse-back
was a traditional pursuit. Taking game of other kinds,



including birds and fish, was also popular with those
owning exclusive sporting rights*

(B) N1neteenth Contur.y

Trends in agricultural improvements and depopulation
continued through the nineteenth century, but the manage¬
ment of red deer for sport, and later the management of
grouse, became causes of evictions and deforestation* It
is reported that Karl Marx became excited on hearing of
evictions on the deer forests of Gaick and Glenfeshie in
the Spey Valley (Nethersole-Thompson and Watson, 1974)$
but shooting had been fashionable with the wealthy south¬
erners since the 1820s. Ardverikie on Loch Laggan became
a shooting lodge in 1836 (The New Statistical Account of
Scotland, 1843) and many new shooting lodges were built
in the district afterwards. After the decline in the farm¬
ing of sheep in the 1880s, sporting rights actually became
the main source of income for many estates (Grant, 1961).
The Gazeteer of Scotland in 1883 said that most of Laggan
Parish was in grouse moor or deer forest, with fishing
also being important. Dudley Stamp noted that Laggan Par¬
ish had been cleared originally for sheep and deer
(Stamp, 1944).

Exploitation of the forests continued in the lower
part of the Valley, based partly on plantings of pine
from the previous century (The New Statistical Account of
Scotland, 1843). There were two saw-mills on the Dulnain
River, a tributary of the Spey, and the Rothiemurchus
forest was logged heavily. By 1830 there were numerous
dams on the Nethy River to assist in floating logs down¬
stream (0'Sullivan, 1973). This industry declined in the
latter half of the century, and a great amount of form¬
erly forested land was enclosed for "deer forests". Large-
scale replanting began in the 1830s (0'Sullivan, 1973)$
and continued afterwards.
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open fields, and sheep-walks displaced people before
being themselves displaced, in some cases, by deer. The
Gazeteer of 1885 mentioned that much improvement had
occurred in Abernethy Parish over the previous 30 years,
with the liming and ploughing of pasture-land. "Consider¬
able" improvements throughout Strathspey were noted by
the same source. Residents had by then become dependent
on the potato (The New Statistical Account of Scotland,
1845)? and a potato famine between 1845 and 1851 drove
many from the Highlands and imposed great misery (Scott¬
ish Economic Council, 1938). Emigration was high in the
century, even though some of the district's villages
continued to grow (The New Statistical Account of Scot¬
land, 1845). This trend to centralisation in villages has
continued ever since. Accompanying these shifts in the
population was a steady erosion of the Gaelic language
and culture, and as early as 1835 the total decline of
Gaelic in the Spey Valley was foreseen (The New Statisti¬
cal Account of Scotland* 1845).



Two unrelated events in raid-century brought great
changes to Badenoch-Strathspey, In 1860 Queen Victoria
visited Gruntown, and her travels throughout the Valley,
and the Highlands in general, popularised the region for
holiday-makers and helped to create the romantic image
which is even now associated with the area (Millman, 1970)#
Highland Games and the wearing of tartan, along with the
whole spectrum of traditional music and dance, became
immensely popular in this period. Then, with the entry of
the railroad in the Spey Valley in 186.3S "the district and
other parts of the Highlands were opened to easy access
by visitors. The Inverness and Perth Junction Railway
(later named the Highland Railway) built stations at New¬
tonmore, Kingussie, Kincraig, Aviemore, Boat of Garten,
Broomhill and Grantown. Also in 1863 the Great North of
Scotland Railway opened a line from the north to Nethy-
bridge, which was extended to Boat of Garten in 18660 In
1898 Aviemore was linked to Garrbridge and Inverness,
thereby becoming an important junction with ultimately
1QO men employed on railway work (Fraser, 1977) •

These events ushered in a new style of holiday-
making, For some, it became possible to bring entire
households into the Valley and rent a large house for the
season. For others new hotels were built, and all the
villages along the railways gained from increased trade,
Kingussie attained a reputation as a health resort, based
on fresh mountain air and less humidity and rainfall than
in the southern cities (Newbigin, 1906), With the Queen's
visit and access by rail, Grantown became a popular hol¬
iday resort, also noted for its fresh air and. general out¬
door amenities of mountains and forests (Woolmer, 1970),
The 1885 Gazeteer described Grantown as containing more
old people than any other part of Scotland, with this
being attributed to its recommended status as a health
and holiday resort.

Increased numbers of visitors, most of whom were not
associated with the established sporting scene, inevit¬
ably led to some conflict. In 1906 Newbigin said that
the sporting estates had checked the development of the
Highlands and were then clashing with the "general
tourist". In 1907 Macmillan commented that the main
pass through the Cairngorms for walking (the Lairig
Ghru) had been closed for many years by the estate be¬
cause of deer stalking, but the trail had been re-opened
through the efforts of the Scottish Rights of Way Society,
The Cairngorm Club, founded in 1889 by people interested
in hill-walking, kept the Lairig Ghru open,

(C) Twentieth Century

Depopulation has continued in this century, with
rural areas being affected the most. The decade between
1921 and 1931 was especially bad, with high rates of em¬
igration exacerbating a low rate of natural increase and
a fall in the number of marriages (Spaven and Geddes, 19A-9)*



This problem stemmed in large part from effects of World
Wor One and the ensuing economic depression in the High¬
lands. In 1938 an inquiry found that the main problem
was the rising age of the region's population, together
with low natural increases (Scottish Economic Council,
1938)t Unemployment was acute during the 1930s, and the
Second World War brought another major loss of manpower.
A study in 19^+9 blamed a large part of the depopulation
of rural areas in Scotland on poor social conditions.
It was argued that a general dissatisfaction with rural
life was a more important factor than any particular
complaint (Hutchinson, 19^1-9)# The "Highland Problem"
was not abated in the relatively prosperous post-war
years, and the region's population continued to fall.
In 1973 a government report showed that between 1961 and
1971 Scottish employment declined and unemployment in¬
creased from 3»1'% To 6% while net emigration was 318,000,
of which one half went overseas (The Scottish Council,
1973). Much of the emigration came from urban parts of
Scotland, but rural areas were affected worse. The same
study revealed that unemployment in the Highlands was
the highest in all of Scotland, at a rate of 8.6%.

Rural depopulation throughout Great Britain's remoter
regions was examined in 197A-? and continued losses were
attributed to increasing agricultural efficiency and con¬
sequent reductions in labour, the appeal of cities and
higher wages, and a dearth of services and amenities in
rural areas (II.M, Treasury, 197k) • However, it is now
hoped that the long-term trend has been halted or re¬
versed in the Highlands. Some rural parts of the region
have grown in population since 1971, although modestly
(Scottish Development Department, 1977)* Overall, the pop¬
ulation of the Highlands and Islands has increased since
1971 s almost entirely as a result of net migration, al¬
though there are districts still losing people (Highlands
and Islands Development Board, 1976). Oil-related industry
has undoubtedly generated most of the recent increases,
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population arising from tourism and related developments
and, to a lesser extent, from in-migrants at retirement.
Details of population trends and the current situation
are presented in Chapter L\„

Agriculture has experienced considerable change in
the study area. Between 1870 and 1969 the number of small
farm holdings in Badenoch-Strathspey decreased by over
30% (Turnock, 1973) 3 partly as a result of estates talcing
back tenancies and stemming partly from a rationalisation
of holdings. Inverness County reported that the number of
farm units in the study area declined from 303 in 1969
to 191 in 1972, excluding Cromdale Parish and part of
Laggan Parish. The average size of farms was 1800 acres,
although some sheep farms in the south-west of the district
were over 10,000 acres in size. There were 3'f3sOOO acres
of agricultural land in the Badenoch portion of Inverness
County, although only 1% of it was arable and 7% was in



improved grassland (Inverness County Council, 197k)•
The Agricultural Atlas of Scotland (Coppock, 1976)

indicated other important trends. Apart from peaks during
the two wars there had been a steady decline in the area
of the Valley under tillage. Sheep remained steady in
numbers between 1870 and 1970, but there had been a
large increase in the number of beef cattle. Land under
cultivation for barley had increased in area since the
1930s, but land in oats had decreased. Dairy cattle
had been reduced in number, and respondents in the study-
area indicated that only six or so dairy herds remained.

n p.Regional planners found that farming had become le
important to the Spey Valley in economic terms, and this
was attributable to a continued loss of agricultural em¬
ployment and to the rise of toxxrism (Highland Regional
Council, 1978). It was concluded by the planners that
agriculture would not change in the district in any way
that would significantly affect current patterns of land-
use and settlement, although they added that farming was
important in conserving landscape amenity.

In 1919 the Forestry Commission carne into being and
has since become a major influence on the Highland land¬
scape. In the Spey Valley the two wars witnessed heavy
felling of local trees, particularly in Glen More and
Abernethy forests (O'Suliivan, 1973)? but large areas
have subsequently been replanted. There are now approx¬
imately 19,900 hectares of managed woodland in the
district, of which the majority (13,590 ha.) is in priv¬
ate holdings (Highland Regional Council, 1978). Approx¬
imately 2.0% of the forest cover consists of mature trees.
Fmployment in the forest industry has been reduced owing
to increased mechanisation, and forestry has been found
to be a very expensive way to create new jobs (II.M,
Treasury, 197k)» Nevertheless, several small settlements
in the study area depend on forestry, and a handfull of
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A number of authors have investigated modern tourism
and related developments in the Highlands and in the study
area in particular (see Chapter 5)« The following para¬
graphs give a summary of the main events and trends per¬
taining to recreation and tourism in Badenoch-Strathspey
during this century, with emphasis on the period since
1960. Issues related to conservation are also important
in this context. Figure 13 in Chapter 5, an annotated
chronology of events, should be consulted in conjunction
with this description.

For a time, nineteenth-century patterns of sport and
holiday-making prevailed. Rothiemurchus was predominantly
a sporting estate in 1907 (Macmillan, 1907), and a major
decline in deer forests in the area did not occxxr until
after the First World War (Millman, 1970). Villas (i.e.,
large stone houses) were still being built for holiday-



makers in Newtonmore in the 1920s (Meiklejohn, 1927). but
what Dudley Stamp in 1944 called the "democrntisation"
of tourism was becoming the dominant force. The Cairngorm
Club had been formed in 1889 to represent the interests
of walkers and climbers, and in 1907 the Scottish Ski
Club was founded (Scottish Mountaineering Club, 1928).
At that time the hills around Dalwhinnie were thought to
be best for skiing, but the Cairngorms did attract
attention. Ascents of Cairngorm were popular in 1907
(Macmillan, 1907)5 although the road was of a minimal
standard from Aviemore to Glen More. Loch an Eilean had
by 1907 become a popular place for picnics, and by 1928
it was said to be popular with motorists (Scottish
Mountaineering Club, 1928).

Between the wars the road system was improved and
tourism experienced a period of growth in the Highlands.
It was estimated that in 1935 tourism contributed 0.5
million pounds out of 18 million pounds in income for
the Highlands (Spaven and Geddes, 1949)> ^nd in 1938 a
government report noted a rapid increase in tourism by
road in the region (Scottish Economic Council, 1938).
By 1944 Dudley Stamp was able to describe the popularity
of touring, camping, walking and cycling in the Spey
Valley (Stamp, 1944)s and by 1946 the Scottish Youth
Hostels Association had established 50 hostels in the
region (Spaven and Geddes, 1949). The Second World War
intervened, but post-war interest in recreation and tour¬
ism in Great Britain was heightened by the fact that
80% of working people then had paid holidays (Patmore,
1970).

In 1947 the Scottish Council of Physical Recreation
opened a national outdoor training centre in Glen More,
and this event can be related to military training which
took place in the district during the war. Only a year
later, in 1948, the Queen's Forest Park was designated
to encompass the Forestry Commission's holdings in Glen
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subsequently been constructed. By 1949 the local news¬
paper could report that social and economic changes had
ended the demand for the seasonal letting of houses, and
that the main causal factor was touring by private auto¬
mobiles (Baden0ch Record, August 6, 1949). Coach tours
from Kingussie were advertised at the same time, taking
visitors to scenic spots outside the district. It was
reported that merchants in Aviemore had objected to pro¬
posals to force a traffic diversion away from the village
during roadworks, as this would be "...injurious to
tourist trade by loss of passing traffic." (Badenoch
Record. October 1, 1949). In 1948 a National Park Direction
Area was designated foi the Cairngorms and Glen More area,
although its impact was far less than that of the National
Parks being established then in England and Wales. This
lesser impact stemmed from the fact that no separate ad¬
ministration was organised, nor was there any management



plan prepared,

Interect in the potential of skiing grew during the
1950s, and local hoteliers in particular favoured com¬
mercial development. Skiers at this time had to walk up
the mountain, although elsewhere in Scotland tows were
provided in several places during this decade (Nethersole-
Thompson and Watson, 197k)® The first full-time ski school
opened in the Spey Valley in 195h» although this had been
pre-dated by several other attempts including courses
given by Glenmore Lodge (Carter, 1966). Then, in 1956
the Strathspey Winter Sports Development Association was
formed by the Scottish Tourist Board, The Scottish
Council for Physical Recreation, and the Badenoch
District Council, In the next year this group became the
Cairngorm Winter Sports Development Board, consisting of
local hoteliers, skiing interests and the Inverness
County Council (Carter, 1966), Their first priority was
to get built a road up Cairngorm.

Other recreational activities continued to be popular
in the 1950s. Pony-trekking was introduced to the study
area as a new attraction, fishing was important particu¬
larly in Grantown, and shooting estates maintained some
business. However, the demand for touring and general
holidays was a more important benefit to the area. The
creation of Cairngorm National Nature Reserve in 195A- was
of importance. It is the largest reserve in Britain, con¬
taining most of the high tops of the Cairngorms and the
best of the native pine woods in Rothiemurchus and Insh-
riach. As large-scale pressure from tourists was begin¬
ning, and as pressui^e for development of skiing facilities
on its very edge was mounting, the nature reserve sought
to protect one of the wildest areas in the country. Thus,
a lasting conflict between the interests of conservation
and development was assured.

With the construction of a road into Coire Cas on

Cairngorm in 1960 the "modern" era of tourism in the
bpey vaiiey received. 11s greatest impetus. At tne same
time the road from Coylumbridge to Glen More was improved,
with the money for these projects coming from local hotel¬
iers, the Glemnore Lodge Committee, and other governmental
sources (Butler, 1973)e It should be recalled that the
land being developed on Cairngorm was owned by the Fores¬
try Commission, so it can be seen that liaison between
public and private interests was responsible in the first
instance for these major changes.

The first chairlift (the "White Lady") was opened for
the 1961/62 skiing season, along with a restaurant on the
hill. This investment came from the Cairngorm Winter
Sports Development Board taking out loans, from an anon¬
ymous gift, from a public appeal for contributions, and
from a grant by the Scottish Education Department. The
CWSDB at that time was a non-profit organisation (Carter,
1966), but in 1966 the management of the facilities was



handed over to the new Cairngorm Sports Development Ltd.
The new management was put on a commercial basis, although
in practise any profits have been re-invested in the
development of the facilities. It was also at that time
that the newly-created HIDB began its investments in the
facilities, leading eventually to a l\.0% equity in the
facilities (now called Cairngorm Chairlift Company Ltd.).
The HIDB also places 3 nominated, directors in the com¬
pany, and the other major shareholder is the Cairngorm
Recreation Trust Ltd., which is the offshoot of the
CWSDB. The Highland Board's interest in skiing facilities
was augmented in 1972 when ownership of the Cairngorm
Estate on which the developments took place was transferred
to the HIDB from the Forestry Commission. Major expansion
took place in 1973/74 when Coire Ha Ciste was developed
for skiing, and in 1978/79 active consideration was being
given to expansion into Lurcher's Cully.

The development of skiing was followed by major
investments in hotels and. recreational facilities in
the Spey Valley. Local hoteliers who had supported the
facilities enjoyed a new season of visitors and many
alterations and improvements were made (Butler, 1973)®
Grantown in particular was able to attract skiers because
of its established tourist trade and because the village,
together with Carrbridge, Nethybridge, Aviemore and King¬
ussie was able to offer ski schools in the early 1960s.
Aviemore, however, was closest to the slopes and was
the most accessible by road and rail. Its locational ad¬
vantages were augmented by the impossibility of building
within the forest park and nature reserve in Glen More.
A new hotel was built in Aviemore in 19635 followed by
the construction of a large new hotel at Coylumbridge in
1965. The Coylumbridge Hotel represented the first major
capital investment from outside the area and it aroused
considerable local opposition, especially from hoteliers
who feared that their own efforts to secure skiing
facilities would result in benefits to outsiders. Comp¬
etition for staff was another worry of the local hoteliers
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Rothiemurchus estate, and it is known that this location
was also desired by the group planning to develop the
Aviemore Centre.

The Aviemore Centre was constructed in 1965/66 and
it altered radically the nature and scale of tourism in
the study area. Indeed, it has been a major addition to
tourism in all of the Highlands. Carter (1966) described
the Centre as being the culmination of important policy
initiatives of the Scottish Office to obtain a major
injection of money into Highland tourism. Younger (1967)?
then chairman of the company developing the Centre, des¬
cribed the project as a highly speculative private effort
which had received valuable government assistance. There
is no doubt that the development was welcomed "in the
Scottish Office and by officials of Inverness County as
well (Macpherson, 1977). Most of the investment came from



the private .sector, although public funds were provided
in assistance.

Lord Fraser of Allander is credited with being the
primary force behind the Aviemore Centre. His objectives
were to stimulate the development of tourism in the High¬
lands by providing facilities for recreation and for use
in wet weather, to supplement natural resources, at a
scale which individual hoteliers could not afford (Younger,
1967). Aviemore was selected because of its good communi¬
cations, the amenity of the Spey Valley in general, and
the nearby facilities for skiing in particular. Several
key assumptions were made by the private investors to
justify optimism in their endeavour, and Younger gave
them as follows:

- provision of supplementary recreatitonal facilities
would stimulate the process of growth;

- large-scale facilities would attract far more young
people to ski in the area;

- summer visitors would increase in response to the
new facilities;

- a good facility for conferences could be successful
in the Highland environment.

When it opened in 1966 the Centre contained two
large hotels, an indoor ice rink, theatre/cinema, indoor
swimming pool, a chalets-style motel, shops, restaurants,
a caravan park and facilities for drinking. Situated
near the train station, the complex was designed in a
modern style which has caused a great amount of contro¬
versy. Since its inception two new hotels have been
added (in 1971 und 1976), as has Santa Glaus Land and
craft centre (in 1975)?. a go-kart track, an amusement
arcade, new accommodation blocks for staff, and the
Clan Tartan Centre in 1978. Plans for further expansion
have been mooted, and these include more hotels, a
chairlift up Craigellachie, a planetarium and other
facilities. The Aviemore Centre Company is under sep¬
arate ownersmp from tne notels and Clan Tartan centre,
although there were cross-investments as well.

Aviemore village changed along with developments
at the new Centre complex. Shops and residential estates
were built, and the village took on the appearance of
a tourist-oriented resort. Effects were less profound
in outlying villages, but tourism-related developments
have occurred. Landmark Visitor Centre opened in Cam¬
bridge in 1970 as a commercial tourist attraction. In
1972 the Highland Wildlife Park opened near Kincraig as
a commercial enterprise. Both these facilities chose
sites along the A9 road, so both are affected by the new
re-alignment. The supply of accommodation outside
Aviemore did not grow in a major way since 1970, although
a motel opened in Newtonmore and approximately 50 chalets
were built near Carrbridge in 1978/79 ky the Automobile
Association.



Recreational pursuits of all types are now under¬
taken in Badenoch-Strathspey, with traditional activities
such as golfing and fishing remaining popular. Great
interest in water sports has led to commercial develop¬
ments on Loch Inch, a purely private operation, and in
1978 a commercial water sports centre was allowed to
develop at Loch Morlich on land owned by the Forestry
Commission. In 1977 the Speyside Way was designated by
the Countryside Commission for Scotland, and this long
distance footpath will run from Glen More down the Spey
River. Its physical construction will take a number of
years, and it promises to be the first in a series of
major walking and riding trails within and linking to
points outside the Spey Valley.

Plans existed in 1978 for a major expansion in the
village of Aviemore to include new tourist accommodation
with commercial premises and private housing. Although
this Dalfaber Road project received initial approval from
the Highland Regional Council, it was deferred indefinitely
by the developers. The proposed expansion of skiing into
Lurcher's Gully would have a significant impact on the
study area, and particularly on Aviemore where new
demand for accommodation has concentrated. Combined, with
existing plans to enlarge Aviemore Centre, it appears that
the trend toward concentration would continue. Elsewhere,
plans existed for a new visitor centre in the Forest Park,
although this too was deferred, and there were plans for
new self-catering chalets to be built in Coylumbridge,
Carrbridge, near Newtonmore, and at other sites throughout
the district.



The tables in this appendix supplement the discussion
in the main text, and they are presented in the sequence
by which they are mentioned in volume one. Readers should
consult the following pages in the main text for each table:
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Table 10/+: Migration Within, Into, and Out of Badenoch-
Strathspey For the 5 Year Period Preceding 1971

5-Year Migrants Within District

Afte Males Females
Single Married Single Married Total

5"~ 110 1 20 230
1 J C..4 Gfteeceo 40 /fO 110 70 260
25-49 <* « • ♦ • ♦ e 30 250 50 220 550
^0"~(34 20 60 60 1 40
fis-*- 50 2.0 40 1 10

Sub-totals „. 200 400 300 390
Totals ...... 620 770 1390

5-Year Migrant s Into District from Great Britain

Age Males Females
Single Married Single Married Total

S-1 hJ » 4 V « «i « o a » «-® 100 1 50 250
1 5 ~~F t .... e 4i » 80 60 170 60 370
25-49 ....... 30 320 80 310 740
pO —O /f « o . . A e • 60 20 70 150
65+ .o. 70 50 120

Sub-totals .. 210 510 420 490
lo tals ...... ?Z|.0 960 1 700

5-Year Migrant s Out of District To Great Britain

Age Males Females
Single Married Single Married Total

5—1 4 cfl.oa.t® 100 90 190
15 1 4 . • . fc e 4!) © 30 50 50 120 250
2 5 4 1 40 160 40 170 410
59 64 .....0. 50 30 20 100

~t" OA....... 10 30 1 U J\.) ou

Sub-totals .. 180 290 220 340
Totals ...... 490 590 1080

Notes: - Figures obtained by multiplying a 10% sample by 10.
-• "Totals" do not necessarily equal the sum of fig¬
ures in the columns, owing to procedures of tabu¬
lation in the census.

- Data exclude those who were born, died, or emi¬
grated outside Great Britain during the five-year
period, and those enumerated away from home.

- Only the address of 5 years ago is considered;
intervening moves are not included.

Source: Census of Scotland, 1971 (Migration Tables)



Table 105: Population, Age and Sex Characteristics

Badenoch Kingussie
1961 1971 1961 1971

M1 ^ M ^ TPawi r-. T.V-Nvn M -.1 ^ "17Ma3 e Fern. Male Fern, Male Fern, Male Fem.

0-1/4
(%)

664
24*7

646
23.9

645
23.3

635
21.7

118
24.4

126
20.6

100 115
19.4 19.2

15-29
(%)

540
20.1

')59
16.9

650
23.5

680
23.2

90
18.6

102
16.7

125 95
24.3 15.8

30-/4/4
(%)

494
18.4

476
17.6

520
18.8

470
16.0

78
16.1

96
15.7

80 90
15.5 15.0

'45-59
(%)

542
20.2

530
19.6

480
17.3

490
16.7

109
22.6

119
19.5

90 110
17.5 18.3

604-
(%)

446
16.6

597
22.0

475
17.1

655
22.4

88
18.2

168
27.5

120 190
23.3 31.7

Totals
(%)

2686
49.8

2708
50.2

2770
48.5

2930
51.5

483
44.8

61 1
55.2

515 600
46.7 53.3

Grantown
Badenoch-
1 if lb r::! T) P1 "V

Highland
■ Region

1961
Male Fern.

1971
Male Fern.

1971
Male Fem.

1971
Male Fern.

O-14
(%)

184
25.5

179
20.8

175
24.0

165
19.2

1027
23.0

1018
21 .1

22650 21659
25.9 24.6

1 5-29
(%)

107
14.8

133
15.5

140
19.2

170
19.8

1015
22.7

1019
21 .1

19453 16254
22.3 18.4

30-/4/4
{%)

138
19.1

157
18.3

135
18.5

125
14.6

806
18.0

756
15.6

15906 15195
18.2 17.2

45-59
(%)

164
22.7

173
20. 1

140
19.2

165
19.2

777
17.4

856
17.7

14580 15099
16.7 17.1

60+
{%)

128
17.7

218
pc; x
1—✓ »

140
1 0 2

235
on

846
in 0

1188
2': _ 6

14727 19952
14 0 PP c

Totals
(%)

721
45.6

860
54.4

730
46.3

860
53.7

4472
48.2

4835
52.0

87315 88159
49.8 50.2

Notes: - All figures have been rounded*
- Percentages in age categories are for the pro¬
portion of all males (or females) in each category;
in the "Totals", percentages are for the propor¬
tion of total population which is male or female*

Sources: Census of Scotland, 1961 and 1971



Table 106: Badenoch-Strathspey, Trends in the Use of
Gaelic (% of population)

Sub-Area of District 1891 1911 19/1 1991 1971
Abernethy/Kincardine Parish 61 .9 39.7 18.2 5«1 3.4%
Duthil/Rothieraurchus Parish 60.2 34.3 18• 3 5.0 4.0%
Alvie Parish 66.9 41.2 24.2 5.9 5.0%
Kingussie/Insh Parish 66.0 42.5 25.3 9.4 6.5%
Laggan Parish 77.6 57.8 36.4 16.0 7.6%
Cromdale Parish* - - - -1.8%
Grantov/n Village* - 2.0%

*Note: Data for Cromdale and Grantov/n were not provided
except in 1 971 •

Source: Census for Scotland, 1971

Table 107: Average Unemployment in Badenoch, 1958-1977

Year Ho, of
Males

No. of
Total

Year No. of No. of
TotalPemales Males Females

1958 45 21 66 1968 67 14 81
1959 57 29 86 1969 85 15 100
1960 58 29 87 1070 77 26 103
1961 52 29 81 1971 114 34 148
1962 49 18 67 1972 115 26 141
1963 69 15 84 1973 82 23 105
1964 36 11 47 1974 66 19 85
1965 43 13 56 1975* 84 25 109
1966 37 13 50 1976* 135 37 172
1967 49 12 61 1977* 160 71 231

*Note: Data for 1975-77 include Grantov/n and Cromdale
Parish

Source: Department of Employment data, compiled by the
Highlands and Islands Development Board

Table 108: Seasonal Unemployment Changes in Badenoch-
Strathspey

Season/Year No. of Males No, of Females Total

Summer 1975 41 23 64
Winter 1975/76 160 43 203
Summer 1976 108 13 121
Winter 1976/77 134 76 2.10
Summer 1977 120 49 169
Winter 1977/78 190 87 2.77

Source: Department of Employment data, compiled by the
Highland Regional Council in the Badenoch-Strath-
spey Local Plan, Report of Survey, 1978
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Table 109: Village Services and Facilities in Badenoch-
Strathspey (1977)

Number of Items in Each Village*

I terns Gr Av Kg Ne Bo Ca Ny Cr Du Ki La

Community hall 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Post office 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Police station 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Doctors' surgery 1 1 1 1
Dentists' surgery 1 1 1

Hospital/clinic 1 1
Fire station 1 1 1 1 1
Ambulance 1 1 1

Library 1 1

Primary school 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Secondary school 1 1
Church 5 b 3 2 1 2 1 1 1
Rail station 1 1 1 1
Old peoples' home 1 1
Pubs/bars (places) 10 13 6 7 2 b 2 1 1 1 2.
Private club 3 1 1 1 1
Tennis facilities 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Golf course 1 1 1 1 1 1

Bowling green 1 1 1 1

Curling (outdoors) 1 1 1
Cinema 1
Museum etc. 1 1 1
Ice rlnk (indoors) 1
Theatre 1

Squash courts 1
Sauna 1
Indoor swimming 1 1 1
Ski school 1 3 i 1 2
Fishing school 1 1

Pony treks/riding 2 1 1 1

Betting office 1 1

Playing field i I i I l i i 1
Res taurant/c a fe b 9 3 b 1 3 1

Petrol/garage b b b b 2 2 1 1 1 1
Bank 3 2 2 1
Hai rdr e ss er/barb er b 2 2 1
Solicitor 1

Grocery/general 8 5 5 3 2 2 2 1 2 1 1
Baker 2 1 1 1 1
Butcher 2 2 2 2 1
Fishmonger 1

Dairy 1

Dry goods b 1 2 2 1
Sweets 1

Newsagent 1 3 1 1 1
Clothes 5 3 5 2
Shoes 1 1 2
Electronics etc8 3 2 1

Continued



Table 109: Continued.

Humber of Items in Each Village*

Items Gr Av Ks Me Bo Ca My Cr Du Ki La Da

Jeweller
Furniture etc.
Chemist
Health/beauty
Sports equipment
Antiques/art
Gifts/crafts 71123 52
Books
Cars
Photographic
Launderette

ID Av Ks No

1 1
4 1 1
2 1 2. 1

2
3 6 1
1 2 1

7 1 1 2 3
1

1 1
1 1

1

fKey to Villages (from left to right, in descending
order of size of population)

Gr: Grantown
Av: Aviemore
Ks: Kingussie
Me: Newtonmore
Bo: Boat of Garten
Ca: Cambridge

My:N e thybridge
Cr:Cromdale
Du:Dulnain Bridge
Ki:Kincraig
La:Laggan Bridge
Da:Dalwhinnie

Table 110: HIDB Assistance to Tourism in Badenoch-
Strathspey, 1967-1977

Year

April, ca¬ South of
Aviemore

North of
Aviemore

To tal
tions Aviemore
Approved Loan v Grant Loan % Grant Loom y Grant

1967 10 5391 3753 55400 27600 3249 Ny
I

CP
I

yy
i

£
i

1968 6 - 1278 1 1200 330 — 4337 17145
1969 0 — — — —

1970 3 — - — 7836 ... 1407 9243
1971 4 10000 58925 22000 10465 750 — 102140
1972 6 4574 28000 114390 - 8325 155289
1973 7 9300 21540 - 2653 - 3349 36842
1974 10 5400 15875 13000 12310 12700 21107 80392
1975 3 9000 - 4300 _ - 13300
1976 5 _ 34615 8000 — 8750 — 51 365
1977 12 1 1200 21062 1800 18705 5840 17909 76516
Tota] 66 50291 161622 143700 194289 28040 59683 637625

Note: )£ values not altered to account for inflation
Bounce: HIDB compilation



Table 11 1 : Number of Establishments Receiving HIDB Assist
ance in Badenoch-St rathspey, 1967- 1978

Sub-Area Initial Developments Expansions
Grant Loan Grant+Loan Grant Loan Grant+Loan Tot

North 3 0 1 4 0 4 12
Central 2 1 4 4 1 3 15
South 1 0 1 6 1 3 12

Totals 6 1 6 14 2 10 39

Source: Original Survey and HIDB compilation

Table 112: STB Assistance to Badenoch-Strathspey, 1971/76

Type of Establishment Receiving Aid (in40

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
Total

Small Hotels/ Restaur- Self- Snorts/
Catering Skiing

2500

Year
Approved Guest Houses ants

250

250

4000

4000

3875
2250

6125

1600
1000

Total

2500
250
1600
5000
3875
2250

5100 15475

Note:X values not altered to account for inflation
Source: STB compilation

Table 113: CCS Assistance to Badenoch-Strathspey, 1969/78

Type o f Annlicant

'J'yne of j.or.a.I Commercial Private
Project Authorities Facilities Estate

Sr " x i
-Facility
Improve¬
ments 13939 20691
-Visitor
Amenitie s 8521 10165
-Ranger
Service 14977
-Informa¬
tion
Service
-Access

Agreements 1500 6690
-Totals 23960 20691 31832

SIM RSPB Totals
i ~ * ~

25000 59630

540

18686

14977

540

8190
25000 540 1 0202320691

Note:^ values iiQlTaiTered toHac count for inflation
Source: CCS compilation



Table 11 4: SSC Assistance to Badenoch-Strathspey, 1972—
1977 (amounts approved)

Years Types of Recipient

Ski Ski Other Villages/
Facilities Clubs Sports Clubs Local Authorities

„r -g, 2 —
1972/73 -

1973/75 15,000 - 9,6*45 5,200
1975/76 - 7,083 - 800
1976/77 (unknown*) 418 - 1,832
1977/78 - - 5,600
Totals 15,000+7,501 15,245 7,832

Source: Annual Reports of the Scottish Sports Council

Table 115: Inverness County Expenditures on Ski-Road
Construction

Year Amount j.nSg Type of Pro.iect

1960 *48,500 - Coylumbridge to Coire Cas improve¬
ments ;

196*1 51,053 - Ski road and car park;
1965 4,894 - Ski road;
1967 77,684 - Ski road;
1968 6,886 - Ski parking lot;
1968 193,392 - Ski road;

Ski parking lot;1969 307 -

1969 228,097 - Ski road;
1970 108,778 - Ski road;
1971 3,524 - Coire Cas depot;
1971 20,209 Ski road;
1972 1 .U2 0 - Ski roade

Total 744,347

Note:£ values not altered to account for inflation

Source: Compiled by Highland Regional Council



Table 116: Contributions Made to the Spoy Valley Tourist
Organisation, 1 97'+— 1979

Source Amounts by Year <[gl
1974/75 75/76 76/77 77/78 28/72 22/80

HIDB 1 2624 15551 19029 19500 18500 20000
Region 2000 1837 3980 2840 3800 5300
District 1412 3053 3500 7000 7000 14000
Membership 2972 4502. 8537 11603 14610 not available

Totals 19008 24943 35046 40943 43910 not available

NoteRvalues not altered to account for inflation

Source: Compiled by SVTO

Table 117: Grantown Caravan Site, Costs and Income Since
1 970

Capital Running
IncomeExpenditure Costs

*3,869 *5,221 *6,292
5,962 7,527 8,375
2,130 9,198 10,679

754 10,925 13,495
536 11,020 13,943

1,363 13,257 10,965
0 19,832 17,822.

7,920 2.2,181 22,118
1,000 24,297 23,000

0 28,930 34,000
23.534 152.388 160.689

Year

1970/71
1971/72
1972/73
1973/74
1974/75
1975/76
1976/77
1977/78
1978/79
1979/80
Totals

Note: ry values not adjusted to account for inflation
Source: Badenoch-Strathspey District Council compilation



Table 118: Comparison of District Expenditures on
Selected Services

(Per-capita amounts in parentheses)
Cleansing Leisure/Pec » Total for all Services

1225/26
Badenoch-
Strathspey

£ 49,028
(5.42)

£ 8,64-0
( .95)

£233,918
(28.75)

Nairn 34,613
(3.89)

36,502
(4.10)

177,496
(22.82)

Skye-
Locbalsh

24,010
(2.52)

4,840
( .51)

183,160
(22.13)

1976/77
Badenoch-
Strathspey

78,000
(8.31)

13,000
(1.39)

316,405
(40.47)

Nairn 53,000
(5.70)

50,000
(5.37)

244,510
(33.02)

Skye-
Lochalsh

42,630
(4.40

3,010
( .31)

303,945
(38.17)

1977/78
Badenoch-
Strathspey

80,000
(8.61)

7,000
( .75)

387,365
(48.82)

Nairn 60,000
(6.23)

57,000
(5.92)

301,595
(38.4-6)

Skye-
Lochalsh

1978/79
Badenoch-
Strathspey

47,070
(4.82)

3,160
( .32)

313,095
(39.17)

89,000
(9.25)

19,000
(1.97)

431,193
(52.97)

T\T n v^vi
X 1 LAO. J, ±1 65,000

(6.48)
Cp npp

(5.98)
-zc;r\

* JyO
(43.00)

Skye-
Lochalsh

57,790
(5.81)

5,000
( .50)

343,930
(42.76)

Note:£ values not altered to account for inflation

Source: Chartered Institute of Public Finance and

Accounting, Annual Rates Reviews



Table 119: Comparison of District Capital Expenditures
and Debt

(Per-capita amounts in parentheses)

Total Capital Expenditure Total Capital Debt

127SZZ6
Badenoch-
Strathspey £ 327,650 (42.21) #2,181,000 (250.10)
Nairn 764,500 (91.82.) 1,875,000 (219.45)

Lochalsh 426,000 (50.73) 1,856,800 (203.98)

1226/22
Badenoch-
,Strathspey 758,000 (83.44) 3,236,000 (356.49)
Nairn 1,075,300(118.16) 2,390,000 (268.35)
Skye-
Lochalsh 1 ,027,000 (108.81) 2,210,637 (240.06)
1977/78
Badenoch-
Strathspey 951,635(104.22) 4,082,854 (452.53)
Nairn 1,173,000(123.63) 2,830,478 (307.20)
Skye-
Lochalsh 768,116 (80.42) 2,732,074 (292.81)
.1978/79
Badenoch-
Strathspey 605,500 (65.03) 4,075,2-32 (i^0.47)
bairn 738,000 (77.70) 3,985,575 (414.44)
Skye-
Lochalsh 659,390 (68.45) 3,233,669 (342.33)

Note:/ values not altered to account for inflation

Source: Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accounting, Annual Rates Review
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Table 120: Comparison of District Capital Expenditure and
Debt on Housing

(% = proportion of total district amount)

Capital Expenditure (Housing) Debt (Housing)

i2Z5ZZ6
Badenoch-
Strathspey ^273,000 (83%) £2,181,000 (100%)
Nairn 76/+,300 (100%) 1,875,000 (100%)
Skye-
Lochalsh 410,000 (96%) 1,726,800 (93%)
122&21
Badenoch-
Strathspey 740,000 (98%) 3,071,000 (95%)
Nairn 981,000 (91%) 2,130,000 (89%)
Skye-
Lochalsh 865,000 (84%) 1,978,207 (89%)
1977/78
Badenoch-

Strathspey 853,000 (90%) 3,853,234 (94%)
Nairn 1,100,000 (94%) 2,577,099 (94%)
Skye-
Lochalsh 654,156 (85%) 2,418,631 (89%)
1228Z2SL.
Badenoch-
Strathspey 500,000 (83%) 3,860,000 (95%)
Nairn 643.000 ("75%) 3.684.444 (92%)
Skye-
Lochalsh 500,000 (76%) 2,894,572 (90%)

Note:X values not altered to account for inflation

Source: Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accounting, Annual Rates Reviews
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Table 121: Comparison of District and Region Rateable
Values

value)

tion* Rateable Value Industrial Commercial

(% = proportion of total rateable
Pouula- Total

192.5
-Badenoch- 9,043
Strathspey
-Nairn 8,906

-Skye- 9,519
Lochalsh
-Highland
Region 178,268
-Total

1976
-Badenoch- 9,390
Strathspey
-Nairn 9,305

-Skye- 9,672
Lochalsh
-Highland
Region 182,044
-Total

1222:
-Badenoch- 9,297
Strathspey
-Nairn 9,633

-Skye- 9,777
Lochalsh
-Highland
Region
_'IV xl

im.
-Badenoch-
Strathspey
-Nairn

-Skye-
Lochalsh
-Highland
Region
-Total

9,626

10,031

9,94-3

£

613,701

389,677

326,624

632,429

410,889

341,074

648,809

441,528

369,348

186.160 9.420.596

}b3667,46

465,131

388,302

189,752 9,898,554

£

40,245
(6.6%)
9,820
(2.5%)
12,809
(3.9%)

1,075,679
(12.6%)

41,045
(6.5%)
9,848
(2.4%)
12,963
(3.8%)

1,171,760
(12.9%)

41,920
(6.5%)
9,848
(2.2%)
28,998
(7.9%)

1.229.412
( 1 z" 1 o/\
\ 1 J « I /O /

44,720
(6.7%)
15,598
(3.4%)
33,060
(8.5%)

1,317,126
(13.3%)

217,844
(35.5%)
100,690
(25.8%)
77,395
(23.7%)

2,389,549
(28.0%)

219,886
(34.8%)
100,592
(24.5%)
80,641
(23.6%)

2,500,991
(27.6%)

225,169
(34.7%)
93,577
(21»2%)
81,034
(21.9%)

2.555 555
. .10/>
V c_0 . 7/a;
t no/1)

238,696
(35.8%)
93,950
(20.2%)
87,546
(22.5%)

',664,144
(26.9%)

Notes; - Population estimates from Registrar General for
the year preceding.

- lvalues not altered to account for inflation
Source: Chartered Institute of Public Finance and

Accountancy, Annual Rates Review



Tabic 122: Housing Construction by Badenoch-Strathspey
District Council and Predecessors

Location of Extr.tinr. Nurnbor of Provor11.on Bui11 Planned
Houses. Houses in 1978 Before TCoO Additions

7 to" 1 984)'
-Aviemore ...... JO? 33% 62
-Boat of
Garten ........ 43 86% 12
-Carrbridge ,... 47 43% 24
-Cromdale ...,. . 36 50% 10
-Dalv/hinnie .... 7 86% 5
-Dulnain
Bridge ........ 34 65% 6
-Gran town . « .... 261 51% 54
-Kincraig ...... 24 50% 12
-Kingussie eos„. 133 81% 30
-Laggan ........ 9 89% 2
-Nethybridge ... 69 88% 20
-Newtonmore .... 12.0 . 67% 20
-Totals 1090 56% 256

Source: Badenoch-Strathspey District Council, Second Five
Year Housing Plan. 1979/84. and other District
Council files

Table 123: Licensed Premises, and Special Permissions
Given in Badenoch, 1965-1977

Station Area 12°S 12£L 1969 1222 1222
LP SP LP SP LP SP LP SP LP OP

Aviemore ... 8 57 15 127 17 562 20 1158 (Not Available)
"Rn n t nf

Ga it cen ..... 3 12 4 10 6 1 2 7 5 ■ t

Carrbridge . 4 50 4 50 4 68 6 73 JI 11

Kingussie 9 41 10 51 11 68 15 130 it It

Newtonmore . 13 30 13 36 14 63 18 132 ti If

•Nethybridge 3 43 3 14 7 18 8 21 tt 11

-Totals ..... 40 233 49 288 59 79T 74 1519 T08 1388

Note: Totals for 1977 include Grantov/n and Cromdale
Sources: Annual Reports of Chief Constable, Inverness and

Northern Constabularies
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Table 124: Crimea and Offences in Badenoch, 1965-1974

Station Area 1965 1967 1565.
AFD Other

1974
*AFD Other AFD Other AFD Other

-Aviemore#.«. #. #. 10 92 31 372 44 360 166 651
Boat of
Garten 0 18 5 41 2 50 14 44
Cambridge «#.##. 5 55 9 66 10 55 11 42
Kingussie 7 99 7 107 6 90 18 152
Nethybridge ..„. 1 18 4 76 0 42 13 46
-Newtonmore # # e * e 11f 91 11 157 9 144 7 142
Totals 37 373 V? 8T9 tt 732 247 1103

Note: *AFD means arising from drunkenness#
Source: Annual Reports of Chief Constable, Inverness

Constabulary

Table 125: Crimes and Offences in Selected Districts,
1976 and 1977

*Tyres of
Crimes and Badcnoch- Skye/
0 if*en ces Strathspey Lochaber Nairn Lochalsh

.1526 1522 1226 j^2z 1526 1222 1226 1222
Class 1 ... 26 6 37 13 9 20 Q 1
Class 2 ... 9 If 111 106 107 29 64- 22 31
Class 3 BOe 333 250 If01 207 182. 158 122 117
Class If ... 28 18 43 % 20 13 22 20
Class 5 c.o 3 3 1 5 b 0 b 0
Class 6 e«» 16 20 6 7 6 12 6 9
Class 7 c o1500 1254 1386 1287 750 656 707 682

o aTvvT TL725' "i'orn TZTcTo Tr7n~ TvTz an6 oPTF

*
Class 1: Crimes against persons
Class 2: Crimes against property v/ith violence
Class 3: Crimes against property without violence
Class 4: Malicious injury to property
Class 5: Forgery and crimes against currency
Class 6: Public nuisance, drug misuse, etc.
Class 7: Miscellaneous


